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Preface
By Brett Goldstein

The rise of open data in the public sector has sparked innovation, driv-
EN�EFlCIENCY�� AND� FUELED�ECONOMIC�DEVELOPMENT��!ND� IN� THE� VEIN�OF�
HIGHPROlLE� FEDERAL� INITIATIVES� LIKE� $ATA�GOV� AND� THE�7HITE� (OUSE�S�
Open Government Initiative, more and more governments at the local 
LEVEL� ARE�MAKING� THEIR� FORAY� INTO� THE�lELD�WITH�#HIEF�$ATA�/FlCERS��
open data policies, and open data catalogs.

While still emerging, we are seeing evidence of the transformative po-
tential of open data in shaping the future of our cities. It’s at the city 
level that government most directly impacts the lives of residents—
PROVIDING�CLEAN�PARKS��lGHTING�CRIME��OR�ISSUING�PERMITS�TO�OPEN�A�NEW�
business. This is where there is the biggest opportunity to use open 
data to reimagine the relationship between citizens and government.

And as momentum grows and norms are set, we reach a critical turn-
ing point in the trajectory of the movement. As a community, we need 
TO�BE�REmECTIVE��MINDFUL��AND�ADAPTIVE��7E�MUST�TAKE�STOCK�OF�WHAT�S�
worked so far and what we still need to learn in order to ensure we are 
driving towards meaningful, sustainable outcomes.

Beyond Transparency is a cross-disciplinary survey of the open data 
landscape, in which practitioners share their own stories of what they’ve 
accomplished with open data. It seeks to move beyond the rhetoric of 
transparency for transparency’s sake and towards action and problem 
solving. Through these stories, we examine what is needed to build an 
ecosystem in which open data can become the raw materials to drive 
MORE�EFFECTIVE�DECISIONMAKING�AND�EFlCIENT�SERVICE�DELIVERY��SPUR�ECO-
nomic activity, and empower citizens to take an active role in improv-
ing their own communities.
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How This Book Came to Be

The idea for this book originated while I was in my role as Chief In-
FORMATION�/FlCER�FOR�THE�#ITY�OF�#HICAGO��)�WAS�OFTEN�mOODED�WITH�RE-
quests of how to replicate the Chicago “success story” with open data. 
Some essays had been written to talk about implementations using spe-
CIlC�VENDOR�PLATFORMS��4HIS�WAS�VALUABLE��BUT�)�FELT�IT�REQUIRED�A�BROAD-
er approach. The more I thought about it, the more I came to believe 
that the moment was right for a “guidebook” of sorts that documented 
the successes and lessons learned of open civic data so far.

I had become acquainted with Jennifer Pahlka, founder of Code for 
America, through the City of Chicago’s engagement as a Code for 
America Fellowship city in 2012. We had built a trusting relationship 
through our discussions related to Code for America’s work in Chicago, 
and continued to get to know each other at the ongoing stream of open 
government and civic innovation conferences, meetings, and events that 
we both frequented. As I pondered how to push forward this idea of 
marking a milestone in civic open data, Jen was an obvious ally.

I reached out to Jen with a big idea: let’s write a book on open data. For 
two busy professionals, this seemed like a herculean task, but a plan 
came together that leveraged the resources of Code For America along 
with the insights of key players in the data space. Jen was enthusiastic 
and pulled together a team from Code for America to support the proj-
ect. Within a few weeks, we had an initial list of contributors signed on. 
Within a few months we had chapter drafts in hand and a working out-
line of the book. A good idea coupled with agile execution—in many 
ways, the way this book was created embodies principles of the open 
data movement in and of itself.

What Does This Book Seek to Do?

Beyond Transparency is a resource for (and by) practitioners inside 
AND�OUTSIDE�GOVERNMENT�FROM�THE�MUNICIPAL�CHIEF�INFORMATION�OFlCER�
to the community organizer to the civic-minded entrepreneur. We aim 
FOR�THIS�BOOK�TO�ACCOMPLISH�A�FEW�SPECIlC�THINGS�

X
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For a local government looking to start an open data program, we hope 
the lessons outlined here will help them do exactly that.

We want to spark a discussion of where open data will go next—and 
how we, as practitioners, can be smarter, more effective, and more 
broadly impactful.

We want to help community members (technologists and otherwise) 
outside of government better engage with the process of governance 
and improve our public institutions.

And we want lend a voice to many aspects of the open data community. 
In this book, you’ll see perspectives from many different participants 
that comprise an open data ecosystem: public servants, community or-
ganizers, NGOs, technologists, designers, researchers, journalists, and 
citizens. With Beyond Transparency, we’ve brought together a diverse 
CROSSSECTION�OF�THE�lELD�S�TOP�INNOVATORS�AND�LEADERS�TO�SHARE�THEIR�STO-
ries of what has been achieved with open data so far, what they’ve 
learned along the way, and how we can apply those lessons to realize a 
more promising future for America’s cities. As they look back on what’s 
been accomplished so far—and what is yet to come—emergent themes 
resonate throughout their stories.

As the title of this book suggests, the community is realizing the need 
to look beyond the rationale of transparency and instead align open 
data efforts with policy objectives, applying it to solve problems that 
really matter and make better decisions about how to allocate scarce 
resources. We also hear again and again the need for citizen-centered 
DESIGN�THAT�BORROWS�PRINCIPLES�FROM�THE�5SER�%XPERIENCE�lELD�TO�MOVE�
from data that is open to data that is truly usable and accessible by 
the public. Many practitioners cite the need for open data standards—
across various types of civic data—to increase interoperability and 
make impact scalable. These are just some of the ideas and lessons that 
emerge from the stories gathered here.

As we look forward, this is an exciting point in time. We have proven 
the value of open data. We have shown it can be done in short order, in 
cities of all sizes, from Chicago to Asheville, North Carolina. And now 
it is up to all of us to carry on the work that has been started.

XI
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PART I:
Opening Government Data

Editor’s Note

)N�THE�lRST�SECTION��WE�CONSIDER�THE�CHALLENGES�AND�OUTCOMES�OF�OPEN-
ing government data through a series of practical case studies.

In Chapter 1, civic software developer Joel Mahoney tells the story 
of how opening government data changed the conversation around 
Boston’s school assignment policies, which have been a topic of debate 
since the 1960s. Open data, he argues, not only contributes to a more 
informed public discourse, but can play a key role in upholding core 
democratic values, like aligning policy with societal goals.

Next, in Chapter 2, we turn to the City of Chicago, which pioneered 
one of the most comprehensive municipal open data programs in the 
COUNTRY��"RETT�'OLDSTEIN��WHO�WAS�#HICAGO�S�lRST�#HIEF�$ATA�/FlCER��
tells the story of building Chicago’s open data efforts from the ground 
UP��0ROVIDING�A�lRSTHAND�ACCOUNT�OF�THE�INTERNAL�WORKINGS�OF�CITY�HALL��
he shares what they learned about building sustainable technical infra-
structure for open data.

In Chapter 3, we examine another angle of Chicago’s open data ini-
tiative. Daniel X. O’Neil, Executive Director of the Smart Chicago 
Collaborative, has worked closely with the City of Chicago’s open data 
team and local open data activists to advance the city’s progress in this 
space. He breaks down the key components of data, policy, developers, 
capital, and products that have allowed a sustainable open data ecosys-
tem to develop in Chicago.

%MER�#OLEMAN�FOUNDER�OF�THE�,ONDON�$ATASTORE��ONE�OF�THE�mAGSHIP�
open data efforts in a major city—tells us about open data in a non-US 
context in Chapter 4. She gives a personal perspective on the estab-
lishment of the Datastore, the policy context that preceded it, and the 
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challenges of data release in the public sector.

Finally, we examine how open data can have big impact in smaller 
cities—not just highly resourced urban areas. In Chapter 5, Jonathan 
&ELDMAN��#HIEF�)NFORMATION�/FlCER�OF�!SHEVILLE��.ORTH�#AROLINA��POP-
ulation 85,000), writes about open data as a long-term investment and 
EXPLORES�SOME�OF�THE�CHALLENGES�AND�OPPORTUNITIES�SPECIlC�TO�SMALLER�
local governments. Through a case study of how Asheville’s emerging 
open data efforts can save city resources, he urges other small cities to 
consider the pragmatics of open data. 



CHAPTER 1

Open Data and Open Discourse at 
Boston Public Schools

By Joel Mahoney

)�AM�A�lRM�BELIEVER�IN�THE�PEOPLE��)F�GIVEN�THE�TRUTH��THEY�CAN�BE�
depended upon to meet any national crisis. The great point is to 
bring them the real facts.

—Abraham Lincoln

Inside the Maze

In March of 2011, the City of Boston had a problem: the Boston Globe 
had just published a special multimedia series titled “Getting In: Inside 
Boston’s School Assignment Maze” that offered a critical view of Bos-
ton’s school assignment policies (Boston Globe, 2011). The report pro-
lLED�THIRTEEN�FAMILIES�ENTERING�THE�"OSTON�PUBLIC�SCHOOL�SYSTEM��AND�
traced their hopes and frustrations as they navigated the complicated 
school selection process. The following quotes from interviews with the 
families are indicative:

I don’t have a lot of faith in the process being logical, so I just hope 
that in that mess we somehow get something that works out. 

—Malia Grant

Just the word ‘lottery’ when it comes to schools—what, you just 
roll the dice and take a shot with your kid and hope for the best? 
That’s pretty much where we’re at. 

—Steve Rousell
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Ultimately, it’s possible that we will leave the city if things don’t 
work out the way we want them to. 

—Andy Berg

The report used interactive maps, school performance data, and per-
sonal stories to paint a compelling picture of the complexity of the 
school assignment process. It also showed that the stakes—in terms of 
citizen satisfaction and trust in government—were high.

These complaints weren’t news to the School Department. The school 
assignment policies dated back to the Racial Imbalance Act of 1965, 
which required forced integration in Boston public schools, and pro-
voked riots and protests throughout the city (Hoover Institution, 1998). 
The opposition was so persistent that it made the cover of Time Maga-
zine in 1971. It led to a District Court ruling in 1974, which found Bos-
ton Public Schools to be unconstitutionally segregated, and imposed 
forced busing on the city to remedy the situation. It wasn’t until busing 
WAS�ABANDONED�IN������THAT�THE�ISSUE�WAS�lNALLY�RESOLVED��BY�THAT�TIME�
the school district had shrunk from 100,000 to 57,000 students, only 
twenty-eight percent of whom were white (Hoover Institution, 1998).

What appeared to be a logistical issue—distributing a large number of 
students to a limited number of schools—touched on challenging social 
questions of race, equality, and opportunity. Should diversity be pur-
sued at the expense of neighborhood cohesion? Should desegregation 
be enforced at a local level when wealthier parents could leave the city? 
Should cities be responsible for determining the proper balance? As 
indicated by the Supreme Court’s landmark decision in Brown v. Board 
of Education in 1954, these questions had a long and contentious histo-
ry. The simple act of sending a child to school involves some of society’s 
most divisive issues.

By highlighting the school assignment problem in their 2011 report, 
the Boston Globe brought a longstanding issue back into the public 
spotlight. The report sparked high-level conversations in City Hall and 
MADE�IT�DIFlCULT�FOR�THE�3CHOOL�$EPARTMENT�TO�IGNORE�THE�PROBLEM��4HE�
criticism demanded a response.
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Coding for America

In January 2011, Code for America began work in Boston as part of 
AN�ELEVENMONTH�ENGAGEMENT�WITH�THE�#ITY��)�WAS�PART�OF�A�lVEPERSON�
Fellowship team tasked with building innovative applications around 
PUBLIC�EDUCATION��PARTNERING�WITH�4HE�-AYOR�S�/FlCE�OF�.EW�5RBAN�
Mechanics and Boston Public Schools (BPS). Our goal was to make 
educational services “simple, beautiful, and easy to use,” to quote my 
teammate Scott Silverman.

Our main project was a “trust framework” that would allow developers 
to build innovative services on top of student information—a kind of 
“app store for students.” By the time the Globe article was published in 
March, however, the viability of the project was in doubt: BPS lawyers 
were taking a conservative stance toward the possibility of opening 
data, so we shifted our focus to other projects that would be less reliant 
on open data.

After the Globe report was published, however, we sensed an opportu-
nity to make progress with the city around the sensitive topic of open 
data. In an early meeting with the School Department, the Superinten-
dent suggested that we build an application to help parents through the 
school discovery process. We realized that the project would be an ex-
cellent opportunity to clarify the eligibility rules in context, especially 
considering the existing tools—a twenty-eight-page parent handbook, 
and a home-grown BPS website called “What Are My Schools?”—left 
much to be desired. In July of 2011, we began work on a project that 
allows parents to enter a home address and grade level and see a per-
sonalized list of eligible schools. We called it “DiscoverBPS.”

Our research showed that parents had two primary concerns: school 
quality and school location. To address those concerns, we included 
detailed information on commute distances and times (by foot and by 
bus), as well as MCAS scores, teacher-to-student ratios, school hours, 
after-school programs, and other performance metrics. We built “walk-
shed maps” to help parents make sense of the complicated walk-zone 
policy (which gave a higher precedence to students who lived within 
a certain radius of a school), and we added historical acceptance rate 
data for each grade level in each school. This latter statistic proved 
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to be the most controversial: the School Department worried that 
the odds of admission would add to the sense of “gambling with your 
child’s future.” We countered that it was impossible for parents to make 
informed decisions without relevant information, and that transparent 
data would make the lottery process more comprehensible. Even after 
we received permission to publish the data, the School Department 
THOUGHT� THAT� THE� PHRASE� hODDS� OF� ADMISSIONv� WOULD� BE� INmAMMATO-
ry, and asked us to refer to the statistic as “applicants per open seat” 
(which meant that we had to present the number as a ratio instead of a 
percentage). Apparently, “open data” had shades of grey.

DiscoverBPS launched in November of 2011 and has received up-
wards of 15,000 unique visitors since then, with a substantial increase 
IN� TRAFlC� DURING� SCHOOL� REGISTRATION�MONTHS�� &OR� CONTEXT�� ABOUT� THAT�
same number of people register for school in Boston each year. It won 
PRAISE�FROM�PARENTS�AND�SCHOOL�OFlCIALS��WHO�FELT�THAT�THE�INTUITIVE�5)�
and data-driven content made the complicated school selection pro-
CESS�MORE�INTELLIGIBLE��4HE�MOST�SIGNIlCANT�FEEDBACK��HOWEVER��CAME�A�
year and a half later, when Superintendent Carol Johnson told me that 
DiscoverBPS had “changed the way [the School Department] relates to 
parents.” In thinking about the goals of Code for America—improving 
CITIZEN�ENGAGEMENT�BY�MAKING�GOVERNMENT� SERVICES�MORE�OPEN��EFl-
cient and participatory—I can’t imagine a much higher form of praise.

Algorithmic Regulation

It is important to note the backdrop for the Superintendent’s remark: 
)�MET�HER�AT�A�TOWN�HALL�MEETING�IN�&EBRUARY�OF������WHERE�"03�OFl-
cials were presenting proposals to overhaul Boston’s school assignment 
policies. These plans had been a topic of discussion for years, but had 
lNALLY�BECOME�A�REALITY�AFTER�-AYOR�-ENINO�COMMITTED�TO�RESOLVING�THE�
problem in his “State of the City” speech in January of 2012:

The Boston Public Schools have come a long way in the last twenty 
years. When I became mayor, many parents considered sending 
their children to only a handful of schools. Today, more than 100 
of our schools have waiting lists because they are so popular with 
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parents. Our graduation rate has never been higher, and our drop-
out rate hasn’t been lower in two decades.

But something stands in the way of taking our system to the next 
level: a student assignment process that ships our kids to schools 
across our city. Pick any street. A dozen children probably attend a 
DOZEN�DIFFERENT�SCHOOLS��0ARENTS�MIGHT�NOT�KNOW�EACH�OTHER��CHIL-
dren might not play together. They can’t carpool, or study for the 
same tests. We won’t have the schools our kids deserve until we 
build school communities that serve them well.

I’m committing tonight that one year from now Boston will have 
adopted a radically different student assignment plan—one that 
puts a priority on children attending schools closer to their homes. 
I am directing Superintendent Johnson to appoint a citywide group 
of dedicated individuals. They will help design the plan to get us 
there and engage the community on this transition.

I know I have talked about changing the student assignment plan 
before. We have made many improvements over the years. 2012 
WILL�BE�THE�YEAR�TO�lNISH�THE�JOB���#ITY�OF�"OSTON������	

This directive laid out the School Department’s agenda for the next 
year, including the town hall meetings like the one I attended in Feb-
RUARY�WHERE�"03�OFlCIALS�PRESENTED�THE�NEW�ASSIGNMENT�PROPOSALS�AND�
solicited feedback from parents. Most of these proposals aimed to solve 
the busing problem by dividing the school district into smaller assign-
ment zones (see http://bostonschoolchoice.org/explore-the-proposals/
original-bps-proposals/). Boston had traditionally consisted of three 
zones: North, West, and East. The new proposals ranged from nine to 
twenty-three zones. Like any redistricting effort, there was no easy way 
to redraw the lines: the number of schools would still be the same, and 
some parents or groups would always feel short-changed. The meetings 
were contentious, and parents vented frustrations about the current 
and proposed assignment systems. And although the Superintendent’s 
comments were complimentary, when I was sitting in the town hall 
session, where a long line of parents were venting frustrations about 
the school selection process it was hard to believe that a website like 
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DiscoverBPS could really have an impact on such deep and intractable 
problems.

Interestingly, the winning proposal was not on the School Depart-
ment’s original list. It was submitted by Peng Shi, a doctoral student 
at MIT studying the use of algorithms to address social problems, who 
had started attending the town hall meetings out of curiosity. Like us, 
he came to the conclusion that the problem centered on school quality 
AND�LOCATION��WHICH�HE�BELIEVED�WERE�POORLY�ADDRESSED�BY�lXED�GEO-
graphical zones. His solution used an algorithm to ensure that each 
student had access to a guaranteed number of high-quality choices (as 
DElNED�BY�THE�3CHOOL�$EPARTMENT�USING�TEST�SCORES�AND�OTHER�METRICS	��
no matter where in the city the student lived. According to a New York 
Times article on the topic by Katharine Seelye (2013), “He started say-
ing things like, ‘What I’m hearing is, parents want close to home but 
they really care about quality… I’m working on something to try to 
meet those two goals.’ He didn’t have a political agenda.”

Peng proposed his algorithm to the School Department and they in-
cluded it in their proceedings. Parents were receptive to the idea, and 
the School Committee eventually voted it into policy in March of 2013 
(the algorithm will be put into effect at the end of 2013). The decision 
WAS�AN�HISTORIC�DEVELOPMENT�IN�A�lFTYYEAR�DEBATE�

As Seelye’s article noted:

That it took a dispassionate outsider with coding skills but no po-
litical agenda to formulate the model is a measure of the com-
plexities facing urban school districts today. Many such districts, 
like Boston’s, are plagued by inequities, with too few good schools 
and children mostly of color trapped in low-performing schools. 
Overcoming that legacy here has been so emotionally charged that 
previous attempts to redraw the zones have failed (though in 2005 
the district did change the algorithm it uses to assign students). 
(Seelye, 2013)

This description would have applied equally well to our work in Boston 
as Code for America Fellows.
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Data and Discourse

The Boston school assignment story shows the power of open data to 
shift the public discourse around social issues. The Boston Globe made 
its case against the School Department using data made publicly avail-
ABLE� BY� THE� 3CHOOL�$EPARTMENT� �ALONG�WITH� PARENT� INTERVIEWS�� ETC�	��
the School Department responded by opening up new data in Dis-
coverBPS, and by engaging in an open dialogue with parents around 
proposed solutions. This process involved town hall meetings and a 
website called www.bostonschoolchoice.org, which includes an entire 
section devoted to “Raw Data.” As Chris Osgood, co-chair of the Bos-
TON�-AYOR�S�/FlCE�OF�.EW�5RBAN�-ECHANICS�NOTED��THIS�DATA�ALLOWED�
third parties like Peng Shi to make informed contributions to the pro-
cess. The open data served as a kind of API endpoint into the school 
selection debate.

The Superintendent’s comment that DiscoverBPS “changed the way 
;THE�3CHOOL�$EPARTMENT=� RELATES� TO�PARENTSv� REmECTS� THE� CRITICAL� ROLE�
that user-friendly interfaces to open data (such as DiscoverBPS) play in 
facilitating that discourse.

By changing the way the school department relates to parents, Discov-
erBPS also changed attitudes within the school department about the 
role—and value—of technology. Based on the success of version 1.0 of 
DiscoverBPS, the City recently retained me to develop version 2.0 of 
the software, which will include new data and new tools for parents. 
I am now continuing conversations at BPS that began in 2011, and 
have noticed a greater tolerance toward the use of open data, as well 
as toward the tools and technologies that make open data possible (the 
BPS IT department is currently building a RESTful API to expose a 
canonical repository of school and student information). Lastly, the 
School Department’s choice of an assignment policy that can only be 
administered by a computer strikes me as a hugely symbolic step to-
ward embracing technological solutions—consider what it means that 
the School Department can no longer pin assignment zone maps on 
the wall, since the algorithm generates a unique list of eligible schools 
for each address.
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Conclusion

Our work in Boston shows how open data can catalyze change around 
EVEN�THE�MOST�CONTENTIOUS�SOCIAL�ISSUES��!T�lRST��WE�TRIED�TO�AFFECT�CHANGE�
directly by opening up all student information in an app store, but en-
countered resistance around privacy issues, and had to take a roundabout 
approach. By instead applying open data to real and existing problems, 
we were able to demonstrate the immediate value of the data, and make 
meaningful contributions to a longstanding public debate.

Two and a half years later, the School Department is investing in the 
continued development of DiscoverBPS, and is demonstrating a deep-
er understanding of the role that open data can play in governance.

Democracy relies on our ability to frame policy—and regulation—
around our broad societal goals. Open data plays an important role 
in this process by encouraging constructive public discourse, and by 
proving a transparent measure of progress towards those goals. Indeed, 
as Abraham Lincoln noted, with “real facts” even the most challenging 
social issues can be met.

About the Author

Joel Mahoney is an entrepreneur and former Code for America Fellow. 
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CHAPTER 2

Open Data in Chicago: Game On
By Brett Goldstein

Before I joined Chicago’s government administration, I knew very lit-
tle about open data. I certainly had been immersed in the world of 
data and analytics for some time, but I didn’t substantively understand 
the concept of “open” as it applied to this context. In fact, because 
I’d worked at the Chicago Police Department in the Counterterrorism 
and Intelligence Section, open data seemed completely counterintui-
tive. So when Mayor-elect Rahm Emanuel’s transition team reached 
out to me to discuss ramping up an open data program at the City 
of Chicago, I had to do some quick and hasty internet research to be 
properly prepared.

During the mayoral campaign, Mayor Emanuel had held an event at 
Microsoft that highlighted the importance of open government, citing 
open data at the heart of his vision for a more transparent Chicago. 
4HE�MAYOR�THEN�ASKED�ME�TO�SERVE�AS�THE�CITY�S�lRST�#HIEF�$ATA�/FlCER�
(CDO) and to implement his vision of a more transparent government 
that not only makes its data available to the public, but also uses data 
analysis as a tool to inform policy and improve services.

The new administration started on May 16, 2011, with open data as 
a top priority from day one. The weekend prior, the policy group had 
GATHERED�TO�DISCUSS� THE�STRATEGY� FOR� THE�lRST�HUNDRED�DAYS�AND�OPEN�
data was listed as an early goal. My mission was to take the bones of 
the city’s existing program and make it a cornerstone of the city’s trans-
PARENCY�INITIATIVES��-Y�lRST�STEP�WAS�TO�ASSESS�WHAT�EXISTED�AND�THEN�
decide where I wanted to take the vision and direction as the CDO for 
the City of Chicago.

Before we dive into the details of what ensued, it is worth discussing 
THE�SIMPLE�POINT�THAT�#HICAGO�WAS�THE�lRST�MAJOR�MUNICIPALITY�TO�AP-
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point a CDO. This was a clear and immediate statement about the im-
portance of these initiatives to the new administration. Mayor Emanu-
el had decided early on that he wanted a team that used the city’s vast 
and rich data resources as a tool and that empiricism would inform 
policy. To achieve that goal, he created a senior-level post within his 
OFlCE�THAT�WOULD�FOCUS�ON�EXACTLY�THAT��"Y�CREATING�A�#$/�AS�HIS�PROXY�
for a data-driven and transparent government, Mayor Emanuel laid the 
foundation for Chicago to go from lagging behind other governments 
to being at the forefront of open civic data and transparency.

The City of Chicago did have an existing open data program so I wasn’t 
starting from scratch. Prior to the new administration it was managed 
by Danielle DuMerer, a project manager in The Department of Inno-
vation and Technology (DoIT). The city had already secured the Soc-
RATA�PLATFORM�AND�KICKED�OFF�SOME�BASIC�DATASET�PROJECTS�SPECIlCALLY��
publishing logs of the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests 
submitted by the public, as well as an assortment of facility and geo-
graphic datasets.

DuMerer had substantially engaged the local open government com-
munity with the city’s open data. However, the prior administration 
HAD�NOT�IDENTIlED�THE�OPEN�DATA�PROGRAM�AS�A�TOP�PRIORITY�AMONG�OTH-
er competing issues, and even with DuMerer’s efforts the program 
STRUGGLED�TO�GAIN�SIGNIlCANT�TRACTION��"UT�ONCE�THE�NEW�ADMINISTRATION�
came on board with a clear mandate from Mayoral Emanuel to make 
open data a priority, the city’s open data program began to immedi-
ately change.

)N�THE�lRST�TWO�WEEKS�AS�THE�CITY�S�#HIEF�$ATA�/FlCER��)�DID�MY�BEST�
to learn the ins and outs of the program I had inherited. I found it 
frustrating that the data platform had already been chosen. While I ap-
PRECIATE�THE�TURNKEY�EFlCIENCY�OF�3OCRATA�S�PLATFORM��)�KNEW�THAT�A�PRO-
PRIETARY� APPLICATION�WOULD�BECOME�A� LONGTERM�lNANCIAL� INVESTMENT��
I am also a strong believer in utilizing open source technologies and 
was disappointed that we were doing little to support the community 
around CKAN, a widely used open source open data catalog. But be-
cause I needed to deliver results immediately, I was not in a position 
to make a sharp pivot. It wasn’t practical to consider other alternative 
platforms at that point.
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There were also the upcoming Apps for Metro Chicago contests, plans 
for which had been initiated during the prior administration. The John 
D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation was funding three the-
matic competitions to encourage businesses and software engineers to 
use City of Chicago and Cook County open data to create useful appli-
cations for residents. We greatly appreciated the philanthropic support 
of this initiative, but the competition imposed a hard timeline to roll 
out our program. 

It would have been simple to give it just enough attention to meet the 
requirements of the project and not offend the supporting foundation, 
allowing us to focus on the ideas coming from the new administration. 
However, we ended up seeing this competition as a great way to help 
launch the new open data program in Chicago and it helped us get mo-
mentum quickly. (MacArthur has continued to be a fantastic supporter 
of these forward-thinking programs.) Kicking off the Apps for Metro 
Chicago competition so soon after the start of the new administration 
was consistent with the strategy of rapidly expanding the existing open 
data program.

We immediately found that while technology was relevant to the proj-
ect, clear executive sponsorship allowed for this initiative to rapidly 
accelerate. We achieved a couple of key milestones early on that ended 
up laying the foundation for the future of the program.

First, the city released its crime incidents dataset. Historically, crime 
data was hard to obtain in Chicago. While Chicago had been a lead-
er in front-facing technologies, its raw data was not easily accessible. 
The Chicago Police Department’s CLEARpath website offered ninety 
days of historic incident-level crime data via a mapping interface and 
was a great start in terms of information access. However, if third 
parties wanted to use the data, they had to do a substantial amount of 
scraping.

Crime data is historically one of the most demanded datasets and is 
often too limiting in a few different ways: it is of too short an interval 
to provide utility for anything other than immediate-term situational 
AWARENESS��THE�DATA�IS�AGGREGATED�AT�A�UNIT�OF�ANALYSIS�THAT�IS�TOO�DILUTIVE�
�º�LA�DISTRICT��WARD��OR�PRECINCT	��AND�OR�THE�DATA�IS�NOT�MACHINEREADABLE�
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Chicago endeavored to solve all of these issues in one swift move. The 
designed release sought to open all incident-level crime data from Jan-
uary 1, 2001, to the present and update the dataset on a twenty four-
hour cycle. Holding 4.6 million records, Chicago’s published dataset 
would be the largest automatically updating set of incident-level crime 
data ever released.

The technology behind the release was not complex, but nor was it triv-
ial. Crime data is recorded in the Chicago Police Department’s trans-
actional system and then replicated into their data warehouse. Our 
APPROACH�WAS�TO�lRE�AN�%4,��A�SET�OF�DATABASE�FUNCTIONS�FOR�MOVING�
data from one place to another) from an internal utility server to pull 
data from the police warehouse and load it into the city’s data portal 
via Socrata’s API.

However, along the way, a couple of critical items needed to happen in 
order to ensure that the data was secure and could be rendered into a 
releasable form:

• The addresses needed to be block-reduced to protect privacy.

• Spatial coordinates also had to be scattered to assist with pri-
vacy protection.

• Updates needed to be captured and replicated into the data-
set as the source system records were updated.

• 3INCE� THE� CRIMES�DATASET�WAS� TO� BE� ONE� OF� THEIR� lRST� LARGE�
DATASETS��THE�3OCRATA�PLATFORM�NEEDED�TO�BE�ABLE�TO�EFlCIENTLY�
handle uploads, updates, and queries.

We successfully completed all of these steps, experiencing some pain 
along the way, but the process eventually came together. As of April 
2013, the dataset includes nearly 5.2 million records, continues to be 
automatically updated daily, and serves as a good example of the imple-
mentation of open data.

This data release brought substantial attention to Chicago’s open data 
program, much of which was due to the press around that release. So-
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phia Tareen, a reporter with the Associated Press, covered the story. 
She wrote a thoughtful piece on the enormity of the release and not-
ed that it was a clear turning point for Chicago (Tareen, 2011). While 
written locally, the article was sent out en masse by the AP and, within 
a few hours, became an international story. As a result, Chicago’s open 
data program became very real and was validated by the broader com-
MUNITY��7E� LEARNED� THAT� THERE� IS� ENORMOUS�BENElT� TO� A� HIGHPROlLE�
release of a high-interest dataset early on. I view this as another semi-
nal moment for the program, providing a solid foundation from which 
to launch. This release worked very well for Chicago, and I suspect it 
would work for other jurisdictions as well.

Second, the Apps for Metro Chicago competition provided a frame-
work to engage the Chicago community. The competition demonstrat-
ed that many Chicagoans were deeply excited about open data and 
really wanted to engage with government to build tools to help their 
neighbors. In order to achieve the latter, we had to provide data in 
machine-readable formats, and it needed to be consistently refreshed. 
Prior to the re-launch of Chicago’s data portal, data had been made 
available, but usually in the form of a PDF, which technologists know 
can be somewhat less than friendly.

Our release of street sweeping data during the Apps for Metro Chica-
GO�CONTEST�WINDOW�EXEMPLIlES�THIS�CHANGE��7HILE�AT�A�'OOGLEHOSTED�
open data hackathon in 2011, Scott Robbin approached DuMerer and 
I to ask about the city’s street sweeper dataset. He was interested in 
building an application that would notify users the night before their 
street would be swept. I thought this was a fabulous idea, since I had 
personally received a series of tickets for failing to move my car. How-
ever, the path from idea to implementation required some of the city’s 
data. The street sweeping schedule existed, but it was not published in 
a format easily used by software engineers or technologists. The De-
partment of Streets and Sanitation had taken an Excel spreadsheet and 
created a calendar, using the software’s formatting tools. The result-
ing spreadsheet was then printed to a PDF and posted on the City 
of Chicago’s website. This format made it impossible to reverse engi-
neer. Fortunately, in situations like these, interns are great at assisting 
WITH�THE�TEDIOUS��BUT�CRITICAL��WORK�OF�CONVERTING�AN�UNUSABLE�lLE�INTO�
ONE� THAT�CAN� SERVE�AS�A�DATA� SOURCE��7E�POSTED� THE� RESULTING�lLE�ON�
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data.cityofchicago.org. From there, Scott produced an excellent site, 
sweeparound.us, which has assisted many of us in being mindful of the 
city’s cleaning schedule.

4HE�SWEEPAROUND�US�STORY�EXEMPLIlES�A�COUPLE�KEY�LESSONS�THAT�CONTIN-
ue to hold true. First, we, as a city, needed to learn to produce data in 
machine-readable formats as part of our standard business practices. 
Second, a variety of communities demonstrated an enormous appetite 
for government data, including civic developers, researchers, and jour-
nalists. We saw the emergence of the civic developer community both 
IN� THE� PHILANTHROPIC� AND� FORPROlT�MODELS�� 0LACES� LIKE� #HAPIN�(ALL�
at the University of Chicago had been struggling for years to extract 
administrative data for the purpose of research. Open data programs 
make it substantially easier, removing the need to negotiate non-disclo-
sure or other types of agreements. Open data also has also stimulated 
NEW�RESEARCH��!�0H�$��CANDIDATE�TWEETED�HER�GRATITUDE�AT�lNALLY�BEING�
ABLE�TO�lNISH�HER�DISSERTATION��AND�MORE�TRADITIONAL�ORGANIZATIONS�HAVE�
now embarked in multi-year studies, based on what has been released 
on the City of Chicago’s data portal.

The last lesson is one coined by Tim O’Reilly (2010): “Government as a 
Platform.” I did not completely understand this idea for some time, but 
now it’s one I greatly appreciate. Chicago’s data portal is designed to 
provide raw data in machine-readable formats. By providing an API to 
this data, any developer can access, use, or integrate all of this raw ma-
terial for whatever purpose they can imagine. As the City’s Chief In-
FORMATION�/FlCER�AND�#$/��)�PURPOSELY�TRIED�TO�AVOID�GETTING�INTO�THE�
app development business and, instead, preferred to grow the portal 
to offer both diversity and depth. This strategy prevents us from being 
in the business of maintaining apps that require various programming 
SKILL�SETS�AND�ONGOING�lNANCIAL�RESOURCES��)NSTEAD��A�STANDARDSBASED�
data portal allows us to be the platform, as O’Reilly suggests, and sup-
port the innovative ideas cultivated by various communities.
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Successfully Implementing an Open  
Data Program

After two years of building a successful program in the City of Chica-
go, there are a series of critical points that can be leveraged as other 
cities consider implementing or expanding open data.

Architecture

Building a large, useful, machine-readable, and meaningful data por-
tal is a non-trivial technical task. First, of course, comes the question 
OF�PLATFORM��9OU�WILL�NEED�TO�REmECT�ON�YOUR�STAFF �S�CAPABILITIES��ALONG�
with available funding to make this decision. Here are some points 
to consider.

If you need a turnkey solution, there are few options are available. Soc-
rata is the dominant platform, and they are good at what they do. They 
provide a ready-to-go data portal. For organizations who cringe at the 
idea of building their own servers and using open source, this is the 
method that is going to work best for you. However, as we will discuss 
later, in order to have a sustainable open data platform, you are going 
to need to do some rather advanced work.

Beyond the platform comes the source of the data. For programs that 
are still in their most basic stage, using a turnkey approach can make 
this work incredibly easy. Your data may reside in something as simple 
as a spreadsheet. You can upload that information into Socrata directly 
and be ready to go in seconds, but it rarely remains that simple once 
you get beyond the basics.

Much of the data that you have will come from transactional or ware-
house systems, and if your world is like mine, many of them are quite 
AGED�AND�SOMEWHAT�CRYPTIC��9OU�WILL�NEED�TO�lND�WAYS�TO�EXTRACT�THE�
data, understand what it means, and load it into the platform. This is 
somewhat less turnkey than you might originally think.

You also need to consider how much data you will be moving and how 
that will impact your enterprise network, storage, and systems. If you 
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are simply dealing with something like a salary list, which is small data, 
the issue is trivial. However, what if you want to load something like 
GPS coordinates of your assets? In Chicago, that would be approxi-
mately ten million rows a day. That would stress most environments.

Sustainability

)T�MAY�SEEM�ODD� TO�CALL�OUT� THIS�VERY�SPECIlC�POINT��BUT�)� SUSPECT� IT�
is one of the most critical: the sustainability of the overall design. An 
open data program that relies on a human to keep it updated is fun-
DAMENTALLY�mAWED��#ONSIDERING�THAT�ONE�OF�THE�GOALS�OF�OPEN�DATA�IS�
transparency, it’s important to ponder the role of the middleman. I 
like to joke that people are often shocked when I tell them we do not 
vet the data before it gets released onto the portal. There is, in fact, no 
little dude in the basement of City Hall that checks every row of data 
before it goes out the door. That is the beautiful part of the design be-
hind the portal.

Ninety nine percent of the data that goes onto data.cityofchicago.org 
arrives there automatically. Each one of the datasets has an ETL job 
that connects into the source system, takes the data, transforms it as 
appropriate, and loads it into the platform. This happens daily or more 
frequently. In some cases, we overwrite the entire set. For others, like 
crime incidents, we do an incremental update that adds new records 
and catches changes to existing records. This type of architecture ac-
complishes a series of critical points.

First, it is scalable. It is impossible to have millions of rows of data avail-
able based on manual refreshes. This makes little sense and will not 
be timely. Second, as mentioned before, it keeps the platform honest. 
Lastly, it creates sustainability. The program ceases to become about 
a single individual and, instead, becomes a programmatic area within 
the technological organization.

Fear

There is a strong institutional fear of open data. In a culture of “gotcha” 
journalism, the idea of something being disclosed that could embarrass 
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an administration is a common worry and, therefore, barrier. It is often 
a reason to not release data. My experience with this highlights a cou-
ple critical points.

We have released millions of rows of data to date, and so far, it has gone 
very well. Every time the internal constituency has been concerned 
about a release, we have been able to push it forward and go public 
without incident.

It is critical that you develop a strong relationship with your open gov-
ernment community. By fostering this dynamic, you are able to create 
a “let’s make it work together” ethos. I explained that if every mistake I 
made got blown into a major incident, it would stymie our collaborative 
goals. In Chicago, they took this to heart. We created a team effort, 
working with Joe Germuska from the Northwestern University Knight 
Lab, and formerly of the Chicago Tribune, along with Daniel X. O’Neil 
of the Smart Chicago Collaborative. We would regularly convene via 
Twitter, email, phone, or at meet-ups. This worked out particularly well 
as we strived to conquer large and complicated datasets. These are the 
TYPES�OF�DATASETS�THAT�ARE�VERY�HARD�TO�RELEASE�PERFECTLY�THE�lRST�TIME�

Often, you will see a dynamic between government, the press, and the 
open government community that can be less than pleasant because of 
this “gotcha” concept I mentioned prior. Government releases some-
thing that has an error in it, and it becomes a “thing.” Maybe there is 
substantial press around the error or, even worse, it is viewed as being 
deceitful. Within this framework, there are typically only two strate-
GIES�THAT�CAN�BE�TAKEN�BY�GOVERNMENT��4HE�lRST� IS�TO�NOT�RELEASE�ANY�
data, which is not the optimal track for any of our interests. The second 
is to ensure that the data is one hundred percent perfect before it goes 
out the door.

4HE�ONE�HUNDRED�PERCENT�PERFECT�MODEL�IS�lNE�WHEN�THE�DATA�IS�SMALL��
If you are posting a spreadsheet with one hundred rows and it is not 
terribly wide, you can go through each and every line to ensure that 
it’s perfect. You can even scale the exercise to thousands of lines using 
a variety of mechanisms. However, what happens when the dataset in-
cludes millions of rows and covers a decade? Even with scripts and au-
DIT�TECHNIQUES��YOU�CANNOT�REACH�THE�ONE�HUNDRED�PERCENT�CONlDENCE�
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mark. This leaves most people in a quandary. When you want to release 
big and important data and you cannot ensure it is one hundred percent 
correct, it leads to all sorts of drama. It becomes a no-win situation.

This is where we changed the dynamic in Chicago so that we would 
be able to move the open data program into high gear. It came down 
to me personally developing a series of relationships within the com-
munity and investing the time to ensure that people understood and 
believed in what we were trying to do. Historically, a high-level mem-
ber of the administration does not show up at an open government 
meet-up to discuss open data, but this was what ultimately enabled me 
to build trust between these entities. It also helped to have contacts 
like Joe, within the news organization, that allowed for the relationship 
building. These people believed that our open data plan was bigger 
than the single story and that we were building a broader system.

Becoming Part of Day-to-Day Operations

As the open data program in Chicago became a robust and useful plat-
form, the question came as to how we should take it to the next level. 
In the beginning of 2013, the mayor decided that he wanted to make 
a policy commitment to ensure the sustainability of the program. He 
issued an Open Data Executive Order (2012-2) that mandated that 
each department would designate an Open Data Coordinator, the city 
WOULD�CREATE�AND�SUSTAIN�THE�POSITION�OF�#HIEF�$ATA�/FlCER��AND�THERE�
would be annual accountability as to the release of open data for trans-
parency and sustainability (Emanuel, 2013).

The release and exposure of this executive order served to reinforce the 
hard work that had gone into the creation of the program. The ordering 
is one that would remain an open question for administrations that are 
looking to move forward in the realm of open data. Does it make sense 
to issue the executive order or legislation prior to the beginning of the 
initiative, or does it make sense to allow for some traction and then 
create that framework around it?

My preference is around the latter, but, clearly, I am biased. My 
thoughts focus on the ability to iterate and develop in an incubator en-
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vironment before it becomes part of the system. Open data programs 
will have to evolve and grow in different ways in various cities. Lessons 
that apply to Chicago may not be relevant for a different city. The au-
tonomy to try, explore, and adapt makes a lot of sense and is certainly a 
model that can be conducive to success. It is critical to create a viable 
program before becoming overly prescriptive about its functions.

The Bare Minimum to be Successful

In order for an open data program to be truly successful, it requires two 
key items that are, in fact, also a broader lesson for many government 
INITIATIVES��4HE�lRST�IS�THE�CLEAR�AND�VOCAL�SUPPORT�OF�THE�EXECUTIVE�SPON-
sor—whether this is the president for the federal program or, in the 
case of Chicago, the mayor. With the unequivocal support of the mayor, 
roadblocks disappeared as it became clear that all parties would be ac-
countable for the success—or lack thereof—of the program.

4HE�SECOND�IS�lNANCIAL�SUPPORT��!�MANDATE�WITH�A�LACK�OF�SUPPORTING�
funding in government is not, in fact, a mandate. There is a common 
saying in municipal government: “Control is based on a budget line.” 
Whoever controls the budget line controls the project. Chicago com-
mitted funding (not a large amount, but funding nonetheless) and re-
sources to ensure that this could be successful. In the case of Chicago, 
this was able to fund the Socrata platform as a foundation and the 
ongoing work that was required for ETL development. Without a data 
platform and some sort of automated way to continue to keep it fresh, 
it is not a true program that will be sustainable beyond the individual.

I will, however, note the corner case that invalidates my second point, 
and this is, of course, a model that I admire: the scrappy do-it-yourself 
shop. In this scenario, the program is based on the open source CKAN 
model. The entity can build out their open data system on top of that 
platform. Seeing that they already have shown the innovation to work 
with open source software, it may be the case that they have the ability 
to write their own ETLs or leverage some of the great open source 
ETL tools that are available on the internet. From there, it would be 
a function of what sort of infrastructure could be built out. There is 
absolutely no reason a low-cost cloud solution couldn’t be implemented. 
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This type of presence does not require a substantial amount of securi-
ty, as you are not really worried about accessing the data. Rather, you 
simply want to preserve its integrity.

This corner case is somewhat interesting, as one can envision a sce-
nario where one partners a strong executive sponsor with a scrappy 
technologist. Given access and mandate, it would be extraordinarily 
low-cost for a successful initial foray into the open data space. This is 
AN�AREA�THAT�WE�SHOULD�BE�MINDFUL�OF�AND�lND�WAYS�TO�SUPPORT�

Chicago is an excellent case in showing how one can build an open 
data program where it is not expected. The role of the strong executive 
sponsor is critical to a program’s success, and Mayor Emanuel played 
that part. Building close partnerships with the community and strate-
gic media attention were also key components of our success. Through 
tenacity and sustainable execution by the team, Chicago has been able 
to put forth an initiative that has become the gold standard in open 
data. These lessons from Chicago’s rapid scaling up of our program will 
help inform the next generation of open data initiatives, as new models 
for growth and sustainability of open data emerge.
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CHAPTER 3

Building a Smarter Chicago
By Daniel X. O’Neil

Introduction

As the open data and open government movement continues, there is 
a lot of talk about building local ecosystems for the work. The general 
idea is that there has to be a mildly magic combination of data, policy, 
developers, capital, and products to enable the kind of growth that is 
necessary to take the movement to the next level—where there is a ma-
ture market for open government products that serve real community 
needs and lead to sustainable revenue.

The thing about building an ecosystem is that when it is done deliber-
ately, it can be a slog. Building a developer community from scratch, 
convincing local government to publish data, getting venture capitalists 
to take a look at open government projects—all of this is tough work 
that takes time.

By looking at the Chicago example, however, we can see that there’s 
OFTEN�MORE�BUILT�THAN�IT�lRST�SEEMS��4HE�COMPONENTS�CAN�BE�FOUND��IN�
VARYING�DEGREES��IN�ANY�UNIT�OF�GOVERNMENT��4HE�TRICK�IS�TO�lND��COBBLE��
and congeal these pieces together.

What follows is an illustrative, incomplete, and idiosyncratic look at the 
ecosystem in Chicago. It is meant to provide a thumbnail take on how 
THE�ECOSYSTEM�DEVELOPED�HERE��WHILE�SPARKING�lRES�ELSEWHERE�

Data: An Era of Incidental Transparency

The story starts with Citizen ICAM (Information Collection for Auto-
mated Mapping), the granddaddy of all crime mapping applications, 
created by the Chicago Police Department in May 1995. I wrote about 
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this system back in 2006 because I wanted to understand the archae-
OLOGY�OF�THIS�DISTINCTLY�UNIQUE��AND�RELATIVELY�DIFlCULT�TO�USE	�INTERFACE�
(O’Neil, 2006). You can learn a lot about software by its backstory. 
(ERE�S� THE�lRST� SENTENCE� OF� A� *ULY� �����.ATIONAL� )NSTITUTE� OF� *USTICE�
report on Citizen ICAM:

To better understand the nature and extent of criminal and social 
problems in the community and improve allocation of resources, a 
growing number of crime control and prevention organizations are 
turning to computerized mapping. (Rich, 1996)

4HE�IMPETUS�BEHIND�THE�PROJECT��h#ITIZENv�IS�THE�lRST�WORD�IN�ITS�NAME	�
was the Chicago Alternative Policing Strategy (CAPS) program. Here’s 
another snip from the 1996 report:

ICAM was developed as part of CPD’s far-reaching and ambitious 
community policing strategy. Unlike many other community-po-
licing programs that are limited to a single unit in the depart-
ment, the Chicago Alternative Policing Strategy (CAPS) is de-
partment-wide. The strategic plan for reinventing CPD describes 
CAPS as a “wholesale transformation of the department, from a 
largely centralized, incident-driven, crime suppression agency to 
a more decentralized, customer-driven organization dedicated to 
solving problems, preventing crime, and improving the quality of 
life in each of Chicago’s neighborhoods.

In fact, CAPS is really a city program with strong support from the 
-AYOR�S�OFlCE�AND�CLOSE�INVOLVEMENT�OF�CITY�AGENCIES��WHICH�HAVE�
been directed to give top priority to “CAPS service requests” that 
affect crime and neighborhood safety. (Rich, 1996)

This twenty-year-old project is a model for where we need to be now—
and where the movement seems to be heading. It starts with deep in-
put from residents to form a “customer-driven organization.”

In the technology world, we call these people “users.”

Adrian Holovaty’s ChicagoCrime.org—widely considered a major 
impetus in the open data movement—simply would not have existed 
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without Citizen ICAM (Holovaty, 2008). At the same time, Chicago-
Crime.org was certainly not well-formed public data. For instance, all 
data was retrieved by scraping with obscure URL calls that ignored the 
user interface, which limited searches to a quarter-mile radius.

Another example is transit data “published” by the Chicago Transit Au-
thority in the context of their proprietary Bus Tracker system. I covered 
this extensively in a January 2009 blog post (O’Neil, 2009). The upshot is 
that Harper Reed scraped all data driving the app, cached it, and served 
it to developers. This led to a blossoming of transit-focused apps.

The culmination of this work is the publication of the CTA’s own API, 
a document wherein Harper and I are explicitly called out for helping 
them develop it:

Special thanks go to Harper Reed and Dan O’Neil for their sup-
port and encouragement, and to the independent development 
community, for showing such great interest in developing appli-
CATIONS�WITH�#4!�DATA��LEADING�TO�THE�CREATION�OF�THIS�OFlCIAL�!0)��
Thank you. (Chicago Transit Authority, 2011)

This is the kind of inside/outside game that is also essential to the eco-
system. You have to work with government institutions to make their 
DATA�mUENCY�AND�DATA�POLICY�BETTER�

!�LAST�EXAMPLE�OF�EARLY�DATA�IN�#HICAGO��AND�PERHAPS�THE�lRST�EXPLICITLY�
conscious publication of data in the city) is the wealth of Geographic 
Information Systems (GIS) data published by the City of Chicago. This 
was another early reason why ChicagoCrime (and, by extension, Ev-
eryBlock) could exist. Their policy was formalized in July 2007, but the 
data had been available long before that (City of Chicago, 2007).

4HE�lRST�SECTION�OF�THEIR�DOCUMENTATION��h$ATA�3HARING�0RINCIPLES�v�HAS�
the idea that public information should be public: “Wherever possi-
ble, direct requestors to publicly available internet sources of map 
information.”

This is the moment when the governmental provision of data goes from 
incidental to essential. Before that magic moment, it’s important for de-
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velopers and citizens to look harder for data published in plain sight.

Policy: Enlightened Self-Interest Meets  
the Movement

As a co-founder of EveryBlock, I spent four years (2007 to 2011) work-
ing with sixteen municipalities on publishing data. I saw some funda-
mental patterns of open data policy development that held true here 
in Chicago.

First off, I can’t emphasize the power of examples enough. In Decem-
ber 2007, I was part of a meeting of open data advocates in Sebastopol, 
California. The mission was “to develop a more robust understanding 
of why open government data is essential to democracy.”

The output was the “8 Principles of Open Government Data” (Open 
Government Working Group, 2007). This simple document was a pow-
erful, unimpeachable tool that I used every time I worked with govern-
MENT��)T�MADE�A�SIGNIlCANT�DIFFERENCE�BECAUSE�IT�GAVE�GOVERNMENTBASED�
open data advocates something to point to when they were in their in-
ternal meetings. This support of isolated pockets of policymakers was 
one important pattern I saw here in Chicago as well. Building relation-
ships with public, sharable resources, like the “8 Principles,” allowed 
for shared trust and shared work. This pattern of template sharing is 
something that works.

There were nascent open data plans and products in the Daley admin-
istration, including Chicago Works For You, a project I worked on as a 
consultant for the City in 2005. Micah Sifry discussed this project in a 
2009 article titled “A See-Through Society”:

0EOPLE�ARE�EAGER�FOR�ACCESS�TO�INFORMATION��AND�PUBLIC�OFlCIALS�WHO�
try to stand in the way will discover that the internet responds to 
information suppression by routing around the problem. Consider 
the story of a site you’ve never seen, ChicagoWorksForYou.com. In 
June 2005, a team of Web developers working for the City of Chi-
CAGO�BEGAN�DEVELOPING�A�SITE�THAT�WOULD�TAKE�THE�lFTYlVE�DIFFERENT�
KINDS�OF�SERVICE�REQUESTS�THAT�mOW�INTO�THE�CITY�S�����DATABASE�
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items like pothole repairs, tree-trimming, garbage-can placement, 
building permits, and restaurant inspections—and enable users to 
search by address and “map what’s happening in your neighbor-
hood.” The idea was to showcase city services at the local level. 
(Sifry, 2009)

Early failures often lead the way to the next policy win—that’s 
another pattern.

Hot topics that receive public attention are fecund areas for open data 
policy. In Chicago, Tax Increment Financing is a big topic, mainly 
BECAUSE� IT� HAS� BEEN� AN� OPAQUE� lNANCIAL� INSTRUMENT�� HANDLING� HUGE�
amounts of money with very little public information about how the 
system works.

It’s no accident that a number of Aldermen sponsored the TIF Sun-
shine Ordinance in 2009 (Brooks & O’Neil, 2009). Pressure and heat 
get results.

The last pattern has perhaps led to the most good: when the chief exec-
utive of a unit of government wants to make a big push. Mayor Michael 
Bloomberg of New York won an unusual third term at the same time 
HE�PUSHED�FOR�"IG!PPS��3AN�&RANCISCO�-AYOR�'AVIN�.EWSOM�WAS�PLAN-
NING�A�RUN�FOR�GOVERNOR�AT�THE�SAME�TIME�HE�WORKED�TO�OPEN�$ATA3&��
and our own Mayor Rahm Emanuel embraced open data when he 
made a move from the White House to Chicago City Hall.

4HIS�IS�THE�PATTERN�OF�POWERFUL��ENLIGHTENED�ELECTED�OFlCIALS�IN�THE�EX-
ecutive branch deciding that open data is good policy. They back this 
up by empowering people, like former Chicago CIO Brett Goldstein 
and CTO John Tolva, to develop and implement that policy.

It’s the unique and aggressive policy of publishing data that has brought 
the movement further here in Chicago.

Developers: Civic Activism

Every city has its own history and its own approach to the world, and I 
think that is expressed in its technological history as well. Chicago has 
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been a center of civic activism and individual public creativity for decades.

It can be traced as far back as Jane Addams, who created the Hull 
(OUSE� IN������� )T�WAS� THE�lRST� hSETTLEMENT�HOUSE�v� COOPERATIVE� RESI-
dences for middle-class “settlers” in predominantly immigrant neigh-
borhoods that aimed to reduce inequality in urban areas (Wade, 2004). 
She was also a tireless scholar who studied the geographical distribu-
tion of typhoid fever and found that it was the working poor who suf-
fered most from the illness.

Chicago is the place where the drive for common standards, like the 
eight-hour workday, was fought (Jentz, n.d.). It was a center for the bat-
tle against mortgage redlining (the practice of denying or raising prices 
for mortgages that has played a role in the decay of cities). Activists 
used data to understand the predicament and prove their case.

4HE�'ENERAL�4RANSIT�&EED�3PECIlCATION� �'4&3	� IS� A� RECENT� NATIONAL�
example of success in putting civic data to use for the public good. 
Everyone loves CTA bus tracker apps, but few people know that the 
installation of the GPS satellite technology making that possible is the 
result of a lawsuit brought by a group associated with the Americans 
Disabled for Accessible Public Transit (Chicago Transit Authority, n.d.). 
Their case, Access Living et al. v. Chicago Transit Authority, required 
“installation of audio-visual equipment on buses to announce bus stop 
information to riders who have visual impairments or are deaf or hard 
of hearing” (Equip for Equality, n.d.). When you hear the loudspeaker 
system announce the next street where the bus is stopping, you have de 
facto data activists to thank.

This is the place where saxophonists rise from the stage, blare out a 
ten-minute solo, and calmly fade back into the band. It’s the place 
where slam poetry was conceived—individual poets audaciously grab-
bing the mic for three minutes and getting judged by the crowd. It’s 
also where improv comedy—with its focus on ensemble and fast think-
ing—was invented.

These are threads for us in the civic innovation movement here in Chi-
cago. I believe they’re embedded in the work. They form examples for 
us to follow—the quiet humility of the worker in the crowd, the devel-
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oper among the people.

9OU�CAN�lND�RECITATIONS�OF�PARTICULAR�APPS�USING�SPECIlC�DATASETS�ANY-
where. Just remember that every city has unique cultural and techno-
logical histories. This is the essence of an ecosystem, and it’s why they 
are local.

It’s one thing to recognize history and another to build a local move-
ment from it. Here are some of the entities that have helped form and 
accelerate the work:

• )LLINOIS�$ATA�%XCHANGE�!FlLIATES�WAS�AN�EARLYINCARNATION�OPEN�
DATA�GROUP�THAT�LED�THE�WAY��)LLINOIS�$ATA�%XCHANGE�!FlLIATES��
2007).

• Independent Government Observers Task Force was a 2008 
non-conference, where many of the leaders of the movement 
worked together (Independent Government Observers Task 
Force, 2008).

• Open Government Chicago(-land) is a meetup group started by 
Joe Germuska (Open Government Chicago(-land), 2013).

• Open Gov Hack Nights are weekly meetings that have been 
critical to accelerating the pace of development (Open Gov 
Hack Night, n.d.).

• Digital.CityofChicago.org is a publication at the center of city 
policy and examples (“Release All the Data,” 2013).

Capital: Philanthropy Leads, Capital Must Follow

Without money, there is no sustainability.

!S�AN�ECOSYSTEM�MATURES��IT�lNDS�WAYS�TO�ADAPT�AND�GROW��)N�TECHNOL-
ogy and data, growing means capital. In Chicago, a main source of 
capital currently comes from philanthropic sources, though there are 
some stirrings in the market.
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4HE�lRST� OPEN� GOVERNMENT�DATA� APPS� CONTEST�!PPS� FOR�-ETRO�#HI-
cago—was primarily funded by the MacArthur Foundation (O’Brien, 
2011). The contest was an important moment in the ecosystem—it was 
THE�lRST�TIME�THAT�GOVERNMENT�AND�DEVELOPERS�WERE�BROUGHT�TOGETHER�IN�
the context of a project with cash prizes.

The Smart Chicago Collaborative, a civic organization devoted to im-
proving lives in Chicago through technology, is funded by the MacAr-
thur Foundation and the Chicago Community Trust. Additional fund-
ing came through the federal government’s Broadband Technology 
Opportunities Program, a program designed to expand access and 
adoption of broadband opportunities in communities across America 
(National Telecommunications and Information Administration, n.d.).

EveryBlock was funded by a $1 million grant from the Knight Foun-
dation, and then was acquired by MSNBC. This was a test of using 
philanthropic money and open source as a basis for a business. There 
have not been many examples since then. This is a problem that needs 
TO�BE�lXED�WE�NEED�MORE�EXPERIMENTATION��MORE�VALUE�

A digital startup hub in Chicago, known as 1871, has a number of civic 
startups in their space, including Smart Chicago, Tracklytics, Purple 
Binder, and Data Made. As these organizations deliver more value, the 
entire civic innovation sector will attract more capital.

Products: The Next Frontier

In order for the ecosystem to be self-sustaining, we have to create pop-
ular, scalable, and revenue-generating products with civic data.

Developers in Chicago are making a renewed focus on users. An exam-
ple is the Civic User Testing Group run by Smart Chicago (Smart Chi-
cago Collaborative, n.d.). We’ve spent years trying to get regular resi-
dents to participate in the product development process, and now we 
HAVE�MORE�THAN�lVE�HUNDRED�PEOPLE�SIGNED�UP�IN�OUR�lRST�SIX�MONTHS�

We have to do this—go beyond anecdote, beyond the cool app that lacks 
real traction, into creating business models and datasets that add value. 
We need to make products and services that people can’t live without.
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This will require a mix of proprietary solutions, open source code, and 
shared standards. Companies need to follow viable product strate-
gies—moving from one-off apps to sustainable systems. Interoperable 
data is a critical component to making this happen.

The good thing about this is that there are models to follow in other 
successful companies right here in Chicago. SitterCity is a vast con-
sumer success story. OpenTable, Groupon, and GrubHub are all Chi-
cago companies that found ways to reduce transaction friction in vari-
ous markets.

They did this, in the main, with a strict attention to customers. In the 
civic innovation sector of the technology industry, we call those people 
“residents.” When you are serving people and make popular products, 
you are necessarily serving a civic need.

We’re beginning to focus on this work here in Chicago by adding 
value to civic data with unstructured public content, by creating sys-
tems around predictive analytics, and making baseline services, like 
Open311, that can serve future product needs.

What’s Your Ecosystem?

This is a short take on a complicated subject that, in the end, has to 
BE�COMPLETELY�LOCAL��(OPEFULLY��IT�GIVES�SOME�SPECIlC�EXAMPLES�OF�HOW�
we’ve built an open data ecosystem in Chicago and points to how far 
we have to go.

Chicago has contributed, in our small way, but we have to be measured 
by how we contribute to the entirety of the internet, rather than this 
civic innovation subset. We’re ready to keep going, and we’re excited to 
share our models with the rest of the country and the world.

About the Author

Daniel X. O’Neil is the Executive Director of the Smart Chicago 
Collaborative, a civic organization devoted to making lives better in 
Chicago through technology. Prior to Smart Chicago, O’Neil was a 
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CHAPTER 4

Lessons from the London Datastore
By Emer Coleman

I’ve worked for local government in London since 2005. In March 2009, 
I moved to City Hall to undertake a yearlong research project funded 
by the Greater London Authority (GLA), Capital Ambition, and the 
Department of Communities and Local Government. The purpose of 
the project was to examine how policy was working across the London 
Boroughs, particularly regarding their use of new media and technol-
ogy. It also meant analyzing their use of qualitative research method-
ologies. This project built on research previously undertaken by Leo 
Boland, who had recently taken on the role of Chief Executive of The 
Greater London Authority.

Boland and I co-authored an article published in 2008 in the journal 
Public Money & Management entitled “What Lies Beyond Service De-
livery? Leadership Behaviors for Place Shaping in Local Government” 
(Boland, L. & Coleman, E., 2008). We noted how governments were 
struggling to create cognitive shifts around areas such as waste mini-
mization and obesity, as well as the co-production of services. We were 
PARTICULARLY�INmUENCED�BY�THE�VIEW�THAT��

A public sector that does not utilize the power of user-generated 
content will not just look old, outdated, and tired. It will also be 
far less productive and effective in creating public goods. (Lead-
beater, C. & Cottam, H., 2007)

We accepted that the big challenge for public service reform was not 
JUST�TO�MAKE�PUBLIC�SERVICES�MORE�EFlCIENT�AND�RELIABLE�LIKE�NEXTGEN-
eration consumer web services, such as Amazon.com—but to make 
them communal and collective, which means inviting and encouraging 
citizens to participate. To us, open data seemed a vital component of 
that invitation to participation.
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Some important policy milestones had paved the way. In 2008, at the 
central government level in the United Kingdom, the Power of Infor-
mation Taskforce (headed by then Labor Minister Tom Watson) ran 
a competition asking, “What would you create with public informa-
tion?” The competition offered a substantial prize fund for the win-
ner. In London, Boris Johnson, as part of his election manifesto for 
mayor, had committed to publishing an open register of interests for 
all mayoral advisors, and providing a search function on the mayor’s 
WEBSITE�THAT�WOULD�ENABLE�ALL�,ONDONERS�TO�INSTANTLY�lND�INFORMATION�
about all grants, contracts, and programs over £1,000. And on Pres-
IDENT�/BAMA�S�lRST�DAY� IN�OFlCE� IN�������HE�MADE�GREAT� INROADS�BY�
issuing the Open Government Directive committing to three princi-
ples—transparency, participation, and collaboration—as the corner-
stone of his administration.

The City Hall Perspective

The importance of strong political leadership cannot be underestimat-
ed in the drive to opening up public data. In the process, however, it is 
INTERESTING�TO�SEE�HOW�PUBLIC�OFlCIALS�CAN�SOMETIMES�UNDERMINE�THAT�
leadership. Mayor Boris Johnson had brought with him to City Hall a 
cadre of mayoral advisors, all of whom had close ties with the Conser-
vative party (then in opposition in government) in the UK and all of 
whom were of a generation that understood the power of technology.

Individuals like Guto Harri, Communications Director, and Dan Rit-
terband, Marketing Director, were close to Steve Hilton, former Direc-
tor of Strategy for David Cameron. Hilton is also the husband of Ra-
chel Whetstone, the Global VP of Public Affairs and Communications 
for Google. This group of people all encouraged the Mayor to support 
AN�OFlCIAL�OPEN�DATA�PORTAL�FOR�,ONDON��CALLED�THE�,ONDON�$ATASTORE��
IN�ORDER�TO�FULlLL�HIS�MANIFESTO�PLEDGES��4HEY�WERE�ALSO�KEEPING�A�KEEN�
eye on the national position being adopted by Conservative Campaign 
Headquarters before the 2010 General Election.

The 2010 Conservative Party Manifesto made explicit reference to 
open data under the heading “Change Society to Make Government 
More Transparent,” though no reference to the role of open data was 
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mentioned in two additional related manifesto categories. Reading be-
tween the lines from a policy point of view, it seemed that the open 
data focus of the Conservatives was on transparency rather than the 
disruptive opportunities that open data offered. It didn’t focus on open 
data’s potential role in stimulating economic activity or harnessing dis-
RUPTIVE� TECHNOLOGIES� THAT� COULD�BENElT� CITIZENS��(OWEVER�� THERE�WAS�
enough of an open door and the right winds of change to make the 
establishment of the London Datastore a possibility.

$ElNITION

In 2007, a working group convened by Tim O’Reilly and Carl Mala-
MUD�OFFERED�A�DElNITION�OF�WHAT�CONSTITUTES�OPEN�DATA��4HE�RESULTING�
document cited eight principles that are widely quoted in the open 
data movement to determine whether data is open or not: complete, 
timely, accessible, able to be processed by a machine, non-discrimi-
natory, available without registration, non-proprietary, and free of any 
copyright or patent regulations (Open Government Working Group, 
����	��$AVID�%AVES�� THE�#ANADIAN�OPEN�DATA� ACTIVIST�� SIMPLIlED� THE�
DElNITION� SOMEWHAT� IN�HIS� INmUENTIAL�4HREE�,AWS�OF�/PEN�'OVERN-
ment Data:

1. If it can’t be spidered or indexed, it doesn’t exist.

2. If it isn’t available in open and machine-readable formats, it 
can’t engage.

3. If a legal framework doesn’t allow it to be repurposed, it doesn’t 
empower. (Eaves, D., 2009)

)�WAS�HEAVILY�INmUENCED�BY�%AVES��DElNITION�BECAUSE�IT�OFFERED�A�VERY�
simple explanation of open data, especially in the early days when little 
WAS�UNDERSTOOD�ABOUT�ITS�POTENTIAL�AND�IT�WAS�HARD�TO�lND�ACTUAL��PRAC-
tical examples to point to.

The Beginnings

I established a small internal group to begin the scoping process for 
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the establishment of the London Datastore. It included members of 
both the Data Management Asset Group (DMAG) and the Technology 
Group (TG) within the GLA. The initial proposition by DMAG and 
TG was to develop a “web portal” using proprietary software. An initial 
prototype for this had already been built. Given my interest in ensuring 
that policy development should be a two-way process and mindful of 
the invitation to participate, I argued for a shift in approach to open 
UP�THE�SCOPING�PROCESS�TO�THOSE�MOST�LIKELY�TO�USE�THE�DATA�IN�THE�lRST�
place—technologists and those active in the open data movement.

The role of social media, particularly Twitter, is something not to be 
underestimated when trying to develop a successful model of engage-
ment around government data. Our call to “Help Us Free London’s 
Data” was sent via the London Datastore Twitter account (@london-
datastore) on October 20, 2009, linking to the following invitation:

The Greater London Authority is currently in the process of scop-
ing London’s Datastore. Initially, we propose to release as much 
GLA data as possible and to encourage other public agencies in 
London to do the same, and we’d like your help! We want the in-
put of the developer community from the outset prior to making 
any decisions on formats or platforms. We would, therefore, like 
to invite interested developers to City Hall, so that we can talk to 
you about what we want to do, get your views, and seek your input 
on the best way to deliver for London. (“Help Us Free London’s 
Data,” 2009)

This invitation drew over sixty developers to our open workshop on the 
following Saturday in London’s Living Room in City Hall. We got some 
clear messages from the technology community that helped us man-
age expectations in the months to follow. We heard their deep level of 
frustration and cynicism from the many years they had spent trying 
TO�GET�PUBLIC�DATA�RELEASED��MOST�SPECIlCALLY�IN�THE�AREAS�OF�4RANSPORT�
and Crime. We also heard their concerns that the current structures of 
government might stop the project from going much further.

More importantly, we listened to them when they told us to “go ugly 
early” and not make the mistake that government often does of allow-
ing perfection to be the enemy of good. They told us that, as long as the 
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data was not in PDF form, they would take it, and they would help us 
clean it up at no cost to the state. By working together, we could make 
things better—it was a powerful moment in the data release journey.

I believe that being open from the very beginning was a crucial ele-
ment of the success of the London Datastore. Said technologist Chris 
Thorpe, a former engagement strategist for The Guardian’s Open Plat-
form initiative, in his subsequent blog:

Being invited into an organization’s home for the start of some-
thing suggests a good open relationship to come. The presence on 
a Saturday of several GLA staff involved in the process also shows 
me they care deeply about it. (Thorpe, 2009)

Until very recently, I worked in government for thirteen years, largely 
in communications and engagement, and later, in policy and strate-
GY��-ANY�OF�THOSE�YEARS�WERE�SPENT�TRYING�TO�ARTICULATE�DIFlCULT�GOV-
ernment propositions to an often apathetic or hostile electorate. The 
emergence of that kind of third party endorsement for a government 
initiative, from a respected member of the technology community like 
Chris (or any community for that matter), is something I found very 
powerful. I believe that is something that government needs a lot more 
OF�IF�IT�IS�TO�HAVE�ANY�HOPE�OF�REPAIRING�THE�DEMOCRATIC�DElCIT�THAT�EXISTS�
around the world. Open is the only way to achieve this.

Once you move into the open, though, you have to continue in the 
open, and this can end up being where the real tensions of data release 
play out. Following the launch of the London Datastore on January 7, 
2010, I wrote in a blog post:

On [January] 7, we promised to increase the datasets from 50 to 
200 by [January 29], and thanks to the good work of Gareth Baker 
in the DMAG team in the GLA, we did just that. Since then, we 
have had a more or less continuous stream of meetings with the 
functional bodies Transport for London, Met Police, London De-
velopment Agency, Olympic Development Authority, and LFEPA. 
These meetings have been held with the developer community 
variously represented by Professor Jonathan Raper, Chris Taggart, 
and Tom Loosemore—and it’s been exciting to see the interchange 
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between those in the developer community and public servants—
coming as they do from different cultures.

All of the functional bodies have agreed that the Datastore is a 
good idea and have committed to freeing up data in the com-
ing weeks and months. We realize that this might not meet the 
sense of urgency in the developer community—but let’s not pull 
any punches. We knew that negotiations were always going to be 
TIMECONSUMING�AND��IN�SOME�CASES��DIFlCULT��!ND�LET�S�NOT�BE�COY�
about it—being comfortable about releasing data requires huge 
cultural shifts in the public sector. But we have left all of our meet-
INGS�ENCOURAGED�AND�WITH�THE�DElNITE�FEELING�THAT�THE�AGENDA�IS�
changing fast and for the better. (Coleman, 2010)

Reading Between the Lines

In reality, however, things were a little less rosy behind the scenes. My 
BLOG�POST�WAS�TRYING�TO�HOLD�A�lNE�LINE�BETWEEN�MANAGING�DEVELOPER�
expectations and being honest about the challenges I was experiencing 
AT�AN�OFlCIAL�LEVEL��!S�A�PUBLIC�SERVANT�WORKING�FOR�THE�',!�GROUP��)�
could not possibly be publicly critical of the reluctance and resistance 
THAT�)�WAS�GETTING�AT�THE�OFlCIAL�LEVEL�TO�THE�RELEASE�OF�THEIR�DATA��4O�DO�
so would have potentially undermined the authority of the mayor and 
suggested divisions within the Greater London Authority group.

Since I raised expectations in the stakeholder group to a high level very 
publicly, I now faced the reality that the timeframe for the release of 
Transport and Crime data was going to be quite long. Even though the 
mayor had clearly signaled his intent to presume openness by default at 
the launch of the London Datastore, it was becoming clear that many 
of his public servants who were charged with implementing his policy 
were not inclined to comply with his wishes.

The resistance that I was experiencing does not emerge in isolation 
in response to a particular initiative, but rather is hard-wired into the 
bureaucracy. It’s both to do with cultures of government secrecy gener-
ALLY��"ENNETT��������7ORTHY������	��AS�WELL�AS�PROGRESSIVE�ATTEMPTS�BY�
governments to exploit the monetization of state data (Burkert, 2004).
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Other commentators suggest that there is a three-tiered driver at play 
in the release of open government data. “Three groups of actors can be 
distinguished: civil society, mid and top level public servants. All actors 
must be engaged in order to ensure the success of the open data proj-
ECTv��(OGGE������	��)NTERESTINGLY��WITHIN�CIVIL�SOCIETY��(OGGE�IDENTIlED�
“civic hackers” as particularly important.

While I agree with her point about civic hackers (I like to call them 
digital disrupters), I disagree with her selected drivers and would sug-
gest that the three actors that must be engaged are the state, civil so-
CIETY��AND�THE�MEDIA��7HEN�)��AS�A�PUBLIC�OFlCIAL��WAS�UNABLE�TO�STATE�
PUBLICLY�THE�RESISTANCE�TO�DATA�RELEASE�AT�AN�OFlCIAL�LEVEL��)�COULD�BRIEF�
the digital disrupters in the Datastore network. They could raise issues 
on their blogs and ask questions publicly through their networks (social 
and otherwise) that brought external pressure to bear on their local 
and central government contacts.

Equally, the role of the media cannot be underestimated. Charles Ar-
thur, technology editor for The Guardian, played an essential part in 
the establishment of the London Datastore. He epitomizes the poten-
tial of a new relationship between government and media. A long-time 
proponent of open data, Charles understood the state’s nervousness in 
entering this territory and the importance of reinforcing the good as-
pects. He gave praise where it was due, rather than adopting the “got-
cha stance” that many in the media take when government takes new 
steps in new directions. He wrote a seminal piece in September 2010 
that praised both Transport for London and the Mayor:

You might think that Boris Johnson’s presence pushing this along 
is just a bit of grandstanding, but that wouldn’t be correct. He’s 
actually been in the vanguard of politicians introducing open data. 
If you have a long memory for public data-related stories, you’ll 
recall that he did a rather neat end-run around the Labour ad-
MINISTRATION�S�(OME�/FlCE�IN�������WHEN��AS�PART�OF�HIS�MANIFESTO�
WHILE�RUNNING�FOR�THE�OFlCE�OF�,ONDON�MAYOR��HE�DECLARED�THAT�HE�
would publish crime maps... Johnson did go on to publish them, 
and London has been in the forefront of cities, which have tried 
to do innovative things with the data that its local government and 
authorities collect. (Arthur, 2010)
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It’s worth noting that from a UK perspective, The Guardian publicly 
praising a Conservative Mayor is notable because while The Guardian 
regards itself as the paper of record, Conservative commentators per-
ceive it as the home of the left.

And Then There Is Happenstance

The world of data release is neither linear nor always planned. For ex-
ample, we always knew that the release of bus data in London would 
be a game changer for the city, since so many Londoners rely heavily 
on the bus network. We had lots of discussions with TfL over many 
months about releasing bus data that demonstrated the state was still 
struggling with the speed of technology (even though we were quite far 
along on the data release journey). In one meeting between me, trans-
PORT�DEVELOPERS��AND�4RANSPORT�FOR�,ONDON��THE�4F,�OFlCER�RESPONSIBLE�
for releasing the bus dataset laid out a timeframe that included pub-
lishing the data on TfL’s website, then waiting six months to enable the 
DATA�TO�hBED�DOWNv�BEFORE�RELEASING�AN�OFlCIAL�!0)�FOR�DEVELOPERS�

There was quite a heated exchange between the developers and the 
OFlCIAL�WHILE�THEY�EXPLAINED�THAT��AS�SOON�AS�THE�DATA�WENT�LIVE�ON�4F,�S�
website, they would simply scrape the data and build their apps anyway. 
!�FEW�DAYS�LATER��)�RECEIVED�A�CALL�FROM�THE�4F,�OFlCIAL�TELLING�ME�THAT�
he had considered the discussion and would shorten the data release 
deadline by three months (bearing in mind that TfL had a whole mar-
keting campaign ordered and paid for to coincide with their release).

However, within hours of that conversation ending, I started noticing 
some interesting tweets suggesting that TfL had released their bus data. 
What followed was a rather surreal conversation with TfL. It turns out 
that the link to the data was available internally on the TfL intranet all 
along, and someone had simply emailed the link externally, whereupon 
the developers descended and immediately started building their apps.

“You’ve got to tell those developers to stop accessing that data,” the 
BELEAGUERED�4F,�OFlCIAL�PLEADED�WITH�ME��BEMOANING�HIS� LOSS�ON� THE�
planned marketing campaign and worried about the impact the data 
load would have on the TfL servers. I had to explain that I didn’t know 
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all the developers and ask if he ever heard of the whack-a-mole principle.

Once the genie is out of the bottle, there are effects in the system 
that you simply cannot control. Given that TfL had released so much 
of its real-time data at that point, whoever made the link to the bus 
data public probably reasoned there was no reason not to do so. Open 
begets more open, and the levers of command and control in the orga-
nization can suddenly cease to have the power that they once did.

Three Years On

I have to say that I’m now a poacher turned gamekeeper. I recently left 
government to join Transport API, a startup that is building its busi-
ness on open data, including that released by Transport for London. As 
an aggregator of open data, we are at the coalface of building the busi-
nesses we predicted could exist if the state released its public data. Our 
platform provides data to the incredibly successful City Mapper app in 
London and, with our partner Elgin (another open data company), we 
are providing intelligent transport solutions to local authorities around 
the UK at vastly more cost-effective prices and better terms and condi-
tions than those offered by the incumbents.

We are surrounded by many small companies working on similar issues 
IN�THE�/PEN�$ATA�)NSTITUTE�OFlCES�IN�,ONDON�WHERE�WE�ARE�BASED��/UR�
colleagues at Mastodon C, who work with big data and health data, 
were recently lauded by the Economist for their prescription analyt-
ics demonstrating the vast sums of money that the National Health 
Service could save by using generic versions of commonly prescribed 
DRUGS��4HERE� IS� ALSO�MY3OCIETY�� A�NONPROlT�ORGANIZATION� THAT�CONTIN-
ues to develop innovative technology solutions, like Mapumental, Fix-
MyStreet, and FixMyTransport. Of course, there is also Chris Taggart, 
who is building OpenCorporates, the open database of the corporate 
world. We hope that all our companies will make the world a better, 
MORE�OPEN��AND�MORE�EFlCIENT�PLACE�FOR�CITIZENS�AND�WE�BELIEVE�IN�IT�
so strongly that we are putting our own money where our mouths were 
almost three years ago.

I also work on a consultancy basis with the Connected Digital Econ-
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omy Catapult, an initiative of the Technology Strategy Board (TSB) 
tasked with supporting the acceleration of the UK’s best digital ideas 
to market. Supporting the interoperability of open data is one of its key 
targets, building platforms to create multiplier effects with that data 
along the digital economy value chain. That, along with the work of 
the Future Cities Catapult, also established by the TSB, provides an 
important emergent new infrastructure, which I hope will give further 
impetus, support, and capability for even more tranches of data release 
in the coming years.

I think there are challenges for the private sector that are different—
but not dissimilar—to those the public sector faced when open data be-
came part of the policy landscape. The race for ownership of the smart 
city has been on for quite some time. A 2010 report commissioned 
by the Rockefeller Foundation (The Future of Cities, Information and 
Inclusion) bears out my experiences as Director of Digital Projects in 
City Hall. The report suggests that there is a potential battle between 
Jane Jacobs-inspired hacktivists pushing for self-serve governance and 
latter-day Robert Moses types carving out monopolies for IBM or Cis-
co. It also argues that without a delicate balance between the scale of 
big companies and the DIY spirit of government 2.0, the urban poor 
could be the biggest losers.

Big companies, as well as government, need to learn that you have 
to collaborate to compete, you have to operate on a presumption of 
OPENNESS��AND�YOU�HAVE�TO�MOVE�AWAY�FROM�THE�IDEA�OF�lRST�TO�MARKET�
ADVANTAGE��4HERE�IS�PROlT�TO�BE�MADE��OF�COURSE��BUT�THAT�PROlT�NEED�
not be at the expense of a better deal for citizens. All of us, state and 
PRIVATE�SECTOR�ALIKE��NEED�TO�lRST�ASK�WHAT�IS�BEST�FOR�PUBLIC�VALUE�AND�
then we need to share our assets to achieve those public goods. The 
next part of this journey is going to be exciting.

About the Author
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CHAPTER 5

Asheville’s Open Data Journey:  
Pragmatics, Policy, and Participation

By Jonathan Feldman

Much of the open data conversation centers on policy, politics, or solv-
ing community problems. These are great—and needed—beginning 
and end points, but there is an important middle point that raises two 
questions: How do we produce open data? And how can we get open 
data to be a part of the government process?

Today, local, state, and federal governments generally have to go an 
extra mile to convert “open records” into what we would recognize as 
“open data.” This essentially means open records that are presented in 
a convenient, automated, and self-service format.

4HAT�EXTRA�MILE�IS�A�TOUGH�NUT��&OR�ALL�OF�THE�BENElTS�OF�OPEN�DATA��THIS�
innovation also creates problems along the journey that make it easy for 
DETRACTORS�TO�UNDERMINE�OPEN�DATA�EFFORTS�THINK�THE�BENElTS�OF�SOCIAL�
media versus Facebook addiction.

For example, legislators passing open records laws might not have thor-
oughly contemplated that these records would be generally available—
instantly—in near-real-time to anyone who requests that data. Is it OK 
to distribute a list of everyone who holds a pistol permit? Open records 
laws in North Carolina, where I live, seemed to imply “yes,” but a local 
journalist got into fairly hot water when he planned to post the list and 
demanded that a sheriff provide these records in accordance with the 
law (Henderson and Steele, 2013).

What about the general freak out that government employees have 
when their salaries are published, in time-honored tradition, once a 
year in the local papers? Imagine the drama at any business when re-
al-time salaries are publicly available for all employees. Someone inev-
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itably ends up asking, “Why is Jane making a thousand dollars more a 
month than me?”

Change in general is hard, as those in IT and innovation understand 
very well. The seminal works on change—whether you’re talking Chip 
and Dan Heath’s Switch: How to Change Things When Change is 
Hard or John P. Kotter’s Leading Change—are no less relevant to the 
open data movement than any other innovation.

In Asheville, North Carolina, where I work, building an awareness of 
the need for change among multiple groups was a key strategy for cre-
ating an environment that was supportive of the change. Despite po-
tential new problems that could be created by the presence of robust 
OPEN�DATA��THE�LACK�OF�OPEN�DATA�CREATED�SIGNIlCANT�PROBLEMS�AS�WELL�

All municipalities in North Carolina must respond to open record requests 
per the North Carolina General Statute, Chapter 132. Citizens, business-
es, and journalists may all want access to government records, and the 
traditional process is painful for everyone. Here’s how it typically goes:

1. The requester puts a request into a government department. As an 
illustrative example, let’s say that it’s business license data and that the 
REQUESTER�CONTACTS�THE�CITY�lNANCE�DEPARTMENT�

2. In order for the request to be tracked and followed up on, the right 
PLACE� TO� CONTACT� IS� THE� PUBLIC� INFORMATION� OFlCE�� �-ANY� CITIES� HAVE�
FOUND�THAT�WHEN�DEPARTMENTS�FULlLL�RECORD�REQUESTS�ON�THEIR�OWN��THE�
ball can sometimes get dropped—this is analogous to the modern day 
IT help desk, which serves to track service requests.) So, in our exam-
PLE��LET�S�ASSUME�THAT�THE�PERSON�IN�THE�lNANCE�DEPARTMENT�IS�ON�THE�
BALL�AND�FORWARDS�THE�REQUEST�TO�THE�0UBLIC�)NFORMATION�/FlCE��0)/	�
with no further delay. That’s not always a great assumption.

3. IT or the government department pulls the requested data.

4. The city’s legal function reviews the data to ensure that the city 
isn’t breaking any laws in distributing the data. If certain data must be 
REDACTED��CONlDENTIAL��TRADE�SECRET��SECRETARY�OF�STATE�INFORMATION��OR�
OTHER�DATA�SPECIlED�IN�THE�LAW	��THEY�INSTRUCT�)4�TO�DO�SO�
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���)4�PROVIDES�THE�lNAL�WORK�PRODUCT�TO�THE�0)/��WHO�THEN�DISTRIBUTES�
it to the requester.

There are a lot of good reasons for this degree of scrutiny and time 
spent on the request, but the bottom line from my perspective is this: 
what if this was only done once for each dataset and future requests 
COULD� BE� SELFSERVICE�� 4HAT� WAS� THE� PRIMARY� PRAGMATIC� BENElT� WE�
sought from our open data effort.

I am active in Asheville’s startup and entrepreneurial community, so 
I learned that Asheville was home to a company located downtown 
whose business model depends on access to government records. The 
COMPANY�� "UILD&AX�� EMPLOYS� THIRTYlVE� PEOPLE� IN� OUR� COMMUNITY�� )�
spent some time with their CTO and learned that they had gone to 
extraordinary pain and expense to integrate the disparate record data 
into their product offering—essentially, property condition analysis for 
the insurance and mortgage industries. They faced boxes of printouts 
that needed to be structured, machine-readable data. It was an inter-
esting example of what entrepreneurs in our community might face 
if they wanted to build value out of the public data our government 
stewarded.

)�ALSO�HAVE�WITNESSED�lRSTHAND�THE�QUIET�AGGRAVATION�THAT� JOURNALISTS�
have when faced with delays in record requests, even when they are 
legitimate delays.

All of these circumstances were occurring in an environment where 
lNDING�SPECULATIVE�FUNDING�FOR�NEW�PROJECTS�WAS�DIFlCULT��4HE�THOUGHT�
experiment goes like this: “Should we do a project that may reduce 
STAFF�TIME�INVOLVED�IN�RECORD�REQUEST�FULlLLMENT��OR�SHOULD�WE�REPLACE�
an aging patrol car?” As you would expect, and as is appropriate, urgent 
public safety needs should and do come ahead of IT innovation. So, in 
a pretty tight budget, these projects don’t get funded.

There’s another problem: when data is not available to the public, this ac-
tually means that government IT or an expensive vendor must do every-
thing themselves. Civic hackers can’t hack into data that they can’t access, 
so how can they innovate? These people could code a project as impact-
ful as Linux, but they can’t even get started building for government.
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Nobody wins.

In a world where nobody talks to one another about these problems, 
you could imagine the following insane scenario. Journalists and oth-
ers complain to lawmakers about barriers to getting data from govern-
ment. Lawmakers pass a burdensome law that cities have an obligation 
to publish a taxonomy of all data tables that are available. Journalists 
then ask for “everything,” even though the law prohibits them from 
receiving “everything” (social security numbers, personnel records, 
certain law enforcement data, etc.). Then, system vendors declare their 
data taxonomies (sometimes called “data dictionaries”) as proprietary 
AND�CONlDENTIAL�INFORMATION��%VEN�WHEN�CONTRACTS�ARE�SIGNED�BY�VEN-
dors that refer to the state law, they require government IT workers to 
sign non-disclosure agreements if they want to gain access to the data 
tables. This is a truly insane rock and a hard place.

The problem is, this is actually how it often works (or doesn’t work) in 
North Carolina.

In a world where everybody talks to each other about these problems, 
you could well imagine that folks who need something would simply 
identify what they need and that the different groups would work to-
gether to make it happen.

In our community, after a brainstorming meet-up with others from 
diverse organizations (a local broadband provider, an entrepreneurship 
group, local businesses, government, the Chamber of Commerce, an 
IT networking group), a team of organizers formed and launched a 
conference called Open Data Day (opendataday.com). The idea for the 
day was this:

• It would be a “big push” to introduce the problems associated 
with a lack of open data to citizens, journalists, business people, 
ELECTED�OFlCIALS��AND�OTHERS�IN�THE�COMMUNITY�AND�REGION�

• It would clarify that open data is more than just a government 
IT or civic-minded individual’s problem.

• It would feature national speakers from communities that had 
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success stories surrounding the open data problem.

• It would act as a launch event for our city’s open data portal.

• It would feature a hackathon that would act as proof of the con-
cept of what could be possible by using the data on the open 
data portal.

• Above all else, it would make the problem of open data into a 
community problem, not just a city government problem.

In fact, we did exactly that. We brought in Code for America’s Brigade 
director, Kevin Curry, as well as Robert Cheetham from Open Data 
Philly and Theresa Reno-Weber, who serves as Chief of Performance 
Improvement in Louisville, Kentucky. We launched a data portal. With 
ten community sponsors, twenty workshop speakers, and 130 attend-
ees, it was a memorable event that created relationships and acted as a 
springboard for other open data and coding activities in the communi-
ty (notably the formation of a Code for America Brigade—a group of 
volunteer civic hackers that meets on a regular basis).

I must emphasize that none of it would have happened if not for our 
community organizers. Because a diverse set of organizers were behind 
the event, it was perceived as a community event, rather than a city 
government event. That made a big difference in how it was accepted 
both at City Hall and by the community itself. (Who really wants to 
come listen to a city IT department spout off? Nobody, right?)

Many IT folks have a deep level of discomfort with citizen interaction. 
4HEY�LEAVE�IT�TO�THE�PUBLIC�INFORMATION�OFlCE��CITY�COUNCIL��OR�A�NEIGH-
borhood liaison. I don’t think that this can create good outcomes in 
your community any more than you would have a good outcome for 
an internal city IT project by avoiding any interaction with internal 
departments. Business technology exists to serve line departments, of 
course, but ultimately, business technology exists to serve citizens. It is 
ridiculous to think that you can have a good citizen outcome if business 
technology leaders avoid interaction with citizens. Of course, in a large 
community, you cannot expect that you’ll be able to interact with each 
citizen, so citizen groups are important.
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Community organizers for our event came from citizen and business 
groups, and this contributed to momentum, publicity, attendance, and 
so on. One particularly important group—prior to the formation of a 
Code for America Brigade in our city—was the community’s entre-
preneurship group, Venture Asheville, which provided sponsorship, as 
well as visibility and credibility in the tech startup and coder communi-
ty. “Meet The Geeks,” a networking organization for IT people in town, 
was another important organizer group.

In terms of outcomes, the community’s open data day effort resulted in:

• Journalists being able to candidly speak about challenges that 
they had in getting data.

• A lower fear level among local government staff regarding the 
opening of data due to a greater understanding about the con-
sumers of that data and a greater understanding that the bene-
lTS�OUTWEIGH�THE�RISKS�

• Great local press coverage, which further educated the commu-
nity (Forbes, 2012).

• A successful hackathon, with the winner being an app that 
mashed up data from bus routes and public art to steer citizens 
to visit public art via bus.

• A platform for the launch of a Code for America Brigade called 
Code for Asheville.

Challenges and problems naturally remain. Open data shows up so 
much in the ideological world that city staff can still be worried that 
participating in open data efforts could be construed as political activi-
ty (political activity for city staff is generally not allowed). Also, despite 
education, there’s still confusion about the difference between an open 
record and open data. Technology and automation is never going to de-
clare a record “open” if it is not open by law, but not every stakeholder 
understands that.
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Sustainability

Our experience demonstrates that a “product launch” is an effective 
way to get the ideas about problems and solutions out into your com-
MUNITY��)T�S�EASY�FOR�BIG�BANGS�TO�lZZLE�OUT��THOUGH��SO�AN�ONGOING�EFFORT�
is needed, no matter how you begin open data efforts.

It is obviously not sustainable or practical to publish all datasets imme-
diately. It could also undermine efforts if there is a perception that gov-
ernment staff, particularly IT staff, is arbitrarily or capriciously picking 
datasets to publish—that is, that the government is acting unfairly.

!S�A�NATURAL�PARTNERSHIP�BETWEEN�THE�PUBLIC�INFORMATION�OFlCE�AND�)4�
has emerged, we’ve used a three-pronged approach for open data pub-
lishing criteria. This makes sure that the politics and policy stay with 
ELECTED�OFlCIALS��THE�PUBLISHING�CHOICES�CITY�STAFF�MAKES�ARE�REASONABLE��
and we are using our time well.

Pragmatics

Does publishing a dataset save staff time? Does it lower the burden of 
public record requests by automating a frequently requested or time-in-
tensive dataset? Does it decrease the cost of government? Does it make 
the process easier for citizens? Does it contribute to a business goal of 
A�CITIZENFACING�BUSINESS�UNIT��FOR�EXAMPLE��POLICE��lRE��OR�DEVELOPMENT�
services, to name a few)?

Participation

This criterion asks how many votes a dataset has on the open data cat-
alog site. If two people want it, it’s probably not a great candidate in 
a community of 85,000 citizens. We actually haven’t had a nominat-
ed dataset receive strong support from the community. When there is 
clear support for a dataset to be published, though, we’ll do our best to 
get it out there.

Policy

What does our governing board want? If our board says to publish a 
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dataset that hasn’t met the other two criteria of “pragmatic” or “partic-
ipation” to publish, let’s do it.

We feel that following these criteria take staff out of making policy 
decisions, while also not tying staff’s hands or delegating everything to 
a very busy governing board.

The pragmatics criterion is really important. Most cities, especially 
THOSE�WITH�POPULATIONS�UNDER����������DON�T�HAVE� INlNITE� RESOURCES��
Creating self-service data where there is frequent time spent and cre-
ating opportunity for others to build on that data simply makes sense 
FROM�AN�OPERATIONAL�EFlCIENCY�STANDPOINT��/UR�DATA�PROVES�THAT�OPEN�
data saves IT, legal, and PIO time. We track unique events on the open 
data catalog (that is, we do not count if someone downloads the same 
dataset twice), and have seen pretty consistent growth from month 
to month. In 2013, we averaged 144 unique data catalog requests per 
month, which may not seem like a lot, but let’s put that in perspective. 
Our old way of handling these requests would generally take at least 
thirty minutes per individual (if not several hours), so by the time le-
gal, PIO, possibly the department, and IT touched the request, we’re 
talking about two hours of fairly expensive and scarce staff time—at a 
minimum. Even if you were seriously conservative and assumed no le-
gal or department involvement and just accounted for minimum levels 
of IT and PIO, that’s around seventy hours of work for PIO and IT per 
month.

Really? Almost two weeks of work? Sure, before open data, we prob-
ably didn’t have that much (indeed, early data showed about seventy 
catalog requests per month, meaning about a week of work if it was 
minimum and manual). We’ve made data more accessible, though, so 
folks no longer have a barrier to getting it. Therefore, more people are 
using it, without having to hire more staff to handle it. That’s an im-
portant outcome as well.

Next Steps

Once you launch a data portal, drum up interest, and create conver-
sations, it’s my opinion that the right thing to do is back off a little bit. 
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This is hard (at least it was for me) because, as an internal advocate for 
something that you believe in, you’ve put a lot of work and time into it.

Let me be clear: this is not about backing off because you will have 
detractors. Any innovation garners its share of detractors, and, sadly, 
the misinformed citizen’s “you-work-for-ME-personally” syndrome is 
alive and well amongst a vocal minority of citizens. Open data is no 
different. You will have detractors, and you will have to deal with them.

More importantly, though, there are others who have ideas and want 
to participate.

Don’t stop leading internally. It’s important to continue to communi-
cate about the value of open data in the organization and continue to 
tell the story of how open data and self-service allows staff to focus on 
more meaningful work than manual data pulls.

Externally, when you create a little bit of a leadership vacuum by back-
ing off just a little bit, you create opportunity. Natural leaders step 
up. In our community, a couple of government employees volunteer 
outside of work to help organize the Code for America Brigade (good 
for them, as well as the community), and more than a dozen non-gov-
ernment employees are also helping to organize, create code, arrange 
meet-ups, and so on. At least one university professor and one elected 
OFlCIAL�STEPPED�UP� INTO� LEADERSHIP�ROLES� IN�THE������.ATIONAL�$AY�OF�
Civic Hacking event in our city, called “Hack for Food.”

The “Hack for Food” event challenged folks to solve community chal-
lenges: a lack of healthy foods in schools, getting healthy food to people 
who lack access, and ensuring adequate food supply for the region in 
case of a crisis. The publicity for the event did talk about open data, 
hacking, and code—all of which were useful tools—but it primarily 
focused on solving community problems.

The organizers chose a community priority that had previous govern-
mental and community action surrounding it. For example, the Ashe-
ville-Buncombe Food Policy Council’s mission is to “identify and pro-
pose innovative solutions to improve local food systems, spurring local 
economic development and making food systems environmentally sus-
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tainable and socially just.” Also, Asheville’s city council passed resolu-
tion No. 13-17 on January 22, 2013, that supports municipal food policy 
goals and an action plan around those goals.

The point: no matter what the community priority is, focusing on the 
priority and not just the tools is helpful in getting folks excited. When 
the leadership comes from the community, you can bet that something 
good will happen.

As the community starts to rally, I think that the best place for the 
internal open data advocate is as a bridge-builder or interpreter. After 
all, that open data advocate understands both worlds.

&OR�EXAMPLE��NOT�EVERYTHING�lTS�NEATLY�INTO�THE�PRAGMATICSPARTICIPA-
TIONPOLICY�lLTER��7HEN�IT�DOESN�T��A�LITTLE�BIT�OF�BRIDGING�CAN�HELP��)N�
one case, Asheville’s Brigade redeployed an open source budget trans-
parency application called Look at Cook. This app is exactly the type 
of budget transparency app that ambitious government IT folks have 
been dreaming about for a decade, but could never fund when faced 
with other needs. It is squarely in the “want to” quadrant, and govern-
ment IT spends most of their time in the “must do” and “should do” 
quadrants. The point is, assuming good intentions from citizens and 
THE�GOVERNMENT��IT�S�SOMETHING�THAT�EVERYBODY�WANTS�

The data for the app was not immediately available (and it was not 
IMMEDIATELY�OBVIOUS�THAT�THIS�DATASET�lT�ONE�OF�THE�CRITERIA	��BUT�IT�WAS�
an open record, so the Brigade put in an open records request. The 
BUDGET� OFlCE�WAS�MORE� THAN�WILLING� TO� PROVIDE� DATA�� BUT� HAD� SOME�
CONCERNS�ABOUT�WHETHER�THE�DATA�AS�IT�STOOD�IN�THE�GINORMOUS�lNANCIAL�
DATABASE�WOULD�CORRELATE�TO�THE�PUBLISHED�OFlCIAL�RECORDS��4HEY�MADE�
a good point that budget data is always “point in time” and that the or-
GANIZATIONAL�CHART�DOESN�T�ALWAYS�GET�REmECTED�IN�THE�CHART�OF�ACCOUNTS�

For example, when you reorganize Transit from being in Public Works 
to its own department or when you take IT out of Finance, all of a sud-
DEN�YOUR�ORGANIZATIONAL�CHART�DOESN�T�MATCH�UP�TO�YOUR�lNANCIAL�CHART�
of accounts in the system. It might take weeks or even months until 
ALL� OF� THE� JOURNAL� ENTRIES� AND�MODIlCATIONS� TO� THE� ACCOUNTING� TABLES�
ARE�DONE��)T�GENERALLY�TAKES�A�WHOLE�YEAR�TO�REPLACE�A�lNANCIAL�SYSTEM��
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SINCE�IT�S�SO�COMPLEX��)N�ORDER�TO�PRESENT�A�CORRECT�lNANCIAL�PICTURE�IN�
the budget book, a lot of work is needed to make sure that account X is 
included in the tally for department Y.

The answer in this case was to provide actual working documents that 
WERE�USED�TO�BUILD�THE�OFlCIAL�BUDGET�BOOK�

This didn’t solve everything by any means (though the app did get de-
ployed), and there might be people who might argue that the point in 
time database would be interesting to dig into. This is a good example 
of how citizens and government staff speak a different language and 
have different perspectives. They need an advocate who understands 
and has compassion for both sides.

As with the general population, there are outliers in both government 
staff and citizens (just like there are the Bernie Madoffs, Mark San-
fords, and Anthony Weiners), but generally, we’re talking about nor-
mal people simply trying to do their jobs and make a difference in the 
world. Government staff isn’t (generally) trying to hide anything. Citi-
zens (generally) aren’t trying to play gotcha games with staff. Govern-
ment staff is (generally) just prioritizing their work based on what their 
bosses want and what regulatory requirements and processes they’re 
following. Citizens are (generally) simply trying to ask a simple ques-
tion and get a simple answer. An open data advocate who understands 
both sides of the coin can help create more of a conversation and less 
of a series of demands and silence.

But the question then becomes, how come processes don’t integrate 
the need for open data, and how come the bosses don’t think open data 
is a good idea?

Well, I think that they will one day. President Obama’s Open Data 
executive order issued in May 2013 is a great start for federal agencies. 
For cities, I think that there will be increased adoption as leadership 
BEGINS�TO�UNDERSTAND�THAT�THERE�IS�SIGNIlCANT�EFlCIENCY�TO�BE�GAINED�BY�
adopting open data practices and processes—as we’ve demonstrated 
in Asheville. As general practices, like procurement, start to integrate 
THE�NEED�FOR�A�MORE�EFlCIENT�OPERATION�THAN�MERE�hOPEN�RECORDSv�INTO�
the process, open data will become an important requirement. What if 
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RFPs and RFQs mandated that vendors address “open data” require-
ments in their proposals from the beginning? Or offered the proposals 
in a form where it was easy to separate “proprietary by the state law 
DElNITIONv�FROM�hPUBLIC�RECORDv�

The bottom line is that good leadership recognizes that wasting every-
one’s time on redacting, inspecting, and repackaging documents and 
data is a bad idea.

Good leadership will recognize the pragmatics of open data.
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PART II:
Building on Open Data

Editor’s Note

Once government data has been released, what can it be used for and 
by whom? What are some of the emergent, and perhaps unexpected, 
applications? In this section, we hear from different users of open 
data—including entrepreneurs, journalists, community organizers, 
government employees, and established companies—and discuss ex-
amples of what these stakeholders have done with and learned from 
open government data.

We begin with Chapter 6 by Brightscope co-founders Ryan and Mike 
Alfred. Their story starts not with open data, but one step before that. 
In order to build their business, they worked with federal agencies to 
release and digitize scores of government records. Along the way, they 
not only created a successful company but also catalyzed an open da-
ta-friendly culture within their partner agencies. They share lessons 
learned for other entrepreneurs seeking to build businesses around 
government data and discuss the importance of data standards moving 
forward to reduce barrier of entry to new startups in this space.

In Chapter 7, we hear from another civic startup, SmartProcure, which 
has developed a model for transforming FOIA into a government im-
provement platform. Founder Jeffrey Rubenstein discusses how by ag-
gregating, standardizing, and digitizing government purchasing data 
across jurisdictions, open data can actually become a tool to increase 
collaboration between government agencies and help them make more 
informed decisions.

In Chapter 8, we hear from Chicago-based reporter Elliott Ramos 
about a journalist’s relationship with open public data. He describes 
how the surge of government data made available under Chicago’s new 
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open data initiative changed the way he reported on local stories and 
allowed for new kinds of storytelling to emerge.

Steve Spiker is the Director of Research for the Urban Strategies Coun-
cil, an organization that has been supporting innovation in Oakland for 
almost twenty-six years and often uses government-held data for proj-
ects. In Chapter 9, he writes about how the city of Oakland’s initial for-
ay in open data has impacted the work of local community organizers 
and researchers—while also cautioning against overly optimistic views 
of an “open government” based on the release of limited data.

Finally, in Chapter 10, Bibiana McHugh of Portland, Oregon’s TriMet 
agency writes about her experience developing a data standard for 
transit information with Google that is now used by hundreds of gov-
ernments worldwide to make it as easy to get public transit directions 
as driving directions. She discusses the importance of public-private 
partnerships in bringing open government data to the platforms and 
services where people are already going for information.



CHAPTER 6

From Entrepreneurs to Civic  
Entrepreneurs

By Ryan Alfred and Mike Alfred

Introduction

My brother Mike and I never set out to become “civic entrepreneurs.” 
We did not see ourselves as being a part of the “open government” 
community. We were simply trying to solve a real-world problem, and 
that problem required improving the interfaces to government data. 
In this way, I think our story is the story of many civic entrepreneurs.

In the fall of 2007, we were young (Mike was 26, and I was 24), ambi-
tious, and looking for a way to make an impact. We had just started an 
investment advisory company called Alfred Capital Management. We 
were managing money for individuals and families in San Diego and 
working hard to build the company client by client.

A few months prior, our father, Mike Alfred Sr., had introduced us to 
one of his clients, Dan Weeks, who was an engineering manager at 
Hewlett-Packard (HP). He had hired our father for some legal advice 
related to his real estate properties. Dan presented a business plan to 
Mike and me that attempted to solve a problem that he and his HP col-
leagues were struggling: building sound investment portfolios within 
their HP 401(k) plans. It was clear that Dan was incredibly passionate 
about 401(k) investing. Mike and I liked his engineering background, 
BUT�WE�DID�NOT�THINK�THE�IDEA�WAS�VIABLE�AT�lRST�

Through a series of brainstorming sessions over the following weeks 
and months—most involving a few whiskeys—the possibility of work-
ing with Dan to improve retirement plans took on a new life. These 
sessions turned out to be where BrightScope began to take shape. We 
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felt we had what could be a big idea. By individually rating every com-
pany retirement plan in the US, we believed we would drive an overall 
improvement in the ability of Americans to retire. It was an ambitious 
goal, the impact of which would reach far beyond our current client 
base—and that appealed to us.

$ElNED�CONTRIBUTION��$#	�PLANS�ARE�A�RELATIVELY�NEW�ADDITION�TO�THE�
corporate retirement plan landscape, rising out of the Employee Retire-
ment Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA) as an elective retirement 
savings program for employees. Originally DC plans were thought of 
AS�SUPPLEMENTAL�TO�COMPANYSPONSORED��DElNED�BENElT��$"	�PENSION�
PLANS��BUT�OVER�TIME��THE�$#�PLAN�lRMLY�SUPPLANTED�THE�$"�PLAN�AS�THE�
primary retirement savings vehicle for American workers. As a result, 
there has been a major shift in retirement responsibility from employer 
to employee. In a DB plan, the company makes the contributions and 
the investment decisions, but in a DC plan, these two responsibilities 
fall squarely on the shoulders of employees. Unfortunately, most em-
ployees lack the discipline to save enough for retirement and the skill 
TO�BUILD�A�WELLDIVERSIlED�PORTFOLIO�

As we researched these structural issues, we uncovered other problems 
with DC plans. We found voluminous literature on high retirement 
PLAN�FEES��ARTICLES�ABOUT�CONmICTS�OF�INTEREST�BETWEEN�PLAN�SERVICE�PRO-
viders and plan participants, and a general feeling that DC plans were 
not being operated in the best interest of participants. At that point, we 
knew the opportunity was not solely helping participants make smart 
DECISIONS�FOR�THEMSELVES��BUT�ALSO�IN�DElNING�WHAT�MAKES�A�$#�PLAN�
good or bad, so that we could inspire the companies who sponsor the 
plans to make them better. Our objective of helping millions more re-
TIRE� IN� DIGNITY�WAS� REALLY� A� BIG� DATA� PROBLEM�� AND� THE� lRST� STEP�WAS�
tracking down the right data.

The search for data quickly led us to the Department of Labor (DOL). 
%VERY�RETIREMENT�PLAN�IN�THE�COUNTRY�lLES�A�&ORM������ANNUALLY�WITH�
the DOL. Think of the Form 5500 as a tax form listing the assets, 
CONTRIBUTIONS�� FEES�� AND�OTHER�DETAILS� OF� EACH�EMPLOYEE�BENElT�PLAN��
Larger plans, those with more than a hundred participants, are also 
required to obtain an annual audit. The combination of Form 5500 and 
THE�AUDIT�REPORTS�REPRESENTED�A�GOLD�MINE�OF�INFORMATION��BUT�lRST��WE�
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would need access to the data, which would require interfacing with 
the federal government.

The data we were looking for was not available through the DOL web-
site. A few data companies were selling the 5500 data, but they did not 
have the additional high-value data from the audit reports. The deci-
sion was made to visit the DOL’s public disclosure room to ask for the 
data in person. At that point, we did what any entrepreneur would do 
in our position: wrote a business plan, raised a little bit of money from 
FRIENDS�AND�FAMILY��AND�BOOKED�A�mIGHT�TO�7ASHINGTON��$#�

As it turned out, this was the beginning of our path to civic entrepre-
neurship with BrightScope. Though we never intended to build a busi-
ness around “open data” and “open government,” that was precisely 
what we were about to do.

When “Public Disclosure” Is Not Enough

3HOWING�UP�AT� THE�$EPARTMENT�OF�,ABOR� FOR� THE�lRST� TIME�WAS�DEl-
nitely a culture shock. We had been to DC several times before, but 
mostly to visit the monuments as students. We had never been to DC 
“on business.”

I do not think you can overstate the difference between startup culture 
and federal government culture. Startups are all about speed—fast de-
cisions and rapid development. In DC, you get a sense that everything 
happens slowly, and every decision is placed under the microscope. 
The professional staff at the DOL took their work very seriously, but 
they were held back by a lagging technology infrastructure and years of 
working through a slow bureaucracy to get work done.

We made our way through DOL security, and the staff directed us 
toward the public disclosure room. The public disclosure room itself 
is not much to speak of. It is a small, windowless room covered on two 
SIDES�WITH�BOOKCASES�lLLED�WITH�ADMINISTRATIVE�STAFF�MANUALS��ADVISORY�
opinion letters, meeting minutes from advisory board meetings, and a 
whole host of other items that might be of interest to the public.

A desk lined the left wall upon entering. What appeared to be a 
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1990s-era IBM PC running a custom DOL version of MS-DOS sat on 
THE�DESK��)T�WAS�DIFlCULT�TO�USE�AND�LOOKED�TO�BE�GATHERING�DUST��7HILE�
this was the “public disclosure” room, we personally could not imagine 
many members of the public visiting the room, so the state of the com-
puter did not surprise us.

By this point, Mike had realized that we would need to get some as-
sistance from the DOL staff in order for this trip to be successful, so 
when an employee entered the room, he engaged him in casual conver-
sation. Before long, both of us were standing behind the desk, looking 
over the staffer’s shoulder as he dug through the DOL database in 
search of the documents we described.

After thirty minutes of searching, we found what looked like an audited 
lNANCIAL�STATEMENT�FOR�THE�lRST�COMPANY�WE�HAD�BEEN�LOOKING�FOR��!FTER�
CONlRMING�THAT�THE�DOCUMENT�WAS�IN�FACT�OPEN�TO�PUBLIC�INSPECTION��WE�
PRINTED�A�COPY��7E�REPEATED�THIS�PROCESS�FOR�TEN�TO�lFTEEN�COMPANIES��
so that we could ensure that the data was consistently available. We 
ended up leaving with audit reports from some of the companies with 
the largest retirement plans in the US, including IBM and HP, as well 
as some smaller companies that our friends worked at—Google and 
&ACEBOOK��7E�WERE�INFORMED�THAT�THE�REPORTS�WOULD�COST�lFTEEN�CENTS�
a page, which we agreed to, and left the DOL feeling buoyed by the 
fact that the data existed to accomplish our goals.

Our initial excitement about the data was quickly replaced by frustra-
tion. Upon returning to San Diego and working our way through the 
lRST�lFTEEN�PLANS��WE�DID�A�QUICK�BACKOFTHEENVELOPE�CALCULATION�THAT�
WITH�SIXTY�THOUSAND�AUDIT�REPORTS��AN�AVERAGE�OF�lFTY�PAGES�PER�REPORT��
AND�A�COST�OF�lFTEEN�CENTS�PER�PAGE��IT�WOULD�COST�ROUGHLY���������DOL-
lars to obtain the complete dataset for a single year. To top it off, the 
DOL clearly had no way to provide the reports to us in bulk, as evi-
denced by the manual way in which the DOL staffer had printed the 
lRST�lFTEEN�REPORTS�FOR�US��4HERE�WERE�ALSO�PROCEDURAL�HURDLES��7HILE�
THE�$/,�INSTRUCTED�lLERS�TO�AVOID�PUTTING�PERSONALLY�IDENTIlABLE�INFOR-
MATION��0))	��SUCH�AS�SOCIAL�SECURITY�NUMBERS��ON�THE�lLINGS��THEY�WOULD�
OCCASIONALLY�STILL�lND�lLINGS�WITH�THIS�INFORMATION�AND�HAVE�TO�REDACT�
them. While these redactions were rare, they still caused the DOL to 
create a policy of manually inspecting every printed page before pro-
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viding the printed reports to the public.

With little to lose, we put together a list of the sixty thousand plans 
FOR�WHICH�WE�NEEDED�DATA�AND�lLED�A�FORMAL�&/)!�REQUEST��7ITHIN�A�
few weeks, we found ourselves on a call with the DOL FOIA staff. We 
were told in no uncertain terms that our FOIA request was one of the 
most onerous requests they had ever received. In hindsight, given their 
limitations at the time, this assessment seems fair. However, when data 
is the only thing standing in the way of building a business, it is not 
what you want to hear.

We managed to work out a compromise with the DOL in which they 
would print out hundreds of audit reports at a time, put them into 
boxes, and ship them to us. It was not a sustainable system, but using 
that approach, we collected enough data to produce our ratings and 
launch our initial DC plan ratings to the public—and thus, our compa-
ny BrightScope became a reality.

From Adversaries to Partners

)F� FORCED� TO� SELECT� A� SINGLE� TERM� TO� DElNE� OUR� RELATIONSHIP�WITH� THE�
DOL up through early 2009, the word “adversarial” would certainly 
be appropriate. We were asking for data that was nearly impossible 
for the DOL to deliver without some fundamental procedural change 
investment in technology, yet we would not accept no for an answer.

That status quo of shipping boxes was still in place at the time we 
launched our public website. After initially choosing a launch date of 
January 19, 2009, we were wisely counseled to push back a week so 
we would not get lost in the news cycle of incoming President Barack 
Obama, whose inauguration was set for January 20th. The administra-
tion change seemed irrelevant to our business at the time, but when 
0RESIDENT�/BAMA�MADE�HIS� lRST� ORDER� OF� BUSINESS� THE� RELEASE� OF� HIS�
Memorandum on Transparency and Open Government, it grabbed our 
attention. The memorandum lacked formal teeth, but it was music to 
our ears:

All agencies should adopt a presumption in favor of disclosure, in or-
der to renew their commitment to the principles embodied in FOIA, 
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and to usher in a new era of open Government. (Obama, 2009)

Our business had quickly become heavily dependent on gaining access 
TO�PUBLIC�DATA��BUT�OUR�PROGRESS�WAS� IN�lTS�AND�STARTS��SURGING�AHEAD�
WHEN�A�NEW�BOX�OF�DATA�ARRIVED�AND�THEN�mAGGING�WHEN�DATA�WAS�DE-
layed or did not come at all. Almost overnight, we felt a new tune com-
ing out of Washington, a drumbeat of voices intent on making data 
open, transparent, and accessible, and we felt this could only be good 
news.

While some felt that Obama’s pledge did not cause any change, the 
DOL, to their credit, began to make steady progress in delivering on 
opening up their data. What started as the manual printing and mail-
ing of documents transformed into the shipping of external hard drives 
with thousands of audits. This ultimately resulted in a bulk download 
utility that was accessible around the clock directly from the DOL 
website. We went from being constrained by data to having all of the 
DATA�AT�OUR�lNGERTIPS�

Meanwhile, our public ratings had begun to get serious traction. We 
received numerous write-ups in the Wall Street Journal, the New York 
Times��AND�OTHER�MAINSTREAM�MEDIA��AND�THE�TRAFlC�TO�OUR�����K	�RAT-
ings pages was on an upward arc. Starting with just eight hundred plans 
RATED�AT�LAUNCH��WE�HAD�REACHED�lFTEEN�THOUSAND�PLANS�BY�/CTOBER�AND�
thirty thousand plans by the end of December. To process this volume 
of documents, we brought on new engineers and hired and trained a 
team of data analysts. Our team quickly expanded from fewer than ten 
at launch to thirty by the end of the year.

Our relationship with the DOL has transformed over the years. We 
have spent a tremendous amount of time with DOL staffers and politi-
cal appointees, who have always taken time out of their busy schedules 
to meet with us when we are in town. The relationship was facilitated 
by open government events, which allowed for more casual interaction 
and discussion of big picture objectives.

In November of 2012, our relationship with the DOL truly came full 
circle. Impressed with the work we had done analyzing the audit re-
ports, the DOL signed up as a BrightScope client and began leverag-
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ing the data for a variety of purposes. What started as a contentious 
relationship has turned into a true partnership, thanks to the DOL 
embracing an open approach to data.

Finding Comfort in Transparency

The changed relationship at the DOL is thanks to a combination of a 
mindset shift on the part of the department and an adoption of tech-
nology to solve a business process challenge. They became comfortable 
with more of their data being open to public inspection, and they start-
ed viewing companies like BrightScope as partners in their mandate 
of safeguarding retirement assets for participants. In some respects, 
the DOL’s new approach reminds me of the original description of the 
POWER�OF�OPEN�GOVERNMENT�DESCRIBED�IN�THE�INmUENTIAL�PAPER�h'OVERN-
ment Data and the Invisible Hand” (Robinson, Yu, Zeller, & Felten, 
2009). In the paper, the authors describe the limited role of govern-
ment as requiring and enforcing appropriate disclosure, but stopping 
short of building interactive websites. This is instead focusing on open-
ing up the data to the public so that the private market can engage with 
the data and ultimately drive its usage and interaction with the public:

)N�ORDER�FOR�PUBLIC�DATA�TO�BENElT�FROM�THE�SAME�INNOVATION�AND�
dynamism that characterize private parties’ use of the internet, 
the federal government must reimagine its role as an information 
provider. Rather than struggling, as it currently does, to design 
sites that meet each end-user need, it should focus on creating a 
simple, reliable, and publicly accessible infrastructure that “expos-
es” the underlying data. (Robinson, Yu, Zeller, & Felten, 2009)

This way of thinking about government is not new, but it is a funda-
mental shift from how we traditionally think about government. Ask-
ing government to stay focused on data collection and distribution and 
leaving the building of websites and value-added tools on top of the 
data to the private sector might seem like chaos to some, but this ap-
proach has worked wonders, even within the private sector.

Open government thinker Tim O’Reilly (2010) describes this phenom-
enon as “government as a platform.” BrightScope’s plan ratings can be 
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thought of as an “app” on a government platform, leveraging data from 
THE�$/,�AND�3%#��5NDOUBTEDLY��lRMS� LIKE�"RIGHT3COPE�AND�OTHERS�
will be able to build faster, take more risks, and combine the DOL’s 
data with third-party data in more new, interesting, and cost-effective 
ways than the DOL could themselves. So, it makes sense for the DOL 
to focus on platformizing itself and taking advantage of the entrepre-
neurial energy and innovations of the private market.

$ElNING�/PEN�$ATA

While BrightScope started with DOL data, as we have grown we have 
gathered data and information from a variety of public sources, in-
cluding the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), the Census 
Bureau, and the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA). 
Through the process of identifying high-value datasets and integrating 
them into our databases, we have encountered all different types of 
public disclosure. At BrightScope, we are fond of saying that “public” 
is not a proxy for accessible, usable, or high-value. It is useful, there-
fore, to describe the best practices of how government agencies and 
departments currently disclose data and some of the issues their meth-
odologies create. In addition, through this analysis, it is useful to have 
a common framework with which to evaluate the quality of the disclo-
sure, both in terms of data openness and legal openness.

Technical Openness

7HEN�IT�COMES�TO�TECHNICAL�OPENNESS��OUR�lRST�BELIEF�IS�THAT�RELEASING�
data in whatever state it is in is better than releasing no data at all. 
Startups have become remarkably adept at working with data and can 
usually develop processes to transform disclosed data into whatever 
form and format they need it in. That said, the lower the barrier to 
adoption, the more engagement you can generate around the data you 
are releasing.

The following framework comes from Cass Sunstein, President Obama’s 
regulatory czar, and the author of Nudge: Improving Decisions About 
Health, Wealth, and Happiness and Simpler: The Future of Govern-
ment. In a memorandum for the heads of executive departments and 
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agencies on September 8, 2011, he describes a simple four-part test he 
USES�TO�DElNE�hSMART�DISCLOSURE�v

1. Accessible: Free, online and in bulk

2. Machine-Readable

3. Standardized

4. Timely (Sunstein, 2009)

7HEN�WE�lRST�STARTED�WORKING�WITH�THE�$/,��THE�DISCLOSURE�FAILED�ALL�
FOUR�TESTS��4HE�DATA�WAS�NOT�ACCESSIBLE�ONLINE�� IT�WAS�NOT�AVAILABLE� IN�
MACHINEREADABLE�FORMATS��IT�WAS�NOT�STANDARDIZED��AND�IT�WAS�CERTAINLY�
not timely due to a nearly two-year delay for processing. However, the 
NEW�$/,�DISCLOSURE�SATISlES�TWO�OF�THE�FOUR�REQUIREMENTS��)T�IS�AVAIL-
ABLE�ONLINE��BOTH�lLE�BY�lLE�AND�IN�BULK�FOR�DEVELOPERS��AND�IT�IS�TIMELY��
being published within twenty-four to forty-eight hours of the disclo-
SURE�BEING�lLED��4HE�REPORTS�ARE�NOT�MACHINEREADABLE��UNFORTUNATELY��
nor are they standardized, largely due to the fact that the reports are 
narrative attachments to a document (the Form 5500), so they still re-
quire processing. I would still give the DOL high marks for making the 
most of what they currently receive, though.

Legal Openness

Even once data is technically accessible, it must be open from a legal 
STANDPOINT�FOR�IT�TO�BE�TRULY�hOPEN�v�4HE�h/PEN�$ElNITION�v�AS�DElNED�
BY�THE�/PEN�+NOWLEDGE�&OUNDATION��IS�PERHAPS�THE�STANDARD�IN�DElN-
ING�LEGAL�hOPENNESSv�AS�IT�RELATES�TO�DATA�AND�CONTENT��4HEIR�DElNITION�
is simple:

A piece of data or content is open if anyone is free to use, reuse, 
and redistribute it—subject only, at most, to the requirement to 
attribute and/or share-alike. (Open Knowledge Foundation)

Opening up data in this way, so that there are no limitations on use, 
reuse, and redistribution, can be tough to stomach for those with data. 
Some organizations with important consumer disclosures that they 
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place on the web put strict legal limitations with how the information 
can be used. One example of this is the Financial Industry Regulato-
ry Authority (FINRA). FINRA operates BrokerCheck, a website that 
provides tools for consumers to research brokers and broker-dealers. 
The BrokerCheck website has a prominently placed legal notice mak-
ing clear its “closed” legal stance:

4HE�WORKS�OF�AUTHORSHIP�CONTAINED�IN�lNRA�ORG��THE�3ITE	�� ����MAY�
not be copied, reproduced, transmitted, displayed, performed, dis-
tributed, rented, sublicensed, uploaded, posted, framed, altered, 
stored for subsequent use, or otherwise used in whole or in part 
in any manner without FINRA’s prior written consent. (FINRA)

This legal language is against the spirit of open government. While the 
data is online and technically disclosed, it is not legally open and that 
distinction is important. It is certainly understandable for an organiza-
tion like FINRA to have concerns about how their data will be used. 
Ensuring that data is correctly communicated to and interpreted by 
the public is an important goal, but if that was the only blocking issue, 
I think it could be overcome. I fear that organizations like FINRA do 
not open their data because they are concerned with the potential neg-
ative impact. As described by Gavin Newsom in his book Citizenville:

[Information] often ends up being used against them. Historically, 
people who request data or information aren’t doing it because 
they want to solve a problem or create a program. They’re often 
doing it for political purposes, as a kind of “gotcha government. 
(Newsom, 2013)

We in the open data community need to do a better job communicating 
WHY�THE�BENElTS�OF�RELEASING�OPEN�DATA�OUTWEIGH�THE�POTENTIAL�NEGATIVE�
effects. If we fail to make the case, some of the highest value datasets 
will either be legally closed or hidden from public view entirely, which 
would dramatically limit the potential of the open data movement.

Fortunately, I think many government agencies and departments have 
been able to clear this hurdle. The DOL undoubtedly had internal 
questions and concerns about the results of disclosing in a legally open 
fashion, but even with a small dose of engagement from the developer 
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COMMUNITY�� THAT� DISCLOSURE�HAS� YIELDED�HUGE�BENElTS��/RGANIZATIONS�
that publish data under a closed license lose the opportunity to cut 
their costs and leverage the combined skills and abilities of web-savvy 
engineers and entrepreneurs all over the world.

Lowering the Barriers to the Next  
Generations of Civic Startups

At BrightScope, we spend a tremendous amount of time collecting, 
processing, and integrating the data we obtain from our government 
partners. We recognize, like most data companies, that data requires 
stewardship to ensure that the data quality is suitable for research, 
analysis, and public consumption. The challenge for a civic entre-
preneur accessing data from the government is that, today, too much 
of their work lies in the behind-the-scenes discovery, cleansing, and 
matching across datasets and not enough in building the end tools for 
their users. By promoting data standards, we can ensure that the work 
we are doing as civic entrepreneurs and the money invested in our mis-
sion is funneled into the higher-value work of creating real tools for 
consumer decisions.

/NE�EXAMPLE�OF�THIS�FOR�"RIGHT3COPE�COMES�FROM�THE�$/,�lLINGS��)N�
order to calculate all of the fees consumers are paying within their 
401(k) plans, we need to include the hard-dollar fees found directly 
in the Form 5500, as well as the fees coming from the plan’s invest-
ment options. This combination of administrative and investment fees 
becomes what we call “Total Plan Cost.” Fortunately, the investment 
LINEUP�IS�CONTAINED�IN�THE�AUDITED�lNANCIAL�STATEMENT��7HILE�THE�AU-
DITED�lNANCIAL�STATEMENT�PROVIDES�A�LIST�OF�INVESTMENT�OPTIONS��IT�ONLY�
REQUIRES�THE�NAME�OF�THE�INVESTMENT�AND�NOT�AN�IDENTIlCATION�NUMBER�
for it. This makes it impossible to directly link the fund to data on 
mutual funds that is collected and disclosed by the SEC. As a result, 
BrightScope spends hundreds of thousands of dollars every year pars-
ING�OUT�THE�FUND�NAMES�FROM�THE�AUDITED�lNANCIAL�STATEMENT��MATCH-
ing the names to the correct SEC fund ID, and pulling in SEC fund 
fee data so we can effectively calculate each plan’s Total Plan Cost. 
Each additional data transformation we make opens the door to in-
troducing errors into our database. If the DOL were to simply require 
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PLANS�TO�lLE�A�STANDARDIZED�SCHEDULE�OF�ASSETS�WITH�THE�3%#�FUND�)$��
then BrightScope could take the hundreds of thousands of dollars we 
invest in our current process and invest it higher up the value chain 
instead. Across the federal government, there are literally thousands of 
examples where a lack of coordination across agencies and departments 
leads to lost opportunities to make mash-ups of government data tre-
mendously easier for entrepreneurs.

A more prominent example of this phenomenon is all the data released 
every year across state and federal governments about individual com-
PANIES�� )NFORMATION� ABOUT� THEIR� EARNINGS� IS� AVAILABLE� FROM� THE�3%#��
INFORMATION�ABOUT�THEIR�RETIREMENT�PLANS�ARE�AVAILABLE�FROM�THE�$/,��
information about their lobbying activity is available from the Senate 
/FlCE�OF�0UBLIC�2ECORDS�� INFORMATION�ABOUT� THEIR�ENVIRONMENTAL� RE-
CORD�IS�AVAILABLE�FROM�THE�%NVIRONMENTAL�0ROTECTION�!GENCY��AND�IN-
formation about federal contracts they have won is available from the 
General Services Administration. Yet, there is no easy way to link all of 
these datasets together.

4HIS�IS�ACTUALLY�A�BROADER�ISSUE�THAT�CAME�TO�LIGHT�DURING�THE�lNANCIAL�
crises, in which the debt of failing institutions was hard to track down, 
AND�THUS�� IT�WAS�DIFlCULT� FOR�COMPANIES� TO�GAUGE� THEIR�hCOUNTERPARTY�
RISK�v�4HIS�DIFlCULTY�AND�THE�RAPIDLY�DECLINING�RISK� TOLERANCE�OF� THE�
lRMS� IN� QUESTION� DUE� TO� LIQUIDITY� CONCERNS�CAUSED� A� FREEZE� IN� THE�
OTC derivatives and, ultimately, the credit markets in which banks 
and others refused to lend because of concern about their existing ex-
posures. This issue has led to calls from industry for an international 
,EGAL�%NTITY�)DENTIlER��,%)	�SYSTEM�IN�THE�lNANCIAL�MARKETS��)T�IS�DE-
signed to handle the hierarchy problem—for example, it is estimated 
that AIG has over 250 operating subsidiaries and operations in 130 
COUNTRIES��4HE�BENElTS�OF�,%)�ARE�IMPORTANT�

4HE�,EGAL�%NTITY�)DENTIlER��,%)	�PROGRAM�IS�DESIGNED�TO�CREATE�
AND�APPLY�A�SINGLE��UNIVERSAL�STANDARD�IDENTIlER�TO�ANY�ORGANIZATION�
OR�lRM�INVOLVED�IN�A�lNANCIAL�TRANSACTION�INTERNATIONALLY��3UCH�AN�
IDENTIlER�FOR�EACH�LEGAL�ENTITY�WOULD�ALLOW�REGULATORS�TO�CONDUCT�
MORE�ACCURATE�ANALYSIS�OF�GLOBAL��SYSTEMICALLY�IMPORTANT�lNANCIAL�
institutions and their transactions with all counterparties across 
markets, products, and regions, allowing regulators to better iden-
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TIFY�CONCENTRATIONS�AND�EMERGING�RISKS��&OR�RISK�MANAGERS�IN�lNAN-
cial institutions, the LEI will increase the effectiveness of tools 
aggregating their exposures to counterparties. (The Depository 
Trust & Clearing Corporation, 2012)

7HILE�,%)�IS�DESIGNED�TO�SOLVE�A�PROBLEM�IN�THE�lNANCIAL�MARKETS��IT�
may also serve the open government community, provided it is either 
adopted throughout the government or utilities are built that provide 
mapping from the codes of each individual branch of government to 
the LEI. This is also not the only approach. Open government advo-
cates, like Beth Noveck (a founder of ORGPedia) and the Sunlight 
Foundation, have taken the lead on advocating for a better approach, 
but there is still much work to be done.

#REATING� OPEN� SOURCE� STANDARDS� FOR� IDENTIlCATION� AND� LINKING� ACROSS�
datasets is not easy, but with every breakthrough, we lower the barri-
ERS�TO�ADOPTION�OF�DATA�FOR�ANALYSIS�AND�RESEARCH��4HE�BENElTS�ACCRUE�
to open data entrepreneurs and also to the very government agencies 
and departments tasked with regulating the companies, products, and 
industries that presently lack standards.

Closing Thoughts

While we did not think of ourselves as civic entrepreneurs when we 
started, our history is really a history of government as a platform 
AND�BUILDING�A�BUSINESS�ON�PUBLIC�DATA��7HEN�WE�lRST�MET�AND�SPOKE�
with open government evangelists, like Tim O’Reilly, Jen Pahlka, Alex 
Howard, Beth Noveck, Laurel Ruma, and countless others, we began 
to realize how powerful an idea it truly was to provide entrepreneurs 
with data and access to government. BrightScope is proof that building 
A�VIABLE�� FORPROlT�BUSINESS�ON�TOP�OF�GOVERNMENT�DATA�CAN�BE�A�SUS-
TAINABLE�BUSINESS�MODEL� THAT�BOTH�BENElTS�GOVERNMENT�AND�PROVIDES�
enormous opportunities for entrepreneurs. Now, it is up to the open 
data community to work to lower the barriers to entry for future civic 
entrepreneurs.
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CHAPTER 7

Hacking FOIA: Using FOIA Requests 
to Drive Government Innovation

By Jeffrey D. Rubenstein

Turning FOIA On Its Head

The Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) is a law that gives you 
the right to access information from the federal government. It is 
often described as the law that keeps citizens in the know about 
their government. (www.foia.gov)

Even according to the government’s own FOIA website, FOIA is pre-
sented as a way for citizens to gain an advantage, but there are two 
sides to this coin. FOIA can be used as a tool to help government agen-
cies help themselves. 

Contrary to popular belief, Google doesn’t have the answers for every-
thing. FOIA requests, while typically presented as a way for citizens 
to extract information from the government, can actually provide the 
best pathway to help government agencies innovate, work smarter, and 
BECOME�MORE�EFlCIENT��

4HERE�IS�AN�OPPORTUNITY�BEFORE�US�TO�USE�&/)!�TO�BENElT�THE�GOVERN-
MENT�ON�A�MASSIVE�SCALE��&/)!�IS�ABOUT�MORE�THAN�TRANSPARENCY��IT�CAN�
be the basis for true collaboration.

The Problem: Disconnected Data Silos

We live in a world empowered by and accustomed to instant data, in-
stant results, instant answers, and instant analysis. Unfortunately, for 
those in government, many agencies are forced to operate where the 
ANSWERS�THEY�NEED�ARE�EITHER�NOT�AVAILABLE�OR�DIFlCULT�TO�TRACK�DOWN�
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Imagine traveling back to a time before smartphones, before mobile 
phones, before the internet. Suddenly, “Don’t Stop Believin’” takes over 
your universe and your brain desperately wants to know the name of 
THE�DRUMMER�FOR�*OURNEY��!S�YOU�REACH�INTO�YOUR�POCKET��YOU�lND�YOUR�
iPhone. Then, it hits you…there is nothing for your iPhone to connect 
to in this year, so there is no way to get this information easily. There is 
NO�'OOGLE�TO�HELP�YOU�YET��9OU�LL�JUST�HAVE�TO�WAIT�UNTIL�YOU�CAN�lND�THE�
answer, and that may take some time and elbow grease.

When you’re used to nothing but two or three clicks between you and 
the data you need (in case you were wondering, Steve Smith was Jour-
ney’s drummer during their peak years), having to wait for answers 
FEELS�HORRIlCALLY�INEFlCIENT��7E�VE�RAPIDLY�EVOLVED�FROM�REACTIVE�RECEIV-
ers of information to proactive wielders of information. 

Government agencies face much tougher questions than names of band 
members, and the stakes are much higher. Most government agencies 
do not yet live in a connected world, and they are forced to waste time, 
resources, and money simply due to the absence of easily accessible 
(and searchable) information.

4HIS�IS�NOT�TO�SUGGEST�GOVERNMENT�AGENCIES�ARE�DEVOID�OF�TECHNOLOGY��
quite the opposite is often the case. The obstacle for most government 
agencies is not access to technology, but to actionable data. The govern-
ment may be masters of collecting data, but it took the private sector 
to invent the masters of data insight and connectivity, such as Twitter, 
Facebook, and Google.

!CCORDING� TO� THE� MOST� RECENT� lGURES� FROM� THE� 53� #ENSUS� "UREAU�
�����	��THERE�ARE��������OFlCIAL�GOVERNMENTAL�ENTITIES�IN�THE�COUNTRY��
The vast majority of them have their own individualized systems and 
are, due to data silos, disconnected from other government agencies.

How Do Government Agencies Handle  
Purchasing? 

An area that perfectly illustrates a stunning data disconnect is gov-
ernment procurement. The government, at all levels, has to buy ev-
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ERYTHING��THEY�DO�NOT�MAKE�THEIR�OWN�PAPER��DESKS��LIGHT�BULBS��CABLES��
computers, planes, tanks, or carpet. Everything the government needs, 
they have to purchase elsewhere from government contractors.

The purchasing process is primarily based on price thresholds, and the 
available pathways are verbal quotes, written quotes, bids, and RFPs 
(Request for Proposals). The following are examples of typical guide-
lines, though each jurisdiction adopts variations and exceptions (most 
OFTEN�FOR�CONSTRUCTION�AND�)4�PROJECTS��WHICH�HAVE�SIGNIlCANTLY�HIGHER�
thresholds):

• Less than $2,500: Obtain one verbal quote from a government 
contractor known to be competitive, and it is within the agen-
cies’ discretion to choose the winning contractor.

• $2,500 to $5,000: Government agencies are usually required to 
get three verbal quotes, and although low bid is the prevailing 
priority, these choices are also within the discretion of the pur-
chasing agent. 

• $5,000 to $10,000: A government agency would typically seek 
three written quotes. This is usually the highest price range 
that can still be decided by end-users.

• $10,000 to $25,000: Government agencies typically have to 
open a bid process, and then every registered (i.e. known) ven-
DOR�GETS�NOTIlED�

• $25,000 and up: Government agencies usually must enter a 
budgetary action process and issue a call for bids and/or RFPs, 
which is sent to all registered vendors.

The overwhelming majority (more than 80%) of government purchases 
is found below the thresholds for formal bids and RFPs. Purchases for 
low-priced commodity items (laptops, printers, cables, paper, etc.) are 
USUALLY�WHAT�YOU�LL�lND�BELOW�THE�BID�2&0�THRESHOLD�
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What Does a Government Agency Want to Know 
When Purchasing?

When a government agency has a need for a product or a service, they 
aspire (though currently, rarely succeed) to have answers to the follow-
ing questions:

• Best price: What is a competitive price? Who has the  
lowest price?

• Best value: Which vendors are the most responsible and  
reliable? Who offers the best quality and warranty?

• Choice: Are we reaching as many vendors as we can? Are we 
reaching out far enough to get the right vendor? (Note: Govern-
MENT�AGENCIES�ROUTINELY�CITE�lNDING�THE�RIGHT�QUALIlED�BIDDERS�
as one of their biggest challenges.)

• Piggybacking Opportunities: Are there existing contracts out 
there that we could piggyback on for a lower price?

• Peer Feedback: What other government agencies have pur-
chased this before and could give me useful insights? Who has 
existing RFP or bid language that we could use? (Note: Lacking 
knowledge about the product is another top challenge cited by 
government agencies, especially for technology purchases.)

• References: What other government agencies have had experi-
ences with the vendors we are considering? Is there something 
we don’t know?

How can a government agency answer these questions in a sector 
plagued with data silos? The best price may not be what is known lo-
cally or regionally, but nationally.

There are cooperative buying services that provide pricing research 
platforms, such as US Communities (http://www.uscommunities.org) 
and IPA (http://www.nationalipa.org/), but since inclusion is voluntary, 
these platforms only provide data from participating government agen-
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cies and vendors, and the information they provide does not answer 
ALL�OF�THE�QUESTIONS�A�PURCHASING�AGENT�NEEDS�TO�KNOW�TO�lND�THE�BEST�
value on all products and services they need to purchase.

The Current Challenges of Coordinated  
Government Purchasing Efforts

4HERE�HAS�BEEN�NO�COMPREHENSIVE�DATABASE�TO�lND�OTHER�GOVERNMENT�
agencies with detailed purchasing history.

When purchasing agents are only required to get quotes from com-
petitive vendors, without external validation, it can lead to the same 
vendors being used repeatedly. The nature of the process and the lack 
of resources typically lead to the same vendors being repeatedly called 
upon. What if a purchasing agent had access to every purchase made 
by every agency across the nation? Would they be in a better position 
to evaluate their purchasing options? 

When a government agency must offer a contract through a bid or RFP 
process, the best vendors might be actively watching for RFP and bid 
NOTIlCATIONS��OR�THEY�MIGHT�NOT��&OR�THE�ONES�THAT�DO�RESPOND��THEY�MAY�
provide references, but omit the bad references. There’s been no way 
for government agencies to know about the references that vendors 
don’t share, and there hasn’t even been a way for them to know—with 
certainty—where the best value can be found.

Sole source procurement is another challenge for government agencies 
BECAUSE��BY�DElNITION��A�SOLE�SOURCE�CANNOT�BE�THE�BEST�VALUE��IT�IS�THE�
only choice. However, sometimes a contractor is presented as a sole 
source, when, in fact, they are not. While a local search may not uncov-
er this, a national search would have a higher likelihood for success. It 
could be that a similar product is offered by a vendor in another state. 
Other times, it could be that there is another (and possibly cheaper) 
distributor of the exact same product that could have been unknown 
to the “sole source.”

The end result of these data silos is that a majority of government pur-
chases are made at a higher price than the best available rate.
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The data has always been available, but it wasn’t connected or indexed. 
)N�MILLIONS�OF�SEPARATE�DATA�lLES��THE�ANSWERS�TO�EVERYTHING�A�GOVERN-
ment agency would want to know could be found. Somewhere, a lowest 
price was entered into a document or spreadsheet. Somewhere, a gov-
ernment agency found a better way, a better source, or a better product 
that everybody needed to know about but never got shared.

Government Purchase History as an Open Data 
Solution

There is, however, one place that all government purchases (at all lev-
els) are captured: purchase orders and purchasing cards. While less 
than eighty percent of government purchase activity uses a bid or RFP, 
effectively a hundred percent use a purchase order or purchasing card.

Purchasing data contains a wealth of information: date, buyer, sell-
er, product descriptions, line-item pricing, quantities, and more. The 
problem, until recently, is that this incredible repository of actionable 
data—the purchase transaction data—existed independently from 
agency to agency. Most city, county, state, and federal agencies store 
their purchasing data in different formats and in different systems.

The idea for SmartProcure came from witnessing the same product 
being purchased at wildly different prices by different departments in 
the same city. This was a problem that could be solved with a proper 
database, but no such database existed at the time.

Thus the concept of hacking FOIA began. Instead of trying to build a 
PROCESS�FROM�SCRATCH��IT�WAS�MORE�EFlCIENT�TO�USE�AN�EXISTING�AND�AC-
cepted government practice (FOIA) and use that to proactively obtain 
purchasing data. Instead of relying on the government to pay for such 
a database, a decision was made to create the database at no cost to 
the government. Revenue would be generated from selling access to 
the database to government contractors. In this way, the government 
WOULD�GET�THE�BENElT�OF�EVERY�AGENCY�S�DATA�AT�NO�COST��AND�GOVERNMENT�
contractors would gain access to powerful business intelligence.

FOIA requests have helped SmartProcure acquire nearly sixty million 
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purchase orders (and counting) at the local, state, and federal level. Pur-
chasing data is obtained from the government (voluntarily or through 
FOIA requests), which gets converted into a normalized and searchable 
format, and the data is given back to the government at no cost. Smart-
0ROCURE�WAS�THE�lRST��AND�STILL�THE�ONLY	�PROVIDER�OF�A�FULLY�INDEXED�AND�
searchable database of government purchasing information. 

Now, empowered by a searchable database of purchasing information 
from across the nation, government agencies are able get the best val-
ue. They can use the information to instantly see all data for every 
PURCHASE�OF�ANY�PRODUCT��IDENTIFY�WHO�SELLS�THAT�PRODUCT��AND�lND�THE�
best pricing. They can get quotes from the best vendors, not simply the 
already-known vendors, as had been the case before searchable gov-
ernment purchasing data became available.

Paul Brennan, a purchasing agent for Rockland County in New York, 
was using purchasing history to research pricing for a current project. 
“I used SmartProcure to look for purchase orders for the pavement 
rollers we needed. I quickly found a contract in Texas at a much cheap-
ER�PRICE�THAN�)�COULD�lND�HERE�IN�THE�NORTHEAST��AND�)�WAS�ABLE�TO�PIG-
gyback on that agency’s contract and purchase two of them at a savings 
of $30,000,” said Brennan.

&/)!�REQUESTS�CAN�HELP�PEOPLE�IN�GOVERNMENT�AGENCIES�lND�THE�RIGHT�
person to talk to. For example, if a purchasing agent were tasked to 
purchase an unfamiliar item, it would help to talk to someone in an-
other government agency who actually has experience with the item. 
The purchasing agent can search the purchase history database for the 
ITEM��lND�A�PURCHASE�ORDER��AND�THEN�LOOK�AT�THE�CONTACT�INFORMATION�FOR�
the purchasing agent. That goes beyond pricing data and takes it to con-
necting the people with the questions to the people with the answers.

Jason Phitides, a purchasing agent for the City of Jacksonville Beach in 
Florida, was faced with a daunting challenge. “I needed to purchase 
a ‘beach dune walkover,’ but I was new to the area and had no idea 
what it was. I used SmartProcure to search for the item, quickly found 
other agencies that purchased them, got the contact information for 
the purchasing agents, and I was able to talk directly to the people that 
could share relevant knowledge and experience,” said Phitides. “Access 
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TO�THIS�DATA�NOT�ONLY�HELPS�ME�lND�THE�BEST�PRICES��BUT�IT�HELPS�ME�DO�
my job better.”

Access to other purchasing agents may help give content and context to 
RFPs that need to be written and released by another agency, there-
BY�SAVING�TIME�AND�ENHANCING�THE�QUALITY�AND�SPECIlCATIONS�INCLUDED�
in the RFP. Except for highly unusual items, it is nearly certain that 
some agency has already done the research and created an RFP for just 
about any product or service.

When government agencies are separated by data silos, thousands of 
hours are wasted created new RFPs and conducting research, when a 
simple search in a purchasing history database could connect agencies 
in search of this content and research in just a few steps.

FOIA and Spending Analysis

The drive for best price and best value has led to an increase in gov-
ernment agencies needing to analyze their spending in extreme detail. 
However, with the barrier to entry being an expensive spending ana-
lytics platform and a custom feed of the agency’s data on the regular 
basis, the momentum needed to start this type of program is usually 
not reached. With easy access to spending analytics using a platform 
similar to SmartProcure or others, a government agency can easily per-
form a detailed analysis.

An open purchase history database includes actual purchase data at 
the line item level, and that means government agencies can perform 
highly detailed spend analytics in seconds. Want to know how much 
was spent on paper towels? Pencils? Chairs? Staplers? It’s easy when 
they’ve got the right data.

With an online purchasing database, even just one individual can 
instantly search all purchase history for any desired data, and easily 
generate reports. Government agencies—and the people who work in 
them—can save time, money, and resources.

A quick survey of SmartProcure’s purchase history database found 
more than $4 million in purchase orders where government agencies 
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paid an outside resource to help them analyze their own spending data. 
This is something that can be done for free with a government pur-
chase history database, and that’s a tangible example of how much the 
lack of information can cost the government.

FOIA and Crowdsourcing

We already know that crowdsourcing works in the public arena, and FOIA 
requests are a way to bring crowdsourcing to the government arena.

Using FOIA requests to gather, collate, and share information solves 
two enormous problems at once. First, government agencies want to 
do better, and they need the best resources to do that. Second, mem-
bers of the public (e.g., commercial businesses) often have many ways 
they can help the government but are not connected in ways that allow 
THEM�TO�EFFECTIVELY�OR�EFlCIENTLY�HELP�

Major movements and major decisions for government agencies often 
have good data and oversight, but the ocean of micro-movements and 
micro-decisions can lead to a crippling “Latte Effect.” With more than 
89,000 government agencies hobbled by disconnected data, every time 
a printer is bought for 10% too much, or a ream of paper for $2 over the 
best available price, or when a purchasing agent is forced (unnecessari-
ly) to rely on known local vendors and overpay by $30,000… these add 
up to an enormous collective drain on the economy.

Imagine the possibilities if more organizations found ways to connect 
solutions and problems by way of FOIA requests. FOIA requests can 
be used not only to save the government money, time, and resources, 
but also to connect them to better solutions and increase innovation.

Coordinated FOIA efforts can be a springboard to innovation, help-
ing to build other products without the need to wait for government 
inertia. The nature of FOIA requests is that a government response is 
involuntary. One doesn’t have to wait for government agencies to col-
lectively decide to do something. You can use FOIA requests to break 
through the inertia that exists when developing a multi-agency solution.

A good business model using FOIA requests is to take government data 
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silos (there are many to choose from), organize the data into a single 
searchable resource, then provide that information back to the govern-
ment agencies in a way that connects them all to each other.

For any problem faced by any government agency at any level, rest 
assured that somebody, somewhere has an answer. You can use FOIA 
requests to connect the people with issues to the people with an-
swers. Crowdsourcing with FOIA can provide unprecedented speed 
and precision.

“Momentum obstacles” plague any government agency stuck in a data 
silo. Coordinated FOIA requests can entirely sidestep the need for 
breaking through these obstacles. If no government agency has to pay, 
AND�THE�DATA�BRINGS�ACTIONABLE�BENElTS�� THE�CROWD�CREATES� ITSELF��AND�
THE�BENElTS�OF�CROWDSOURCING�WILL�mOW�

Large-scale FOIA request provide a fertile ground for crowdsourcing. 
4HERE� ARE� A�BILLION� SEPARATE�DATA�lLES� THAT� HAVE� CAPTURED�DETAILS� ON�
activity and/or decisions at every level of government. If you connect 
them with FOIA you have instantly created a fully interconnected 
crowd of enormous size. With government purchasing data, for exam-
ple, the crowd was there all along, but it took FOIA requests to bring 
everyone together.

Crowdsourcing is about creating a “master mind.” The whole is much 
greater than the sum of the parts. An individual may not know the 
answer, but crowdsourced data will provide it in seconds. Crowd-
sourcing also allows large-scale projects to be broken down and dis-
tributed among multiple individuals and agencies, further reducing 
THE�INERTIA�NEEDED�TO�BE�OVERCOME�TO�GET�A�NECESSARY�BUT�DIFlCULT�
project moving forward.

Crowdsourcing with FOIA can transform the more than 89,000 gov-
ernment agencies into a single organism. Each individual and each en-
TITY�CAN�NOT�ONLY�lND�A�GOOD�ANSWER��BUT�THE�BEST�AVAILABLE�ANSWER��.OT�
just a competitive price, but the best price. Not just a solution, but the 
best solution.
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The hunger of the incoming generations to solve big problems with 
data and technology is palpable. In Generation We, Eric Greenberg 
AND� +ARL�7EBER� �����	� DElNED� MILLENNIALS� AS� THOSE� BORN� BETWEEN�
1978 and 2000, which represents 95 million people, making them the 
largest generation in US history. It is this generation that has grown up 
in the era of social media and crowdsourcing, and these are the tools 
that they wish to change government with.

In US Politics and Generation Y: Engaging the Millennials (2013), Da-
vid Rank wrote:

While the annual survey of our nation’s college freshmen revealed 
a three-decade trend of declining political interest, hitting a re-
cord low in 2000, by 2006 more entering freshmen had expressed 
interest in discussing politics than at any point in the history of 
the forty-year survey, including the 1960s (HERI 2007). Studies 
concluded not only that the emerging generation was more politi-
cally engaged, but that we needed to recognize new forms of such 
DEMOCRATIC�PARTICIPATION��"ENNETT�����A��$ALTON�������:UKIN�ET�
al. 2006). (p. 6)

Instead of complaining about the lack of young, top tech talent going 
into government, a better solution is to leverage FOIA to build systems 
that pull the best talent into the government arena.

Bringing It All Together

It is time to change everyone’s perspective on FOIA. It can be hacked 
to become a powerful force for positive change by the government and 
for the government. It’s not just about uncovering secret information, 
as is typically stereotyped. It can also be (and should be) about con-
NECTING�DISCONNECTED�INFORMATION�IN�A�WAY�THAT�EVERYBODY�CAN�BENElT�

Recently, there has been an explosion of organizations that have aggre-
gated data to help local governments, and some have been successful 
in spreading their concept to multiple cities. Hacking FOIA, though, is 
about taking all of this to the next level. It goes beyond solving a local 
problem, a county problem, a state problem, or a regional problem. 
Hacking FOIA goes beyond a singular focus on police departments, or 
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lRE�DEPARTMENTS��OR�PUBLIC�WORKS��OR�)4�

Such efforts are laudable, and they should absolutely continue. But 
hacking FOIA is about solving big national challenges all at once with 
coordinated data, and at all levels of government using existing pro-
cesses. It can be done, and is being done. 
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CHAPTER 8

A Journalist’s Take on Open Data
By Elliott Ramos

Journalists are bad at math. No, really. We’re really bad at math. The 
JOKE�GOES�THAT�WE�ALL�WENT�INTO�MEDIA�BECAUSE�WE�RE�UNABLE�TO�lGURE�OUT�
the proper tip on a restaurant check.

.ONETHELESS��DATA�IS�NOT�FOREIGN�TO�REPORTERS��7E�REGULARLY�COMB�lNAN-
cial reports to pump out quarterly earnings or interpret annual munic-
IPAL�BUDGETS��!T� TIMES�� GOVERNMENTS�� NONPROlTS�� AND� RESEARCHERS� ARE�
kind enough to do the heavy-lifting for us, providing executive summa-
RIES��BULLET�POINTS��AND�NUMBERS��BROKEN�OUT�INTO�lGURES�THAT�CAN�EASILY�
be turned around on deadline. In larger newsrooms, there are teams 
that specialize in computer-assisted reporting (CAR). They may work 
with graphics and application teams to crunch numbers and visually 
display them, utilizing interactive graphics, maps, and charts.

I was lucky enough to have worked at places like the New York Times 
and the Wall Street Journal, which had graphics editors and special 
projects managers who coordinated with reporters and editors on long-
term projects. These were often the stories that would run on page one 
and were given additional resources from photo and graphics depart-
ments.

Such stories are the news analysis items, features that would be re-
ferred to in-house as a “tick tock.” While the story carries the byline of 
one or two reporters, there is often a large team of contributors, some 
of whom appear with production credits on interactive graphics that 
are produced and paired with the piece.

News analysis items allow media organizations to break away from the 
day-to-day rush of breaking news and concentrate on a story to extrap-
olate the information and get to the underlying reasons for a policy be-
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ing enacted. These types of stories examine relationships over a period 
OF�TIME�TO�UNEARTH�NEW�INFORMATION�OR�CONTEXTUALIZE�DATA�THAT��AT�lRST�
glance, seems too obtuse to the general public.

While recounting personal and dramatic narratives is always a focus, 
obtaining documents and records is just as important. Big data proj-
ects are nothing new to newsrooms. Some of the more renowned ones 
would end up winning awards and prompting government action or 
public outcry. The Sun Sentinel won a Pulitzer Prize for public ser-
vice this year for its series on speeding cops, which utilized a database 
of transponders to determine that many cops were averaging speeds 
AROUND�OR� IN�EXCESS�OF����MPH��POSING�A� SIGNIlCANT� SAFETY� RISK� �4HE�
0ULITZER�0RIZES��������Sun Sentinel, 2012)

Investigative and special projects teams at news outlets can analyze 
data that is extrapolated from computers or with pencil and paper. 
While many news outlets are coping with diminishing staffs, reporters 
and editors have adapted, utilizing workshops and conferences to learn 
data and digital skills to aid in their reporting. At WBEZ, the Chica-
go-based public radio station where I work as a data reporter and web 
producer, we’ve invited some of these individuals to train and educate 
our news staff on working with new tools, analytics, and large data.

News organizations (if they have the money) will sometimes employ 
researchers and database analysts who assist reporters in making sense 
of government reports, budgets, and almost everything that is obtained 
painfully via Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests. More often 
than not, reporters will wait tirelessly for a FOIA request, only to get 
A�0$&�OR�PAPER�lLE��INSTEAD�OF�AN�ELECTRONIC�lLE��WITH�BLACKED�OUT�POR-
tions of police reports, instead of vivid accounts—and sometimes an 
outright denial, which requires an exhausting appeal.

That’s just for the hard-to-get information, though. If a reporter needs 
A�QUICK�lGURE�OR�THE�NAME�OF�A�CITY�VENDOR��IT�REQUIRES�CALLING�A�PUBLIC�
AFFAIRS�OFlCER��WHO�HAS�TO�TRACK�DOWN�AN�EMPLOYEE�TO�LOOK�UP�SAID�INFOR-
MATION��)T�S�ABSURDLY�CUMBERSOME�AND�MAKES�IT�HARDER�TO�HAVE�mESHED�
out details on deadline, much to the chagrin of stressed journalists.

Fortunately, the access to some of that information is now changing. 
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)� EXPERIENCED�lRSTHAND� THE� EFFECTS� OF� THIS� SHIFT� ON� JOURNALISM�WHEN�
I moved back to Chicago just as the city’s open data movement was 
taking off. As a bit of background, I’m a Chicago native. Born on the 
West Side, I resided in the largely quiet Northwest Side neighborhood 
of Jefferson Park, attending Catholic school on the city’s North Side in 
the Lake View neighborhood.

I attended Columbia College in 2002, majoring in journalism with a 
concentration on news reporting and writing for newspapers. I was an 
INTERN�WEB�PRODUCER� AT�#HICAGO�S�#"3� AFlLIATE� IN� ������ A� REPORTING�
intern at the Chicago RedEye in 2005, and a multimedia intern at the 
Chicago Tribune before graduating in 2006. After graduating, I had 
an internship as a web producer at the New York Times, and in 2007, 
became a senior web editor for the New York Daily News.

Eventually, I found my way to the Wall Street Journal (WSJ), where 
my responsibilities varied from producing web content, managing the 
homepage, and growing the paper’s online news presence over the 
weekends. My responsibilities eventually evolved to include the pro-
duction of mobile applications.

In the summer of 2010, I was leading a lot of the production for the 
WSJ’s iPad and mobile apps and helped test and launch the interna-
tional editions for the paper’s Asia and Europe iPad editions. Working 
at the WSJ was a lot of fun. The paper evolved at a fast pace to catch 
up from being a paper that focused on long-form, “day after” news to 
ONE�THAT�HAD�TO�KEEP�PACE�WITH�lNANCIAL�NEWS�COMPETITORS�THAT�PUT�A�
premium on the speed of proprietary information.

Chicago is a hard city to leave, though, and I felt the need to return 
TO�MY�HOMETOWN�IN�������lNDING�A�PLACE�AT�7"%:��THE�PUBLIC�RADIO�
station I spent much of my college nights listening to while banging out 
stories for my reporting classes.

$URING�MY�lRST� YEAR�BACK�� )�HAD� TO� REACCLIMATIZE� TO�#HICAGO�S�NEWS�
scene. I was lucky that I was coming home under a new mayor, which 
meant all of Chicago’s reporters were starting fresh. Mayor Rahm 
Emanuel wasted no time in shaking up the city’s departments with a 
mURRY�OF�NEW�APPOINTMENTS��WHICH�INCLUDED�THE�CREATION�OF�THE�CITY�S�
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lRST�#HIEF�$ATA�/FlCER�AND�#HIEF�)NFORMATION�/FlCER��A�ROLE�lLLED�BY�
Brett Goldstein.

Goldstein and his newly formed Department of Innovation and Tech-
nology was quick to tap into the active group of civic hackers and de-
velopers, some of whom authored a smattering of blogs that relied on 
manual data collection at times. One worth noting is streetsblog.org, 
which was run by a civically active biker named Steve Vance. Vance 
blogs about transportation and biking issues, but has also created and 
HOSTS�A�NUMBER�OF�')3�lLES��WHICH�INCLUDES�BIKE�CRASH�INCIDENTS�AND�
bike routes.

Goldstein’s employees would actively ask civic developers what they 
needed. Those developers would start projects, but then say they need-
ED�A�PARTICULAR�MAP�lLE�OR�DATASET��'OLDSTEIN�S�DEPARTMENT�WOULD�THEN�
SET�INTO�MOTION�THE�RELEASE�AND�AUTOMATIC�UPDATES�OF�THOSE�lLES�VIA�THE�
city’s data portal site.

I turned my attention to the issue of crime in the city at the same time 
all this information was released. There was a noticeable uptick in vi-
olent crime that year, and news organizations began to capitalize on 
mapping applications to aggregate crime data. RedEye reporter Tra-
cy Swartz made a notable effort by manually compiling data from the 
Cook County Medical Examiner on homicides in the city.

The data was obtained the old-fashioned way: retrieving reports, which 
she then compiled into tables to list victim names, age, race, and gen-
der, as well as the occurrence and times of crimes. That dataset al-
lowed the Tribune (RedEye’s parent company) and others to visualize 
where Chicago’s murders were happening, parse it by date, and note 
WHETHER�IT�WAS�BY�GUNSHOT�OR�OTHER�INmICTION�

That same year, Goldstein’s department began to compile and release 
DATASETS��WHICH�INCLUDED�CRIME�STATS�AND�THE�CITY�S�')3�MAP�lLES��)�WAS�
relatively new to mapping at the time. While at the Wall Street Jour-
nal, my interactions with mapping involved updating paths of hurri-
cane maps or the locations of restaurants the paper had reviewed. That 
summer, though, there were highly publicized robberies and violent 
assaults in Chicago’s gay entertainment district, called Boystown. I uti-
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lized the crime data, with the help of my intern Meg Power, to map out 
violent crime in the neighborhood.

While there was an increase in robberies, overall crime in the neighbor-
hood was roughly the same or decreasing year after year. You wouldn’t 
BE�ABLE�TO�TELL�THAT�FROM�THE�CITY�S�NEWS�COVERAGE��!�VIRAL�VIDEO�OF�A�lGHT�
and consequent stabbing that injured one person on the Fourth of July 
weekend had news vans parked in front of gay bars for a week.

There was a certain level of hyperbole that would trump crime data at 
TIMES�AS�A�SPAT�OF�hmASH�MOBSv�GARNERED�ATTENTION�FROM�EVEN�NATION-
al news outlets. The Wall Street Journal ran the headline “Chicago 
Police Brace for ‘Flash Mob’ Attacks.” I covered a contentious town 
hall meeting on policing, where one resident, clad in designer clothes, 
DESCRIBED�THE�mOWERFESTOONED�STREETS�OF�#HICAGO�S�,AKE�6IEW�NEIGH-
borhood as a “war zone.” In the summer of 2011, there were moments 
where cellphone robberies on the CTA transit were being shared on 
social media en masse by news outlets.

"OTH�OFlCIALS�AND�RESIDENTS�WOULD�CITE�DATA��BUT�INTERPRET�IT�DIFFERENTLY��
In regards to the city’s homicide numbers, does one count a death of an 
INDIVIDUAL�BY�A�#0$�OFlCER��)N�REGARDS�TO�CRIME�ON�#4!��DO�YOU�COUNT�
crimes at bus stops? Or do you include all crime or only violent crime 
AS�THE�#4!�AND�POLICE�HAVE���3EE�2AMOS�������������	

There were times when crime data was the story ahead of the peo-
PLE�AFFECTED��)�VE�HEARD�POLICE�OFlCIALS�CITE�HOMICIDES�USING�THE�TERMS�
like “down this quarter over last year,” as if the city were reporting 
quarterly earnings to investors. I would see similar reports from news 
outlets, which would use murder tallies as the main emphasis in lieu of 
reporting on the social issues that caused the crime. WGN TV recently 
reported on how the media covered the city’s homicides. One of the in-
terviewees coined the term “scoreboard reporting,” alluding to regular 
roundups done by outlets for weekend violence: eight shot last night, 
eight shot in Roseland, eight shot in Englewood (Hall, 2013).

In 2011, it was surreal to see seasoned newspapers and TV stations re-
spond to relatively minor crimes—long a part of Chicago’s fabric—as if 
a mugging was something new. Some were making Twitter updates in 
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HIGH�FREQUENCY�IN�ORDER�TO�BE�THE�lRST��CAPITALIZING�ON�THE�REFERRALS�TO�
their websites—and therefore, increased pageviews.

I’ve personally been a vocal critic about this practice, as it ignores the 
very real possibility of stoking hysteria and does little to inform the 
public about the underlying social problems contributing to the crime. 
I’m not at all saying that crime reporting shouldn’t be done, but I take 
issue with a series of retweets about a person getting their iPhone or 
iPad stolen before the facts of the case are known.

4HE�RESULT�MAY�CAUSE�OFlCIALS�OR�POLICE�TO�RUSH�AN�EFFORT��)T�MAY�CAUSE�
hyperbole, often racially charged, to boil in the ether of social media, 
when the facts are not yet known. Such was the case when a woman 
made up a story about being robbed of $100,000 worth of jewelry on 
Michigan Avenue (Sudo, 2013). One former Cook County Prosecutor 
recently resigned, alleging she was demoted when she dropped charges in 
A�mASH�MOB�CASE�THAT�RECEIVED�A�NEGATIVE�MEDIA�BACKLASH��$UDEK������	�

That winter, I found another use for mapping as the City Council began 
TO�REDISTRICT�THE�BOUNDARIES�OF�#HICAGO�S�lFTY�WARDS��)�NEEDED�TO�SHOW�
the public how the current ward map looked and then do a comparison 
WITH�THE�PROPOSED�CHANGES��)�WAS�EASILY�ABLE�TO�PULL�THE�MAP�lLE�FROM�
the city’s data portal site and post to WBEZ’s website by way of Google 
Fusion Tables, which allowed me to label each of the locations with the 
ease of editing a spreadsheet.

'ETTING�THE�MAP�lLES�OF�THE�PROPOSALS�BEING�CONSIDERED�WAS�A�BIT�HARD-
ER��4HOSE�lLES�WERE�NOT�AVAILABLE�OR�POSTED�PUBLICLY�BY�THE�#ITY�#OUNCIL�
members. What the public did have access to was a massive ordinance 
proposal that ran dozens of pages. Those ordinances were automatical-
ly generated by cartographer software and weren’t entirely meant to be 
read—or make sense—to the general public.

(ERE�IS�AN�EXCERPT�OF�THE�ORDINANCE�TEXT�DElNING�PART�OF�THE�BOUNDARY�
of the 13th ward:

���#ENTRAL�0ARK�!VENUE�TO�7EST���TH�3TREET��THENCE�EAST�ON�7EST�
��TH�3TREET�TO�THE�'RAND�4RUNK�2AILWAY��THENCE�SOUTH�ALONG�THE�
Grand Trunk Railway to a Nonvisible Linear Legal/Statistical 
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Boundary (TLID:1 12050833) located between West 74th Street 
AND�7EST���TH�3TREET��THENCE�WEST�ON�THE�.ONVISIBLE�,INEAR�,EGAL�
Statistical Boundary (TLID:112050833) located between West 
��TH�3TREET�AND�7EST���TH�3TREET�TO�3OUTH�0ULASKI�2OAD�����/FlCE�
of the Chicago City Clerk, 2012)

3OME�OF�THE�DESCRIPTIONS�RAN�AS�LONG�AS�lVE�PAGES�FOR�A�SINGLE�WARD�

With the help of our political reporter Sam Hudzik, I was able to obtain 
MANY�OF�THE�')3�lLES�NECESSARY�TO�CREATE�A�SERIES�OF�MAPS�THAT�OUTLINED�
THE�PROPOSED�CHANGES��7E�WERE�GIVEN�THE�lLES�BY�THE�CAUCUSES�OF�ALDER-
men and outside groups, who put forth proposals but were unable to 
get the revised and eventual approved version from the Council’s Rules 
Committee. The Rules Committee was the body that was involved in 
the real negotiations about how the city wards were being redrawn. 
4HEY�WERE�UNABLE�TO�PROVIDE�UPDATED�MAP�lLES�BECAUSE�THEY�WERE�CON-
STANTLY�CHANGING�THEM�ALL�THE�WAY�UP�TO�THE�lNAL�HOURS�OF�APPROVAL�

They even approved the map, knowing that the ordinance, produced 
largely by software, was littered with errors (so many that an amend-
ment was passed months later to correct the remap). That amendment 
WAS�lFTYEIGHT�PAGES�LONG�

Oddly enough, in a conversation with a spokeswoman for the city’s 
CLERK�S�OFlCE��THERE�WAS�NO�MANDATE�FOR�THE�ALDERMEN�TO�MAKE�ELECTRON-
ic maps available. This is because the laws governing the redistricting 
weren’t updated to account for the use of electronic mapping (even 
though the aldermen were using GIS mapping to redraw the wards). 
4HE�FACT�THAT�)�STILL�NEEDED�TO�WORK�WITH�OUTSIDE�SOURCES�TO�OBTAIN�lLES�
OR�EVEN�lLE�AS�MANY�&/)!S�AS�)�DO��EXPLAINS�WHY�SOME�REPORTERS�HAVE�
been skeptical of open data.

In Chicago, reporters have had and currently do have to box with city 
departments to obtain proprietary data. I had to go a few rounds with 
THE�POLICE�DEPARTMENT�WHEN�)�TRIED�TO�OBTAIN�ELECTRONIC�MAP�lLES�OF�ITS�
gang territory map. The Chicago Police Department originally denied 
MY�&/)!�REQUEST�AND��AFTER�GETTING�IT�APPEALED��STILL�GAVE�ME�THE�lLES�
IN�mAT�0$&�FORMAT��)�REDREW�THE�ENTIRE�MAP�MANUALLY�FROM�THE�0$&S�
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I’ve talked with colleagues at WBEZ and other news outlets that down-
right do not trust the data available through the portal site. Others who 
do trust it, say they’ve found it useful, but that a lot of the information 
they would need is not there.

$O�)�NEED�TO�lGURE�OUT�THE�RACE�OR�AGE�OF�A�HOMICIDE�VICTIM��)�WOULD�
HAVE�TO�CALL�THE�#OOK�#OUNTY�-EDICAL�%XAMINER�S�OFlCE��7HERE�DO�)�
lND�OUT�THE�DETAILS�OF�AN�ARMED�BATTERY��#HICAGO�S�DATA�PORTAL�WILL�TELL�
me when and what block the crime occurred on, but I would still need 
TO�CALL�THE�POLICE�TO�lND�OUT�WHO�THE�VICTIM�WAS��IF�THAT�INFORMATION�WAS�
even public.

Many will try to tell a story or narrative, but the information they need 
MIGHT�BE�CLASSIlED�DUE�TO�PRIVACY�CONCERNS��OR� IT�MIGHT�NOT�YET�HAVE�
been cleaned up in a machine-readable format from legacy databases. 
Typos, formatting errors, and other problems within datasets can make 
reporters question the accuracy or reliability of using data portals.

For me, that’s where it becomes interesting.

What I and other reporters who work with data have realized is that 
GOVERNMENT�DATA�IS�mUID��AND�THE�IDEA�OF�GETTING�INFORMATION�THAT�CAN�
account for city functions with a hundred percent accuracy is not there. 
4HIS�ALSO�MEANS�THAT�WHEN�A�02�PERSON�GIVES�US�lGURES�FOR�A�STORY��THEY�
are quite literally using the same data. The reporters, however, can put 
the onus of that accuracy on the agency they’re quoting, thus leaving 
the integrity of the reporter and the news outlet intact.

There are times a FOIA request can be denied because the data re-
quest is deemed burdensome. And for some, the reporting stops there, 
and a sentence is tossed in a story saying the data was unavailable. But 
it might be a little more nuanced than that. If you’re a data nerd, you 
understand things like database migration, categorizations, and legacy 
platforms. If you can actually get in touch with a human being who 
can discuss the nuances or differences between a city department’s old 
and new systems, then a reporter can narrow a request, obtain the raw 
data, clean it up, and present the differences to the public. An intern 
AND� )� ENCOUNTERED� THIS�WITH� THE� CITY�S� TOWING� DATA�� HAVING� TO� RElNE�
messy cells with misspellings and typos into a set of two hundred or so 
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categories, down from over a thousand.

When I do my own data analysis, it can be fear inducing, especially 
when the data is used to explain complex stories. While the data can 
be as accurate or as whole as the city can make it, the interpretation of 
that data relies entirely on me. It’s a pretty hard limb for any reporter to 
climb. There’s no news media method of peer review, unlike when a re-
PORTER�QUOTES�lGURES�OR�STATS�FROM�AN�ACADEMIC�STUDY��7HILE�THERE�ARE�
forums like Investigative Reporters and Editors (IRE), there’s no appa-
ratus in place for journalists to share data, for fear of being scooped by 
a competitor, compromising those coveted pageviews.

I found that I had to start writing my stories with lengthy methodolo-
gies or even explain that it wasn’t possible to get an up-to-date record, 
but that what was available still conveyed an overall trend. This was 
the case when I mapped out abandoned properties and vacant lots to 
measure the city’s urban blight as juxtaposed to public school closings.

Once, I had to report on the effectiveness of Chicago’s recent pot-tick-
eting program, which was touted as a way for police to focus on vio-
lent crime and not lock up nonviolent drug offenders. The ordinance 
SAID� THAT�POT�POSSESSION�UNDER�lFTEEN�GRAMS� COULD�BE� A� TICKET�� BUT�
the arrest data the city tracked could only identify amounts above or 
below thirty grams.

WBEZ isn’t a stranger to using data. The station has teamed up with 
outside groups to gather data for use in its reports. Catalyst, which 
covers education in Chicago, often teams up with WBEZ to analyze 
Chicago Public Schools data.

WBEZ is a public radio station, which is a lot different than working 
at a corporate newspaper. Public radio stations regularly partner with 
OTHER�NONPROlTS�AND�COMMUNITY�GROUPS�

In that spirit, it’s through a partnership with the Smart Chicago Col-
laborative and the Chicago Community Trust that WBEZ began to 
formalize its data journalism effort. The Smart Chicago Collaborative 
is a civic organization, which believes it can use technology to enhance 
the lives of those in Chicago.
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They approached the station about doing more data-based journalism. 
)N�TURN��THEY�WOULD�PROVIDE�A�GRANT�THAT�WOULD�ASSIST�US�lNANCIALLY�WITH�
resources for the project.

Daniel X. O’Neil is the group’s executive director. He’s been instru-
mental in connecting the station to resources we didn’t even know we 
needed. On the technology end, we’ve been slowly building up infra-
structure that would give the station’s journalists a toolset to aid their 
reporting. O’Neil also helped connect WBEZ with the data commu-
nity, which included developers and data scientists. They would lend 
their expertise, coming into the station and giving training sessions 
about how to handle and interpret data.

As I started to cover the use of data in the city, I found it to be the most 
UNUSUAL� THING�)�VE�EVER�COME�ACROSS��#ITY�OFlCIALS�USUALLY�WORK�WITH�
NONPROlT�GROUPS�FOR�CITY�IMPROVEMENT�PROJECTS��!LDERMEN��POLICE��AND�
TRANSPORTATION�OFlCIALS�REGULARLY�MEET�FOR�COMMUNITY�FEEDBACK�ON�CITY�
projects, but the way that Goldstein’s department interacted with the 
open data community in Chicago was downright surreal for a reporter.

They were attending hack nights and responding to emails or Tweets 
faster than most city employees I’ve ever seen. They even take my 
PHONE�CALLS�DIRECTLY�WHEN�)�lND�AN�ERROR�IN�A�DATASET��)T�WAS�DOWNRIGHT�
UNSETTLING�TO�BE�TALKING�WITH�CITY�OFlCIALS��SAYING�IT�WOULD�MAKE�REPORT-
ers’ lives easier if we had a particular dataset regularly, then having 
them respond with, “Let’s see what we can do to get you that.” My 
imagination internally cuts away to Star Wars’ Admiral Ackbar scream-
ing, “It’s a trap!’

While I’m sure that Mayor Emanuel is not going to launch a count-
er-offensive against the rebel forces of the data community, I’m left 
wondering what the limitations of data are when information is not 
entirely available in a machine-readable way.

There is a litany of privacy issues when it comes to health departments 
releasing datasets on patient information, as well as when police de-
partments release information on crime victims. Also, as one of Gold-
stein’s employees put it, cities don’t really deal with a lot of personal 
data, only incidents and locational data.
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This means that while it’s helpful to get CTA ridership breakdowns 
and totals for trains and buses, I’m not expecting a situation where the 
CTA’s security footage is regularly opened up to the public.

A listing of city vendors, contracts, and employee receipt reimburse-
ments is a vastly helpful resource, but a considerable amount of report-
ing is required to contextualize it. I am regularly pairing datasets from 
the portal site with datasets obtained via FOIA.

Part of the problem is that this is still relatively new territory. For Chi-
cago’s program being a fairly recent development, we’re in a lot better 
SHAPE�THAN�OTHER�MUNICIPALITIES�)�VE�SEEN��)�TRIED�lNDING�SIMILAR�DATA-
SETS�THAT�#HICAGO�HAS�ON�OTHER�CITY�DATA�PORTALS�AND�WAS�UNABLE�TO�lND�
matching records.

Also, reporters must get more involved with the city in releasing sets. 
Often, the city won’t know that an obscure set is useful or has intrinsic 
news value unless it’s brought to their attention.

I’m also worried that some news outlets, which may be pressed with 
fewer resources and greater demands to churn out content, may not 
spend time to contextualize the data. There can be the temptation to 
take a cursory top ten list of a particular dataset because it’s easy to 
write a story on deadline that involves plucking a number from the data 
PORTAL�SITE�AND�lTTING�A�FEW�QUOTES�AROUND�IT�

That said, there still is a great amount of work being done by some 
tireless reporters in this city and beyond through the use of data. We’re 
in the middle of an information renaissance, and while privacy is a very 
real fear, giving the Fourth Estate the ability to match a government’s 
ability to process and analyze data may even the odds.

About the Author

Elliott is a data reporter and Web producer for WBEZ, a Chicago-based 
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CHAPTER 9

Oakland and the Search for the  
Open City
By Steve Spiker

At the center of the Bay Area lies an urban city struggling with the 
woes of many old, great cities in the USA, particularly those in the rust 
BELT��DISINVESTMENT��WHITE�mIGHT��STRUGGLING�SCHOOLS��HIGH�CRIME��MAS-
sive foreclosures, political and government corruption, and scandals. 
$ESPITE�THESE�HARSH�REALITIES��/AKLAND�WAS�NAMED�AMONG�THE�lVE�BEST�
places in the world to visit in 2012 by the New York Times, something 
we were simultaneously excited about and stunned by. Oaklanders are 
proud of our heritage, our diversity, our legacy of great musicians, great 
food, and amazing art, and our truly beautiful city by the bay.

We’re not huge like Chicago, New York, or San Francisco—megacities 
with large populations and a corresponding large city staff. We don’t 
have a history of prominent leaders in the open government movement. 
Still, we’re on the bumpy, exciting road that open data lays out. This 
road has many possible paths for our city—some lead to truly open 
government, and some lead to only minor improvements and “open-
washing” (referring to the practice of publishing a few datasets and 
suggesting the government has therefore achieved openness and trans-
parency).

Our journey shows why open data matters to a city with big troubles 
and how something as geeky as public records access supports a posi-
tive transformation in our city—for everyone, not just for us geeks.

The Start of Open: The Conviction Phase

The event that changed my thinking and changed my organization to-
ward “open by default” was as unexpected as it was transformative. I’ve 
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had the privilege to work at the Urban Strategies Council since immi-
GRATING�TO�THE�53!�IN�������4HE�#OUNCIL� IS�A�SOCIAL�JUSTICE�NONPROlT�
that strives to support equity in urban communities and in policies that 
impact low-income communities, mostly communities of color.

A winding road led me to this exceptional organization. I started out 
as a land surveyor and planner in the private sector, dabbled in IT con-
sulting in London, then landed in public health, working in spatial ep-
idemiology. In the private sector, I got to interface with government in 
order to access and submit data ranging from suburban plans to large 
engineering project data and satellite imagery. Following that, I spent 
some years in the Western Australian Health Department, where I 
helped to establish a statewide spatial database to support our work-
force and to enable public interfaces into government data. Here, I got 
to experience the empire building and data possessiveness I’ve railed 
AGAINST� IN� THE� YEARS� SINCE�� )N� THIS� JOB�� )� GAINED�lRSTHAND�KNOWLEDGE�
of what it’s like to create, manage, and be responsible for government 
data. There I experienced both the desire to control and restrict ac-
cess to “my data” and the knowledge that this restricted data can do 
so much more when others have access to it. That job demonstrated a 
GREAT�CONmICT�BETWEEN�SECURING�AND�MANAGING�CONlDENTIAL�DATA�AND�
supporting easy access to it.

As I was leaving this role, I was struck by the realization that even after 
years of dealing with data, people in our department still didn’t know 
our team existed and was available to serve them. In later years, I’ve 
realized that this is symptomatic of most government agencies: we do a 
terrible job of communicating. Our governments are not just struggling 
TO�BE�OPEN�AND�ACCESSIBLE�TO�THE�PUBLIC��THEY�ALSO�FAIL�TO�DO�THIS�WELL�
internally.

At the Urban Strategies Council, we have a long history of supporting 
data-driven decisions in local government, community engagement, 
AND�THE�NONPROlT�COMMUNITY��)N�ORDER�TO�DO�THIS��WE�VE�MAINTAINED�OUR�
own data warehouse to allow us to perform very action-oriented social 
research and spatial analysis. We negotiate access to government data 
(often paying dearly for the privilege), we sign non-disclosure agree-
ments, we scrape the data, and sometimes, we’re lucky enough to easily 
lND�WHAT�WE�RE�LOOKING�FOR�ONLINE��7E�EVEN�HAVE�A�FORMAL�GOAL�TO�SUP-
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port the democratization of data. Like most of our partners in the Na-
tional Neighborhood Indicators Partnership (NNIP), we’ve done this 
through building web mapping platforms that enable policy makers, 
ORGANIZERS��AND�THE�GENERAL�PUBLIC�TO�ACCESS�COMPLEX�DATA�IN�SIMPLIlED�
systems in order to support broad use of this data. Like most other 
organizations, our presumption was that because people always call 
us asking for custom maps, we needed to give them the tools to make 
them too. This is a fair response, if slightly disconnected from those 
others’ reality. Oftentimes, people will ask us for raw data. Sometimes, 
we have permission to distribute data, and sometimes, we can justify 
the staff time to publish or send the data to those asking, but often, we 
cannot deliver due to a combination of those two factors.

A rather ordinary meeting of the Bay Area Automated Mapping As-
sociation (BAAMA) triggered my change of heart about open data. A 
#ANADIAN�lREBRAND�NAMED�0AUL�2AMSEY��WHO�BUILT�A�GREAT�OPEN�SOURCE�
SPATIAL�DATABASE� TOOL�WE�USE�� CALLED�0OST')3��lNISHED�A�PRESENTATION�
with a slide that boldly declared: “Your use of data is not necessarily 
the highest use of those data.”

This one simple statement gave me the conviction to enable others to 
DO�GOOD��TO�UNDERSTAND�ISSUES��AND�TO�EASILY�lND�DATA�AND�LEVERAGE�IT��)T�
struck me that every time we don’t make data openly available, we are 
limiting some other great improvement from happening. Every time 
we burn through project funds trying to track down and beg, borrow, 
or scrape data, we are in fact perpetuating the very thing that we reg-
ularly complain about from our government. It was suddenly clear that 
when we set out to rebuild our mapping and data visualization platform 
(see http://viewer.infoalamedacounty.org), we had to plan to open our 
data at the same time. When our new system launched in 2012, we 
WERE�THE�lRST��AND�)�THINK�STILL�THE�ONLY��SYSTEM�BUILT�ON�AN�%32)�BASE�
that allows users to easily download both our geographical data and 
the raw data behind the maps. We paired this interface with a cobbled 
TOGETHER�DATA�PORTAL� TO�HELP�USERS�lND�OUR�CLEANED��VALUEADDED�RAW�
data too. My reasoning was that if we’d used funders dollars or gov-
ernment contract dollars to acquire, clean, and geocode the data, then 
we should really be making more use of it than we could by keeping it 
locked away.
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-ANY�OF�OUR�TYPE�OF�NONPROlT�OR�UNIVERSITY�THINK�TANKS�FACE�THE�SAME�
issue: we’ve collated incredible amounts of public and private data, yet 
we really don’t have the funds and staff to take full advantage of it all. I 
GREW� INCREASINGLY� FRUSTRATED�WITH� THIS� REALITY��WE� SPENT� DAYS� GETTING�
data and doing a single project with it, perhaps reusing it a few times, 
but the true potential of the data was clearly not being realized. In 
opening our data, we have seen a change in perception of who we are 
and a marked increase in visibility. We still struggle to avoid being the 
gatekeeper—the one with control. Instead, we try to be an enabler, a 
node on the local network that connects those in need with the people 
or data they require. This is a rewarding role, but even more rewarding 
IS�THE�SHIFT�FROM�BEING�ANALYSTS�THAT�DEVOTE�SIGNIlCANT�TIME�TO�lNDING�
data to analysts who get to think, do more real analysis, and have more 
IMPACT�AS�WE�BENElT�FROM�OPEN�DATA�IN�OUR�REGION�

I believe that to scale open data broadly across local government, we 
must rely on government staff and leaders to have a similar moment of 
conviction as the one I had. We’re not serving our community well by 
restricting access to data. Just as we have policies that mandate certain 
records be made public when requested, if the person who manages 
the data doesn’t like you or your use, then that policy is often ineffec-
tive. Government is limited and mandated through policy, but at the 
END�OF�EVERY�REQUEST�OR�EVERY�NEW�IDEA��THERE�IS�A�GOVERNMENT�OFlCIAL�
with his or her own ideas, struggles, and problems.

In our push to realize open data across all our cities, we must never 
forget this fact. We are seeking to reach and impact people, not insti-
TUTIONS��WITH�OUR�IDEAS��9ET��AS�!ARON�3WARTZ������	�SAID��WE�MUST�lX�
the machine, not the people. We have to reach and connect with the 
PEOPLE�IN�ORDER�TO�lX�OUR�BROKEN��CLOSED�GOVERNMENTS�

Unreasonable Expectations

Oakland’s city government had long been seen as a blocker of access 
to information. Information is routinely not accessible unless you are 
known and liked by the person on the other end. As we launched our 
own data system, I realized that Oakland was not going to just open its 
data on a whim. It needed a big push: an open data policy.
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I had never written an adopted policy in local government, so it was 
rather intimidating to begin such a task. Thanks to the work in New 
York and San Francisco, there were great policy and directive exam-
ples I could pull from the Code for America Commons site, which 
I reworked to suit Oakland (and also Alameda County). I then sum-
marized the priority datasets from most other “open data” cities and 
drafted some guidelines for how a city could consider adopting and 
implementing an open data approach. I was now armed with reusable 
policies, good examples of how powerful opening data had been else-
where, some clear steps and directions, and what I thought was a silver 
bullet use case. Where to now? I have never lobbied before, but if felt 
like that was the next step.

I met with many Oakland City Councilors and, sometimes, their Chief 
of Staff, to discuss this new thing that I was convinced mattered in our 
city. In these one-on-one discussions, I attempted to lay out the key is-
SUES��BENElTS��AND�THE�NEED�FOR�/AKLAND�TO�DO�THIS��)�ALSO�DISCUSSED�THE�
likely (modest) costs to implement this policy. Two reactions stood out 
in these conversations. First, I learned quickly, that my silver bullet was 
not viewed as very shiny, and second, I heard that our city councilors 
had a variety of problems that open data could help solve.

Discussing open data in every case led, if partly out of terminology 
confusion, to a discussion about technological struggles that the city 
FACES��4HIS�INCLUDED�POOR�ACCESS�TO�INTERNAL�DATA��THE�BENElTS�OF�OPEN�
source technology, and the ways the city needed better ways to interact 
with the public. City councilors were frustrated with a lack of easy ac-
cess to quality data on city assets and operations that made their job of 
developing informed, data-driven decisions much harder. These inter-
NAL�GAINS�ARE�NOT�INSIGNIlCANT��AND�ANY�ADVOCATES�WANTING�TO�PUSH�FOR�
open data would do well to identify local examples that would meet the 
needs of government itself. After all, behavioral change is easiest when 
WE�CAN�RELATE�TO�A�PERSONAL�BENElT��4HIS�WAS�A�SIMILAR�EXPERIENCE�WHEN�
pushing Alameda County to consider open data. Developing a complex 
internal data-sharing infrastructure is incredibly expensive, slow, and 
frustrating, but opening data for the public is a quick win politically. 
It also provides fast access to new data for government agencies them-
selves, which is something that was not possible previously.
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My local example of how open data can enable so much more than 
government can provide, afford, and imagine, was Crimespotting, one 
of the earliest and most impressive examples of civic hacking on almost 
open data. It was what I hoped would be our “silver bullet.” Built by a 
GOOD�FRIEND��-ICHAL�-IGURSKI��THIS�SITE�TOOK�A�NIGHTLY�%XCEL�lLE�FROM�
an FTP server and provided an elegant, usable interface that helped 
residents understand the recent crime activity in their community. At 
almost zero cost to the city, this was my story to demonstrate how awe-
some opening all the city’s data could be. I was wrong. While it reso-
nated clearly with some city councilors, others actually hated the site, 
making my job much harder.

The reasons for not liking my “silver bullet” mostly centered on the 
fact that the site did not give them everything they wanted and that it 
provided information about unpleasant events that made our city look 
bad. The second concern is a tough argument to work with, but the 
lRST�IS�AN�OPPORTUNITY��)T�BECAME�CLEAR�THAT�#RIMESPOTTING�ITSELF�IS�NOT�
A�BAD�USE�OF�DATA��IT�S�JUST�THAT�CITY�COUNCILORS�DIDN�T�HAVE�GOOD�ACCESS�TO�
clear reporting, summary statistics, trend data, and custom reports for 
THEIR�OWN�DISTRICTS�AND�POLICE�BEATS��4HIS�IS�A�REmECTION�ON�THE�LACK�OF�
data analysts in the city and the limited capacity of certain city depart-
ments. It also highlights a trend of outsourcing “problems” to vendors. 
Vendors can create a system to do crime reporting and analysis, but 
they are not experts on the issues, so it’s hard for them to thoughtfully 
analyze and communicate the data in a local context.

This presents an opportunity for open data. If the city consistently 
opens their crime data, others can build the interfaces, tools, and re-
ports that are needed for good policy-making. We’ve helped provide 
BASIC�%XCEL�lLES�TO�THE�CITY�FOR�SHORTTERM�HELP��BUT�THIS�NEED�PROVIDED�
a clear use case for OpenOakland redeploying CrimeinChicago.org for 
use in Oakland: it meets a local need and leverages open data to show 
the potential in a way that resonates with local leaders.

!FTER�MY�lRST�EXPERIENCES�DOING�SOMETHING�THAT�RESEMBLED�LOBBYING��
one city councilor, Libby Schaaf, became the internal champion to 
make this happen. Unlike other cities, we did not get strong executive 
support to immediately implement this law. Instead, we had a reso-
lution approved to “investigate open data platforms,” resulting in an 
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approved plan and a contract with Socrata to provide such a platform.

Are We Opening Government?

This left Oakland in a strange position. We have both a communi-
ty-driven open data platform and a city-supported platform, but we 
are one of the only cities to have a web portal and no legislation to 
support it (I recently learned that New Orleans is in the same position). 
To make this even stranger, Alameda County has done the exact same 
thing. They have the portal, but no policy to support or sustain it.

On one level, this is a wasted opportunity. It’s a rare and beautiful 
thing when both city/county staff and their elected leaders want the 
same thing. Both parties have a stake in this and have expressed seri-
ous support for open data, yet government staff doesn’t think legisla-
TION�IS�NEEDED�AND�THEY�ARE�NOT�PUSHING�FOR�IT��/UR�ELECTED�OFlCIALS�HAVE�
yet to follow through with legislation to ratify the use and adoption of 
open data in both the city and county.

There is an aspect to the open data movement that is not really about 
TRANSPARENCY�� )T�S�NOT�UNCOMMON�TO�lND�AN�ELECTED�OFlCIAL�WHO� ISN�T�
enthused about the concept of open government: more transparency 
and, ultimately, more accountability. The transparency argument was 
not a convincing one for me locally. However, the promise of support-
ing innovation, making the city more accessible, and promoting new 
opportunities, along with better internal access to information, was 
an effective approach. While my pragmatic side is comfortable with 
A�GOOD�DECISION�FOR�ANY�PARTICULAR�REASON��MY�IDEALISTIC�SIDE�lNDS�THE�
POSITIONS�OF�MANY�OFlCIALS�UNSETTLING�AND�A�REmECTION�OF�THE�TREND�BEING�
IDENTIlED�BY�SOME�AS�hOPENWASHING�v

There is sometimes confusion that the adoption of an open data plat-
form creates open government in and of itself. This is not the case—
OPEN�DATA�ALONE�IS�NOT�SUFlCIENT�TO�CREATE�AN�OPEN�GOVERNMENT�

The following message from an Alameda County government Twitter 
ACCOUNT�� !#$ATA	�ON�!PRIL����������IS�AN�EXAMPLE�OF�THIS�mAWED�LOGIC�
in action:
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�/PEN$ATA + �(ACKATHON = �/PEN'OV �!#!PPS Challenge 
2013.1 on 4/27 at �"ERKELEY High School. http://code.acgov.org  
�GOTCODE?

The line of reasoning is that we gave you some of our data (awesome), 
we want you to do stuff with it (nice, thank you), and hence, we now 
have Open Government (not quite).

3OME�ROLE�CLARIlCATION�IS�IMPORTANT�HERE��4HE�STAFF�WHO�ARE�TRYING�TO�
open data and engage citizens are in fact moving toward a reality that 
embodies true open government. However, there are still bad apples 
within our local governments who are investigated for fraud, misman-
agement, or corruption, or for hiding things from the public. Open data 
that includes a lot of noncontroversial data is low-hanging fruit and 
is important, but this is only one small piece of the puzzle that leads 
to open, accountable government. It’s a great starting point that takes 
minimal investment and leads to good publicity, but if we allow our lo-
cal governments to paint the picture of this work meaning “we’re now 
open so leave us alone,” then we have failed them as much as they have 
failed to truly understand why open data matters.

There is a lesson here for many other cities and for Oakland. Pub-
lishing data is not the end game. It is a big deal though. Oakland is 
taking an easy road and requires increased advocacy to adopt a strong 
POLICY�TO�SUSTAIN�OPEN�DATA��"Y�KEEPING�ELECTED�OFlCIALS�MORE�ENGAGED�
through this process, we might have avoided this situation where we 
have a practice, but no policy—the opposite of almost every other city 
working with open data. The risk for us is that as soon as a senior city 
OFlCIAL�DOESN�T�LIKE�SOMETHING�BEING�OPEN��IT�GOES�AWAY��4AKE�THE�CITY�
staff salary data, which was originally published but then removed. The 
words “Coming soon” were then published on the city’s earlier data 
page. This is a patently false statement because the reality is that the 
data was removed. The same data was still, however, available on the 
state controller’s website.

The Panacea of Data-Driven Cities

It’s hard to imagine a new policy, new social service, or new investment 
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decision being made in any company or government without the strate-
gic use of data to inform the thinking and planning. Still, too frequent-
ly, cities do not have staff with the skills or the mandate to thoughtfully 
ANALYZE�PUBLIC�AND�CONlDENTIAL�DATA��4HOSE�OF�US�IN�THE�PRIVATE�SECTOR�
WOULD�BE�OFTEN�HORRIlED�TO�SEE�THE�TYPE�OF�INFORMATION�PROVIDED�TO�CITY�
councilors to aid their decision-making. Since ninety percent of the 
world’s data has been created in the last two years, we have no excuse 
for not looking at reliable data to inform our planning and policy-mak-
ing. This is the future we dreamed of, where data on almost any issue is 
readily available and easily analyzed. Only, we aren’t there yet.

Opening data in Oakland and Alameda County has raised a lot of ques-
tions about the quality and reliability of this data and with due cause. 
This is a valid fear of bureaucrats, yet it is a fear that has no rightful 
place in our governments. If our raw data is bad, our decisions can only 
be misinformed. Opening data, therefore, is in some respects the begin-
ning of a data quality control effort within our local governments. Sun-
SHINE�REVEALS�MANY�mAWS��AND�OPEN�DATA�REVEALS�MANY�mAWS�IN�OUR�DATA�
collection, management, and use in city government. These realizations 
may make some people feel bad for a time, but the staffer who has been 
lamenting the lack of time and funding to properly manage the data in 
their department now has allies across their community who are also 
concerned about this lack of attention toward data management.

This has traditionally only been possible with very small, tight-knit 
groups of “experts” who work with government. These have generally 
been groups who would not push back hard on government for fear of 
losing favor and income streams. By opening our data, we can now take 
advantage of the larger pool of citizens who care about and know about 
THAT�DATA��AND�WE�CAN�LEARN�FROM�THEM�AND�IMPROVE�OUR�PROCESSES�AND�
PRACTICES��WHICH�WILL�BOTH�BENElT�THE�INTERNAL�USERS�OF�OUR�PUBLIC�DATA�
and the wider public.

The problems that become visible around government data can often 
have ugly consequences, but they must be seen as growing pains as 
we move from immature uses of data in government to a place where 
data-driven decision-making is the norm.
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Leveraging the Long Tail of Government

Many critics in Oakland have suggested that open data doesn’t explain 
anything, doesn’t make anything clear, and doesn’t provide answers. 
Some also suggest that the community focus on open data and open 
GOVERNMENT� IS� OVERLY� FOCUSED�ON� TECHNOLOGICAL� SOLUTIONISM��4HE�lRST�
group is right, albeit barely, while the second group has not fully com-
prehended this movement and its intent. Let’s take a look at a current 
practice in government and then consider what open data means for 
the future.

In Open Government (2010), David Eaves provides a cogent story that 
elegantly describes how citizen’s attitudes towards closed government 
decision-making have changed in the information age:

There was a time when citizens trusted objective professionals and 
ELECTED�OFlCIALS�TO�MAKE�THOSE�DECISIONS�ON�OUR�BEHALF�AND�WHERE�
the opacity of the system was tolerated because of the profession-
ALISM�AND�EFlCIENCIES�IT�PRODUCED��4HIS�IS�NO�LONGER�THE�CASE��THE�
Internet accelerates the decline of deference because it accelerates 
THE�DEATH�OF�OBJECTIVITY��)T�S�NOT�THAT�WE�DON�T�TRUST��IT�S�JUST�THAT�WE�
want to verify. (Eaves, 2010.)

He goes on to compare Wikipedia and Britannica, where the authority 
that is transparent in its process is, in fact, more trusted. Eaves posits 
that “transparency... is the new objectivity. We are not going to trust 
objectivity unless we can see the discussion that led to it.”

In Oakland, open data would have saved the city from an embarrassing 
FAILURE�SURROUNDING�A�NEW�CRIME�lGHTING�STRATEGY��)T�COULD�ALSO�HAVE�
spurred a much richer deliberative process to build a comprehensive 
approach for an issue, instead of a bad model created in closed access 
MEETINGS��)N�������THE�CITY�ANNOUNCED�A�CRIME�lGHTING�STRATEGY�CALLED�
the 100 Blocks Plan. Immediately, the community, my organization, 
and dozens of other organizations raised concerns over a serious lack 
of detail about this plan. We all questioned just exactly where these 
hundred blocks that contained ninety percent of the crime were. We 
met with city staff who looked over our initial analysis, which showed 
a very different reality than what the city had laid out in its plan. They 
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CONlDENTLY�TOLD�US�THAT�THEIR�DATA�WAS�THE�SAME��WHICH�CLEARLY�WAS�NOT�
the case. The city chose not to publish accurate information about a 
place-based strategy and refused to publish the data used to make this 
critical decision that affects the safety and well-being of our city.

At this point in time, crime reports were almost open data. Michal 
Migurski had collected years of data for Crimespotting, and the Urban 
Strategies Council had also cleaned and published even more of this 
DATA��7HEN�THE�OFlCIAL�RESPONSE�DID�NOT�RING�TRUE�WITH�OUR�PERCEPTION�
of good government (the model looked quite wrong and the planning 
process was secretive) in a city with dozens of organizations with an-
alytical and crime prevention experience, we saw this as a failure to 
leverage the citizens and professionals who can contribute to public 
decision-making and planning.

In June 2012, we released our own study of Oakland crime hotspots. 
Our research indicated that at most, one hundred city blocks (and a 
buffer) could contain only seventeen percent of violent crimes—not 
THE�NINETY�PERCENT�lGURE�PUBLICIZED�BY� THE�CITY��7E�WERE� FRUSTRATED�
that at a time when other cities were publishing raw data to inform the 
public, along with quality analysis to help us understand their process, 
Oakland was doing the opposite. So, we attempted to lead by exam-
ple. We published our study, including the raw data we used for our 
calculations, and a detailed methodology, so others could review our 
lNDINGS�AND�CORRECT�US�IF�WE�MADE�SERIOUS�MISTAKES��5RBAN�3TRATEGIES�
Council, 2012). (We didn’t.) This revelation obviously caused a media 
frenzy that we had no desire to be involved in, but we did think it was 
valuable to have an informed discourse in our city about crime and city 
POLICIES�TO�REDUCE�CRIME��!FTER�DEFENDING�THE�OFlCIAL�PLAN�AND�NUMBERS�
as correct, the city turned around and admitted that the data the plan 
was based on was, in fact, wrong.

The results of these unfortunate events were in no way intended to 
MAKE�ANY�PUBLIC�OFlCIALS�LOOK�BAD��BUT�TO�ELEVATE�THE�LEVEL�OF�ENGAGE-
ment in public decision-making. We wanted to highlight the need for 
open data to allow the citizens of our city to understand the thinking 
behind city decisions—to test any statements of fact themselves. It is 
no longer an acceptable circumstance for local government to make 
decisions and ask that we simply trust its goodwill and expert opinion.
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Oakland’s Mayor Quan told the media that she was at fault and should 
have vetted the data more. In this suggestion, I believe she was wrong. 
It is far from the role of a city mayor to conduct an independent review 
OF�EVERY�SINGLE�ANALYSIS�OR�METRIC�GIVEN� TO� THEM��!NY�ELECTED�OFlCIAL�
must be able to rely on the quality of analysis from city staff and other 
experts. What open datasets open up is a future where citizen experts 
CAN� EASILY� PROVIDE� QUALIlED� PERSPECTIVES� ON� GOVERNMENT� DECISIONS��
analysis, and statements. This is a democracy that can support the role 
of citizens in active decision-making.

As I suggested earlier, publishing the raw data itself does not create an 
INFORMED�AND�EXPERT�COMMUNITY��IT�DOES�NOT�EQUATE�TO�ANSWERS�BEING�
readily available. What it does do is enable far deeper engagement on 
issues that our communities care about. As Aaron Swartz submitted in 
Open Government (2010), transparency efforts themselves tend to not 
work in their current forms. The potential of open data is to enable far 
more responsive and thorough oversight of political and governmental 
ACTIONS��WHICH�IDEALLY��COULD�LEAD�TO�A�FUTURE�WHERE�OFlCIALS�ARE�OPERAT-
ing in a space they know is no longer invisible and no longer protected 
by a layer of public records refusals. Instead, it would create a reality 
in which hundreds or thousands of their constituents can access and 
question data that explain their motives and actions.

What Has Data Done for Me Lately?

As the furious rush to build “innovative” and “game changing“ civic 
apps and new tools starts to plateau, I believe we are seeing a slow but 
STEADY�SHIFT�INTO�lNDING�WAYS�THAT�THIS�NEW�TREASURE�TROVE�OF�OPEN�DATA�
can actually do something useful. By useful, I mean solve problems, 
uncover unknown problems, and help illuminate new solutions to old 
problems. I love geeky apps that make my already comfortable life even 
better, more connected, and more informed, but this is indeed just a 
way that new technology and data are empowering the empowered. 
I’ve seen data do so much more, and we are starting to see this use 
trend growing nationally and globally.

Groups such as DataKind, GAFFTA, and Geeks Without Borders, and 
local research/action tanks, like the Urban Strategies Council, have 
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been doing this well—in our case, for decades. Traditionally, it looks 
LIKE�THIS��DElNE�YOUR�PROBLEM��IDENTIFY�DATA�TO�INFORM�THE�PROBLEM�SOLU-
tion, obtain data, analyze it, and communicate results and solutions. 
Open data takes the pain out of this old equation. It also takes the 
exclusivity out of the obtain data element and provides for unlimited 
problem solvers. I believe there will be a future need for sophisticated 
data shops like ours that can gain access to raw, record-level sensitive 
data for research purposes, but open data sounds the death knell for 
THE� GATEWAY� OR� CUSTODIAN�MODEL� OF� DATA�WAREHOUSING��4HE�NONPROlT�
and academic sector has to also realize that we have been as guilty of 
data hoarding as anyone and that we can enable more by following the 
lead of the public sector and opening our data wherever we can.

On many urban research and spatial analysis projects, data acquisi-
tion can run as high as twenty percent of a budget. In just a few short 
months of working in Oakland with partially open data from the city 
and the county, we’ve already saved dozens of hours of time on two ma-
jor projects. These saved costs to a community add up, especially in the 
case where researchers are working for the government on contract.

Working with already open data is a shift away from the typical model, 
where we have to charge local government for the time it takes us to 
source and uncover its own data to use for analysis. In the cases when 
we have to do our own data gathering, we should be making it open 
by default—otherwise, we ourselves are contributing to the problem 
OF�WITHHOLDING�VALUABLE�DATA�THAT�COULD�BE�PUBLIC��4HESE�NONPROlT�AND�
academic institutions are often as protective and closed by nature as 
government has been, with the added obstacle of the lack of a public 
mandate due to being a taxpayer-funded entity. There have, however, 
been promising instances where foundations have begun opening their 
data to the world (DonorsChoose.org is one good example).

At Urban Strategies Council, we have been a national example in the 
adoption of an “open by default” policy for all the data we’ve held and 
ALL� THAT�WE� RECEIVE��BUT� THIS� ALSO� IS� A� SLOW� ROAD� SINCE�MOST�NONPROlT�
organizations severely lack data and the technological capacity for gen-
eral operation, management, and publication of their data. When this 
does happen (and it must), we will see two major outcomes that are 
important in the social sector in particular: much more transparency 
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in a sector that typically has little (Carl Malamud’s inspiring work to 
PUBLISH����S�DOES�NOT�YIELD�MEASURES�ON�QUALITY�OR�EFlCIENCY�OF�PRO-
GRAMS��UNFORTUNATELY	�AND�THE�FAMILIAR�BENElT�OF�RICH�DATA�RESOURCES�
BEING�UNLOCKED�AND�AVAILABLE��.ONPROlTS��FOUNDATIONS��AND�UNIVERSITIES�
do the bulk of community surveys in the USA, and many unknowingly 
duplicate each other’s work because the results are closed and pro-
tected. This results in the over-surveying of many communities and in 
wasteful efforts that would not be needed should raw survey results be 
PUBLISHED�BY�DEFAULT��ALONG�WITH�THE�lNAL�REPORTS�

In the present scenario, funders receive impact reports from grantees 
stating they served x people for y service, rarely providing any “where” 
or any long-term outcomes or impacts, merely demonstrating transac-
tional gains through service delivery. Mandating or encouraging small 
TO�LARGE�NONPROlTS�TO�BEGIN�OPENING�DETAILED��BUT�NOT�CONlDENTIAL	�DATA�
will allow funders to begin evaluating real impact. It will allow those 
who look at the macro picture to accurately identify gaps in actual 
service delivery and enable them to evaluate macro level outcomes to 
help guide future funding priorities. If you currently believe that this 
is common practice in the philanthropic sector, you couldn’t be more 
wrong. What started as an effort to get government to open up publicly 
funded data for a myriad of reasons will inevitably result in this same 
trend in the community development and social sector. We will require 
TRANSPARENCY� OVER� SIMPLE� GOODWILL� AND� mOWERY� SLOGANS�� AND�WE�WILL�
push for evidence-based practice over “doing what we’ve always done 
because it works.”

Into the Danger Zone

One caveat that those of us in the data trade will have to work carefully 
around is competing standards of open data. Many organizations once 
required the use of non-disclosure agreements and memorandums of 
understanding, but these no longer have any meaning when we can 
NOW�lND�THE�DATA�WE�NEED�ONLINE��4HERE�IS��HOWEVER��A�TRICKY�MIDDLE�
ground appearing. Agencies that once would furnish us with detailed, 
sensitive data for the purposes of research are both publishing some 
data openly, while at the same time developing better processes for 
data requests using the Public Records Act (PRA) or FOIA. This re-
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SULTS�IN�SOME�BLURRING�OF�THE�LINES�BETWEEN�OPEN�DATA�AND�CONlDENTIAL�
data and will require very carefully communicated permissions.

Our local police department recently provided us with a rich homicide 
investigation dataset, which is something that we have accessed over 
the years. This time, however, it required a PRA. Our assumption that 
all records provided via PRA are public and, thus, we can republish 
this data, turned out to be partly wrong.

The department had only given us the data once more because of our 
trusted relationship as a community research partner. They did not, 
in fact, consider this sensitive data to be public. In the confusion over 
open data and new PRA procedures, however, they did issue the data 
in response to a PRA, hence, technically releasing the data as pub-
LIC�RECORD��4HIS�REmECTS�THE�NEED�TO�CAREFULLY�AND�INTENTIONALLY�REVIEW�
data access procedures in every department housing sensitive infor-
mation. Opening data provides an excellent opportunity to completely 
document your data holdings, legal availability, and metadata for each. 
This kind of attention is necessary to avoid confusion in the process 
and assumed permissions. In this case, it may be necessary to adopt 
a research access agreement similar to that used by school districts to 
ensure PRA and sensitive data are not released incorrectly.

Community Development

There is one important sector of American cities that has barely been 
AFFECTED�BY�OPEN�DATA��COMMUNITY�DEVELOPMENT��4HIS�lELD�CONSISTS�OF�
LOCAL�GOVERNMENT�DEPARTMENTS��OFTEN�SMALL�ONES	�AND�LOCAL�NONPROlTS��
often Community Development Corporations (CDCs). Both of these 
types of organizations are hampered by a lack of access to granular 
data relating to their communities of interest, commonly property data, 
market trends, development, foreclosures, and data from other sectors. 
Presently, much of this data is locked in government silos or sold at a 
premium to the public and other government agencies, despite being 
public data at its core. The barriers of cost, unclear availability, and 
confusion over the quality, currency, and the relevance of most prop-
erty data mean that too many CDC type operations are running da-
TABLIND��7E�VE�INTERVIEWED�MANY�LOCAL�ORGANIZATIONS�IN�THIS�lELD�AND�
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found that almost every one faces these barriers in a way that affects 
their effectiveness and impact.

This sector must be data-driven, as the volume of investment it draws 
nationally is substantial. Decisions of where, when, and how to invest 
would rarely be made without solid data in the private sector, yet this is 
all too common in the CDC world. Opening key property and econom-
ic development data will add a level of sophistication and rigor to the 
CDC world that is important. However, it will not automatically create 
skills or cheap tools to analyze and utilize this data. As funders and 
government become more focused on evidence-based and data-driven 
efforts, both sources of investment must accept their role in supporting 
or providing that kind of capacity.

Who Owns Your Data?

/PENING�PROPERTY�DATA�WILL�BRING�A�lGHT�OVER�PUBLIC�OWNERSHIP� THAT�
OPENING�PROPERTY�DATA��0RESENTLY�� IN�!LAMEDA�#OUNTY�� ANY�NONPROlT�
or any city/county agency that wishes to consider the impact of fore-
closures on their work or to evaluate the impact or opportunities that 
foreclosures have created, must purchase this data from private sourc-
es. This means every agency, independently. The opening of some data 
should prompt us to ask about the realities behind other data not being 
opened. In this case, the source of this data is a county agency: the 
Clerk Recorder. The Clerk Recorder has a simple mandate that has 
NOT�CHANGED�SIGNIlCANTLY� FOR�SOME�TIME��7HEN�A�FORECLOSURE� IS�lLED��
it comes in paper form. The date, bank or foreclosing agent, and the 
homeowner are electronically recorded, while other critical details, 
like amount, address, city, etc., are left on a scanned image. These im-
ages are made available to title companies, who provide the once-valu-
able service of creating digital records, which are then sold back to any 
government or public agency who needs them. In 2013, this cannot be 
accepted as good government.

4HIS�IS�NOT�A�mAW�WITH�THE�#LERK�2ECORDER��WHO�SEEMS�TO�BE�A�GENUINELY�
HELPFUL�PERSON�BASED�ON�OUR� INTERACTIONS��)T�S�A�mAW�IN�HOW�WE�THINK�
about assets and resources and a lack of agility in government to adapt 
AS�OPPORTUNITIES�ARISE��4HESE�CORPORATE�DATA�lEFDOMS�SHOULD�NOT�SUR-
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vive the broader opening of public data, as people’s expectations rise 
and as government is encouraged to create value where it can. Creating 
usable data is one of the easiest ways to do so. Can you imagine not be-
ing able to answer a simple question like “How many foreclosures did 
you accept in the city of Oakland this year?” Because the agency itself 
creates no data, it cannot answer this question directly.

Are You Open for Business?

/N�THE�BACK�OF�THE�BENElTS�THAT�COMMUNITY�DEVELOPMENT�CAN�REAP�ARE�
the even more substantial rewards gained through increased econom-
ic development. This is simple in practice, but we’ve apparently been 
sleeping at the wheel in cities like Oakland. Our city desperately wants 
investment and retail, but we’ve failed to make the path smooth and 
to help those considering our city make informed decisions. For large 
corporations, access to local data is, perhaps, less of a barrier to invest-
ment because of their access to professional market analysts, brokers, 
and the like, but for a small to medium enterprise, these services are 
mostly out of reach.

It should be a no brainer for Oakland to both open its data and encour-
age the development of tools on top of this data. As of January 2013, in 
OUR�CITY��A�POTENTIAL�NEW�BUSINESS�OWNER�OR�INVESTOR�COULD�NOT�lND�DATA�
or tools online to allow the owner to review business permits, building 
and development permits, vacant properties, blight, or regional crime 
comparisons. Compare this with our neighbor city of San Francisco 
where all these things are simply available. They’re available because 
they are needed and help make the path smoother for new business. 
When times are tight in local government, like during the past several 
years, we must get smarter. Releasing all this data is opportunistic and 
critical. If our city is unable to build the tools to help attract business 
because of funding or outdated IT procurement approaches, then the 
DATA�WILL�SUFlCE�AT�A�MARGINAL�COST��/THERS�CAN�BUILD�TOOLS�MORE�CHEAPLY�
and faster. The old adage that says we can’t do this because it’s ex-
pensive is hard to use as a straw man anymore. This change will take 
leadership from our city to identify an area of internal weakness and 
engage with the broader community in an effort to develop the tools 
and analyses that this data makes possible. This would be an incredible 
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demonstration of recognizing the potential in the long tail of govern-
ment and in how open government can collectively do so much more 
together.

Conclusion

Every city takes a different path to open its data and progress toward 
open government. Oakland is off to a slow but exciting start with its 
data platform and with increased engagement through this data. Yet, 
it remains to be seen if our city will push through legislation to protect 
and sustain the worthy efforts of city staff at this point. Our lesson here 
IS�THAT�ENGAGEMENT�WITH�ELECTED�OFlCIALS�MUST�BE�SUSTAINED�AT�A�HIGH�
level to ensure policy matches practice and also that developing strong 
initial resolutions is the key to avoid watered down plans and slow, un-
certain paths forward.

Opening data is increasingly being seen as a single solution that will 
satisfy the transparency advocates. It is up to those of us who under-
stand how much more is needed to speak truth to this misrepresenta-
tion of what open data is and is not. This relies on stronger ties with 
ELECTED�OFlCIALS�AND�BEHAVIORS�MORE�AKIN�TO�COMMUNITY�ORGANIZING�EF-
forts than those of tech startups. More open data provides us all with 
powerful fuel to demonstrate ways that open government can truly be 
more effective and more agile, but it will be largely left to those of us 
on the outside to demonstrate this and to encourage government to 
embrace open data more broadly.

While the app-developing world is an attractive audience to make use 
OF� NEW� OPEN� DATA�� THERE�WILL� BE� INCREDIBLE� GAINS� IN� EFlCIENCY�� DECI-
sion-making, and planning in the community development, social ser-
vice, and land management sectors that are just as impactful. Software 
developers are the focus for now, but in time, as this movement reach-
es the analysts, planners, and researchers who also live on data, this 
movement will come of age. Soon, more of the latter will experience 
the joy of responding to a complicated research data request with the 
phrase “Sure you can have the data. It’s open and online for free al-
ready!” We can all become enablers, part of a rich platform that creates 
VALUE�AND�SHARES�FOR�THE�BENElT�OF�ALL�
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I’ve worked across dozens of cities in the USA and elsewhere, and for 
decades, the problem was always this: we can’t get the government 
data we need or it’s expensive. Enough cities have now demonstrated 
that this should not be the norm anymore. We enable far more value to 
be created once we become open-by-default cities: open for business, 
open for engagement, and open for innovation.

Author’s Note

After writing, some positive progress has been made in Oakland. At 
the request of council member Libby Schaaf, we are beginning crowd-
SOURCING�OF�NEW�LEGISLATION�FOR�AN�OFlCIAL�OPEN�DATA�POLICY�IN�THE�CITY�
of Oakland. We’ve combined what we see as the strongest and most 
relevant elements of policies from Austin, Texas; Portland, Oregon; 
Raleigh, North Carolina; and Chicago. We’ve published the draft for 
public comment, and so far we have great feedback from other practi-
tioners in cities with experience of their own process and locals inter-
ested in making this right for us. It’s an experiment. It should be fun. 
Next we hold a roundtable session to review and consider what this 
means for our city. And then we try to get this passed! Onward.

—Steve Spiker

About the Author

Steve Spiker (Spike) is the Director of Research & Technology at the 
5RBAN�3TRATEGIES�#OUNCIL��A�SOCIAL�CHANGE�NONPROlT�SUPPORTING�INNO-
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CHAPTER 10

Pioneering Open Data Standards: 
The GTFS Story

By Bibiana McHugh

In 2005, I was working at TriMet, the public transit agency in Port-
land, Oregon, as an IT manager for Geographic Information Services. 
Earlier that year, while traveling, I found it very frustrating to try and 
lND�TRANSIT�DIRECTIONS�IN�THE�UNFAMILIAR�CITIES�)�WAS�VISITING��4HIS�WAS�
especially true when transportation agencies that provided differing 
services or areas were not consolidated. It was much easier at that time 
to get driving directions from popular online mapping services, and I 
realized this was probably encouraging car usage over public transit.

In my role at TriMet, I worked with transit data every day, so I knew 
such data was available and the potential was there. We offered our 
own online transit trip planning tool, as many agencies do. The trouble 
WAS��THE�AVERAGE�CITIZEN�OFTEN�DIDN�T�KNOW�WHERE�TO�GO�TO�lND�THIS�IN-
formation, especially if he or she was unfamiliar with the local transit 
system. The general public was used to going to certain online desti-
nations for driving directions—Google Maps, MapQuest, and Yahoo 
were all widely used at the time—but the data they needed to plan a 
trip using public transit wasn’t available where they were looking.

Bringing Data to the Citizens

As a public servant who had worked to improve public transit for nearly 
a decade, I saw this as a missed opportunity to promote public transit 
to an audience that might not be aware of the option. When I returned 
to Portland, I made it my mission to make it just as easy to get tran-
sit directions as it is to get driving directions from anywhere in the 
world. I reached out to several companies to inquire about the idea of 
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integrating Portland’s public transit data into their existing navigation 
products in order to allow users to plan transit trips.

After some persistent follow-up with no response, I contacted Jeremy 
Faludi after reading his article “A Call for Open-Source Public Tran-
sit Mapping” (Faludi, 2005). He introduced me to Chris Harrelson, a 
software engineer at Google who had the same idea in mind. He and 
a group of like-minded volunteers had been working on building out a 
PROTOTYPE�OF�'OOGLE�4RANSIT�DURING�THEIR�TWENTY�PERCENT�mEXIBLE�PROJ-
ect time. They had the idea and the basic infrastructure. What they 
needed to continue was a government partner who could provide ser-
vice data (routes, timetables, etc.).

In July of 2005, we got together with the team at Google to discuss the 
PROJECT��!T�lRST��SOME�OF�THE�4RI-ET�STAFF�WERE�HESITANT�TO�HAND�OVER�THE�
DATA�IT�S�VERY�COMPLEX�SPATIALTEMPORAL�DATA�THAT�IS�DIFlCULT�TO�HANDLE�
correctly. But when we saw that Chris’ team knew what they were do-
ing, we were very impressed. Tim McHugh, TriMet’s Chief Technology 
/FlCER�� GENERATED� THE� INITIAL� DATA� EXPORT� THAT� SAME�NIGHT�THE� BETA�
VERSION�OF�WHAT�WOULD�EVENTUALLY�BECOME�THE�lRST�WIDELY�USED�TRANSIT�
data standard.

TriMet already had an existing centralized enterprise database that 
housed all of the relevant data already pieced together in good form. 
(AVING�THIS�FOUNDATION�IN�PLACE�WAS�SIGNIlCANT�ONLY�BECAUSE�OF�THIS�
was it possible to write an initial script in less than an hour that would 
export the data required for transit trip planning. We published this 
SCHEDULE�DATA�IN�THE�FORM�OF�#36�lLES�BASED�ON�OUR�EXISTING�INTERNAL�
database schema and shared it with Google, as well as publicly on our 
website, so that any third-party developer could access and use it.

The other component was that our agency leadership gave us support 
to move ahead with the experiment. Carolyn Young, our executive di-
rector, gave us permission to open the data almost as soon as we had 
the idea. We were lucky that our agency has a long history of support-
ing open source and open data. TriMet’s TransitTracker™ (next arrival 
times) feed was already open, so outside developers were already using 
TriMet open data prior to 2005. We had had an open source-friendly 
procurement policy in place for a decade. These factors meant that the 
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TriMet culture was primed to be supportive of this type of initiative, 
which allowed us to move quickly.

/N�$ECEMBER� ��� �����LESS� THAN� lVE�MONTHS� AFTER� OUR� INITIAL� CON-
FERENCE� CALL�THE� lRST� VERSION� OF�'OOGLE� 4RANSIT� WAS� LAUNCHED�WITH�
TriMet data that covered the Portland Metro area (Garg, 2005). The 
launch received an overwhelmingly positive response. As Google Tran-
SIT�WENT� LIVE� FOR� THE�lRST� TIME��WORD�lRST� SPREAD� ACROSS�%UROPE��!C-
cording to the Google Transit Team, they watched in amazement as 
the number of hits to the site increased exponentially. By morning, as 
the US awoke, the counts were reaching staggering numbers, even by 
Google standards.

The day of the launch, I did numerous interviews with local TV sta-
tions, newspapers, and even several radio stations. It seemed we were 
onto something important—something that people cared about. We 
knew we needed to get other agencies on board so that this could ex-
pand beyond Portland.

Scaling Up

We had held a workshop just before the launch of the Google Transit 
beta, in an attempt to get other agencies and developers on board with 
the effort to open and standardize this data. Multiple transit agencies 
participated—including representatives from Seattle, Chicago, and 
New York, among others—but many were apprehensive. A common 
concern was that providing data in the standard open format wouldn’t 
BENElT�THE�AGENCY��IT�WOULD�ONLY�BENElT�'OOGLE�

However, this resistance turned around as soon as everyone saw the 
positive public response to the launch announcement. Agencies saw 
THAT�THEY�COULD�BENElT�FROM�BEING�INVOLVED�NOT�JUST�BY�GETTING�GOOD�
publicity for their agency, but also by offering a service that was clearly 
in demand by the public. Department heads started calling us, asking, 
“How can we be next?”

To scale up to more cities, it was essential that transit agencies stan-
dardize and publish their schedule data so that it could be integrated 
into third-party apps the same way across jurisdictions. We worked with 
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Google and with several of the interested agencies to develop this stan-
DARD�FORMAT��THEN�CALLED�THE�'OOGLE�4RANSIT�&EED�3PECIlCATION��'4&3	��
BASED�CLOSELY�OFF�OF�THE�lRST�SERIES�OF�DATA�THAT�4RI-ET�HAD�PUBLISHED�

7E�CHOSE�TO�KEEP�THE�lLES�IN�#36�FORMAT��7E�WANTED�IT�TO�BE�AS�SIMPLE�
as possible so that agencies could easily edit the data, using any editor. 
This approach received substantial criticism—it was even called “tech-
nically old-fashioned and brittle” (KiZoom, 2006)—but it was import-
ant to us to keep the barrier to participation low so that even smaller, 
less-resourced agencies could join in. As Google Transit team member 
Joe Hughes put it in his original welcome message on the GTFS dis-
cussion list:

7E�CHOSE�#36�AS�THE�BASIS�FOR�THE�SPECIlCATION�BECAUSE�IT�S�EASY�
to view and edit using spreadsheet programs and text editors, 
which is helpful for smaller agencies. It’s also straightforward to 
generate from most programming languages and databases, which 
is good for publishers of larger feeds. (Hughes, 2007)

)N�3EPTEMBER�������'OOGLE�4RANSIT�LAUNCHED�IN�lVE�MORE�CITIES�THAT�
began publishing their service data in the nascent standard format: 
4AMPA��(ONOLULU�� %UGENE��/REGON�� 0ITTSBURGH�� AND� 3EATTLE�� 3HORTLY�
THEREAFTER��WE�PUBLISHED� THE�lRST� VERSION�OF� THE�'4&3�SPEC�UNDER�A�
Creative Commons License (“What is GTFS?” 2012).

Within a year, Google Transit launched with fourteen more transit 
agencies in the United States and expanded internationally to Japan. 
As of July 2013, Google Transit has launched in hundreds of cities 
worldwide (“Google Maps: Transit: Cities Covered,” n.d.). Detailed 
transit instructions, in addition to driving directions on Google Maps, 
is available in Africa, Asia, Australia, Europe, North America, and 
South America.

In early 2007, TriMet and other transit agencies began to publish their 
TRANSIT�DATA�OPENLY��IN�A�MORE�FORMAL�AND�PUBLICIZED�WAY��WITH�OFlCIAL�
sites for developer resources. TriMet and San Francisco’s BART, the 
"AY�!REA�2APID�4RANSIT��WERE�THE�lRST�AGENCIES��AND�OTHERS�SOON�FOL-
LOWED�AS� THE�BENElTS�BECAME�INCREASINGLY�APPARENT��h$EVELOPER�2E-
SOURCES�v�������h&OR�$EVELOPERS�v�����	�
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TriMet’s core business is not software development. By making our 
DATA�OPEN��WE�WERE�ABLE�TO�LEVERAGE�EXTERNAL�RESOURCES�TO�BRING�BENElTS�
to the public. Making transit data publicly available and collaborating 
with a community of software developers has resulted in hundreds of 
useful and popular transit applications for TriMet customers and many 
others. Many have all been developed by third parties offering a wide 
range of creative and useful tools available on multiple platforms for a 
variety of users. When I asked Tim McHugh about why he supported 
opening our data to third-party developers, he explained:

Due to the large proliferation of transit applications on mobile 
PLATFORMS��THE�MARKET�IS�ABLE�TO�REACT�QUICKLY�TO�CHANGES�AND�TO�lLL�
gaps in service. This is something that one government IT depart-
ment could not develop or support with the same level of sponta-
NEITY�AND�mEXIBILITY���-C(UGH��PERSONAL�COMMUNICATION������	

/NE�OF�THE�lRST� INITIATIVES�0RESIDENT�/BAMA�INTRODUCED�WAS�AN�OPEN�
government initiative (“About Open Government,” n.d.). This result-
ed in Data.gov, a resource for software developers and a resource for 
applications in support of open data and open source software. This 
movement has spread to many cities, states, and countries, bringing 
MANY�BENElTS�TO�THE�PUBLIC��(AVING�ALREADY�RELEASED�OPEN�DATA�IN�TRAN-
sit put us in a good position to respond quickly to the mandate and take 
advantage of this new momentum from the top.

In addition to online groups, forums, and mailing lists, other sites, 
like the GTFS Data Exchange (www.gtfs-data-exchange.com), began 
to emerge to establish communities around the standard and facilitate 
wide adoption in the industry. Companies that offer support for the pro-
DUCTION�AND�MAINTENANCE�FOR�'4&3�BEGAN�TO�lLL�AN�IMPORTANT�VOID�IN�
the industry. GTFS began to generate business and business incentives.

Why Standards Matter for Cities

I believe there are several important ingredients that made the GTFS 
initiative successful:

• A collaborative team that started small and designed for a very 
SPECIlC�USE�
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• 2ELEASING�THE�TRANSIT�DATA�SPECIlCATION�IN�AN�OPEN�STANDARD��THE�
SIMPLICITY�OF�THE�SPECIlCATION�AND�FORMAT�

• A tangible business incentive for the transit agencies and for 
private partners to participate.

• The contributions and involvement from the worldwide com-
munity of users.

The biggest advantage of being part of the GTFS standard for agencies 
is that their information appears in a global set of search products that 
are easy to use and visited by millions and millions of people every day. 
People who do not know a city well, are visiting, or are simply unaware 
OF� THE�AGENCY�S� SERVICES�� CAN�BENElT� AND�lND�ALTERNATIVES� TO�DRIVING��
2EGULAR�PUBLIC�TRANSIT�RIDERS�BENElT�FROM�BEING�ABLE�TO�lND�TRANSIT�IN-
formation in a familiar user interface and in the context of other useful 
information. It’s about providing better information and service deliv-
ery for citizens, which is ultimately aligned with any agency’s mission.

This all comes at a low cost for the city. At TriMet, our process is auto-
mated, so there is very little overhead. TriMet has four major service 
changes a year, in addition to minor changes and adjustments in be-
tween. We may update and publish our GTFS data as frequently as 
twice a month. TriMet has not incurred any direct costs for this spe-
CIlC�PROJECT��EXCEPT�RESOURCE�TIME��WHICH�IS�A�VERY�SMALL�INVESTMENT�IN�
comparison to the returns.

Now that agencies have made GTFS freely available as open data, hun-
dreds of applications have spawned worldwide. We found that by mak-
ing our data easily and openly accessible, developers are getting very 
CREATIVE�AND�EXPANDING� ITS�USE��4HIS� IS�NOT�ONLY�BENElCIAL�BECAUSE� IT�
expands the number of product offerings available, but it can also have 
EMERGENT�ECONOMIC�BENElTS�FOR�DEVELOPERS�AND�THE�COMMUNITIES�THEY�
live in. In addition, because the standard allows for interoperability be-
tween cities, applications built to serve one city can be readily deployed 
to serve other cities for a much lower cost and effort than if the data 
wasn’t standardized.

Early on in the adoption of GTFS, it was suggested that transit agen-
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cies charge fees for their GTFS data. However, it became apparent that 
the return on investment (ROI) was far greater than potential sales on 
the data. In addition, Public Records requests reminded agencies that 
making sought-after data openly available was a far better solution than 
addressing many requests individually. Some developers resorted to 
screen-scraping the data off transit sites, which was not a stable method 
that ensured access to current and accurate customer information. It 
became apparent that open data in a standard format was the solution 
that was in the best interest of the public.

Lessons Learned for Scalable Standards

Civic data standards are not just limited to the realm of public transit. 
Data is a central component of every facet of public service, and there 
is an opportunity for standards in many of them. Emergent efforts in-
CLUDE�THOSE�LIKE�/PEN�����A�STANDARD�FORMAT�FOR�CIVIC�ISSUE�REPORTING��
,)6%3�� A� FORMAT� FOR� RESTAURANT� INSPECTION�DATA�� AND�(OUSE�&ACTS�� A�
standard for residential building inspection data. Lessons from our 
work developing GTFS can help inform how to build a truly scalable 
and open data standard for cities.

A key to the success of GTFS was that we built around a real use case. 
We saw a real problem and a way to solve it with data. Because the 
standard clearly linked to a real-life problem, we were able to artic-
ulate a real ROI for adoption. It’s important to take the time to think 
THROUGH�ALL�THE�DIFFERENT�STAKEHOLDERS�AND�HOW�THEY�CAN�BENElT�FROM�
participation. Don’t underestimate the value of publicity as a tool when 
PUSHING�TO�GET�THOSE�lRST�ADOPTERS�ON�BOARD��0UBLIC�AGENCIES�ARE�USUALLY�
accustomed to getting negative media coverage when something goes 
wrong and no coverage when something goes right. The chance to get 
positive press for the good work they are doing is often a powerful in-
centive. It was game changing when TriMet gained national attention 
at the launch of Google Transit.

Working with a well-known national partner to integrate the data can 
provide a tremendous amount of the momentum needed to succeed. 
Working with Google enabled us to show scalable value quickly, as well 
as gain attention from the association with their brand. We could im-
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mediately show national, and even worldwide, relevance through inte-
gration with Google’s existing widely used products.

(OWEVER��IT�S�IMPORTANT�NOT�TO�CONmATE�THE�IDENTITY�OF�AN�OPEN�STANDARD�
with the brand of a corporate partner. While we engaged other open 
source developers to build apps on the standard and created partner-
ships with industry vendors who supplied transit data services to pro-
vide standards-compliant export functionality for their customers, we 
received pushback: agencies didn’t want to be perceived as giving their 
data to Google exclusively, and developers were reluctant to develop off 
of a standard that had Google in the name. We eventually changed the 
NAME�FROM�'OOGLE�4RANSIT�&EED�3PECIlCATION�TO�'ENERAL�4RANSIT�&EED�
3PECIlCATION�AND� THE� EFFECT�WAS� TRANSFORMATIVE�� )T� GREATLY� REDUCED�
RESISTANCE� FROM�SOFTWARE�VENDORS��PROPONENTS�OF�EXISTING� TRANSIT�DATA�
STANDARDS��COMPANIES�THAT�ASSEMBLED�AND�RESOLD�PUBLIC�DATA��AND�TRAN-
sit agencies who were worried about losing control of their data.

In addition to a national partner, the involvement of other developers 
and partners (including civic hackers, other cities, and larger vendors) 
is crucial for scalability and neutrality of the standard. Be agile and 
evolve to support other entities and applications.

It’s amazing that GTFS has since been adopted relatively quickly on 
a worldwide platform, but it’s even more amazing to think it has been 
adopted worldwide voluntarily. Apparent and persuasive ROIs, its un-
pretentious and evolving nature, and its supporting community are all 
key growth factors.

Standards for Better Public Service

Why did we do all this? I believe it comes back to the core meaning 
of the term “public service.” It is about providing the best experience 
possible to our citizens. At TriMet, we believe it should be just as easy 
for our customers to plan transit trips as it is to get driving instructions. 
Opening up this data to allow for wider use and integration with exist-
ing services is putting a new face on public transportation and reaching 
a much wider audience than we as a single local agency could ever hope 
to. Contrary to speculation that third-party transit applications are 
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drawing attention away from transit agencies and their brand, TriMet 
IS�lNDING�THAT�MANY�APPLICATIONS�ARE�REACHING�A�BROADER�AUDIENCE��4HEY�
direct potential customers to more comprehensive information on an 
agency’s site that may otherwise be unknown.

We still offer our own TriMet trip planner, as we feel it is our respon-
sibility to provide that service to our customers, but Google Transit, 
Bing Maps, and all the other apps that developers have built using this 
data, offer our customers another way to plan their trips with different 
options and features. GTFS lets us meets citizens where they already 
are and builds interoperability across municipalities as it expands to 
more cities.

4HE�NEXT� LOGICAL� STEP� AFTER�'4&3�WAS� DEVELOPING� A� SPECIlCATION� FOR�
real-time transit data in addition to schedule data. TriMet, MBTA, 
"!24��AND�-43�WORKED�WITH�'OOGLE�ON�A�NEW�SPECIlCATION�FOR�RE-
al-time transit data, not just scheduled: the General Transit Feed Spec-
IlCATIONREALTIME�OR�'4&324��h7HAT�IS�'4&3REALTIME�v�����	��4HIS�
INFORMATION�IS�VERY�BENElCIAL�TO�OUR�CUSTOMERS��AND�WIDE�ADOPTION�IS�
growing. We look forward to seeing the impact of civic data standards 
as they expand to other areas of transit and public service.

As Chris Harrelson has said:

It’s perhaps easy to jump to the conclusion that Google is the hero 
in this story, in the typical role of the innovator who overcomes 
THE�INEFlCIENCIES�OF�THE�PAST��BUT�THIS�IS�REALLY�NOT�TRUE�IN�THIS�CASE��
This is a success story about a new model of cooperation in order 
to solve a problem that cannot be addressed directly with either 
market forces or a classic government solution. Everyone had an 
equally important role to play, and without TriMet and other gov-
ernment advocates, this story would not be possible. (Harrelson, 
personal communication, 2013)

GTFS began with a single public agency and single private company 
working together to solve a common problem creatively. The exten-
sive community of agencies and GTFS users continue to collaborate on 
evolving the standard to meet the requirements of many more applica-
tions. The end result is that it is now just as easy to get transit directions 
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as it is to get driving directions from nearly anywhere in the world.
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PART III:
Understanding Open Data

Editor’s Note

This section explores some of the larger scale implications of opening 
government data. Industry experts outline emergent impacts on our 
public sphere, democratic processes, and economy—while also artic-
ulating the enabling factors that are needed to bring about potential 
TRANSFORMATIVE�BENElTS�

In Chapter 11, Eric Gordon and Jessica Baldwin-Philippi argue that 
the open data movement suggests more than just access to govern-
ment data—it is the reframing of data from a government resource to 
a publicly owned asset to which every citizen has right. As a result of 
this reframing, many new tools have been developed that encourage 
citizens to place their personal data into service of collaboration and 
active citizenship. This chapter describes how this culture of open data 
has facilitated good civic habits, which point to active learning and sus-
tainable civic engagement.

Building on that theme, in Chapter 12, User Experience expert Cyd 
Harrell explores design principles as applied to open data, and argues 
THAT� A� CITIZENCENTRIC� APPROACH� IS� KEY� TO� FULLY� REALIZE� THE�BENElTS� OF�
open data in civic life and engagement.

Next, we hear from Michael Chui, Diana Farrell, and Steve Van Kui-
ken from the McKinsey Global Institute, who examine how open data 
can generate economic value in Chapter 13. They offer a framework of 
enablers that open data leadership should take into account in order to 
unlock this potential value.

And in Chapter 14, Alissa Black and Rachel Burstein of the New Amer-
ica Foundation discuss the unique opportunities open data and innova-
tion at the local scale to improve the lives of citizens and make govern-
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ment more responsive and adaptive to residents. They caution against 
excluding smaller, less-resourced cities from the open data movement, 
and outline several steps to ensure that advances in civic innovation are 
inclusive of all kinds of local governments. 



CHAPTER 11

Making a Habit Out of Engagement: 
How the Culture of Open Data Is  

Reframing Civic Life
By Eric Gordon and Jessica Baldwin-Philippi

We live in data rich times. Digital tools, from Facebook to Fitbit, have 
made more and more thoughts and actions collectable. Thoughts and 
actions that were once understood as ephemeral and public can now 
BE� lXED� AND� PRIVATIZED�� )NDEED��MANY� OF� THE� ARTIFACTS� OF� PUBLIC� LIFE�
have become sequestered into proprietary and isolated databases, from 
INDIVIDUAL� MOBILITY� PATTERNS� TO� REmECTIONS� ON� CURRENT� AFFAIRS��7HILE�
this data does not have any obvious function, recent revelations about 
the National Security Agency monitoring Americans’ metadata points 
to just how revealing this data can be. Still, the story has created sur-
prisingly little concern because of a general lack of understanding 
about how metadata can be used. The majority of Americans are 
comfortable with the federal government accessing their metadata 
for the purpose of national security (Pew Research/Washington Post, 
����	�� LIKEWISE��THEY�EXPECT�THAT�CORPORATIONS�WILL�PRESERVE�THEIR�PRI-
vacy by enabling them to control who has access to their personally 
IDENTIlABLE�DATA��"OTH�PERSONALLY� IDENTIlABLE�DATA� AND�METADATA� ARE�
generally seen as passively generated, harmlessly owned and protected 
by corporations, and “rented” when needed.

%NTER�THE�OPEN�DATA�MOVEMENT�A�LOOSELY�DElNED�EFFORT�OF�TECHNOLOGY�
and policy hackers seeking to reposition data and its uses into the pub-
lic domain. From health records to geodata, people are creating stan-
dards and repositories that facilitate access to, interoperability across, 
and transformation of datasets, outside of corporate interests. While 
open data is proving disruptive to a myriad of domains, from music to 
news, it is particularly powerful in the areas of government and civic 
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life. What we call civic data are any data that inform public life, from 
THE�LOCATION�OF�lRE�HYDRANTS�AND�BLIGHTED�PROPERTIES�TO�CITIZEN�REPORTS�
OF�POTHOLES��4HESE�ARE�NOT�PRIVATE�DATA�� THEY�ARE� SIGNALS� TRANSMITTED�
within the public realm that remain publicly accessible.

Over the last several years, governments have pushed to standardize 
and release large datasets. Technologists have created thousands of 
TOOLS�TO�AGGREGATE��lLTER��AND�FACILITATE�PRODUCTION�OF�THIS�DATA��7ITHIN�
this sphere of activity, users transition from being renters to co-owners 
and creators. When they access or contribute data to an open system, 
they expect not only a service, but also that the aggregate of the data 
they produce contributes to something larger. Indeed, open civic data 
is a public asset that can be reused and recombined toward a collective 
good. The net result is more than just access to standard datasets. The 
“culture” of open civic data is the reframing of data from a government 
resource to a publicly owned asset to which every citizen has a right.

While civic hackers and government employees continue to chip away 
at the technical and political problems of data accessibility and interop-
erability, there is a culture of use that is burgeoning in the civic realm 
that needs to be attended to. New tools enable citizens to access, share, 
and contribute to civic data repositories. Each time someone uses a 
tool to help them choose a public school, catch a bus, or report a pot-
hole, they are interacting with and contributing to civic data. When 
they actively choose to share their own data or access public datasets, 
THEY�ARE�CONTRIBUTING�TO�A�CULTURE�OF�CIVIC�DATA�THAT�SHAPES�AND�RElNES�
expectations of how information can and should be used in public life. 
These simple, yet powerful actions are habits. Civic habits—or any ha-
bitual practice of engaging in civic institutions or community life—
are the foundation of the culture of open civic data. These actions be-
come the raw material of civic life.

Why should the open civic data community be thinking about civic 
habits? Habits are what ultimately will sustain the culture of open civic 
data. Without habits, there is no demand for data and no foundation on 
which to build emergent civic actions. In this essay, we look at one kind 
of civic technology: Constituent Relationship Management (CRM) sys-
tems, or 311 reporting tools. CRM systems cultivate civic habits by 
making civic actions accessible and repeatable. By looking at three dis-
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tinct generations of CRM systems, we demonstrate how habits, once 
ESTABLISHED��CAN�BE�REmECTED�UPON�SO�AS�TO�GENERATE�MORE�AND�DIFFERENT�
civic actions.

Making Civic Habits

A habit is a settled or regular tendency, especially one that’s hard to 
give up. We tend to think of habits as bad: smoking, gambling, etc. 
“The fact is,” as psychologist William James wrote in 1892, “our virtues 
ARE�HABITS�AS�MUCH�AS�OUR�VICES��!LL�OUR� LIFE�� SO� FAR�AS� IT�HAS�DElNITE�
form, is but a mass of habits” (James, 1925).

When we talk of civic habits, we are talking about all the practices 
that form civic life, from bad habits like throwing trash on the street 
TO�GOOD�HABITS� LIKE�PICKING�UP�ANOTHER�PERSON�S�TRASH��FROM�POSTING�A�
nasty comment about a neighbor on Facebook to tweeting about traf-
lC��#IVIC�HABITS�ARE�EVERYDAY�REPETITIVE�PRACTICES�THAT�HAVE�A�BEARING�
on public life. As James put it, we are “mere bundles of habits, we are 
stereotyped creatures, imitators and copiers of our past selves” (James, 
1925). The social context of a city, therefore, is a mere bundle of habits 
with tools and systems in place that reinforce or disrupt existing habits. 
Consider how an antiquated data management system in government 
can perpetuate bad civic habits as city workers produce incomplete or 
substandard data. Consider how poor placement of recycling bins can 
produce bad civic habits as people grow tired of carrying a plastic bot-
tle around and just throw it in the nearest trashcan. Now consider how 
access to open data can produce good civic habits by providing oppor-
tunities for people to visualize and augment the world around them so 
as to make better, more informed decisions.

Habits are even more valuable than the sum of their parts. They are 
the building blocks that are necessary if a citizen is to move beyond in-
DIVIDUAL�OR�SERIAL�ACTIONS�TO�BE�MORE�AWARE�AND�ABLE�TO�REmECT�ABOUT�HIS�
or her role in civic life. The philosopher John Dewey argued that all 
learning is premised on habitual actions (Dewey, 2011). According to 
Dewey, it is only when something becomes habitual that one has the 
OPPORTUNITY�TO�REmECT�ON�IT�LIKE�LEARNING�AN�INSTRUMENT�OR�A�LANGUAGE��
Learning happens when one becomes aware of the systems in which 
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actions are taken. For example, when a child is learning to play the 
piano, she begins immediately to make music by pressing keys in no 
apparent order. She does not actually learn to play the piano until 
she understands that strings of notes compose melodies and group-
ings of notes compose chords. If she never has the opportunity to 
place her habits within larger systems, if there is no internal or ex-
ternal structure to her learning, there is a danger of getting stuck 
IN�A�NONREmECTIVE�HABIT�LOOP�THAT�MERELY�CONTINUES�THE�SAME�ACTION�
without the possibility of growth. When people have the opportunity 
to place their habits into systems, habits become productive of other 
habits and emerging systems.

Civic habits are all the actions citizens take that interface with pub-
lic institutions or communities, from voting to reporting to littering to 
checking in on an elderly neighbor. Civic habits are produced through 
formal systems and processes. They are also generated informally by 
ad hoc groups and networks. What are often missing from this “mass 
OF�HABITSv�ARE�OPPORTUNITIES� FOR� REmECTION�� )T� SHOULD�COME�AS�NO�SUR-
prise that government often fails at producing processes and systems 
THAT�BOTH�CULTIVATE�HABITS�AND�PROVIDE�OPPORTUNITIES�TO�REmECT��)T�IS�TOO�
often the case that government makes productive habit formation dif-
lCULT�BECAUSE�BARRIERS�TO�PARTICIPATION�ARE�SIMPLY�TOO�HIGH��"UT�AS�THE�
culture of open civic data intersects with government processes, there 
ARE�EXAMPLES�OF�GOVERNMENT�FULlLLING�ITS�ROLE�AS�A�SYSTEMS�DESIGNER�FOR�
civic habits.

/NE�SUCH�EXAMPLE�IS�THE�RAPIDLY�GROWING�lELD�OF�#ONSTITUENT�2ELATION-
ship Management (CRM) systems. All big cities in the United States 
have some mechanism for citizens to report problems, from potholes 
TO�DOWNED�LIMBS�OR�GRAFlTI��4HESE�SYSTEMS�HAVE�UNDERGONE�A�SERIES�OF�
iterations, from traditional hotlines (CRM 1.0) to mobile applications 
and interactive web pages (CRM 2.0) to mobile and web tools that 
FRAME�INTERACTION�WITHIN�A�REmECTIVE�CONTEXT��#2-����	��SEE�&IGURE��	��
!S�WE�WILL�EXPLAIN��THESE�SYSTEMS�ARE�PROGRESSIVELY�INmUENCED�BY�THE�
CULTURE�OF�OPEN�DATA��4HE�MOVE�FROM�����TO�����REmECTS�AN�EMERGING�
context where citizens can contextualize habits within clearly demar-
cated systems so as to introduce new actions, new habits, and a new 
understanding of civic life.
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Civic Habits and CRM

While CRM systems were originally developed as part of the New Pub-
lic Management approach that emphasized a customer-centered or cit-
izen-centered government, they are also deeply connected to the open 
data movement as both suppliers of civic data and as tools by which to 
display and publicize civic data. Over the last several years, govern-
MENTS� AND�NONPROlTS�HAVE�DEVELOPED� A� VARIETY� OF� TOOLS��7HILE� THEY�
all collect, organize, and publicize civic habits to some degree, these 
tools’ ability to foster good civic habits differ dramatically. Early CRM 
enabled habits, but did little to encourage them. While the next major 
developments in CRM facilitated the development and recognition of 
HABITS��IT�WAS�NOT�DESIGNED�FOR�REmECTION�AS�A�NECESSARY�OR�EVEN�IMPORT-
ant component of habitual action. Currently, as CRM tools are being 
improved and added to, there are isolated examples of designing for 
BETTER��REmECTIVE�CIVIC�HABITS�THAT�DESERVE�ATTENTION�AND�CONTINUATION�

Although it has certainly impacted governments’ approach to data, the 
OPEN�DATA�MOVEMENT�S�lRST�MAJOR�IMPACTS�ON�#2-�SYSTEMS�DID�LITTLE�
to move the public toward a culture of open data. Before mobile ap-
plications ruled the reporting scene, phone-based hotlines (and later 
web portals) provided insight into civic habits. Active in over 130 cities, 
traditional phone-based reporting systems are still in widespread use 
AND�LARGELY�CONSIDERED�TO�BE�SUCCESS�STORIES�IN�TERMS�OF�EFlCIENCY��#2-�
1.0 tools enable citizens to provide information that is relevant to a 
series of reporting categories. Citizens enter information into a set of 
forms or relay this information to an operator. While these tools allow 
CITIZENS�TO�lLE�REPORTS�EFlCIENTLY�AND�EFFECTIVELY��THEY�LACK�INTERACTIVITY��
4HEY�ARE�GOOD�AT�ENABLING�TRANSACTIONS��CITIZENS�NEED�SOMETHING�lXED��
they report it, and the government responds. Even when reports con-
CERN�PUBLIC�ISSUES�A�BROKEN�SIDEWALK�OR�GRAFlTI�ON�A�WALL�THE�HOTLINE�
system frames the habit as a private action: citizens get their particular, 
SPECIlC�NEEDS�MET��THEY�ARE�NOT�PROMPTED�TO�VIEW�THEIR�NEEDS�AS�ONE�OF�
many or as an issue shared with others within a community.

Whether phone-based or online, the open data movement has directly 
impacted these tools. The Open311 movement, for example, has en-
couraged cities to follow many protocols to ensure that their data is 
made public and also able to seamlessly integrate with other cities’ data 
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AND� FUTURE�APPLICATIONS��!S�A� RESULT��A� SIGNIlCANT�PORTION�OF� THE�DATA�
collected in these systems is made available to the public. Still, they 
are disconnected from the actions themselves. While they contribute 
to a valuable store of data, they do not feedback to the user to cultivate 
REmECTION�ON�HABITS�AND�UNDERSTAND�HOW�THOSE�HABITS�lT�INTO�THE�LAND-
scape of the community and the city.

Mobile reporting apps and web tools do more than merely replicate 
the experience offered by older technologies. As CRM systems go mo-
bile and take better advantage of the web, non-governmental groups 
have developed tools that can be used across cities. An example of 
a system created by a non-government group is SeeClickFix. Gov-
ernments themselves have developed tools, such as NYC311, Chica-
go Works, and Citizens Connect (Boston). Building upon the existing 
open data movement, now over 25,000 cities are using SeeClick-
Fix and thirty-two cities are developing apps that support Open311’s 
set of open data standards. These systems display data to more citi-
zens, but more importantly, they allow citizens to see their own data 
in relation to larger community datasets. Within these apps, data is 
immediately available and ready at hand, and it serves as the founda-
tion for subsequent actions.

In Boston’s Citizens Connect, we can see how CRM 2.0 does more to 
CIVIC�ACTIONS�THAN�CATEGORIZE�AND�PUBLICIZE�THEM��IT�MAKES�THEM�IMME-
diately visible to citizens and connects them to the creation of public 
KNOWLEDGE��2ATHER�THAN�SIMPLY�BEING�CONFRONTED�BY�A�FORM�TO�lLL�OUT��
users can look at other reports—deciding to view them according to 
MOST�RECENT�OR�BY�A�SPECIlC�GEOGRAPHICAL�LOCATION��3EE#LICK&IX�ALLOWS�
USERS�TO�SEE�THE�PROlLES�OF�hNEIGHBORSv�USING�THE�SYSTEM�IN�A�SPECIlC�
area. These maps are the traces of collective civic habits, and through 
them, users can visualize their own habits, as well as those of the com-
MUNITY�AS�A�WHOLE��4HIS�VISUALIZATION�OF�CIVIC�HABITS�MARKS�THE�lRST�STEP�
TOWARD�REmECTION�

These tools are widely considered to be successful. Existing apps are 
scaling themselves to function seamlessly across multiple cities, as is 
the case with Massachusetts’ Commonwealth Connect, an iteration of 
Boston’s Citizens Connect, and the amount of participation via these 
APPS� IS� SIGNIlCANT�3EE#LICK&IX� HIT� ITS� �������TH� REPORT� IN�-AY� OF�
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2013. Geolocation and easy camera access in these apps make report-
ing easier, reports clearer, and as a result, government responsiveness 
AND�EFlCIENCY�OF�SERVICE�BETTER��4HESE�TOOLS�ARE�WELL�POSITIONED�TO�TURN�
INDIVIDUAL�ACTIONS�INTO�HABITUAL�PRACTICE�AND�TO�EXPAND�THE�INmUENCE�OF�
such practices to populations not currently predisposed to them.

%NABLING�REmECTION��HOWEVER��HAS�PROVEN�TO�BE�QUITE�DIFlCULT��7HILE�
these tools can present an individual’s civic habits within a larger public 
context, they do not always succeed at generating motivation for users 
to pay attention to that context. A survey of 217 of Boston’s Citizens 
Connect users (a response rate of about forty-one percent, sampled 
from all currently active users) has shown that users are unlikely to en-
gage with the map-based visualization of recent reports or even bother 
to look at other citizens’ reports. Thirty-eight percent of users report 
that they have never used the mobile app to look at other users’ reports, 
and forty-one percent report they use this feature “a minority of the 
time.” With only slightly over nine percent of users reporting they “al-
ways” make use of this feature, it is clear that although possibilities for 
REmECTION�ARE�DESIGNED�INTO�THE�TOOL��THE�TYPICAL�USE�CONTEXT�DOES�NOT�
yet motivate these actions.

There are exceptional cases of citizens working together to solve prob-
LEMS�BEFORE�THE�CITY�CAN�GET�TO�THEM�lXING�A�DAMAGED�MURAL�OR�OVER-
turning a neighbor’s garbage can to free a possibly-dead possum—but 
these are not the norm. CRM tools have not fully taken advantage of 
THE�EMERGING�CULTURE�OF�OPEN�CIVIC�DATA�TO�CULTIVATE�REmECTION�ON�CIVIC�
habits. They still tend to default to the mere facilitation of habitual 
practice, but as more and more cities commit to using these tools or 
SEEK�TO�DEVELOP�THEIR�OWN��NONREmECTIVE�HABITS�SHOULD�NOT�BE�ENOUGH��
4HESE�TOOLS�HAVE�THE�POTENTIAL�TO�CULTIVATE�REmECTION��WHERE�TAKING�IN-
dividual action leads to actionable public understanding.

CRM tools should be iterated, redesigned, and expanded to create en-
VIRONMENTS� THAT�NOT�ONLY�ALLOW�FOR�REmECTION�UPON�ONE�S� ROLE� IN�CIVIC�
life, but also actually necessitate it. Some good examples include Se-
eClickFix’s asking and answering feature and Civic Hero, a gami-
lED� VERSION� OF� REPORTING��7HILE� THESE� EXAMPLES� ARE� PROMISING�� THEY�
may not go far enough—how one interacts with CRM should be fun-
DAMENTALLY� RECONlGURED� FOR� REmECTION�� )N� OTHER�WORDS��WHEN� A�USER�
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picks up Citizens Connect to report a pothole, that impulse should be 
immediately framed within a larger social context.

Built as an API that connects to multiple existing tools—Boston’s Cit-
izens Connect and Commonwealth Connect, SeeClickFix, and Four-
square—StreetCred is one such example. It is designed to improve civ-
IC�HABITS�AND�ENCOURAGE�REmECTION�UPON�THESE�HABITS�AT�MULTIPLE�POINTS�
in the interaction. In StreetCred, players are prompted to take specif-
ic actions using already-existing tools, such as Citizens Connect, and 
are rewarded with badges, which contribute to larger campaigns and 
real-life rewards. Actions, badges, and campaigns all contribute to a 
social reputation system that lets players see their participation within 
the context of community data.

4HE�SIGNIlCANCE�OF�THIS�INTERVENTION�IS�THREEFOLD��&IRST��3TREET#RED�CON-
textualizes one-off moments of participation within greater civic goals 
and highlights big picture needs of a community or city. Fundamental-
ly, the idea of campaigns is meant to order discrete transactions into 
legible accomplishments with clear objectives. This practice attempts 
TO�INTERRUPT�AND�SUPPLEMENT�EXISTING�HABITS�WITH�MOMENTS�OF�REmECTION�
by encouraging actions that citizens have not taken, but are related to 
either citizens’ own interests, or major issues within the community. 
Second, through location-based interactions, StreetCred makes play-
ers aware of how their actions contribute to overall participation at a 
local, community, and city level. Campaigns are often related to local 
geographic areas, and users’ actions and standing are always displayed 
within the map-based interfaces that highlight an individual’s actions 
within their local community. As opposed to systems where the act of 
reporting can be a private interaction with a city, StreetCred allows 
users to take civic action alongside and in comparison to other citizens. 
By constructing APIs that connect data from a variety of aggregators, 
be they privately or publicly owned, StreetCred highlights the fact that 
open data is not limited to government-run programs.

Conclusion

Civic life is a mass of habits. By enabling moments of civic participation 
to be collected in ways that are accessible, interoperable, and visible, 
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the open data movement has provided citizens with a way to easily 
understand these habits and opened up a bounty of new opportunities 
TO� SIMPLY�AND�mEXIBLY�CULTIVATE� THEM��!S�MORE�AND�MORE�DATA� IS�COL-
lected and collectable, it is government’s responsibility to create and/
OR�SUPPORT�THE�SYSTEMS�IN�WHICH�HABITS�ARE�FORMED�AND�REmECTED�UPON�

As CRM systems and civic apps undergo further development and it-
eration, we must move beyond simply designing to make civic actions 
EASY�AND�SUSTAINABLE��)NSTEAD��DESIGN�CHOICES�THAT�ENCOURAGE�REmECTIVE�
civic habits and collaborative and communal participation ought to be 
the norm. Not only can tools be designed to improve and deepen the 
civic experience, but their iterations can also set the stage for the de-
velopment of a more robust culture of open data that extends beyond 
the civic realm.
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CHAPTER 12

The Beginning of a Beautiful  
Friendship: Data and Design in  
Innovative Citizen Experiences

By Cyd Harrell

4HE�PAST�DECADE�HAS�BROUGHT�ENORMOUS�AND�GROWING�BENElTS�TO�ORDI-
nary citizens through applications built on public data. Any release of 
data offers advantages to experts, such as developers and journalists, 
but there is a crucial common factor in the most successful open data 
applications for non-experts: excellent design. In fact, open data and 
citizen-centered design are natural partners, especially as the govern-
ment 2.0 movement turns to improving service delivery and govern-
ment interaction in tandem with transparency. It’s nearly impossible to 
design innovative citizen experiences without data, but that data will 
not reach its full potential without careful choices about how to aggre-
gate, present, and enable interaction with it.

Why Design Matters

Public data is rarely usable by ordinary citizens in the form in which 
IT�IS�lRST�RELEASED��4HE�RELEASE�IS�A�CRUCIAL�EARLY�STEP��BUT�IT�IS�ONLY�ONE�
step in the process of maximizing the usefulness of public resources for 
the people who own them. Because data carries important information 
about the parts of people’s lives that are necessarily communal, it needs 
to be available and accessible to all. It needs to be presented in ways 
that illuminate the information it contains and that allow residents to 
interact with it and incorporate that information into their lives.

The real-time transit apps that are such a strong early example of useful 
open data do more than offer a raw feed of bus positions. The best of 
them allow riders to search arrivals on multiple lines of their choosing 
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and adjust their commute plans accordingly. We can see the difference 
between great and merely adequate design in markets where multi-
ple applications have been built based on the same data. Designs that 
more smoothly facilitate the tasks that people want to do are the most 
adopted. Conversely, valuable data that is presented in a way that is at 
odds with citizens’ mental models or awkward to use often doesn’t get 
the attention it deserves.

7HEN�INTERNAL�SYSTEMS�OR�PROCESSES�lRST�BECOME�TRANSPARENT�TO�ENDUS-
ers via the internet, something profound happens. Assumptions that 
seemed rock solid can come into question, and the entire reason for 
RUNNING�THE�SYSTEMS�AND�PROCESSES�CAN�BE�REDElNED��)�HAD�THE�PRIVI-
LEGE�OF�WORKING�AT�A�LARGE�lNANCIAL�COMPANY�DURING�THE�EARLY�DAYS�OF�
online stock trading in the 1990s. Since it was founded, the company 
had employed brokers to interact with customers and accept their trade 
requests. If the back-end systems supporting trading happened to go 
down, the brokers covered for them with multiple layers of backup 
plans. As experts and daily users, they also covered for quirks in the 
system, odd error messages, etc. The company invested heavily in tech-
nology and had a track record of ninety-nine percent system uptime, of 
WHICH�IT�WAS�JUSTIlABLY�PROUD�

However, once it opened its doors on the web and allowed custom-
ers to place trade orders online, things changed. Ninety-nine percent 
UPTIME�MEANT�POTENTIALLY�lFTEEN�MINUTES�OF�DOWNTIME�IN�TWENTYFOUR�
hours, which was enough to inconvenience thousands of customers if 
it happened to fall during the market day. A metric that had been im-
portant to the company, and on which it thought it was winning, was 
no longer close to good enough. Error messages written for employees 
who received six months of training (and were, of course, being paid 
to be there) were not clear or friendly enough for customers who were 
becoming accustomed to online interaction through retail. The com-
pany had to rethink everything from how it measured its mainframe 
performance to how it designed its web pages in order to present errors 
gracefully. It had to intentionally write and design error messages for 
THE�lRST�TIME��)T�HAD�TO�CONSIDER�THE�NEEDS�OF�PEOPLE�WHO�WERE�NOT�BE-
ing paid to be there (and indeed, who had plenty of options with the 
company’s competitors) in making choices about its technology systems.
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I’m happy to say that my old employer recognized and took on the 
challenge, and it continues to be a leader in modern, internet-enabled 
lNANCIAL�SERVICES�TODAY��)�SEE�AN�ANALOGY�BETWEEN�WHAT�HAPPENED�IN�
that industry in the 1990s and what is happening in government now 
in the 2010s. It was the opening of the systems to customer interaction 
that triggered a revolution in how the company approached design-
ING� FOR�CUSTOMERS��4HIS�WASN�T� JUST�A�lNANCIAL� INDUSTRY�PHENOMENON��
As retail stalwarts like Nordstrom attracted online customers, inven-
TORY�SYSTEMS�DESIGNED�FOR�INTERNAL�USE�BECAME�ACCESSIBLE�OR�AT�lRST�
inaccessible—to customers, creating a frustrating experience. What 
Nordstrom did in its 2010 redesign has some similarities to a municipal 
open data release: the company exposed its entire inventory to custom-
ERS�SHOPPING�ONLINE��ENABLING�PEOPLE�TO�DIRECTLY�lND�WHAT�THEY�WERE�
looking for, wherever it existed within the company’s distribution and 
warehousing systems or its stores (Clifford, 2010). Again, the needs of 
customers now able to interact with Nordstrom’s systems engendered 
a profound rethinking of what information (data) it provided and how 
(design) it provided it.

Open data has the potential to trigger a similar revolution in how gov-
ernments think about providing services to citizens and how they mea-
sure their success. It’s a huge opportunity, and to take advantage of it 
will require understanding citizen needs, behaviors, and mental mod-
els, and making choices about how to use data to support all of those. 
In other words, it will require design.

Where Does Design Come In?

Data science can be understood in terms of seven stages: acquire, parse, 
lLTER��MINE��REPRESENT��RElNE��AND�INTERACT��&RY������	��&OR�THE�EAGERLY�
WAITING�CIVIC�HACKER��THE�lRST�STEP��ACQUIRE��IS�ACCOMPLISHED�THROUGH�AN�
open data release. For the skilled civic hacker, or for many journalists, 
that step is the critical one—she can thank the agency that released the 
data and proceed with her project. The average city resident, however, 
lNDS�HIM�OR�HERSELF�DEPENDENT�ON�OTHERS�FOR�SIX�OF�THOSE�SEVEN�STEPS�
AFTER�DATA�IS�RELEASED��AND�IN�PARTICULAR��ON�THE�lNAL�THREE�STEPS�REP-
RESENT��RElNE��AND�INTERACT��4HESE�STEPS�ARE�STRONGLY�ASSOCIATED�WITH�THE�
practice of citizen-centered design.
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4HE�DIFlCULT�TASK�OF�MAKING�DATA�MEANINGFUL�AND�USEFUL�TO�ALL�THE�PEO-
PLE�WHO�CAN�BENElT�FROM�IT�CAN�DRAW�ON�MANY�METHODS�AND�EXAMPLES��
BUT�SKIPPING�THESE�lNAL�STEPS�OR�DOING�THEM�POORLY�CAN�LEAD�TO�CONFU-
sion and underutilization of the data that activists have worked hard to 
get released. Consider US Census data, to take a large example. Ear-
ly versions of American FactFinder simply provided links to available 
datasets—a valuable service and a vast improvement on what was avail-
able before, via the internet. Still, it was very challenging for untrained 
people to wade through it.

The latest version of FactFinder, which was released with the 2010 cen-
sus data in early 2013, has employed design in order to go much further 
�SEE�HTTP���FACTlNDER��CENSUS�GOV	��4HIS�HAS�BEEN�A�PROCESS�OF�EVOLUTION��
FROM�THE�lRST�ONLINE�RELEASES�AFTER�THE������CENSUS�TO�TODAY��4HE�LATEST�
version allows a search by ZIP code and returns a set of tabs, each of 
which highlights one critical piece of information, such as the total 
population of that ZIP code on the population tab. The Income tab 
highlights median household income. There are many more facts avail-
able in neatly arranged web tables via links, and there is even a Guided 
3EARCH�WIZARD�THAT�HELPS�USERS�lND�THEIR�WAY�TO�TABLES�THAT�ARE�LIKELY�TO�
interest them. It’s not Nordstrom.com (or any other large retailer with 
a design staff and design culture) in terms of ease of use, but it does a 
great deal to return this data, which is collected by the government and 
owned by the people, to the people in a form in which they can use it.

Examples From a Design Perspective

There’s more to designing open data well than just making it search-
able and presenting it attractively. In a recent study of US counties’ 
OFlCIAL� ELECTION�DEPARTMENT�WEBSITES��MY�COLLABORATORS� AND� )�DISCOV-
ered a problem with election results released online (Chisnell, 2012). 
Counties, as everyone who follows elections knows, are the units that 
precincts roll up to, and for most of the US, they are the level of govern-
MENT�THAT�HAS�OFlCIALS�WHO�ARE�RESPONSIBLE�FOR�ENSURING�FAIR�ELECTIONS�
AND�PUBLISHING�RESULTS��!LL�OF�THE�COUNTIES�THAT�WE�STUDIED�FULlLLED�THEIR�
statutory obligation to provide vote totals within their county, but vot-
ERS�WITH�WHOM�WE�CONDUCTED�USABILITY�SESSIONS�WERE�DISSATISlED�WITH�
what they found. Why? The counties are releasing the same informa-
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tion they have released for decades, to newspapers in earlier days and 
to radio and television journalists as the twentieth century progressed. 
&OR�HUNDREDS�OF�YEARS��JOURNALISTS��AND�STATE�ELECTION�OFlCIALS	�HAVE�PER-
formed the service of aggregating these county tallies for voters, so that 
they know who actually won. This is what voters have come to expect 
as the meaning of “election results”—“who” or “which side” prevailed 
in the contests they voted on. So, voters looking at county election web-
sites were confused and disappointed by the results sections, which 
provided only local tallies and no “results.”

There’s nothing wrong with this public data, but there is a problem 
with information design. Voters look to these sites for what they think 
of as results, particularly on second and third rank contests that may 
not be well covered by the media. The sites currently don’t provide 
voters’ idea of results, but simple design changes would allow them 
to. Without complicating these sites’ visual or interaction design, the 
counties could provide links to the overall outcomes of the contests 
they report on and satisfy everything citizens want. Design isn’t neces-
sarily about being fancy or even pretty—much of it is about the right 
information at the right time.

4HE�GOVERNMENT�HAS�COLLECTED�THE�lRST�NAMES�OF�CHILDREN�REGISTERED�FOR�
Social Security since the program began. They’ve collected baby names 
from birth registrations for longer. In fact, births and names are a basic 
public record. In the 1990s, after the advent of the web, these records 
became much more interesting because the data was made available in 
a form that was easy to explore. We can thank an SSA employee named 
-ICHAEL�3HACKLEFORD�FOR�WRITING�THE�lRST�SEARCH�PROGRAM�AND�MAKING�
lRST�NAME�DATA�PUBLIC��'RAHAM������	��4HE�AGENCY�HAS�SINCE�EVOLVED�ITS�
own design and seen others build on top of its open data. One famous 
example is NameVoyager. NameVoyager offers a brilliant design on top 
of public data—the step of visualizing the popularity of names over 
time on a graph, with pink and blue bands representing girls’ and boys’ 
names, and the simple interface that constricts the bands as the user 
types each letter of a name turns a bureaucratic dataset into a game.

Mobile apps using transit data are one of the biggest citizen-facing 
open data success stories, but again, an app that simply provides a feed 
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of GPS coordinates for buses isn’t a winner. Those that provide the 
most features aren’t necessarily the best ones either.

Weather data has seen some interesting developments in 2012 and 
2013 in terms of design. Government weather data has been consid-
ered a public good since the government gained the capability to col-
lect meaningful weather data. However, until very recently, it has been 
offered to the public through basically a single information model. This 
model was regional (because information was distributed by broad-
cast), focused on large events and weather patterns, both because those 
make sense in the regional model and because the entities with the 
most pressing need for weather data were agricultural and industrial.

Now, consider three recent weather apps, all for mobile phones, that 
take public weather data a step further: Dark Sky, Swackett, and Ya-
hoo! Weather. All use essentially the same public data, and each offers 
a different experience. Swackett (released in January 2012) proposes 
that the main reason individuals need weather data is to understand 
what kind of clothes to put on or whether or not to bring a jacket. 
)TS�INTERFACE�SHOWS�A�WHIMSICAL�lGURE��WHICH�THE�USER�CAN�CUSTOMIZE�
through different editions, dressed appropriately for that day’s predict-
ed weather in the user’s location. More traditional weather information 
is available through navigation.

Dark Sky (released in April 2012) doesn’t show a person, but it also 
assumes that an individual’s reason for looking up the weather is both 
hyper-local and immediate-future. Dark Sky’s default screen shows 
expected rainfall over the next sixty minutes for the user’s current lo-
cation. It answers the question “do I need to take an umbrella if I go 
OUT�RIGHT�NOW�v�AND�IT�SENDS�NOTIlCATIONS�LIKE�hLIGHT�RAIN�STARTING�IN�lVE�
minutes.” (All of this is only useful because the data is excellent.)

Yahoo! Weather’s new app, released in April 2013, combines govern-
ment data with Yahoo’s repository of photos shared by its users to pro-
vide a simple temperature with a photographic background that gives 
a sense of what that weather feels like in the current location. Its de-
signers chose radical simplicity—there are no radar maps, no extend-
ed forecasts, and no extras. Different people might choose differently 
among these three apps—none of them is clearly “better” than the 
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others—but they all employ design in combination with open data to 
deliver an experience that far exceeds anything that existed prior to 
the 2010s.

Even our work in open data standards can be supported by good de-
sign choices. I don’t mean colors and fonts, but choices about where 
and how to display information that takes account of how people use 
it. I’ve been guilty of being a killjoy in the past when I’ve heard about 
restaurant health inspection score data being released and civic hack-
ers building apps on it. As a UX designer, I’ve never observed anyone 
paying attention to the required public posting of scores in restaurant 
windows, and it’s hard for me to imagine that anyone would actually 
use such an app in the course of ordinary restaurant going. That said, 
when Code for America collaborated with the city of San Francisco 
AND�9ELP� TO�PLACE� RESTAURANTS�� LATEST� SCORES�WITHIN� THEIR�9ELP�PROlLES�
using the LIVES standard, I predicted that this would be a useful and 
successful design.

Why? Yelp is one of the key places where people make decisions about 
restaurants already. Having one more piece of information available 
within that interface supports established behaviors that would be dif-
lCULT�TO�CHANGE��WHEREAS�HAVING�TO�DOWNLOAD�AND�INSTALL�A�SEPARATE�APP�
SPECIlC� TO� HEALTH� INSPECTIONS�WOULD� COMPLICATE� THE� PROCESS� OF� EVAL-
uating restaurants. While this may seem like just an implementation 
choice, it’s a design choice that makes an enormous difference to the 
user experience.

Much of the work that we are proudest of at Code for America involves 
strong design, as well as clever technology. BlightStatus, built for the 
city of New Orleans by Alex Pandel, Amir Reavis-Bey, and Eddie Teje-
da in 2012, is celebrated for its success in integrating data from seven 
disparate city departments. It employs plain language, simple and fa-
miliar web affordances, and clear information hierarchies.

DiscoverBPS, the Boston Public Schools search app created by Joel 
Mahoney in 2011, succeeds because it looks at the process of school 
choice from a parent’s perspective. Rather than listing data school by 
school, it allows comparison across factors that are likely to be import-
ant to families (based on the creators’ user research). In reducing the 
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BURDEN�REQUIRED�TO�EXTRACT�MEANING��I�E��THE�SPECIlC�INFORMATION�CAT-
egories they care about) from public data, it uses design to make the 
information more accessible to everyone.

How Do Successful Collaborations Between 
/FlCIALS��$ATA�'EEKS��AND�$ESIGNERS�7ORK�

$ESIGN�IS�A�LESS�FAMILIAR�lELD�TO�SOME�MEMBERS�OF�THE�OPEN�DATA�COM-
munity, but it shouldn’t be intimidating. Designers, in particular de-
signers who practice user-centered design, interaction design, or other 
DISCIPLINES� FROM� THE� BROAD� USER� EXPERIENCE� lELD�� ARE� ACCUSTOMED� TO�
working in cross-disciplinary teams and being transparent about their 
PROCESSES��-UCH�LIKE�GEEKS�IN�OTHER�lELDS��THEY�ARE�OFTEN�IDEALISTIC�AND�
unable to resist working on interesting problems.

At Code for America, we include a fellow with a design background 
on every team, in collaboration with coders and data scientists. The 
DESIGNER�S�lRST� ROLE� IS� TO�UNDERSTAND�THE�PROBLEM�FROM�A�CITIZEN�PER-
spective. They may review analytics, conduct interviews or end-user 
observations, or facilitate more formal research. From here, they go 
on to propose experiences or interactions that would improve the audi-
ence’s life, without immediate reference to what’s technically feasible. 
This is one starting point for collaboration. Many designers sketch at 
the stage where developers begin hacking around. Inspiration is equal-
ly possible from this direction or from what a developer may dig up in 
UNDERSTANDING� THE� DATASET�� A� FREERANGING� CONVERSATION� BETWEEN� THE�
two disciplines is often magical.

We also ask designers to set goals for the end-user experience of any-
thing we build and to work with their city partners and developer 
colleagues to align around what qualities the experience should have. 
Some of these are general—it’s always a goal for an application to be 
SIMPLE��BEAUTIFUL��AND�EASY�TO�USE�BUT�MANY�ARE�SPECIlC�TO�THE�PROB-
LEM�AND�AUDIENCE��!�����DASHBOARD�FOR�A�BUSY�CITY�OFlCIAL�AND�A�0ARKS�
& Recreation app for neighborhood residents will have very different 
design goals. Once these goals are known, a good designer can guide a 
team in arranging information and choosing interface elements to sup-
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port them. Designers are also expert in identifying barriers to adoption 
or use based on their knowledge of the audience.

To be clear, design training isn’t required to do any of this, although an 
experienced designer can be a great asset to a team and designers are 
starting to join the open data and civic hacking movements in greater 
numbers. Many of the core design and user research techniques are 
well documented and require less time to learn than a new program-
ming language. So, design can play a role as an activity, as well as a 
team member.

What Could Open Design Look Like?

Whenever I write about design in government systems or open data, 
I run up against the question of whether design, too, can be open. 
7HILE�THE�ANSWER�IS�AN�UNQUALIlED�YES��THE�PROCESSES�AND�CULTURE�AR-
en’t as mature as they are for open data or open source software. One 
interesting example is the Gov.UK design principles, which attempt to 
open a successful design process (“Design Principles,” 2012). Organi-
zations adopting these principles would follow many of the techniques 
described above.

Traditionally, design has been among the most copyable disciplines—
there is no reverse-engineering required to make a Submit button that 
looks like someone else’s excellent button. There have been lawsuits 
over the years that have attempted to protect designs (witness Apple 
suing Microsoft over early versions of Windows), but most have been 
unsuccessful. It’s understood that compelling designs will be imitated. 
At the same time, there’s something important about a willingness to 
be imitated and to have a two-way dialogue with others working to 
improve experiences in the same space. The city of Buenos Aires has 
committed to open-sourcing the design of its open data catalog, and 
the Gov.UK website publishes critical elements of its design, in addi-
tion to the process principles. Both of these designs are strong, and 
hopefully, their openness encourages more people to start from strong 
foundations.

How else can we share? We can share examples of useful design goals 
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that contributed to successful applications. We can share learning ex-
periences about particular audiences and tasks. While there may be 
reasons why a Chicago transit rider is different from a Seattle rider, it’s 
highly likely that they have many needs in common. If a member of our 
COMMUNITY�INTERVIEWED�lFTEEN�COMMUTERS�IN�3EATTLE�AND�PROPOSED�A�
set of design goals for a transit app based on those experiences, those 
goals could be a useful starting point for a team working on a transit 
app anywhere. We need to develop better mechanisms for this level of 
sharing as we develop a culture of open civic design.

Conclusion

Design is a critical practice for enabling open data to reach its full 
transformative potential. Without citizens being able to interact with 
government data directly, we are unlikely to trigger a revolution in how 
services are provided. We all know how much we need that revolution, 
for reasons of cost, fairness, and human dignity.

-ETHODS�DRAWN�FROM�THE�USER�EXPERIENCE�lELD�ARE�THE�EASIEST�WAY�TO�
translate open data into a format that’s usable and accessible for the 
average (or non-average) citizen. The most successful and broadly used 
open data projects have always relied on design, whether or not people 
formally trained in design were part of the teams. Our task now is to 
bring our best design ideas into our shared movement and take advan-
tage of everything the discipline has to offer. With design, we can give 
the public back its data in real use, as well as in name.
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CHAPTER 13

Generating Economic Value through 
Open Data

By Michael Chui, Diana Farrell, and Steve Van Kuiken

The private and public sectors have begun to embrace “big data” and 
analytics to improve productivity and enable innovation. We have doc-
umented the tremendous economic potential that can be unlocked by 
using the increasing volumes and diversity of real-time data (e.g., social 
MEDIA��ROAD�TRAFlC�mOWS	�TO�MAKE�BETTER�DECISIONS�IN�A�WIDE�VARIETY�OF�
sectors, from healthcare to manufacturing to retail to public adminis-
tration (Manyika et al., 2011).

Open data—governments and other institutions making their data 
FREELY� AVAILABLE�PLAYS� AN� IMPORTANT� ROLE� IN�MAXIMIZING� THE�BENElTS�
of big data. Open data enables third parties to create innovative prod-
ucts and services using datasets such as transportation data, or data 
about medical treatments and their outcomes, that are generated in the 
course of providing public services or conducting research. This is a 
trend that is both global—in less than two years, the number of nation-
al governments that have become members of the Open Government 
0ARTNERSHIP�HAS�INCREASED�FROM�A�FOUNDING�EIGHT�TO�MORE�THAN�lFTY�
AND�LOCAL��STATE�PROVINCIAL��AND�MUNICIPAL�GOVERNMENTS��INCLUDING�.EW�
York, Chicago, and Boston, have begun to “liberate” their data through 
open data initiatives.

Some of the key motivations for open data initiatives are to promote 
transparency of decision-making, create accountability for elected and 
APPOINTED�OFlCIALS��AND�SPUR�GREATER�CITIZEN�ENGAGEMENT��)N�ADDITION��
however, it is increasingly clear that open data can also enable the cre-
ation of economic value beyond the walls of the governments and in-
stitutions that share their data. This data can not only be used to help 
increase the productivity of existing companies and institutions, it also 
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can spur the creation of entrepreneurial businesses and improve the 
welfare of individual consumers and citizens.

McKinsey & Company is engaged in ongoing research to identify the 
POTENTIAL�ECONOMIC�IMPACT�OF�OPEN�DATA��THE�lNDINGS�FROM�WHICH�WILL�
be published in the fall of 2013. In this piece, we would like to share 
some of our preliminary hypotheses from this work, including exam-
ples from our research into open data in healthcare (See “The ‘Big 
Data’ revolution in healthcare,” McKinsey Center for US Healthcare 
Reform and Business Technology).

$ElNITIONS

)T�S�HELPFUL� TO�lRST� CLARIFY�WHAT�WE�MEAN�BY�OPEN�DATA��7E�USE� FOUR�
CRITERIA�TO�DElNE�OPEN�DATA�

• Accessible to all. This is the key criterion—the data becomes 
accessible outside of the organization that generated or collect-
ed it.

• Machine-readable. Data must be useable, which means it must 
be made available in formats that are easily used in third-party 
applications.

• Free. Zero or low costs for data access aid openness.

• Unrestricted rights to use. Data that is unencumbered by con-
tractual or other restrictions leads to the maximum potential of 
innovation.

However, we also recognize that these are the ideals of “openness” 
AND� THERE� IS� STILL� SIGNIlCANT�VALUE� IN�MAKING�DATA�MORE�WIDELY�AVAIL-
able, even if its use is not completely unrestricted. For example, the 
US Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) has released 
SOME�HEALTHCARE� CLAIMS�DATA�� BUT� ONLY� FOR� USE�BY�QUALIlED�MEDICAL�
researchers, and with strict rules about how the data can be used. Nev-
ertheless, providing this data outside of CMS multiplies the amount of 
value it can create. Similarly, there is great variation in the degree to 
which data can be considered machine-readable. Data in proprietary 
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formats is machine-readable, but is less useful than data in open-stan-
dard formats, which do not require licenses to use and are not subject 
to change with format updates decided by a single vendor. And while 
A�STRICT�DElNITION�OF�OPEN�DATA�REQUIRES�ZERO�COST�FOR�DATA�ACCESS��SOME�
institutions have chosen to charge a fee for accessing data, still provid-
ing considerable value.

6ERY�CLOSELY�RELATED�TO�THIS�DElNITION�OF�OPEN�DATA�IS�THE�CONCEPT�OF�hMY�
data,” which involves supplying data about individuals or organizations 
that has been collected about them. In the United States, the “Blue 
Button” encourages healthcare providers to give patients access to 
their health information (see www.bluebuttondata.org). Similarly, the 
“Green Button” program encourages energy providers to give consum-
ers access to energy usage information such as data collected by smart 
meters (see www.greenbuttondata.org). In “my data” applications, in-
formation is not made accessible to all, but only to the person or orga-
nization whose activities generated the data. These users can opt in to 
make their data available to other service providers (e.g., a service that 
analyzes energy consumption and suggests ways in which to improve 
ENERGY�EFlCIENCY	�

Why Now?

It’s also worth considering why the open data movement is gathering 
momentum. First, the amount and variety of valuable data that is being 
generated and collected by institutions has exploded: transaction data 
produced by government, sensor data collected from the physical world, 
and regulatory data collected from third parties such as transportation 
CARRIERS�OR�lNANCIAL�INSTITUTIONS��3ECONDLY��THE�ABILITY�TO�PROCESS�LARGE��
real-time, diverse streams of data has been improving at an exponential 
rate, thanks to advances in computing power. Today, a smartphone has 
SUFlCIENT�PROCESSING�POWER�TO�BEAT�A�GRANDMASTER�AT�CHESS�

Equally important, there are institutional forces accelerating the adop-
tion of open data initiatives. Both within and especially outside of gov-
ernment, decision makers are demanding more precise and timely in-
sights, supported by data and experimentation (e.g., running controlled 
experiments on the web or in the real world to determine how people 
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will actually behave). At the same time, governments are under pres-
sure to become more transparent, while simultaneously doing more 
WITH�LESS�DUE�TO�lSCAL�CONSTRAINTS��4HE�lNANCIAL�PRESSURE�ALSO�COMPELS�
governments to look for economic growth and innovation, which could 
be catalyzed by new businesses based on open data.

&INALLY��THERE�IS�A�SOCIAL�BENElT��OPEN�DATA�CAN�DEMOCRATIZE�INFORMA-
tion, as more individuals gain access to their own data through my data 
initiatives, and people with programming skills gain access to more 
datasets. Individuals can develop applications that use open data, re-
mECTING�THEIR�INTERESTS��RATHER�THAN�RELYING�ON�DATA�SERVICES�PROVIDED�BY�
large organizations.

How Open Data Creates Economic Value

Our emerging hypothesis is that the effective use of open data can un-
LOCK�SIGNIlCANT�AMOUNTS�OF�ECONOMIC�VALUE��&OR�EXAMPLE��IN�53�HEALTH-
care, we found that more than $300 billion a year in value potentially 
could be created through the use of more open data, e.g., through the 
analysis of open data to determine which therapies are both medically 
EFFECTIVE�AND�COSTEFlCIENT��7E�ALSO�RECOGNIZE�THAT�ACCESS�TO�DATA�ALONE�
does not unlock value. In healthcare, many systemic reforms need to 
be in place before data-enabled innovations such as large-scale analy-
ses of comparative effectiveness and genetically tailored therapies can 
achieve their maximum potential. Yet, if reforms are in place, truly 
transformative changes in the healthcare system can result. We believe 
similar changes can occur in many other domains.

So what are some of the archetypes for value creation that we discov-
ERED��"UILDING�ON�OUR�BIG�DATA�RESEARCH��WE�SEE�lVE�COMMON�WAYS�IN�
which the use of open data can unlock value.

Transparency

)N�MANY�CASES��WE�lND�THAT�DECISIONS�ARE�MADE�WITHOUT�ACCESS�TO�RELE-
vant data. Simply providing data to the right decision maker at the right 
moment can be a huge win. For example, most patients and primary 
care physicians have limited knowledge about how well different hos-
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pitals do in various types of surgery or how much different providers 
charge for a particular procedure. When such data exists—and is pro-
vided in a usable format—the resulting transparency can lead to better 
decisions. In our study of US healthcare, we estimate that ensuring 
that patients go to the right care setting (e.g., the one with the best 
record of outcomes and the best costs) could unlock $50 to $70 billion 
in annual value.

Exposing Variability and Enabling Experimentation

Closely related to transparency is the concept of exposing variability 
in processes and outcomes, then using experimentation to identify the 
drivers of that variability. For example, open data can be used to ex-
pose the variability in improving student achievement across various 
schools or school districts. When this information is made transparent, 
it creates incentives to improve educational outcomes. In addition to 
simply exposing differences in performance, open data can be used 
to design and analyze the outcomes of purposeful experimentation to 
determine which organizational or teaching techniques raise student 
achievement.

Segmenting Populations to Tailor Actions

Open data can also be used to ensure that individuals and organizations 
receive the products and services that best meet their needs. There is 
an old saying in marketing that we know that half of marketing spend-
ing is wasted, but we don’t know which half. Open data can sometimes 
HELP�MARKETERS�lND�THE�ADDITIONAL�INSIGHTS�THAT�CAN�MAKE�THEIR�EFFORTS�
more effective. For example, a provider of rooftop solar panels could 
NARROW�ITS�TARGETED�OFFERS�TO�CUSTOMERS�WHO�BOTH�HAVE�SUFlCIENT�ROOF�
AREA��AND�SUFlCIENT�SOLAR�EXPOSURE�BY�USING�AERIAL�IMAGERY�AND�WEATHER�
data available from public sources.

Augmenting and/or Automating Human Decision-Making

Open data can be used to augment the data that is being analyzed to 
improve or automate decision-making. We know from research in be-
HAVIORAL�ECONOMICS�AND�OTHER�lELDS�THAT�HUMAN�DECISIONMAKING�IS�OF-
TEN�INmUENCED�BY�COGNITIVE�BIASES��&URTHERMORE��OUR�MINDS�ARE�LIMITED�
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in the number of data points we can process. Advanced analytical tech-
niques can help overcome these limitations. For example, researchers 
ONLY�IDENTIlED�THE�CARDIOVASCULAR�RISKS�OF�#/8��INHIBITORS��A�CLASS�OF�
ANTIINmAMMATORY�DRUGS	�AFTER�ANALYZING�DATA�ON�MILLIONS�OF�INDIVIDUAL�
doses. In some cases, data can be used to make real-time decisions 
automatically. For example, by combining data from embedded sensors 
WITH�OPEN�DATA�TRAFlC�INFORMATION��IT�IS�POSSIBLE�TO�CREATE�SYSTEMS�THAT�
AUTOMATICALLY�ADJUST�THE�TIMING�OF�TRAFlC�SIGNALS�TO�RELIEVE�CONGESTION�

Creating New Products, Services and Business Models

Some of the most exciting applications of open data come about when 
it is used to create new products and services by existing companies, or 
to create entirely new businesses. For example, in 2012, more than two 
hundred new applications of open health-care data were submitted to 
the US Health Data Initiative Forum. One submission, from a startup 
called Asthmapolis, combines usage data from sensors on asthma med-
icine inhalers with open environmental data (e.g., pollen counts and 
data on other allergens) to develop personalized treatment plans for 
patients with asthma.

Enablers to Create Economic Value

Successful open data initiatives have many elements and the open data 
community is beginning to share practices and stories to make success 
more likely. Based on our ongoing research, we suggest that the follow-
ing elements are needed for a successful open data initiative.

Prioritize Open Data Efforts According to Potential Value

Too often, open data initiatives seem to prioritize releasing data based 
on the ease of implementation (i.e., making available the data that is 
easiest to release). We believe the prioritization process should also 
take value creation potential into account. For instance, datasets col-
lected for regulatory or compliance purposes that enable companies to 
benchmark their performance against other players in the marketplace 
�E�G���ENERGY�EFlCIENCY�DATA��PURCHASING�DATA	�CAN�DRIVE�SIGNIlCANT�IN-
creases in economic performance for companies and consumers, even 
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IF�THE�RELEASE�OF�THIS�DATA�DOESN�T�DIRECTLY�BENElT�THE�PUBLIC�SECTOR�AGEN-
cy. Of course, it isn’t possible to predict all of the ways in which open 
data can be used to create value, so it’s still important to release open 
data to the large community of potential outside innovators, even if it’s 
not clear how it will be used. But in the near term, considering poten-
tial value creation along with ease of implementation should be part of 
the prioritization process.

Activate a Thriving Ecosystem of Developers to Use  
Open Data

To a certain extent, open data is a “platform play,” i.e., a foundation on 
which third parties can build innovative products and services. Tim 
O’Reilly, founder of O’Reilly Media, has famously described the con-
cept of “Government as a Platform” (O’Reilly, 2011). To have a suc-
cessful platform, you need to have a thriving ecosystem of contributors 
that build on your platform. For a successful open data initiative, it 
is important to activate a thriving ecosystem of developers that will 
build applications that use open data. This requires activities akin to 
marketing, including raising awareness of the availability of open data, 
convincing developers to try using open data (potentially through spe-
cial offers, perhaps contests), supporting their experience, and even en-
couraging them to return to use other open data. The “Datapaloozas” 
that the United States Government has sponsored are an example of 
activating an ecosystem of developers to consume open data, as they 
convene developers at common events, celebrating successes and rais-
ing the visibility of and excitement around open data.

Build the Infrastructure to Manage Data

Clearly, a scalable and reliable data infrastructure has to be put in place. 
Ideally, an institution’s internal data infrastructure will be designed in 
such a way that makes it easy to open data to external connections 
when the decision is made to do so. One guiding principle that can help 
make this possible is to build internal interfaces as if they were external 
interfaces. Amazon.com requires all of its internal IT services to have 
standard application program interfaces. Then, when it wants to expose 
a new service that it has developed internally to the outside world, the 
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process is relatively straightforward.

Identify Channels to Release Data

Thoughtful consideration must also be given to the channels through 
which open data is distributed. These decisions can greatly affect the 
uptake and continuing use of open data. Are you releasing data in open 
data formats that make it easy for third party developers to use? Do 
you provide appropriate metadata to help guide the users to the data? 
Do you provide means through which users of the data are alerted au-
tomatically when data has been updated?

Protect Data That Needs to be Protected

Some institutions have decided to make “open” the default for their 
data. However, there are often good reasons not to release all of an or-
ganization’s data or to restrict openness along one of more of the open 
data dimensions (e.g., with fees or restrictions on use). Thoughtfully 
IDENTIFYING� THE� CRITERIA� FOR� SUCH� RESTRICTIONS� WILL� BE� IMPORTANT�� THEY�
could include safety, security, privacy, liability, intellectual property, 
AND�CONlDENTIALITY�

Provide Leadership to the Open Data Community

Last but not least, a successful open data program needs real leader-
ship and a commitment to supporting an open data culture. In some 
CASES��THE�BENElTS�OF�RELEASING�DATA�COULD�BE�OUTWEIGHED�BY�THE�PER-
ceived risks to managers, who might see an open data initiative as 
adding more work (e.g., dealing with outside stakeholders), while si-
multaneously making it more likely that facts in the data might be mis-
represented, or even reveal issues about their operations. Leaders will 
HAVE�TO�SET�A�TONE�FROM�THE�TOP�THAT�THE�OVERALL�BENElTS�MAKE�AN�OPEN�
data initiative worth the investments and risks. Furthermore, leaders 
will also have to engage with the external community of data consum-
ers, learning to treat them as “data customers,” and being responsive to 
their concerns and suggestions.

0ARTICULARLY�FOR�SMALLER�MUNICIPALITIES��IT�CAN�BE�A�CHALLENGE�TO�lND�THE�
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RESOURCES��BOTH�lNANCIAL�AS�WELL�AS�HUMAN��TO�INVEST�IN�OPEN�DATA�INI-
tiatives. One point  that can help the investment case for open data is 
that much of the infrastructure for open data, e.g. building internal 
IT service interfaces as if they were external interfaces, actually im-
PROVES�THE�EFlCIENCY�AND�SCALABILITY�OF�THE�INSTITUTION�ITSELF��3ECONDLY��
technology innovations, such as cloud services, are making the level of 
required investment more manageable. And more generally, taking ad-
vantage of external resources, from open source software to innovation 
fellowships and civic hackathons, can also unlock additional capabili-
ties. Ultimately, institutions will have to determine the relative priority 
of creating value through open data to support their missions in the 
context of the other priorities.

Overall, open data can generate value for multiple stakeholders, includ-
ing governments themselves, established companies, entrepreneurs, 
and individual citizens. Understanding the scope and scale of this val-
ue potential, particularly for stakeholders outside of the organization 
opening its data, and how to effectively create an ecosystem of data 
users, will be essential in order to generate this value.
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CHAPTER 14

Local Scale and Local Data
By Alissa Black and Rachel Burstein

Today, the town hall meeting conjures visions of televised, invita-
TIONONLY� DEBATES� IN�WHICH� CANDIDATES� FOR� NATIONAL� OFlCE� RESPOND� IN�
scripted paragraphs to the prepared questions of selected constituents. 
But in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, town hall meetings 
were a space in which citizens came to debate the issues of the day, and 
to vote on appropriate action. For Henry David Thoreau (1854), town 
hall meetings in which each man was afforded a voice on questions as 
MORALLY�SIGNIlCANT�AND�POLITICALLY�COMPLEX�AS�-ASSACHUSETTS��ENFORCE-
ment of the Fugitive Slave Act were the “true Congress, and the most 
respectable one that is ever assembled in the United States.” Thoreau 
was fundamentally distrustful of the big cities of New York and Bos-
ton, where the press, politicians, and special interest groups obscured 
citizens’ voices.

Of course, Thoreau’s assessment of the town meeting was steeped in 
romanticism. Non-citizens were largely excluded from the proceedings, 
and the homogenous population of the rural towns so loved by Tho-
REAU�ALLOWED�A�PURITY�OF�CONSCIENCE�MORE�DIFlCULT�TO�SUSTAIN�IN�NEARBY�
Boston, in which a complex economy, population density, and diversity 
made the inclusion of individual residents’ voices more complicated, 
and policy decisions less tied to moral certitude alone. But still, in the 
town meetings of his beloved Concord, Massachusetts, Thoreau saw 
the promise of American democracy most fully realized. The ideal of 
residents contributing directly to the governance of their communities 
through the town hall meeting is one that persists to this day.

As in the town hall meeting system in which residents co-governed with 
ELECTED�OFlCIALS��TRUE�ENGAGEMENT�IN�THE�TWENTYlRST�CENTURY�INVOLVES�
not only listening, but also collaboration and action. The full potential 
OF�THE�TWENTYlRST�CENTURY�VIRTUAL�COMMONS�IS�DEPENDENT�NOT�JUST�ON�
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the voicing of ideas by residents, but on the incorporation of these ideas 
and concerns into innovative and constructive public policies by cities, 
AND�THE�ABILITY�OF�CITIES�TO�ADDRESS�DIFlCULT�ISSUES�OF�ACCESS��DIGITAL�LIT-
eracy, language barriers, and awareness that often interfere with the 
ability of the virtual commons to reach and empower all populations.

Such exchanges need not rely on new technologies. Participatory bud-
geting, in which residents submit proposals for and vote on funding 
allocations for city-funded projects is one example of a non-technol-
ogy driven approach to establishing a new civic commons. But new 
technologies and approaches developed or engaged by local govern-
ment—including the sensible release and adequate guidance in the use 
of open data—can offer a path toward developing a new and vibrant 
public square.

Towards a Twenty-First Century Town Hall

The local level provides an unparalleled space for government to har-
ness the power of community groups, neighborhood associations, other 
supporting organizations, and residents themselves to convene citizens, 
share knowledge, and identify and develop better ways of responding 
to community needs. Close proximity and the potential for developing 
personal relationships allow organizing to have a broader impact. Local 
government has the ability to serve and respond to the needs of diverse 
populations through engaging residents and community groups direct-
ly in a way that is not possible at the state or federal level.

In fact, innovation at the local level of government looks very different 
than innovation pursued by federal agencies. With more direct contact 
with the public than their colleagues in Washington, local government 
innovation can be more directly responsive to an existing community 
need as articulated by community groups and ordinary citizens. The 
smaller scale of local government means that soliciting and incorpo-
rating feedback directly from the community is much more feasible. 
Innovation at the local level can change the relationship between resi-
dents and their government, rather than focusing on the transactional 
elements of government alone.
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Service delivery is at the heart of most residents’ engagement with mu-
nicipal government, regardless of city size. Without the services offered 
by cities—as varied as schools, libraries, garbage pickup, public safety, 
and public transit—many residents would be in tough shape. Before 
ten o’clock in the morning, the average person might wake up, take 
his city-owned trash can to the curb for pickup, wave to the street 
cleaner funded by city coffers, and return his books to the city-sup-
ported library before hopping on a bus whose route has been set by 
city planners. His level of engagement with local services is far more 
tangible, personal, and expansive than his everyday experience of state 
or federal services.

Because of this immediate relevance of municipal services to the aver-
age citizen’s life, the local level is a promising point of entry into estab-
lishing a modern day public sphere.

From Data to Engagement

Any conversation about relationships between government and citizens 
at the local level necessitates a consideration of data. Our cities are 
PROLIlC�GENERATORS�OF�DATA�THAT�DIRECTLY�IMPACTS�OUR�DAILY�LIVES�EVERY-
thing from train schedules to trash pickup days. They’re also collec-
tors of data, like enrollment in social services or parking meter usage. 
Local community groups also often serve as stewards and curators of 
important data about their own communities. Both city- and commu-
nity-generated data can be powerful fuel for meaningful civic dialogue 
and action.

For example, in the Tenderloin, a low-income and predominantly mi-
nority neighborhood in San Francisco, the City failed to respond to 
noise complaints because there were no data to support the claim that 
the noise level was beyond an acceptable limit. So, the Gray Area Foun-
DATION�FOR�THE�!RTS��'!&&4!	��A�NONPROlT�DIGITAL�ARTS�AND�TECHNOLOGY�
organization located in the Tenderloin, joined with residents and lo-
cal civic hackers, to place noise sensors around the district to collect 
data on noise levels throughout the day (see http://tendernoise.movity.
com/). Armed with data from the noise sensors, GAFFTA was able to 
prove that the noise levels in the Tenderloin exceeded the allowable 
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LEVELS�BECAUSE��FOR�EXAMPLE��MOST�OF�THE�CITY�S�lRE�AND�EMERGENCY�VEHI-
cles used streets in the Tenderloin to travel across town, and the City 
permitted more emergency construction permits that allowed crews to 
begin and end loud construction work late in the day.

4HIS�STORY�ILLUSTRATES�HOW�COMMUNITY�GROUPS�AND�OTHER�NONPROlTS�CAN�
use data to improve the lives of those living and working around them. 
2ESIDENTS��COMMUNITY�GROUPS��NONPROlT�ORGANIZATIONS��AND�BUSINESSES�
already play important roles in local governance as knowledge dissemi-
NATORS��IDENTIlERS�OF�COMMUNITY�NEEDS��AND�AS�ADVOCATES�FOR�THE�IMPLE-
mentation of governmental policies and programs—and data can be a 
tool to further this engagement. Empowered with the data proving that 
noise levels were above those acceptable in other parts of San Fran-
cisco, GAFFTA and Tenderloin residents were able to make a case for 
rerouting emergency vehicles and reducing construction in the noise 
polluted district.

When civic data held by the government is made open for diverse pop-
ulations to use and remix, it expands the possibilities for data to fa-
cilitate civic engagement and enable citizens to collaborate with their 
city to co-create better public services. Open data has the potential to 
empower citizens to identify community needs, propose and develop 
new approaches, and engage new constituencies.

4HIS�IS�EXEMPLIlED�BY�A�NUMBER�OF�CITIES�THAT�PUBLISH�CRIME�DATA�AND�THE�
neighborhood groups that emerge to deter crime in the city. Equipped 
with data, the neighborhood groups are better able to identify trends 
in crime and take proactive measure to prevent crime. In this way, citi-
zens’ use of datasets—such as transportation and crime—have the po-
tential to reshape the way that local governments deploy public safety 
OR�PUBLIC�TRANSIT�SERVICES��MAKING�THEM�MORE�EFlCIENT�AND�EQUITABLE�SYS-
tems. When approached in the right way, these open datasets can serve 
as catalysts for meaningful exchange about community priorities—in 
some ways a modern-day public square for multiple constituencies.

But to realize the full potential requires more than simply declaring 
a dataset open and putting a PDF version on a website. First of all, 
the data must be not only open and available, but also in a useful (and 
preferably machine-readable) format. When civic data is conducive to 
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being repurposed and interpreted by government and citizens, new 
value and meaning can be unlocked. For example, a list of crime re-
ports in an Excel format is not that helpful for a parent trying to under-
stand whether the route her child takes to school every day is safe. But 
when that list of crime incidents is mapped, the information becomes 
much more consumable. The data become even more useful when the 
parent can input his child’s route to school and a system displays only 
THE�CRIMES�REPORTED�WITHIN�A�lVEBLOCK�RADIUS�OF�THAT�ROUTE��4HIS�SHOWS�
the power of data to improve citizens’ lives when those data are made 
accessible to the average citizen.

It can also be made more powerful when multiple datasets are used to 
tell a more comprehensive story. For example, in charting the location 
of abandoned vehicles, it is possible to tell a larger story about crime. In 
neighborhoods where more vehicles are abandoned, more crime gener-
ally occurs, and understanding the correlation between the two allows 
local governments to take crime prevention measures in areas where 
vehicles are being dumped, providing a better way of assessing com-
munity need than simply responding to the loudest voices.

Standardization can help scale the impact of open civic data to millions 
of people when government and private companies partner to create a 
consistent way of formatting data and making it available to the public. 
In 2005, Google and Portland’s Tri-Met transit agency made it possible 
to plan a trip in Google using public transportation, and then published 
THEIR�STANDARD�SPECIlCATION��#ALLED�THE�'ENERAL�4RANSIT�&EED�3PECIl-
cation (GTFS), this created a standard way of presenting transit infor-
mation from any transit agency, like fares and schedules, which could 
be used by Google’s Transit Trip planner. This standard allowed mil-
lions of people in cities throughout the world to plan their public trans-
portation trips more effectively. This seemingly small action changed 
the public’s expectation for transit planning and transit data sharing.

The Challenge of Inclusive Engagement

Open data that powers inclusive citizen engagement requires a level of 
co-governance that goes beyond simply publishing data for transparen-
cy’s sake. This next step from transparency to engagement is not always 
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easy, but promising examples show that when done right, the impact 
CAN�BE�SIGNIlCANT�

For instance, an app developed by Sam Ramon’s Fire Department 
is used to leverage bystander performance and active citizenship to 
improve cardiac arrest survival rates. The City makes 911 emergency 
call information publicly available via the app, PulsePoint, in which 
residents trained in CPR are alerted if a person in a location near to 
them has gone into cardiac arrest. The tool goes beyond the mere pre-
sentation of data by promoting “active citizenship” so that residents 
are supporting their neighbors and public safety agencies. PulsePoint 
demonstrates the potential to move beyond openness to forming the 
cornerstone of a new public square in which government, citizens, and 
other groups work together to improve their communities.

)N�ORDER� FOR�OPEN�DATA� TO� FULlLL� THE�MISSION�OF� INCLUSIVITY��OPEN�DATA�
platforms must speak to multiple publics. By making data more acces-
sible to those without technological know-how, open data can democ-
ratize the conversation leading to a better understanding of community 
needs and resulting in more responsive government. Ordinary citizens 
can serve as important sources of data and can help to analyze those 
data if information is presented in understandable ways. Coupling the 
release of open data with digital literacy training and increased gov-
ernment-supported access to internet for underserved populations can 
make open data more inclusive. Putting open data in service to the 
public’s priorities and interests can also assist in this process.

An obstacle is that many cities still don’t see pursuing an open data 
policy and developing accompanying resources to make those data 
meaningful as within their reach. This is more than just a perception 
problem. San Francisco, Philadelphia, Boston, and Chicago grab head-
lines when it comes to technological innovation, but most cities do not 
have the resources of these major urban areas. There are fewer than 
three hundred cities in the United States with populations of 100,000 
or more, yet there are over 7,500 municipalities with populations above 
2,500 nationwide (International City/County Management Associa-
tion, 2012). The vast majority of the nation’s cities have populations of 
25,000 or fewer residents. And over 3,500 cities have council-manager 
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systems of governance, rather than the strong mayor systems predomi-
nant in the country’s largest cities.

The size and form of government have implications for the resources 
available and the method through which change happens in local gov-
ernment. According to one recent survey, while seventy-nine percent 
of cities of populations of 300,000 or more have open data portals, just 
thirty-six percent of cities with populations under 50,000 do (see Hil-
lenbrand, 2013). And an approach in which a charismatic mayor green-
lights civic technology projects, as has been the pattern in Boston and 
Philadelphia, is not open to most locales where a council-manager sys-
tem predominates.

With budget shortfalls and increasing demands for service, most local 
government employees have other priorities besides open data. In a 
recent survey of city managers and county administrators in California, 
THIRTYlVE�PERCENT�OF�RESPONDENTS�IDENTIlED�A�SERVICE�DELIVERY�PROJECT�
as the most important new approach instituted by their locale in the 
LAST�lVE�YEARS��"URSTEIN������	��4WENTYEIGHT�PERCENT�OF�CITED�PROJECTS�
involved some element of regional collaboration. Projects that fell into 
two areas that commentators often hail as the holy grail of local gov-
ernment innovation—civic engagement and e-government—each ac-
counted for only eleven percent of responses. While elements of both 
of these areas were certainly features of other kinds of projects, civic 
engagement and e-government were not the end goals. Instead, im-
proving service delivery to residents was the primary objective. This 
shows the deep disconnect between the potential of open data and 
perceptions and abilities to create sound open data policies and prac-
tices in city governments across the country.

With the advent of open source and low cost tools that can help stream-
line the process of opening up data, and the increasingly open attitudes 
towards collaborative approaches like city-sponsored hackathons, it’s 
more feasible for even small cities to pursue open data policies. But in 
order for open data to emerge as a powerful civic commons in which 
diverse residents are engaged and involved in the process of collabora-
tive co-governance in cities throughout the nation, open data advocates 
need to do a better job of connecting the open data movement with 
the service delivery goals at the forefront of the minds of most city ad-
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ministrators. We need better ways of illustrating the value of open data 
to residents, and we need better ways of talking about open data as a 
strategy for supporting existing policy goals.

Cities also need more resources. The open data community of hackers, 
BUSINESSES�� NONPROlTS�� COMMUNITY� GROUPS�� RESIDENTS�� PHILANTHROPIC�
foundations, and local government employees who have implemented 
open data initiatives elsewhere need to play a bigger role in developing 
resources for smaller, less well resourced communities. We can make 
valuable contributions—including building and maintaining open 
source civic software—to help transform the meaning of civic innova-
tion beyond service delivery and toward collaborative, co-governance.

Open data has the ability to reshape the public’s relationship with gov-
ernment, reinvigorating the long dormant space of the public square 
in the increasingly digitized but equally fragmented cityscape of the 
TWENTYlRST�CENTURY��/PEN�DATA�IS�A�PIECE�OF�A�LARGER�MOVEMENT�TOWARD�
civic innovation capitalizing on the advantages of a smaller scale that 
HOLDS�ENORMOUS�PROMISE�FOR�OUR�NATION�S�CITIES�AND�FOR�TWENTYlRST�CEN-
tury democracy. But that will only occur if the open data community 
moves forward with sensitivity and wisdom to the realities of our cities’ 
ecosystems and needs.
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PART IV:
Driving Decisions with Data

Editor’s Note

What happens when local governments focus on open data as a tool 
for making better decisions—moving beyond transparency to become 
data-driven entities themselves? In this section, we hear from practi-
tioners who share the rationale and results behind their efforts to help 
government not only open data for public use, but to internally leverage 
data to continuously improve business processes, policy, and resource 
allocation.

)N�#HAPTER�����-IKE�&LOWERS��THE�lRSTEVER�#HIEF�!NALYTICS�/FlCER�FOR�
New York City, describes New York City’s success of applying predic-
TIVE�DATA�ANALYTICS�TO�CREATE�EFlCIENCIES�IN�GOVERNMENT�LEADING�TO�REAL�
service delivery improvements. From their bootstrap beginnings based 
on leveraging existing open datasets, he traces the arc of their pro-
gram’s successes and expansion.

.EXT��"ETH�"LAUER�SHARES�HER�EXPERIENCE�BUILDING� THE�lRST� STATEWIDE�
performance improvement program with Maryland Governor Martin 
O’Malley in Chapter 16. She documents the key success factors she 
learned while building that program, and shares how she is now using 
her work in the private sector at open data provider Socrata to help 
make performance management programs easier for other local gov-
ernments to implement.

Chapter 17 provides of a case study of Louisville’s evolution of the 
StateStat approach. Louisville’s Theresa Reno-Weber (Chief of Per-
FORMANCE�-ANAGEMENT	�AND�"ETH�.IBLOCK��#HIEF�)NFORMATION�/FlCER	�
describe the tangible successes of open data for performance manage-
ment through the LouieStat program—including reducing the amount 
spent on unscheduled overtime by $3 million annually. Focusing on 
Louisville’s adoption of the lean startup “minimum viable product” 
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model, they extrapolate lessons that can help cities across the country 
better use open data to build capacity to do more with less.

Ken Wolf and John Fry, who have extensive experience at working with 
local governments to implement their performance management soft-
ware, build upon the case studies of data-driven performance man-
agement in other cities with an outline of the long term vision for col-
laborative benchmarking and sharing of best practices in comparative 
advantages between cities. In Chapter 18, they share the early indica-
tions that this opportunity exists, and what’s needed to take it further.



CHAPTER 15

Beyond Open Data:  
The Data-Driven City

By Michael Flowers

"EING�A�DATADRIVEN�CITY�IS�ABOUT�MORE�EFlCIENTLY�AND�EFFECTIVELY�
delivering the core services of the city. Being data-driven is not 
primarily a challenge of technology; it is a challenge of direction 
and organizational leadership.

College seminars, management consultants, and whole sections of the 
Wall Street Journal have all started to focus on something called “big 
DATA�v�4HE�GENERAL�DElNITION�OF�BIG�DATA�THAT�S�EVOLVING�IS�THAT� IT�S�AN�
exponentially larger set of information than we’re accustomed to ana-
lyzing, generated by machines, produced frequently, and often tagged 
with geo-location. The applications of big data are often an after-
thought, while the conversation focuses on the quantity of data, how 
we’ll warehouse it, and assumptions along the general ethos of “more is 
better.” The reality is that big data holds promise, but it should not be 
confused with being data-driven.

A focus on outcomes is often lost in the discussion of big data because 
IT�IS�SO�FREQUENTLY�AN�AFTERTHOUGHT��7E�HAVE�A�HUGE�lRE�HOSE�OF�INFOR-
MATION��BUT�EVEN�A�lRE�HOSE�IS�ONLY�VALUABLE�WHEN�IT�S�POINTED�AT�A�lRE��
Data by itself is not inherently valuable. Collecting information about 
TRAFlC�PATTERNS�IN�A�#36�lLE�IS�NOT�IN�ITSELF�HELPFUL��THE�DATA�BECOMES�
MORE�VALUABLE�WHEN�IT�IS�USED�TO�FORM�TRAFlCENABLED�MAPS�AND�WHEN�
CITY�PLANNERS�USE�THE�INFORMATION�TO�REDESIGN�TRAFlC�PATTERNS��(OWEVER��
WHAT�REALLY�MATTERS�IS�NOT�THE�#36�lLE��THE�MAP��OR�THE�TRAFlC�PATTERNS��
BUT�THE�OUTCOMES��USING�DATA�TO�IMPROVE�TRAFlC�AND�CUT�DOWN�ON�COM-
MUTE�TIME��REDUCE�AUTOMOBILE�TRAFlC�AND�IMPROVE�OUR�AIR�QUALITY�IN�THE�
city, create crosswalks and bike lanes that decrease the incidents of car 
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and truck accidents with pedestrians and cyclists, and allow us to live 
faster, cleaner, and safer lives.

If you’re looking for well-managed, focused, and data-driven institu-
tions, look no further than the major American cities. City governments 
provide the services that are the backbone of modern life: the water we 
USE�WHEN�WE�BRUSH�OUR� TEETH� IN� THE�MORNING�� THE� ROADS��BUSES��AND�
SUBWAYS� THAT� TAKE�US� TO�WORK�� THE� TEAMS� THAT�KEEP�OUR� STREETS� CLEAN�
AND�OUR�PARKS�GREEN��THE�SCHOOLS�WHERE�ARE�CHILDREN�ARE�EDUCATED��AND�
THE�POLICE�AND�lRE�FORCES�THAT�KEEP�US�SAFE��)NCREASINGLY��WE�SEE�THAT�
Americans are choosing to live in cities. Attracted by the economic 
and cultural opportunities, Americans and immigrants are pursuing 
their dreams right alongside hundreds of thousands, if not millions, 
of fellow citizens. They’re not drawn to spacious apartments or luxu-
rious commutes—in fact, they’re often making trade-offs on housing 
and transportation. They’re moving because they are committed to an 
urban life.

This great urban migration is placing even higher levels of demand on 
BASIC�CITY�INFRASTRUCTURE��WATER��SEWER��lRE��POLICE��HOUSING��HEALTHCARE��
education, parks, and so on are all in higher demand. Meanwhile, cities 
have even fewer resources to meet those needs. In response to eco-
nomic conditions of the last decade, cities have witnessed tax revenues 
that are lower on a per-capita basis, which means that mayors and city 
LEADERSHIP�ARE�FORCED�TO�DO�MORE�WITH�LESS��)N�PRACTICE��THAT�MEANS�lND-
ing new ways to get even better outcomes out of our current systems 
and processes.

A data-driven city is a city that intelligently uses data to better deliver 
critical services. Transparency, open data, and innovation are all im-
portant parts of the modern civic identity, especially in a city like New 
York, which is focused on strengthening its position as a tech leader. 
(OWEVER��BEING�A�DATADRIVEN�CITY�IS�REALLY�ABOUT�MORE�EFlCIENTLY�AND�
effectively delivering the core services of the city: smarter, risk-based 
resource allocation, better sharing of information agency-to-agency to 
facilitate smart decision-making, and using the data in a way that inte-
grates in the established day-to-day patterns of city agency front line 
WORKERS��"EING�DATADRIVEN�IS�NOT�PRIMARILY�A�CHALLENGE�OF�TECHNOLOGY��
it is a challenge of direction and organizational leadership.
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&OR�.EW�9ORK��A�SERIES�OF������APARTMENT�lRES�HELPED�GALVANIZE�OUR�FO-
cus on the ability of data—in this case, the data that we already had—
to save lives.

Apartment Fires in the Bronx and Brooklyn

)N�THE�SPRING�OF�������A�PAIR�OF�HOUSE�lRES�IN�APARTMENT�BUILDINGS�IN�THE�
"RONX�AND�"ROOKLYN�KILLED�lVE�PEOPLE�AS�A�RESULT�OF�UNSAFE�LIVING�CON-
DITIONS��4HIS�SORT�OF�lRE�IS�NOT�AN�ISOLATED�INCIDENT��7HEN�MANY�PEOPLE�
crowd into unsafe apartment conditions, with portable cooking devic-
ES��QUESTIONABLE�ELECTRICAL�WIRING��AND� INADEQUATE�lRE�ESCAPE�ACCESS��
CATASTROPHIC�lRES�WILL�TAKE�LIVES��4HE�OCCURRENCE�IS�ALL�TOO�COMMON�IN�
a densely populated city like New York. The City receives over 20,000 
citizen complaints a year from buildings suspected of being unsafe 
boarding houses.

New York collects an immense amount of information about every sin-
GLE�ONE�OF�OUR�BUILDINGS��7E�KNOW�WHEN�AND�HOW�BUILDINGS�WERE�BUILT��
we know if the building is receiving water service and is, therefore, in-
HABITED��AND�WE�KNOW�IF�BUILDINGS�ARE�IN�GOOD�ORDER�BASED�UPON�THE�LO-
cation’s history of ECB (environmental complaint board) violations on 
quality of life issues. Every day, we receive over 30,000 service requests 
(complaints) through 311 from New Yorkers, which gives us more loca-
TIONSPECIlC�INTELLIGENCE��7E�KNOW�EVEN�MORE�ABOUT�THE�NEIGHBORHOOD�
where the building is located: we know how often 911 runs are made to 
that block-face, if road construction is being done, if there are accidents 
in the intersections, and what kinds of businesses are on the block.

)N�THE�CASE�OF�THE�lRE�IN�THE�TWO�BUILDINGS��BY�THE�TIME�THEY�OCCURRED��
the City had information on tax liens, building complaints, sanitation 
violations, and building wall violations. Did we know enough about 
THESE�BUILDINGS�BEFORE�THE�lRE�THAT�SHOULD�HAVE�RAISED�A�RED�mAG��#OULD�
we determine which pieces of information are the most valuable pre-
DICTORS�OF�CATASTROPHIC�OUTCOMES��/UR�TEAM��THE�-AYOR�S�/FlCE�OF�$ATA�
Analytics, set to work to answer those questions.

Analyzing the Illegal Conversion Problem

Providing safe, abundant, and affordable housing is a priority for the 
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leader of every community, from the mayor of a town of 25,000 to the 
mayor of New York City. Every year, more people move to New York 
City, and as they do, housing demand increases, the price of rent grows, 
and individuals are often in a bind as they search for affordable housing.

Because of this strain, the City continues to invest in constructing new 
affordable housing and maintaining our large system of affordable 
housing buildings. However, unscrupulous landlords often take advan-
tage of the high demand by providing substandard apartments. They 
create these apartments by subdividing existing space, with disregard 
TO�lRE�EXIT�ACCESS��4HEY�PUT�DEADBOLTS�ON�BEDROOM�DOORS�IN�SINGLEFAM-
ily houses and rent them out as hotel rooms. They put a half bath into a 
garage, seal the door with tape, and rent out the space. They put beds 
next to boilers in basements, which is an area that is prone to carbon 
monoxide poisoning and boiler explosions. In general, they allow for 
gross over-occupation of small spaces without sanitary conditions. The 
#ITY�CLASSIlES�THESE�SUBSTANDARD�APARTMENTS�AS�hILLEGAL�CONVERSIONS�v

The New York City Building Code has one primary goal: safety. That 
CODE�WASN�T�CREATED�OUT�OF�THIN�AIR��IT�HAS�BEEN�CREATED�AND�RElNED�WITH�
hundreds of years of civil enforcement in the city, often in response to 
CATASTROPHIC�ACCIDENTS��2ULES�AROUND�lRE�ESCAPE�ACCESS��SIZE�OF�SPACE��
inhabitation of basements, etc., are all designed to prevent New York-
ers from dying in building accidents. The City enforces that building 
code with a team of building inspectors, who always examine buildings 
in the construction process and continue to monitor buildings as they 
MATURE��4HESE�INSPECTORS�ARE�TRAINED�PROFESSIONALS��7HEN�THEY�lND�AN�
illegal conversion, they do a great job of enforcing the code by either 
ENSURING�THAT�THE�SPACE�IS�IMMEDIATELY�CONlGURED�FOR�SAFE�LIVING�OR�VA-
cating the space to get the residents out of the path of harm. With new 
residents moving to the city every day, though, and landlords willing 
to take advantage of them, especially those who are most vulnerable to 
exploitation, the City must address a constantly growing and changing 
stock of illegally converted living spaces.

The City’s single largest source of intelligence on illegal conversions is 
New Yorkers who phone in (or use the web or mobile app) to 311 with 
tips. We have millions of eyes and ears on the street, and every day, 
we get over 30,000 new pieces of intelligence. Often, that intelligence 
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HAS�IMMEDIATE��DIRECT�VALUE��WHEN�A�.EW�9ORKER�CALLS�IN�A�STREET�LIGHT�
that’s gone out, we’re able to send a truck and replace the bulb. Almost 
every single one of those street light complaints is founded, meaning 
that the light is actually out. That makes sense because you can look at 
the lamppost and see if it’s shining or not. Seeing an illegal conversion 
is much more complex. The individual who makes the complaint often 
has no direct access to the space, and instead, they’re forming their hy-
pothesis based on what they see on the outside of the building in terms 
OF�POPULATION�mOW�IN�AND�OUT�OF�THE�BUILDING��THE�NUMBER�OF�CARS�PARKED�
on the street, the amount of trash generated by the building, etc. Un-
FORTUNATELY�� ONLY� EIGHT� PERCENT� OF� THE� SPECIlC� ���� ILLEGAL� CONVERSION�
complaints from the citizenry are actually high-risk illegal conversions.

Illegally converted housing spaces are the worst of the worst because 
they are the places where we’re most likely to lose lives. When we send 
out a building inspector to look at an illegal conversion complaint, 
ninety-two percent of the time, they get there and there’s nothing se-
rious in terms of safety risk. That’s not to say that those ninety-two 
percent of complaints are worthless. They often send inspectors to 
places where less serious violations are found, and the very act of shar-
ING�INTELLIGENCE�ON�A�LOCATION�HELPS�US�BUILD�UP�THE�PROlLE�OF�THE�SPACE��
Still, we have a limited number of inspectors, and they have a limited 
amount of time. What we really want to do is sift through that pile of 
����ILLEGAL�CONVERSION�COMPLAINTS�AND�lND�THE�EIGHT�PERCENT�OF�COM-
plaints that are the most serious. That’s where we should be sending 
inspectors immediately.

Thanks to twelve years of leadership by Mayor Bloomberg, the nation’s 
most data-driven mayor, we have no shortage of data from which to 
build a catastrophic risk model. By conducting an analysis of histor-
ic outcomes (past illegal conversion violations) and identifying similar 
characteristics in those locations, we were able to create a risk model 
that takes each inbound 311 illegal conversion complaint, pairs it with 
existing information we know about that building, and predicts wheth-
er or not the complaint is most likely to be founded, meaning there are 
severely bad living conditions.

It is important to note that while our team has evolved to use sophisti-
cated tools and data, we started this project out with a couple old desk-
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tops and versions of Microsoft Excel that broke down after 36,000 rows 
of data. Using the rudimentary tools that are found on virtually every 
business machine, a talented young analyst was able to conduct the 
correlative analysis that told us what to look for in the 311 complaints.

By prioritizing the complaints that are most likely to be dangerous, 
we are remediating dangerous conditions faster, without any additional 
inspector manpower. That is a safety-based resource allocation plan.

Collecting Information That Drives Analytics

The experience of the Department of Buildings’ illegal conversions risk 
lLTER�DEMONSTRATED�lRSTHAND�FOR�US�HOW�DIFlCULT�IT�COULD�BE�TO�GAIN�AC-
cess to agency datasets and make sense of them, especially in the con-
text of simultaneously analyzing datasets from different city agencies.

Large organizations are often stove-piped, and few organizations ex-
emplify that problem more than cities. New York City, for instance, has 
over forty different agencies and over 290,000 employees. Traditionally, 
these agencies have focused on their chartered responsibilities (polic-
ING��lRE�PREVENTION�AND�RESPONSE��HEALTH��ETC�	�OFTEN�INDEPENDENTLY�AND�
kept data within their walls. Even on special projects, where analysts 
from multiple agencies conducted a cross-functional analysis, the data 
sharing was one-off and only allowed for a moment-in-time analysis. 
There was no ongoing data cooperation that allowed for performance 
measurement and solution iteration. Half of the effort to becoming da-
ta-driven is connecting the data, and that is an organizational chal-
lenge, not a technological one.

There is an important distinction between collecting and connecting 
data. Data collection is based upon the actual operation of services 
IN� THE�lELD��/UR�ANALYTICS� TEAM�GETS� VERY� TACTICAL�DATA�� FOR� INSTANCE��
on the numbers of trees that fall down during a storm. It’s our job to 
work with the data that is currently collected. For instance, the Parks 
Department decides how to respond to a tree and how to record that 
information, and we take it, but we do not let data collection get in 
the way of critical operations. Using analytics as a reason to change 
data collection can become a political problem, and at the very least, 
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it is an organizational problem of retraining the front line. Instead of 
constantly pushing for new data, we rely upon what is already being 
collected and consult the agencies over time as they change and mod-
ernize their practices. Fortunately, cities have moved toward business 
reporting metrics in the last decade, and there is already a lot of data 
available. Led by Mayor Bloomberg, all city agencies measure their 
performance against annual goals and report that performance direct-
ly to New Yorkers. Those goals are important, but what we’re really 
interested in is the underlying data that tracks performance.

Data connection is different. In the past, when the Parks Department 
removed a tree that fell down on a sidewalk on a Wednesday and the 
Transportation Department went to repair the sidewalk on a Thurs-
DAY��WE�HAD�NO�WAY�OF�CONNECTING�THOSE�TWO�PIECES�OF�DATA��4HE�lRST�
problem is that they are not housed together. The second problem is 
that even if we had them together, we wouldn’t have had a clear way 
to connect them. Each agency has its own ontology of terms and data 
that have all been created through reasonable, rational evolution of 
service, but which sometimes make it nearly impossible to connect that 
DATA��/NE�DEPARTMENT�MAY�USE�A�')3�IDENTIlER�FOR�THE�LOCATION�OF�THE�
downed tree, whereas another may refer to it by its cross streets.

&OR�US��WE�FOUND�THAT�"",�").��BOROUGH�BLOCK�LOT�BUILDING�IDENTIlCA-
tion number), along with a specialty geocoding software program one 
of our analysts wrote, was the Rosetta Stone to connecting the city’s 
operational intelligence. For most city agencies, BBL and BIN are the 
STANDARD�WAY�OF�IDENTIFYING�A�LOCATION��HOWEVER��THEY�RE�NOT�USED�BY�ALL�
agencies, nor are they universally appropriate. However, we can take 
whatever geo data we have (an address, an intersection, etc.) and geo-
code it to the nearest BIN/BBL. By focusing on the common denomi-
NATOR��WHICH�IS�STRUCTURES�IN�SPECIlC�LOCATIONS�IN�THIS�CASE��WE�RE�ABLE�TO�
tie together datasets that have previously never been linked.

Having integrated data is important because of its application in stron-
ger problem solving. The more information we have through which to 
RUN�CORRELATIVE�ANALYSES��THE�BETTER�WE�CAN�FORM�RISK�lLTERS��)N�THE�CASE�
OF�THE�ILLEGAL�CONVERSION�lLTER��TWO�OF�THE�MOST�IMPORTANT�PIECES�OF�INPUT�
are whether the building is current on its property taxes and whether 
BANKS�HAVE�lLED�ANY�MORTGAGE�FORECLOSURES��4HOSE�TWO�PIECES�OF�INFOR-
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mation come from two different sources—the New York City Depart-
MENT� OF�&INANCE� AND� THE�/FlCE� OF�#OURT�!DMINISTRATION� �MORTGAGE�
default records), and their continued access is necessary to the ongoing 
EFFECTIVENESS�OF�THE�lLTER�

The capacity to connect data and analyze it is powerful, but it’s still de-
pendent upon the agencies playing ball by giving us their data to exam-
ine. One way to get the data is to demand compliance with our project. 
Anyone who has ever worked on a team or in a business knows that 
demanding compliance is rarely the best solution. Instead, we have to 
sell our service to the agencies. The agencies deliver city services, and 
BECAUSE�WHAT�WE�REALLY�DO�IS�HELP�THEM�DELIVER�CITY�SERVICES�MORE�EFl-
ciently, we treat them as our clients. We work toward solutions to their 
problems in order to make their lives easier. It’s all about them, just as 
it should be. They are the ones who are actually keeping this city clean 
and safe every day, and if we can demonstrate that we’ll help them do 
their jobs better with very little effort and a very small footprint, they’ll 
want to partner with us. As a result, and without exception, we have 
never failed to get what we need in order to deliver this service back 
to them.

)T�S�IMPORTANT�TO�NOTE�THAT�EVEN�IN�OUR�OFlCE��WE�STILL�HAVE�LOTS�OF�CITY�
data that is outside of our walls. We don’t yet have granular information 
from the New York City Department of Education or from internal 
employee management systems. We also don’t have data on particulate 
matter at the sewage treatment plants, the pollen counts on a given 
street, etc. Keep in mind that you don’t need everything to get started, 
and, conversely, you need a reason to collect and connect the informa-
tion you ask for. When we have a project that requires particulate mat-
ter at the sewage treatment plants, we’ll reach out to the Department 
of Environmental Protection and collect it, but until then, we’ll work 
with what we have. A rational, project-based approach to data collec-
tion and connection is the best way to build success over time.

Agencies Are Our Clients

When we collect information from agencies, we’re asking for them to 
give us access to their legacy IT systems and share all of their informa-
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tion. They don’t have to say yes, but they do, for two reasons. First, by 
participating in the data exchange, they have access to the information 
of other agencies as well. They’re able to avoid picking up the phone 
EVERY�lRST�4UESDAY�OF�THE�MONTH�AND�CALLING�THE�)4�DEPARTMENT�OF�AN-
other city agency and asking for a one-off query of information because 
they’re able to automatically access the information through our data 
sharing platform. Second, and more importantly, agencies like sharing 
their data with us because we help them.

*UST�AS�DATA�IS�NOT�VALUABLE�WITHOUT�A�SPECIlC�OUTCOME�IN�MIND��NEITHER�
is a centralized analytics team. Intelligently applied, an analytics team 
does not look for new problems to solve, but works with the teams in 
THE�lELD�TO�SOLVE�EXISTING�PROBLEMS�IN�A�WAY�THAT�MAKES�THEIR�JOBS�MORE�
effective without burdening their work.

)T�IS�THE�AGENCIES��AND�SPECIlCALLY��THE�EMPLOYEES�AT�THE�AGENCIES��WHO�
are on the ground and who understand all of the details of the service 
of delivery. These are the teams that can give us the best-observed 
INFORMATION�ON�WHAT�S�GOING�ON�AND�HOW�WE�CAN�WORK�TO�lX�PROBLEMS��
Moreover, these are the teams that are going to implement whatever 
SOLUTION�WE�lND�THROUGH�OUR�ANALYSIS��(AVING�THEM�ON�BOARD�IS�FUNDA-
mentally important to actually delivering more valuable service. The 
best way to have them on board is to work on a problem that actually 
impacts their day-to-day lives.

In the case of the building inspectors, that was an intelligent way to 
automate complaint priority. The building inspectors have an enor-
mous amount of professional experience, and when they are able to 
read complaints and compare it with their own experience, they’re able 
to identify those that are often the worst. With fewer and fewer inspec-
tors, more and more illegally occupied buildings, and more and more 
311 complaints, devoting the time to successfully risk assess those com-
plaints one-by-one by hand has become an onerous challenge. When 
WE�USE�A�lLTER�TO�PRIORITIZE�TICKETS��WE�RE�NOT�IGNORING�THE�EXPERIENCE�
level of those inspectors. Instead, we’re giving them a leg up by doing 
AN�AUTOMATED�lRST�PASS�ON�THE�INSPECTION�PRIORITY��ESSENTIALLY�APPLYING�
their accumulated institutional knowledge in an automated fashion. 
They can still read and reorder based on their knowledge set, but we’re 
starting them off with an intelligent list.
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7ITH�THESE�AGENCIES��WE�CAN�TALK�ABOUT�THE�BENElTS�OF�AN�ANALYTICS�AP-
proach all day, but what they really care about are the results. We have 
A�2/)DRIVEN�MAYOR��A�2/)DRIVEN�BUDGET�OFlCE��AND�LEADERS�AT�ALL�OF�
the agencies that are ROI-driven. If we ask them for their time and 
their data to improve their delivery of service, we should deliver im-
proved service, and at the very minimum, we should be measuring the 
change in levels of service in order to understand the impact.

Measuring results may require new ways to think about the metrics. 
4HE�GOAL�OF�THE�$EPARTMENT�OF�"UILDINGS�ILLEGAL�CONVERSION�RISK�lLTER�IS�
TO�REDUCE�THE�NUMBER�OF�DEATHS�THROUGH�lRES�AND�STRUCTURAL�COLLAPSES��
However, the reality is that due to the professional excellence of our 
agencies, those events are so rare, even in a city as large as New York, 
THAT�IT�CAN�BE�DIFlCULT�TO�ACCURATELY�MEASURE�THE�PERFORMANCE�IMPROVE-
ment from such a small dataset. Instead, we had to think about the 
leading indicators of outcomes.

In the case of catastrophic building incidents, “vacate orders” are a 
leading indicator. In the case of illegal conversions, remember, our 
building inspectors go out to all of the 311 complaints. Sooner or lat-
ER��THEY�ARE�GOING�TO�lND�ALL�OF�THE�ILLEGAL�CONVERSIONS�THAT�HAVE�BEEN�
reported and remediate that condition. When we re-prioritize the tick-
ets, we are not altering the total number of illegal conversions that will 
be found. However, the important part is actually the “sooner” rather 
than “later” piece. In the case of illegally converted structures, which 
INCIDENTALLY�ARE�AT�RISK�OF�lRE��IT�MAKES�A�HUGE�DIFFERENCE�TO�THE�RESI-
dents if we inspect the building three days after a complaint comes in 
OR�THIRTY�DAYS�LATER��7HEN�WE�INCREASE�THE�SPEED�OF�lNDING�THE�WORST�OF�
the worst by prioritizing the complaint list, we are reducing our time 
to respond to the most dangerous places, and we are in effect reducing 
the number of days that residents are living at risk. We calculated that 
AS�A�REDUCTION�IN�lRERISK�DAYS�

As a result of the success of the program, in our next management 
report, the Department of Buildings will add two risk-based, out-
come-based metrics as their critical indicators of performance mea-
surement. This fundamental shift in how we measure performance is 
directly attributable to focusing on what is most important in this an-
alytics project: we are reducing the amount of time that people are at 
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increased risk of burning to death and that reduction in time is what 
we’re tracking.

Routinizing and Operationalizing the Insight

The greatest challenge for the analytics team is moving from insight to 
ACTION��)NSIGHT�IS�POWERFUL��BUT�IT�S�WORTHLESS�IF�THE�BEHAVIOR�IN�THE�lELD�
DOESN�T�CHANGE��'ETTING�THE�ANALYTICS�INTO�THE�lELD�IS�DEPENDENT�UPON�
creating the lightest footprint possible, so that the intervention doesn’t 
CAUSE�A�HEADACHE�TO�THE�WORKER�IN�THE�lELD�

To understand what will or won’t be disruptive, the analytics team 
NEEDS�TO�GET�A�lRM�GRASP�ON�THE�WAY�THAT�OPERATIONS�ARE�HANDLED�BY�THE�
front line. When we work with an agency on a project, we shadow them 
to understand how they actually do their job. Seeing the way that the 
work is actually done is often very different from how it’s described on 
paper or in a meeting and is an important step in the process.

Immediately, we discount any intervention that changes the way that 
the front line works. New training and processes are non-starters be-
CAUSE�OF� THE� IMMENSE�ORGANIZATIONAL�DIFlCULTY� IN� EFFECTIVELY� TURNING�
battleships and reorienting them around new processes. Even new 
forms are frowned upon, as they get in the way, or at least change the 
WAY��THE�lELDWORK�IS�DONE�

Our concept is simple—a light footprint means that the solution must 
be delivered upstream of the front line. If our task is to re-prioritize 
inspections, we build that automatically into the inspection assignment 
generation system, so that the assignment is already delineated with 
a priority level by the time it reaches the inspectors. If our solution 
IS� A� TECHNOLOGICAL� lX� THAT� CONNECTS� TWO� FORMERLY� DISPARATE� PIECES� OF�
information and delivers a new piece of information, we make sure 
that piece of information is being delivered right alongside currently 
reported data, not in a different, detached method. It sounds simple, 
BUT�IT�S�SO�EASY�TO�GO�WRONG��$ON�T�CHANGE�THE�FRONT�LINE�PROCESS��CHANGE�
the outcome.
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Keep Focused on What Will Work

While the buzz around big data seems to have been generated out 
of thin air, the outcomes associated with it will only come from hard 
work, with years and years of effort. Just as with any other business or 
government process, the steps are incremental in nature.

Analytics is not magic, and it’s not necessarily complicated. Analytics 
really means intelligence, and intelligence is better information that 
helps us make better decisions. To the extent that we can automate 
that information gathering and analysis, for instance, in automatically 
SORTING�THE�PRIORITY�LEVEL�OF�WORK�ORDERS��WE�RE�STREAMLINING�THE�EFlCACY�
of the approach. The most important thing to remember, however, is 
that we are not changing the approach.

An effective analytics project is one that gets in and gets out sight un-
seen. Let the results speak for the project.

Lessons Learned

7HEN�)�lRST�JOINED�THE�"LOOMBERG�!DMINISTRATION�AT�THE�END�OF�������
it was just me at a cubicle, making phone calls, studying organizational 
CHARTS�AND�DATA�SCHEMATICS��SURlNG�OUR�OPEN�DATA�PAGE�TO�SEE�WHAT�WAS�
AVAILABLE��AND�VISITING�EVERY�OFlCE�)�COULD�IN�MY�ON�AND�OFF�TIME�TO�SEE�
WHAT�WAS�GOING�ON��)T�WAS�SIX�MONTHS�BEFORE�)�HIRED�MY�lRST�ANALYST��A�
fresh-from-college economics major who had won his rotisserie base-
ball league three years in a row and was preternaturally affable. We 
tried a few different projects that didn’t end up going anywhere, but 
taught us extremely valuable lessons about how to make disparate piec-
es of city data work moderately harmoniously together to tell us the sto-
ries we needed to hear. It wasn’t until spring 2011—almost a year and 
A�HALF�AFTER�)�STARTED�THIS�PROJECT�THAT�WE�DELIVERED�OUR�lRST�ACTIONABLE�
insight. In the two years since then, we have become a central com-
ponent of the administration’s approach to government, implementing 
citywide analytics-based systems for structural safety, emergency re-
sponse, disaster response and recovery, economic development, and 
tax enforcement—and we’ve only just started to scale out.
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This isn’t triumphalism. Moreover, it was far from easy. Tacked up over 
MY�DESK�SINCE�MY�lRST�DAY�IS�A�QUOTE�FROM�4EDDY�2OOSEVELT��AND�MORE�
days than not, early on, I found myself reading it over and over again. 

)T� IS�NOT�THE�CRITIC�WHO�COUNTS��NOT�THE�MAN�WHO�POINTS�OUT�HOW�
the strong man stumbles, or where the doer of deeds could have 
done them better. The credit belongs to the man who is actually 
IN�THE�ARENA��WHOSE�FACE�IS�MARRED�BY�DUST�AND�SWEAT�AND�BLOOD��
WHO�STRIVES�VALIANTLY��WHO�ERRS��WHO�COMES�SHORT�AGAIN�AND�AGAIN��
BECAUSE�THERE�IS�NO�EFFORT�WITHOUT�ERROR�AND�SHORTCOMING��BUT�WHO�
DOES�ACTUALLY�STRIVE�TO�DO�THE�DEEDS��WHO�KNOWS�GREAT�ENTHUSIASMS��
THE�GREAT�DEVOTIONS��WHO�SPENDS�HIMSELF�IN�A�WORTHY�CAUSE��WHO�AT�
the best knows in the end the triumph of high achievement, and 
who at the worst, if he fails, at least fails while daring greatly, so 
that his place shall never be with those cold and timid souls who 
neither know victory nor defeat. (Roosevelt, 1910)

What I’m trying to stress is you have to start somewhere, while bearing 
in mind the following lessons we’ve learned:

• You don’t need a lot of specialized personnel.

• You don’t need a lot of high-end technology.

• You don’t need “perfect” data (but you do need the entire set).

• You must have strong executive support.

• You must talk to the people behind the data, and see what they 
see and experience what they experience.

• You must focus on generating actionable insight for your clients 
that they can immediately use with minimal disruption to ex-
isting logistics chains.

Above all else, you need to be relentless in terms of delivering a quality 
PRODUCT��WHILE�REMAINING�mEXIBLE�IN�TERMS�OF�HOW�YOU�DO�IT��&OR�.EW�
York City’s analytics program, pragmatic, inventive problem solvers are 
always welcome, but ideologues need not apply. Finally, you need to 
remember at all times that the point of all this effort is to help your city 
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and its people thrive. Keep all this in mind. Just dive in and do it. You 
MAY�BE�AMAZED�AT�WHAT�YOU�lND�
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CHAPTER 16

Why Data Must Drive Decisions in 
Government

By Beth Blauer

The Dawn of the Data-Driven Government

The government landscape in 2013 includes a host of challenges and 
opportunities. The economy is uncertain, politics are highly polarized, 
and many more people are relying on government services compared 
to just a decade ago. We’re also living in a time of unprecedented digi-
tal openness, convenience, and transparency in everyday life.

)T�S�THIS�LANDSCAPE��WHERE�EIGHTYlVE�PERCENT�OF�!MERICAN�ADULTS�HAVE�
INTERNET� ACCESS� AND� lFTYSIX� PERCENT� OWN� A� SMARTPHONE�� WHICH� HAS�
turned “google” into a verb and made everyone a restaurant critic (Fox, 
����	��#ITIZENS�EXPECT�TO�lND�THE�ANSWERS�TO�ALMOST�ANY�QUESTION�ONLINE�
and are demanding more answers from government. Yet, in large part, 
government-related accessibility has lagged, until now.

By adopting cutting-edge technologies, such as cloud data storage and 
application programming interfaces (APIs), to unlock and share their 
treasure troves of data, some government agencies are not only catching 
up with the private sector in terms of innovation, but also accelerating 
beyond it. Data has long been recognized as a government asset, but 
now it can more easily be shared and utilized both inside government 
AND�AMONG�CITIZENS��ENTREPRENEURS��AND�RESEARCHERS��TO�lND�SOLUTIONS�TO�
persistent civic problems.

A new era of data-driven government and civic innovation is taking 
shape, and the results are amazing so far. They provide only a hint of 
what is possible in the future. It’s not a matter of whether data-driven 
GOVERNMENT�CAN�CREATE� THE�BEST� SOLUTIONS� TO� SOCIETY�S�PROBLEMS�� IT�S� A�
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matter of how soon different governments will embrace the idea and 
REAP�THE�BENElTS�

As the former leader of one of the earliest and most successful da-
ta-driven programs in government, Maryland StateStat, I want to share 
my story of how I arrived at that role, what we accomplished during 
my tenure, and why I have now chosen to move to the private sector to 
create a platform for data-driven governance.

How I Joined Data-Driven Government 

&OR�MOST�PEOPLE��GOVERNMENT�IS�AN�ANCILLARY�PART�OF�EVERYDAY�LIFE��THAT�
is certainly how I saw it before I decided to attend law school. I had 
a general goal to help people with my law degree, but getting into 
government had never been of interest.

A day that changed so many people’s lives, September 11, 2001, ended 
up moving me toward a career as a public servant.

At the time, I was fresh out of law school, newly married, and working 
at a New York City hedge fund. A painful slip in a pothole on Septem-
BER����������SENT�ME�TO�THE�DOCTOR�S�OFlCE�ON�THE�MORNING�OF�3EPTEMBER�
11, rather than heading to work in the World Trade Center Complex.

4HE�EXPERIENCE�PROMPTED�A� LOT�OF� REmECTION�AND�A� SHIFT� IN�PRIORITIES��
My husband and I decided to move back home to Baltimore. And, I 
REMEMBERED�WHY�)�WENT�TO�LAW�SCHOOL�IN�THE�lRST�PLACE��TO�HELP�PEOPLE�

I changed my career trajectory to pursue a job as a public defender. 
7HILE� STUDYING� FOR� THE�"AR�� )�WORKED�AS� A� JUVENILE�PROBATION�OFlCER�
to get court experience. The more time I spent at the Maryland De-
partment of Juvenile Services, the more my appreciation grew for the 
process, as opposed to the practice, of law.

At this time, Mayor Martin O’Malley of Baltimore was undertaking 
some inspiring work. While leading Baltimore’s government, he began 
taking cues from New York City’s success with the CompStat program.
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For example, the CompStat team in NYC had cross-referenced crime 
maps with police department resource maps and uncovered a glaring 
DISPARITY��CRIMElGHTING�RESOURCES�WERE�EVENLY�DISTRIBUTED��BUT�CRIME�
wasn’t. By being smarter about dispatching departmental resources, 
.9#�S� LEADERSHIP� WAS� ABLE� TO� CLEAN� UP� THE� CITY� SIGNIlCANTLY��7HEN�
crime disappears, something else usually moves in. In New York City’s 
case, it was industry, business, tourism, and more vibrant neighbor-
hoods. The data-driven approach proved powerful.

Mayor O’Malley wanted to use this approach to clean up Baltimore, 
but in a much broader capacity. He was focused on reducing crime, but 
he also wanted to impact and improve the city as a whole. He wanted 
the suburbanites who had abandoned their city to return. He wanted a 
vibrant downtown full of safe and happy visitors. He wanted all of Bal-
timore’s children to have the best education, and he wanted a cleaner, 
MORE�EFlCIENT�CITY�

As a result, he led a team to create his version of CompStat—called 
CitiStat. It was a game-changer. The shift to a data-driven approach 
not only impacted crime, but also provided a data-based decision-mak-
ING�PLATFORM�FOR�ALL�CITY�AGENCIES��)T�GAVE�BIRTH�TO�SERVICES�THAT�BENElTED�
citizens, like 311 non-emergency issue reporting and a forty-eight-hour 
pothole response guarantee.

I observed the success of CitiStat from my role in the juvenile justice 
system and was naturally drawn to the data-based analysis of problems.

The Birth of Maryland StateStat

When Baltimore’s Mayor O’Malley became Maryland’s Governor 
O’Malley in 2006, it was clear that CitiStat would be rolled out state-
wide. After his election, he named me Chief of Staff of the Department 
of Juvenile Services. Then, based upon my work in the juvenile justice 
system (and my tendency to disregard the status quo and naysayers), 
Governor O’Malley invited me to be the Director of StateStat.

)N�MY�FOLLOWING�lVE�YEARS�HEADING�UP�THE�PROGRAM��)�WAS�ABLE�TO�PLAY�
a key role in a fundamental change in the way the Maryland State 
government operated. The goal from the beginning was to make da-
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ta-driven decisions and welcome innovation.

We initially focused on the larger agencies within the state government. 
Governor O’Malley’s vision for Maryland was ambitious and bold. His 
goals included ending childhood hunger in Maryland by 2015, achiev-
ing a twenty percent decrease in crime statewide by 2018, and getting 
Chesapeake Bay to the “Healthy Bay Tipping Point” by 2025. He knew 
from his experience with CitiStat that data from multiple agencies 
would be essential to solving these complicated issues. He purposeful-
ly pulled together people from different departments, and their data, 
TO�lND�SOLUTIONS�

Stories of Success with StateStat

Childhood Hunger

Take, for instance, Governor O’Malley’s goal of ending childhood hun-
ger. It’s a pretty weighty goal. Plus, it’s hard to quantify success in end-
ing hunger. Do you measure the number of free lunches delivered? 
How else can hunger be measured?

To make things more complicated, the government services that ad-
dress hunger are disparate and separated by agency walls. Reducing 
THE�NUMBER�OF�HUNGRY�KIDS�IS�ON�THE�RADAR�OF�SCHOOLS��NONPROlTS��AND�
social service agencies. Until O’Malley’s StateStat program began in 
2006, these stakeholders had never truly focused on pooling their data 
RESOURCES�AND�WORKING�TOGETHER�TO�lND�SOLUTIONS��EVEN�THOUGH�THEY�WERE�
all trying to accomplish the same end. Add to that the stigma of using 
food stamps or getting free lunches, and it was obvious that the State 
did not really have a handle on how many children were “hungry.”

Once we were able to gather all these stakeholders in the same room 
and compile the data we did have, it became obvious that school meals 
were the lynchpin. We determined that if we could feed more kids 
more meals at school, we had the best chance of improving their situ-
ation. We worked together to extend free meal services geographically 
where needed.

Free lunch turned into free breakfast, then dinner, then summer pro-
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grams with free meals, too. What were the results of our efforts? In 
addition to no longer being hungry, these well-fed children performed 
better at school. We saw dramatic improvements in academic results 
AND�SIGNIlCANT�DECREASES�IN�BEHAVIORAL�ISSUES��7HILE�WE�COULDN�T�DRAW�
a direct correlation between the free meals and the improved academ-
ic performance, most leaders in Maryland agree that without the ex-
panded free meals programs, Maryland wouldn’t have been awarded 
THE�DESIGNATION�OF�BEST�SCHOOLS�IN�THE�COUNTRY�BY�%DUCATION�7EEK�lVE�
years in a row: 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, and 2012 (“Quality Counts 
2012,” 2012).

Safety for Foster Children

In another dramatic story of impact, we worked with the Department 
OF�(UMAN�2ESOURCES�TO�lND�OUT�HOW�FOSTER�CHILDREN�IN�-ARYLAND�WERE�
faring. Were they safe and well cared for? As part of our analysis, we 
wanted to overlay a map of foster kids’ addresses with a map of the loca-
tions of the state’s most violent criminals and all registered sex offenders.

This location information had never been compared because it was sep-
arated in different departments. Also, because of legal barriers, it was 
not brought together as part of the screening process for foster parents.

Once we gathered together and visualized the data, we found that 
some of our most vulnerable children were living near some of our 
most dangerous criminals. We were able to dispatch safety assessments 
to the most worrisome situations. This effort is still one of my proudest 
accomplishments as the Director of StateStat.

Financial Stability

In 2007, Governor O’Malley decided to raise taxes. We saw the eco-
NOMIC�MELTDOWN�AS�AN�IMPENDING�REALITY�SO�WE�lRST�SOUGHT�TO�IDENTIFY�
waste and eliminate it. In 2006, the O’Malley administration began the 
process of eliminating nearly six thousand State positions (O’Malley, 
2013). In addition, while most states were cutting taxes like crazy, we 
MADE� THE� VERY� UNPOPULAR� DECISION� TO� RAISE� TAXES�AND�NOT� INSIGNIl-
cantly. Applying data helped us with this process.
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Raising taxes, in hindsight, allowed Maryland to weather the recession 
better than most states. We weren’t immune to widespread, to-the-
bone funding cuts, but by making data-driven decisions about revenue 
increases and service reductions, the state was one of only nine states 
to retain an AAA bond rating during the recession.

StateStat’s Results

4HE�DATADRIVEN�APPROACH�HAS�MADE�A�SIGNIlCANT�IMPACT�IN�-ARYLAND��
from determining the right approach to better air quality to getting 
unemployed workers back on the job. Compiling information from dif-
ferent agencies has given us new insight and proved the power of data.

!LL�TOLD��3TATE3TAT�S�SUCCESS�WAS�NOTHING�SHORT�OF�STAGGERING��)N�ITS�lRST�
three years, the state saved $20 million in overtime in our public safety 
agency alone. We cut costs by consolidating our print shops and state 
CAR�mEETS�AND�REDUCING�DUPLICATION�IN�PROJECTS�

O’Malley also made good on his commitment to reduce crime. Vio-
LENT�CRIMES� IN� THE� STATE�DECREASED�BY� TWENTYlVE�PERCENT� FROM������
to 2012. In fact, homicides were down twenty-seven percent in 2011 
compared to 2006. The city of Baltimore, in particular, saw a historic 
reduction in crime.

In addition, the O’Malley administration managed a massive $8.3 bil-
LION�IN�SPENDING�CUTS�IN�ITS�lRST�SEVEN�YEARS��WHILE�RECOVERING�EIGHTYONE�
percent of jobs lost during the recession—that’s the eighth fastest rate 
in the nation. Meanwhile, O’Malley’s team helped to expand health-
care coverage to more than 360,000 residents, most of them children.

)N�������-ARYLAND�HAD�THE�lFTEENTH�LOWEST�FORECLOSURE�RATE�IN�THE�NA-
tion. Eighty-seven percent of high school seniors graduated from high 
SCHOOL��AND�lFTYSIX�PERCENT�MORE�STUDENTS�TOOK�!DVANCED�0LACEMENT�
exams in science, technology, engineering, and math-related topics in 
2012 than they had in 2006.

The list of achievements goes on and on.

How was such widespread success possible? I believe that it is our com-
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mitment to the philosophy of governing by data. It can’t be overempha-
sized. The data-driven approach wasn’t a side project. The StateStat 
program oversaw eighty percent of all budgets and personnel in the 
state. Agencies checked in with StateStat monthly, if not weekly, and 
3TATE3TAT�WAS�REVIEWED�QUARTERLY�AGAINST�'OVERNOR�/�-ALLEY�S�lFTEEN�
stated goals.

In many ways, the timing of StateStat’s beginning was ideal. Data-driv-
en decision-making is always useful, but in the midst of the Great 
Recession, we absolutely had to do more with less. In order to drive 
EFlCIENCY�AND�MAKE�THE�RIGHT�DECISIONS�FOR�CITIZENS��WE�NEEDED�TO�UN-
derstand which services were the most valuable. The answers were in 
the data.

The Shift to Open Data

Our biggest challenge with early StateStat was that the data was com-
ing from multiple places. Without secure databases, we didn’t have a 
central place to gather and store information. Instead, we were manu-
ally compiling spreadsheets. We needed a way to give a curated view of 
data from multiple sources to the public or internal teams.

We looked at business intelligence and database solutions, but in the 
end, open data won. Our open data portal centralized and standard-
ized the data so any department could see another department’s infor-
mation—and so could citizens.

We used the portal as the basis for public dashboards. We constructed 
a framework for setting goals that the public could appreciate and dis-
played the data related to our goals. By making the StateStat process 
more public, we helped citizens understand how the government was 
working for them.

Being open about our efforts helped us engage constituents. When we 
released public data and contextualized problems, citizens rallied and 
responded. When they saw the Recovery Act dollars we received, they 
started to point out projects needed in their communities. We created 
a website for them to make comments and give feedback on where we 
planned to spend the money.
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Our efforts toward transparency through open data sparked a citi-
zen-led, quality-of-life movement in the state.

Essentials of Data-Driven Government Success

!FTER�lVE�YEARS�AT�3TATE3TAT��)�FELT�LIKE�WE�HAD�A�GOOD�METHOD�FOR�USING�
data to make better decisions and engage the community. The three 
basic guidelines I developed were to:

• Curate data and inform people about the government conver-
sation.

• Let developers access the data and allow the ecosystem  
TO�mOURISH�

• Nurture a collaborative environment where data analysts talk 
with the government and developers, and everyone under-
stands the big picture and feels empowered to take risks and 
set ambitious goals.

-EANWHILE��'OVERNOR�/�-ALLEY�DElNED�THE�LEADERSHIP�STYLE�NEEDED�TO�
be successful. He bred this technology-based accountability into every 
level of Maryland’s government, and then supported it by putting the 
right people in positions to make data-driven decisions. He had the 
vision of how StateStat would become a repeatable, scalable machine 
that, armed with the right data, would be able to tackle practically any 
challenge the state faced.

This vision from the top and unwavering commitment to make it work 
is essential to creating the success we had in Maryland. In terms of 
transferability and scalability, this is the biggest hurdle to seeing a Sta-
teStat-style approach reproduced by governments worldwide. A strong 
leader is the key to ensuring widespread, long-term adoption within an 
organization.

Why I Moved to the Private Sector

While working on the open data architecture within the StateStat 
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model, I collaborated with our open data platform provider, Socrata, to 
implement and optimize our open data portal. I recognized that Socra-
ta had the scalable technology necessary to expand open data and da-
ta-driven governance to a much larger audience. This idea inspired me.

What if I could take what I learned in Maryland and design a prod-
uct that would jump-start any government in the world to become 
data-driven?

Socrata invited me to their team to build that product. We named it 
'OV3TAT��AND�ITS�CREATION�HAS�BEEN�A�CAREERDElNING�PROJECT�FOR�ME��)T�
takes the best practices that decades of previous “stat” models had ex-
perimented with, and that Maryland’s StateStat relied on, and creates a 
platform that any state, city, or county can use to implement data-driven 
decision-making. I wanted to make the move to data-driven governance 
quick and easy and give other agencies a high likelihood of success.

For governments just starting with a data-driven approach, I wanted 
this tool to guide them through the best practices for setting goals, 
applying metrics, and tracking performance. For more seasoned orga-
nizations that have experience using open data, this platform can be 
used to elevate their performance tracking and reporting capabilities 
QUICKLY�AND�EFlCIENTLY�

For those instances, and in every one in between, built-in citizen com-
munication is key. With GovStat, goals, metrics, timelines, and tracking 
are reported to citizens through dashboards that give the data context 
and exposure. This is the completion of the loop, so that citizens can be 
involved in efforts to improve their quality of life.

People often ask why I left Governor O’Malley’s team to work in the 
private sector. I think that what we created with StateStat was trans-
formative. I also think that government as a whole—locally, nationally, 
globally—needs to change. We can’t afford not to adopt a data-driven 
APPROACH�AND�MISS�OUT�ON�THE�BENElTS�OF�GREATER�CREATIVITY�AND�COLLAB-
oration in decision-making.

Working with Socrata was the fastest way to move the needle in that 
direction. In all honesty, once you work for Governor O’Malley, you 
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never really stop. I can now evangelize his message of the importance of 
THIS�APPROACH�AND�SPREAD�THE�WORD�THAT�THE�OFTENDIFlCULT�TASK�OF�RUN-
ning government can absolutely work and bring amazing results for all.

The Future of Data-Driven Performance 
Management in Government

The success we have had in Maryland has drawn attention from other 
states and cities. During my time as Director of StateStat, many gov-
ERNMENT�OFlCIALS�CAME�IN�TO�OBSERVE�AND�TALK�TO�US�ABOUT�TRANSFERABIL-
ity. In the six short years since StateStat was born, many states, coun-
ties, and cities across the United States have adopted a data-driven 
approach to leadership. President Obama’s Executive Order on Open 
Data signed on May 9, 2013, signals a bold new commitment to a 
data-driven federal government.

Every “stat” program is slightly different, but they all operate based on 
the four tenets born out of NYC’s CompStat initiative:

1. Accurate and timely intelligence: Know what is happening.

2. Effective tactics: Have a plan.

3. Rapid deployment: Do it quickly.

4. Relentless follow-up and assessment: If it works, do more. If not, 
do something else. (Godown, 2009)

Data-driven governance is more than the open data it’s fueled by. The 
traditional view of open data’s greatest impact is that it creates a de-
velopment engine to get data out into the open where it can stimulate 
economic activity in the private sector. There are plenty of real-life 
examples of this in the app development arena alone—from getting 
restaurant reviews alongside health code violation reports on your mo-
bile device, to receiving a text when the city tows your car. These are 
the types of tangible quality-of-life improvements open data advocates 
have prophesied.

I believe, however, that the most transformative products of open data 
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COME�WHEN�GOVERNMENT�IS�GIVEN�EFlCIENT��LOWCOST�ACCESS�TO�TOOLS�THAT�
allow them to use data to drive progress toward things that are import-
ant to them and their citizens. Then, open data affects not only the 
people who rely on government services, but also extends to everyone 
who interacts with government in their day-to-day lives. We all have 
to interact with government, whether it’s getting a driver’s license or 
requesting a permit to build a home.

!LL� THESE� INTERACTIONS� INmUENCE� OUR� HAPPINESS� INDEX�� %ACH� OF� THOSE�
interactions is impacted by the way government services its citizens. 
Open data has the power to be transformative in service delivery and 
INmUENCE�THE�EXPECTATIONS�THAT�PEOPLE�HAVE��)T�HAS�THE�POWER�TO�TURN�
the tide on the idea that government can’t work.

One of my favorite sayings is that “the rising tide raises all ships.” There 
are examples of government working, even during the harshest austeri-
ty. The more people we have in government using open data, the better 
all governments will be. The more opportunities we have to proliferate 
BEST�PRACTICES��lGURE�OUT�WAYS�TO�BUILD�EFlCIENCIES�INTO�THE�ENTERPRISE�
of government, propel good behavior, and cultivate entrepreneurial 
spirit, the more we will see it come to fruition in reality.

This is all possible when governments are data-driven and align their 
resources to those outcomes that are supported by the tracking of data.

This is my vision. The creation of GovStat is a step toward engaging 
as many people as possible, as quickly as possible. The faster we can 
standardize the measurement of common problems, like crime, blight, 
and poverty, the sooner we’ll be able to replicate and scale what is 
working in small pockets on a broader scale. If New Orleans has a pro-
gram that’s wildly successful at combating blight, let’s standardize that 
and create a platform for sharing that thought leadership. Why should 
Philadelphia recreate the wheel when much of the problem has already 
been solved?

We’re at a nexus of open data and performance insight, and the most 
explosive, ripe, and exciting opportunities lie in a data-driven gover-
nance approach. It’s not a matter of whether or not this approach can 
be adopted on a wide scale, but when. We must use data and be more 
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agile in government in order to solve the problems we are facing locally, 
nationally, and globally. The tighter we weave together open data and 
performance, the faster we can realize the results and the richer the 
data will be.

About the Author
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CHAPTER 17

Beyond Transparency: Louisville’s 
Strategic Use of Data to Drive  

Continuous Improvement
By Theresa Reno-Weber and Beth Niblock

Government embodies our highest aspirations and our lowest ex-
pectations.

We have high expectations for all that we want our government to do 
and all of the services we ask it to provide, regardless of politics or 
lSCAL�CONSTRAINTS��7E�EXPECT�GOVERNMENT�TO�COLLECT�OUR�TRASH��INSPECT�
our restaurants, maintain our roads, protect our property, and provide 
services to our most vulnerable citizens. These are just a few of the 
myriad tasks. Most governments perform these functions with a level 
of resource and reporting constraints that would challenge any well-
run organization. Many of us have experienced, in one way or another, 
the reality that the majority of cities do not operate like well-run orga-
nizations.

Much has been written about the principles and practices of creating 
great organizations. In Louisville, we’ve focused on how to implement 
those principles and practices in the government context, using open 
data to drive a culture of continuous improvement.

Government Is Not Special

Whether it’s getting a driver’s license, ordering a new recycling or trash 
bin, or reporting a pothole in the road, all too often, citizens experience 
AN�OVERWHELMING�INEFlCIENCY�IN�THE�PROCESS��4HE�WHOLE�ENCOUNTER�IS�
too long, overly cumbersome, or unnecessarily redundant. The custom-
er (citizens, businesses, academics, etc.) frequently leaves, frustrated 
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and potentially angry about his or her experience. These experiences 
are too often excused by everyone, customer and government employ-
ee alike, as “that’s just government for you.”

As a society, we are stuck in the mindset that government is somehow 
different and unique from private or social sector counterparts. We 
assume that any of the practices they employ to address complex chal-
lenges couldn’t work or wouldn’t apply at a city government level. This 
is simply not the case.

We’ve been inspired by contemporary books like James C. Collins’ 
Good to Great (2001), Ken Miller’s We Don’t Make Widgets (2006), 
and more recently, Eric Ries’ The Lean Startup (2011). They’ve taught 
us that government can be more like the best parts of a successful 
business or new startup—innovative, proactive, fast moving, and re-
sponsive to the needs of its customers. Government can perform on par 
with the best-run organizations in the world, and in Louisville, we are 
working hard to prove it.

Over the last year, Louisville Metro Government has:

• Removed more than two hundred days from key administrative 
processes, like hiring.

• Reduced unscheduled overtime and workers’ compensation ex-
penditures by more than $2 million.

• #ERTIlED�MORE�THAN�ONE�HUNDRED�EMPLOYEES�IN�PROVEN�PERFOR-
mance improvement methods for measuring, tracking, and im-
proving results in an organization that are widely used in the 
private sector, such as Lean, Six Sigma, and Project Manage-
ment.

• Better aligned the budgeting process with city and departmen-
tal strategic objectives.

• Continually evaluated the performance of multiple, unique de-
partments and shared the results of those evaluations with citi-
zens in a comprehensible, online format.
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!ND�� THE�,OUISVILLE�-ETRO�'OVERNMENT�S�/FlCE�OF�0ERFORMANCE�)M-
provement (OPI) helped make all this happen with a full-time staff of 
just three people and a budget of no more than $300,000. These ac-
complishments have been possible because of the use of open data and 
some basic startup and business innovation principles.

For cities that have begun to use data and best-in-class management 
and performance improvement practices, these results are not unusu-
al. The City of Baltimore implemented CitiStat, a comprehensive data 
tracking and performance management tool, in 2000. The program 
was designed to maximize accountability by requiring city agencies 
to provide CitiStat analysts with metrics representing performance. 
$URING�MONTHLY�AND�BIMONTHLY�MEETINGS�WITH�THE�/FlCE�OF�THE�-AY-
or, each agency must examine sub-standard performance and propose 
SOLUTIONS�THAT�CAN�BE�CARRIED�OUT�IN�AN�EFlCIENT�MANNER��"Y�������THEY�
had used data to strategically reduce and control worker’s overtime 
to save more than $30.9 million. The program has been so effective 
that it has been sustained through three different administrations and 
SUPPORTED�BY�BOTH�SIDES�OF�THE�POLITICAL�AISLE��!FTER�LEAVING�CITY�OFlCE��
former Baltimore Mayor (now Maryland Governor) O’Malley applied 
the CitiStat principles to create Maryland’s StateStat performance im-
provement program with equal success.

In Iowa, the state government has used Lean process improvement 
methods in the last three administrations. It’s not about politics, but 
about “doing government better,” says Teresa Hay-McMahon, presi-
dent of the Iowa Lean Consortium, a group of Iowa businesses and 
governments that employ Lean to drive improvements in time, cost, 
and quality.

While many cities succeed with management practices (like Lean, Six 
Sigma, and Performance Management) and measurement systems (like 
CitiStat or StateStat), many other cities have attempted these improve-
ments and given up. So, the questions become: How do you success-
fully apply these concepts to the work of city government? What does 
it take to make change stick? How do you get the buy-in you need to 
sustain it and really make an impact for citizens and your bottom line? 
How do you get beyond data for the sake of data and use it to inform 
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decisions and drive culture change? We’re tackling these questions in 
Louisville and learning some lessons along the way.

Open Data is the Foundation

In January 2003, the City of Louisville and the surrounding Jefferson 
County merged to form a consolidated city-county government. Today, 
the Mayor and a twenty-six-member city legislature called the Metro 
Council govern Louisville Metro.

While the city population is approximately 750,000 people, the com-
bined city and county population includes close to 1.3 million people, 
making Louisville the thirteenth largest city in the country. Nearly 
5,500 dedicated employees work across more than twenty departments 
and agencies to service the city and county. The workforce is largely 
unionized, with approximately seventy-six percent of all employees in 
a union. The city’s general fund budget is approximately $530 million, 
and the total operating budget is just over $650 million.

The Start of Our Journey:  
Financial Transparency

Louisville’s journey from transparency to truly open data started in 
������WHEN�THE�-ETRO�#OUNCIL�PASSED�A�lNANCIAL� TRANSPARENCY�ORDI-
nance. The ordinance established the guidelines that the transparency 
site was to meet. It established that the Metro Council would begin to 
publish detailed expenditure information for the various programs in 
the Metro Government.

4HE�lRST� ITERATION�OF� THE�WEBSITE� FEATURED� INFORMATION� INCLUDING�EM-
ployee names and salaries, annual budget and funding sources, quar-
terly revenue estimates, and annual audits. We also published all metro 
payments for supplies, personnel, equipment, etc., including a descrip-
tion of expenditures with links to actual grants or contracts, and all 
contracts valued at $50,000 or more.

One of the discussions surrounding transparency during the previous 
administration was how to help citizens interpret the data. There was 
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some concern that just putting information on the transparency site 
without context would lead to misinterpretation.

What we feared most happened. The transparency site went live, and 
the next day, there was an article in the blogosphere about how Metro 
Government had spent $28,000 on alcohol. Those who worked on the 
site were scrambling to explain the expenditure. The reason was sim-
ple: Metro Government licenses liquor establishments, and the amount 
showing in the checkbook was the license refunds for the year. But 
releasing that data without context or explaining the license refunds 
created a needless media headache.

Making Open Data Serve the Citizen

We learned two lessons from that experience: the data needs us-
er-friendly names, and it needs to be released in context to avoid 
misinterpretation. Louisville’s Open Data Portal has come a long way 
from that initial launch, and we’ve made efforts to present the data 
IN�A�WAY�THAT�PUTS�CITIZENS��NEEDS�lRST��!S�OF�������THE�NEW�AND�IM-
proved site provides anytime access and views into the latest city data 
in an easy-to-use format. It now features the most popular datasets 
for download in an easy-to-interpret interface, with more options to 
VIEW��SORT��AND�lLTER�GREAT�FOR�ANYONE�WANTING�TO�SEE�CITY�DATA�AND�
for IT developers wanting to build apps or online tools in creative 
new ways using city data.

We offer raw datasets for city expenditures, employee salaries, board 
members, park locations and amenities, animal services population re-
sults, news and calendar events, and links to other sites with useful 
data and maps. Accurate data is automatically uploaded, eliminating 
resource- and time-intensive manual processes. Most importantly, pub-
LISHED�DATA� SOURCES�ARE�EXPOSED�VIA�!0)�WITH�METADATA�AND�lLTERING�
VIEWS��GIVING�SOFTWARE�DEVELOPERS�MORE�mEXIBILITY�IN�HOW�THEY�CAN�USE�
the data.

Even with all those improvements, however, there was still more to be 
done to leverage data better internally in order to provide transparency 
into city operations, give citizens access to use that data to build new 
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TOOLS��AND�CREATE�A�MORE�EFlCIENT�CITY�THAT�DELIVERS�BETTER�SERVICES�AND�
more effectively allocates taxpayer dollars.

Moving Beyond Open Data to Continuous 
Improvement

Louisville’s early open data efforts had already been underway for sev-
ERAL�YEARS�WHEN�-AYOR�'REG�&ISCHER�TOOK�OFlCE�IN�*ANUARY�������4HE�
mayor put forth a Citizen’s Bill of Rights that underscored the impor-
tance of the city’s ongoing focus on transparency and open data. Trans-
parency was one of six main priorities. The mayor recognized that it 
could be the key to delivering on other commitments.

Mayor Fischer is the driving force behind the continuous improvement 
movement now taking root across Metro Government. He is a former 
entrepreneur and successful businessman who helped launch a Center 
for Quality of Management (CQM) chapter in Louisville for business 
OWNERS�IN�THE�����S��(E�CAME�INTO�OFlCE�ON�THE�PROMISE�TO�RUN�THE�CITY�
government more like a successful business. He started by asking ques-
tions that are elementary in successful businesses: What are we trying 
to accomplish? What do our customers (citizens) expect and need from 
us? Where are we doing well and where is there room for improvement?

Mayor Fischer was familiar with Baltimore’s CitiStat program and 
wanted to launch a similar program in Louisville. To run this program, 
he created a new role titled Chief of Performance Improvement. The 
ROLE�IS�ONE�THAT�MANY�FORPROlT�COMPANIES�HAVE�ALSO�CREATED��THOUGH�IT�S�
MORE�OFTEN�CALLED�#0/�OR�#HIEF�0ERFORMANCE�/FlCER�

The Chief of Performance Improvement began with the mandate of 
helping departments answer the question “What are you trying to ac-
complish and how would you know if you’ve done so successfully?” 
Once that question was answered, the city could focus on being sure 
that each department had the skills and resources to accomplish its 
mission. This led to the three key areas of focus: planning (what is the 
city government doing today and what does it want to do tomorrow?), 
performance management (how well are we doing it?), and continuous 
improvement (how do we do the work and how can we do it better?).
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Alongside the new Chief of Performance Improvement position, the 
MAYOR� LAUNCHED� ,OUISVILLE�S� /FlCE� OF� 0ERFORMANCE� )MPROVEMENT� IN�
January 2012. That same month, with the support of the Technology 
$EPARTMENT��THE�lRST�,OUISVILLE�3TATISTICS��,OUIE3TAT	�FORUM�WAS�HELD�
with the Department of Public Works & Assets.

The premise of LouieStat is that each participating department iden-
TIlES�AND�TRACKS�A�SERIES�OF�SUCCESS�METRICS�SPECIlC�TO�ITS�WORK�AGAINST�
its own history, goals, and relevant benchmarks. Additionally, the en-
tire city is tracking certain enterprise metrics: unscheduled overtime, 
workers’ compensation claims, complaints into MetroCall 311, and the 
amount of sick leave used by employees. Every six to eight weeks, the 
department meets with the city’s entire senior leadership team, includ-
ing the mayor, to go through these numbers, identify issues, and ad-
dress key problems.

As Mayor Fischer admitted, getting started wasn’t easy:

4HE�lRST�FORUM�WITH�0UBLIC�7ORKS�AND�!SSETS�WAS�PRETTY�ROUGHx
The department came with twenty-six pages of data and metrics, 
and the senior leadership team had no way of interpreting the 
data as good, bad, or indifferent. (G. Fischer, personal commu-
nication, 2013)

4HE�FORUM��HOWEVER��PROVED�TO�BE�A�CRITICAL�lRST�STEP�IN�IMPROVING�THE�
way the government works. First, it sent the message that we weren’t 
going to wait to develop something perfect, but that we were going to 
get started and improve as we went along—“Sixty percent and go,” as 
Mayor Fischer would say. For an entrepreneur, this is known as the 
MVP or “minimum viable product” concept (Ries, 2011). Once you 
have an MVP—the most bare bones version of what you’re trying to 
build—you launch it, test it, and immediately set to work improving it 
incrementally, rather than making big upfront investments to perfect 
something that may or may not work.

The forum also made it clear that the focus was not just on data. It was 
ABOUT�CONVERTING�DATA�INTO�USEFUL�INFORMATION�TO�DRIVE�ISSUE�IDENTIlCA-
tion, problem solving, decision-making, resource allocation, and, ulti-
mately, performance improvement. Data in a vacuum is never useful, 
so while we had a good amount of data in raw form, we needed to start 
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using the data to identify ways to continually improve what we were 
delivering to citizens and how.

Implementation Is Messy
)N� THAT�lRST� YEAR��/0)�BROUGHT�NINE�DEPARTMENTS� INTO� THE�,OUIE3TAT�
program: Public Works & Assets, Fire & Rescue, Corrections, Parks, 
Public Health & Wellness, Animal Services, Codes & Regulations, 
EMS, and Economic Growth & Innovation. Departments were prior-
itized based on criteria including size of department, citizen impact, 
performance readiness, and span of control.

As part of integrating LouieStat, departments began working with OPI 
ANALYSTS�TO�DEVELOP�THE�RIGHT�OPERATIONAL�METRICS�FOR�THEIR�SPECIlC�FUNC-
tional area and to put together historical data and relevant benchmarks. 
This was complicated, since some departments, like Fire & Rescue, 
had a wealth of operational data, and others, like Parks, had very little 
data—most of which was captured in handwritten paper logs.

As we began to track, analyze, and share the data with departments, 
all of the issues one might anticipate began to surface. Many depart-
ments did not have a strategic planning process, and as a result, had 
never clearly articulated their goals externally or internally. For those 
who had or were able to create goals, there was still a great deal of 
resistance to creating and evaluating metrics. Many complained that 
THE�DATA�WAS�NOT�GOOD��THAT�IT�DIDN�T�REPRESENT�THE�TRUE�SITUATION��THAT�IT�
WAS�MISINTERPRETED��OR�THAT�THERE�WERE�INAPPROPRIATE�ENTRIES�OR�PEOPLE�
being counted “against them” in the system. All of these complaints 
were valid.

As we had learned in our initial open data work, though, the data will 
never be perfect, at least in the beginning. The minute you start track-
ing and analyzing it, you will begin the process of improving it—so 
don’t wait for the data to be perfect to start.

Still, we quickly realized we needed a way to focus in on the data that 
mattered most to the mission success of each department.
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Strategic Planning in Performance Management

Strategic planning needed to be a part of our approach if we were going 
to focus our analysis on what truly mattered. At that time, Metro did 
not have a comprehensive or coordinated strategic planning process. 
While some departments had their own planning processes in place, 
many did not, and strategic and operational planning were lumped into 
and driven by the annual budget process. OPI helped establish a new 
planning process. The goal was to translate the mayor’s multi-year vi-
sion and objectives into a comprehensive strategic plan that cascaded 
throughout Metro Government. OPI also helped align the strategic 
goals and initiatives of all Metro departments and agencies with the 
current administration’s goals.

The process culminated in the mayor’s six-year strategic plan for Lou-
isville Metro Government and more than twenty individual six-year 
strategic plans at the department or agency level. Contained within 
each plan are measurable targets we are trying to achieve as a city and 
as individual departments, so we can check our progress as we go and 
focus our attention on what matters.

We are now in the process of designing a type of “budgeting for out-
comes” process that should align the city’s spending with its priorities. 
This design process is already raising important questions about the 
role of government in achieving the city’s priorities. At the very least, 
connecting strategy to budget is forcing departments to question the 
value of some entrenched programs with unclear outcomes.

Performance Management: How Are We Doing?

The strategic plans gave us a good understanding of what we were try-
ing to do at a strategic level, and to some extent, at an operational level. 
Yet, we were still faced with a wealth of potential metrics for any given 
DEPARTMENT�� 0UBLIC�7ORKS���!SSETS��WHICH� HAS� lVE�MAJOR� DIVISIONS��
including Solid Waste Management, Fleet, Facilities, Engineering, and 
Operations & Maintenance, has hundreds of operational metrics we 
COULD�EVALUATE��4HE�CHALLENGE�IS�lNDING�THE�VITAL�FEW�h+EY�0ERFORMANCE�
Indicators” (KPIs). OPI worked with departments to establish the best 
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KPIs for their work, focusing on answering two critical questions:

1. What results (informed by strategic plans) are we trying to achieve?

2. How would we know if we were achieving them?

For example, we established three KPIs for the Louisville Fire De-
partment: amount of property damage (in dollars), number of civilian 
lRE� INJURIES�� AND�NUMBER� OF� HOME�lRE� INSPECTIONS��7E� SET� GOALS� FOR�
each KPI informed by past performance and where we want to be—
����������� IN� PROPERTY� DAMAGE�� ZERO� CIVILIAN� lRE� INJURIES�� AND� ������
HOME�lRE�INSPECTIONS�COMPLETED�AND�TRACK�AND�REPORT�PROGRESS�RELAT-
ed to those goals.

The departments in LouieStat come before the mayor and his senior 
leadership team (which consists of the heads of Finance, HR, Technol-
ogy, Legal, Policy, Performance Improvement, and Communication) 
every six to eight weeks. Through consistent tracking and data analysis 
of their KPIs, the team works to identify and discuss what the depart-
ment (and Metro Government) can do to continually improve the ser-
vices it delivers to the citizens of Louisville. This also means ways we 
can better meet the strategic goals we’ve committed to. In between 
LouieStat forums, OPI supports the departments through measure-
MENT�IDENTIlCATION��DATA�ANALYSIS��PERFORMANCE�REPORTING��TRAINING��AND�
coaching. All KPIs are then posted on the public LouieStat website 
(www.louiestat.louisvilleky.gov) for citizens to view.

The LouieStat process faced much resentment and skepticism at the 
beginning, but once departments got going, attitudes started to change. 
While the focus is on where the department is underperforming—and 
IDENTIlCATION�OF�THE�ROOT�CAUSES�IMPACTING�PERFORMANCE�CAN�BE�QUITE�
targeted—the mayor frames the interaction with each department as 
ultimately asking the question “how can we help?” This has been a re-
freshing surprise to many department directors. Because of LouieStat, 
department leaders gain important insights that offer them a clearer 
DIRECTION�IN�MANAGING�EMPLOYEES�AND�A�QUANTIlABLE�MEASURE�OF�THEIR�
successes.
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This experience led to a realization of how important it is to celebrate 
success. For many, simply being able to present the work of their de-
partments in a meaningful and clear way to the city’s senior leadership 
team and the mayor was a powerful incentive.

Mark Bolton, Director of Corrections, explained:

As you go down a path of something new, there’s always trepida-
tion. What is this about? What are we getting into now? But it truly 
is all about how can we be the best at what we do…that’s what 
Mayor Fischer is all about and that’s what this department is all 
about. (Bolton, personal communication, 2013)

For those departments not yet participating in LouieStat, Louisville 
Metro Government created a “Day of Celebration” during which teams 
nominated from across city government were recognized for their in-
novations and successes. The inaugural Day of Celebration in 2012 was 
hosted as a part of Louisville’s internationally recognized IdeaFesti-
val and celebrated both performance improvement and innovations in 
government. More than a hundred nominations were submitted, and 
recognition was given to employees at all levels of the organization for 
contributions to “daily, continuous improvement and breakthrough 
work.” In addition to recognition of success, the annual Day of Cele-
bration includes a training and education focus with breakout sessions 
providing an introduction to performance management tools.

Capability Building and Continuous Improvement: 
How Do We Go From Here to There?

Don’t just give me your hands, give me your hearts and minds.

—Louisville Mayor Greg Fischer

Many transparency initiatives and data programs stop short of their 
true potential, equating putting the data out there with success. OPI 
even started with the mantra “What gets measured, gets improved.” 
(OWEVER��WE�REALIZED� THAT� THIS� IS�AN�OVERSIMPLIlCATION�� )T� IS�NOT� SUF-
lCIENT�TO�SIMPLY�EVALUATE�CURRENT�PERFORMANCE��SET�A�TARGET�FOR�WHERE�
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you want the department or organization to go, and trust that it will get 
there on its own.

As recent literature in behavioral economics makes clear, most people 
inherently want to be good, if not great, at what they do. However, many 
people, especially in municipal government, have not been supported 
with the training or resources to do so. The culture has not been set up 
to support continuous improvement. Many municipal employees are op-
erating with legacy systems, and in some cases, legacy mindsets. To be 
successful, a performance management program must focus on embed-
ding the skills and capabilities required to improve performance and 
truly close the gap between baseline data and the targets or goals es-
tablished for each KPI within departments. Transforming to a high per-
forming, continuous improvement-focused government is no easy task.

What it really comes down to is changing the mindsets and behaviors 
of those in government to recognize the opportunities around them 
and have the know-how and ability to then capitalize on those oppor-
tunities to deliver positive change. Of course, this is much easier said 
than done. Employees need to change their habits and behaviors, and 
the organization needs to adopt new processes.

Many people come to work every day and are completely occupied 
WITH�hlGHTING�lRESv�RUSHING�TO�BATTLE�CRISES�AS� THEY�COME�UP��4HEY�
work straight through, get to the end of the day, and aren’t really sure 
what they have to show for it. They know they’ve been busy, but they 
don’t feel like they’ve made any progress. Others come to work and do 
the same thing day in and day out. They do the work given to them or 
asked of them without really enjoying it or taking pride in it. We have 
their hands, but not their hearts and minds.

7E�WANT�TO�HELP�PEOPLE�GET�OUT�OF�THE�BUSINESS�OF�lGHTING�lRES��AS�MUCH�
as we can, given the nature of city services and municipal government) 
and only using their hands. We want to get them into the habit of using 
their hearts and minds to challenge the status quo and continually im-
prove what they deliver to citizens and how they deliver it.

/VER� THE� COURSE� OF� OUR� EFFORT�� WE�VE� IDENTIlED� THREE� GENERAL� CATE-
gories of the way that people react to change. There are those who 
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relish it, those who are skeptical of it, and those who truly dislike it: 

• 4HOSE�WHO� RELISH� CHANGE� lND� IT�MOTIVATING� AND� EXCITING�� ARE�
ALWAYS�OPEN�TO�IT��AND�ARE�OFTEN�THE�lRST�TO�hBUY�IN�v

• Those who are skeptical of change are not convinced of the 
value of the change being made or they have seen many unsuc-
cessful attempts at change. They want to be sure the effort will 
be successful before they “buy in.”

• Those who truly dislike change only see it as extra work and are 
happy with the status quo. They will be the last to come around 
and may never truly “buy in” to the change.

Our focus at the start of our journey has been to engage those who rel-
ISH�CHANGE��7E�SEE�THEM�AS�THE�EARLY�ADOPTERS�OR�hlRST�FOLLOWERS�v�IF�YOU�
are familiar with the “Dancing Guy” YouTube video on how to start a 
movement (if not, we highly recommend you check it out). Not surpris-
ingly, the proportion of people in the different groups follows the nor-
MAL�DISTRIBUTION�OF�THE�BELL�CURVE��WITH�THOSE�WHO�EMBRACE�CHANGE�lRST�
equal to about twenty percent of people in the organization. They can 
then be used to help bring along the approximately sixty percent who 
are skeptical of change. The twenty percent remaining who truly dislike 
change will either eventually join in or perhaps leave the organization.

Those skeptical of change often have a good reason to be. Many change 
efforts or transformations fail. They come in with a new administration 
and are gone when the administration leaves or, worse, before they ever 
get off the ground. One of the better explanations of complex change 
MANAGEMENT�DElNES�lVE�KEY�ELEMENTS�FOR�SUCCESSFUL�CHANGE�MANAGE-
ment: vision, skills, incentive, resources, and an action plan (Villa and 
Thousand, 1995). The absence of any one of those core elements yields 
something less than successful change. In Louisville, we’ve distilled 
the above components into three principles and added a fourth to an-
chor our efforts to continually improve government:

• Communication, Vision, and Action Plans: “I know what is ex-
pected of me, I agree with it, and it is meaningful.”
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• Building Reinforcement Mechanisms and Incentives: “The 
structures, processes, and systems reinforce the change in be-
havior I am being asked to make.”

• Developing Skills and Offering Resources: “I have the skills, 
capabilities, and opportunities to perform in the new way.”

• Driving Culture Change through Role Models: “I see leaders, 
peers, and others behaving in line with the changes requested 
of me.”

With these four key principles in mind, we began engaging the group 
OF�lRST�FOLLOWERS�BY�COMMUNICATING��7ITHIN�A�MONTH�OF�LAUNCHING�/0)��
we sent an email out to all Metro employees about the work of OPI and 
asked if anyone was interested in being involved, sharing thoughts, and 
LEARNING�MORE�ABOUT�0ERFORMANCE�)MPROVEMENT��)N�THE�lRST�COUPLE�OF�
months, we had over one hundred responses. This was not a huge num-
ber of people for an organization of nearly six thousand, but enough to 
GET�STARTED�AND�HELP�SCALE�THE�IMPACT�OF�AN�OFlCE�OF�THREE�PEOPLE��&OR�
these individuals, as well as Metro leadership and department manage-
ment, OPI offered training in Lean, Six Sigma, Project Management, 
and overall management best practices. Many of these individuals were 
then assigned to cross-functional teams.

OPI facilitates the work of cross-functional teams who are asked to 
solve known problems that span multiple departments or stakehold-
ers within Metro Government. Their job is to come up with plans to 
DIRECTLY�SUPPORT�A�STRATEGIC�OBJECTIVE�OR�GOAL��)N�THE�lRST�YEAR�� TEAMS�
addressed issues impacting our structural budget imbalance, like high 
unscheduled overtime, long hiring processes, and inappropriate cost 
recoupment for special events.

This Stuff Really Works: Tangible Results
Since the launch of OPI in 2012, Louisville Metro Government and 
the various departments and employees involved in the continuous im-
provement work have reached a number of accomplishments.
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Public Works & Assets: Missed Trash Pickup

0UBLIC�7ORKS���!SSETS�WAS�THE�lRST�DEPARTMENT�IN�THE�,OUIE3TAT�PRO-
gram. Citizen calls for service through the MetroCall 311 system was 
one of the initial enterprise metrics evaluated. The most prevalent calls 
into our 311 system (approximately six hundred calls a month) were 
about missed trash pickups. PW&A came to an early LouieStat forum 
with an “analysis” of their data and a plan to improve their perfor-
mance. The department’s proposed solution was threefold: to buy an-
other truck, hire more people, and reassess their routes. Each of these 
REPRESENTED�A�SIGNIlCANT�COST��7HILE�THE�DEPARTMENT�WAS�BASING�THEIR�
recommendation on data, it brought up some vital questions:

• Did six hundred missed trash pickups equal poor performance?

• Were the missed pickups due to resource constraints, poor 
routes, or something else?

• If we made the recommended changes, what level of improve-
ment could we expect?

As OPI worked with the department to answer these questions, the 
six hundred missed trash pickups per month shifted from being per-
ceived as a poor result to actually a successful result. PW&A conducts 
over 800,000 trash pickups a month. Six hundred missed pickups is a 
miss (or error) rate of less than one percent! Statistically, this is quite 
good. When we compared the “success” of this metric with some of the 
other issues competing for resources in PW&A, we could not justify 
the investment it would take to close the gap on a small rate of er-
ROR�NOT�WHEN�WE�HAD�ROADS�TO�PAVE��SIDEWALKS�TO�lX��AND�OTHER�ISSUES�
to address. Understanding the data underlying the perceived problem 
helped us better allocate resources where they were needed most.

Corrections: Fingerprinting Errors

At any one time, Louisville Metro Corrections department may have 
anywhere from 1,700 to 2,200 inmates in its facility. There are nu-
merous processes that support the safe intake, housing, and release of 
these inmates. Fingerprinting is one of the most important processes. 
#OMPLETED�AT�THE�TIME�OF�AN�INMATE�S�BOOKING��lNGERPRINTS�HELP�IDEN-
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tify the inmates in our custody. Fingerprints are sent to the state for 
VERIlCATION�� AND� ANY� INCOMPLETE� OR� IMPROPERLY� TAKEN�PRINTS� ARE� SENT�
back to Louisville to be retaken and resubmitted.

Each month, corrections would get anywhere from two to three hun-
DRED�lNGERPRINTS� SENT�BACK� FROM� THE� STATE� FOR� REPROCESSING��4HIS� RE-
quired the inmate to be pulled from housing, taken back to the book-
ING�AREA��AND�REPRINTED��4HIS�LEVEL�OF�REWORK�WAS�INEFlCIENT�AND�ADDED�
an unnecessary level of risk. Applying a reactive problem solving pro-
cess, the corrections leadership team began by identifying the prob-
lem and analyzing the root causes. As they looked into the data, they 
FOUND�THAT�THE�lNGERPRINTS�COMING�BACK�WERE�ALL� TAKEN�BY�A�HANDFUL�
OF�OFlCERS�WHO�HAD�NEVER�BEEN�FORMALLY�TRAINED�ON�HOW�TO�lNGERPRINT��
When they evaluated the booking process, they found that no single 
OFlCER�WAS�ASSIGNED�TO�lNGERPRINTING��)NSTEAD��WHOEVER�WAS�IN�THE�AREA�
WHEN�AN�INMATE�CAME�IN�TOOK�THE�lNGERPRINTS��7ITH�THIS�INFORMATION�
IN�HAND��THE�DEPARTMENT�BEGAN�A�TRAINING�PROGRAM�FOR�BOOKING�OFlCERS�
ON�HOW�TO�PROPERLY�ADMINISTER�lNGERPRINTS��4HE�DEPARTMENT�ASSIGNED�
TWO�TRAINED�OFlCERS�EACH�WATCH�TO�ADMINISTER�lNGERPRINTS��7ITHIN�ONE�
MONTH��THE�NUMBER�OF�lNGERPRINTS�SENT�BACK�FROM�THE�STATE�DROPPED�
from an average of 250 per month to 10.

Louisville Metro Government:  
High Cost of Unscheduled Overtime

)N� *ANUARY� ������,OUISVILLE�S�#HIEF�&INANCIAL�/FlCER� AND�$IRECTOR� OF�
Human Resources produced a report that revealed that more than one 
IN�lVE�CITY�EMPLOYEES�INCREASE�THEIR�BASE�PAY�EACH�YEAR�BY�AT�LEAST�lFTEEN�
percent with overtime—and some city employees were doubling their 
salaries. In total, the city was spending $23 million on overtime each 
year. Scheduled overtime, which is either contained in collective bar-
gaining agreements or through state laws, accounts for about thirty-two 
percent of overtime, or $7.2 million.

Unscheduled overtime accounted for nearly $14 million and was 
spread across most city departments. We used LouieStat to track the 
amount of unscheduled overtime a department pays out and formed 
a cross-functional team to work on the problem. Through the reac-
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TIVE�PROBLEMSOLVING�PROCESS��THE�TEAM�IDENTIlED�THE�LARGEST�DRIVERS�OF�
unscheduled overtime and targeted solutions within departments, as 
well as across Metro, to reduce the amount. Solutions included using 
a redesigned tracking and approval process within departments and 
changing some of the language in union contracts. We also generated 
a new monthly report for department directors that shows just how 
MUCH�OVERTIME�IS�BEING�PAID�OUT�IN�THEIR�DEPARTMENT��)T�IDENTIlES�THE�
supervisors approving overtime, the departments’ current totals com-
pared to previous year totals, and estimated overtime budgets. With 
these changes, Metro has seen a reduction in unscheduled overtime 
BY�MORE�THAN������MILLION��OR�FOURTEEN�PERCENT��IN�THE�LAST�lSCAL�YEAR�

Louisville Metro Government:
Lengthy Hiring Process Cycle Time

#OMPLAINTS�OVER�THE�TIME�IT� TOOK�TO�lLL�VACANCIES�WERE�HIGH�IN�*AN-
uary 2012. The hiring process could take anywhere from two to 
six months—if you were lucky. This length of time was attributed 
as one of the driving factors of unscheduled overtime costs. As the 
cross-functional team applied PDCA and Lean to the issue, they 
quickly mapped out a process that could take anywhere from twen-
TYEIGHT�TO�MORE�THAN�THREE�HUNDRED�BUSINESS�DAYS�TO�lLL�A�VACANCY�
over a year for some positions.

By analyzing the steps in the process for the department, Human Re-
SOURCES��&INANCE��AND�THE�-AYOR�S�OFlCE��-ETRO�DISCOVERED�OPPORTU-
nities to streamline and improve it. For example, departments were 
REQUIRED�TO�GET�/-"�S�APPROVAL�TO�RElLL�A�POSITION�IF�SOMEONE�RESIGNED�
OR�WAS�lRED�DURING�THE�YEAR��EVEN�IF�THE�POSITION�HAD�ALREADY�BEEN�AP-
proved and budgeted for. By cutting redundant steps in the process, 
MULTIPLE�SIGNATURES�FROM�THE�SAME�OFlCE��UNNECESSARY�APPROVALS��AND�
idle wait time between steps, and instituting more structure to the pro-
cess (i.e., standardizing the process across departments, placing time 
limits on how long any one step can take, etc.) the team was able to 
reduce the hiring process from a maximum of three hundred days to a 
MAXIMUM�OF�SEVENTYlVE�DAYS�
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Looking to the Horizon: Where Are We  
Headed Next?

Building on our progress in developing a culture of continuous im-
provement within city government, our next steps are to roll out those 
same processes into the community. Even as we continue to work to 
make government better, we recognize that one of government’s most 
important roles has to do with convening other actors to address com-
munity problems that reach far beyond government’s capacity to ad-
dress alone. To that end, we see the future of Louisville’s Performance 
Improvement journey as having three parts.

Taking Open Data to the Next Level

• Benchmarking to meaningfully compare Louisville’s perfor-
mance to other cities or organizations.

• Creating geospatial tools to provide more accurate locational 
information to make data more useful and relevant.

• Releasing underlying data supporting LouieStat KPIs to allow 
citizens, developers, etc., to access “raw data” to apply their 
own analyses and unlock additional insight.

• Instituting a more deliberate feedback loop for allowing out-
SIDE�PARTIES�TO�HELP�hAUDITv��UPDATE�RElNE	�THE�DATA�AND�INFOR-
mation that government holds.

Leveraging Data to Optimize Internal Government Processes

• Using Predictive Analytics to marshal resources for proactive 
action by departments.

• Cascading improvement efforts throughout city government, 
including participation in LouieStat by every department
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Convening Community Partners, Using a Common Set of 
Metrics to Drive Coordination

• Creating issue-based Stat Programs to take the principles of 
LouieStat beyond department-centric challenges & metrics to 
include community partners

Louisville’s First Issue-based “Stat” Program

A great example of where we are heading and how we hope to de-
ploy these advances is the pilot of Vacant & Abandoned Properties 
3TATISTICS� �6!034!4	��OUR�lRST� ISSUEBASED�STAT�PROGRAM��3IMILAR� TO�
LouieStat, which evaluates metrics to assess performance and identi-
FY�OPPORTUNITIES�FOR�IMPROVEMENT�SPECIlC�TO�INDIVIDUAL�DEPARTMENTS��
VAPSTAT will analyze progress against key vacant and abandoned 
property metrics that cross multiple departments and involve multi-
ple community stakeholders.

The community stakeholders will be engaged to determine the most 
relevant data points (like the number of code enforcement service 
requests, foreclosures, demolitions, and the amount of liens collect-
ed). With this information, the mayor, his senior management team, 
and key community players will track trend data to assess the impact 
of current initiatives and identify new tactics or operational changes 
that must be made to ensure we reach our goals—with the ultimate 
objective of eradicating vacant and abandoned properties from our 
community. This information will be presented and discussed in an 
open forum, where individual citizens, neighborhood groups, and 
NON�AND�FORPROlT�ORGANIZATIONS�CAN�BRING�THEIR�DATA�AND�RESOURCES�
to the table to provide a comprehensive community approach to the 
complex problem.

VAPSTAT will build on the city’s open data resources in several ways.

Benchmarking Against Peers

VAPSTAT will benchmark Louisville’s data against BlightStatus in 
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New Orleans and other cities with high levels of vacant properties, like 
Detroit and Philadelphia, to understand the scope of the problem and 
progress relative to other cities.

Creating Geospatial Tools

6!034!4�WILL�OVERLAY�VACANT�AND�ABANDONED�LOTS�STRUCTURES�WITH�lRE��
type of crime, and property violations through our code enforcement 
database, using site addresses to help understand how vacant and aban-
doned properties correlate with other issues.

Putting Raw Data in Exportable Formats

Our open data portal currently contains datasets for property mainte-
nance, vacant and abandoned property listings, and crime data.

Using Predictive Analytics

VAPSTAT will combine water and electrical connectivity, postal ser-
vice data, and property maintenance data to anticipate and better plan 
for resources needed to address problems through proactive outreach 
and prevention work in more targeted areas.

These tools will enable government and community partners to mean-
ingfully engage in a dialogue that is focused on measurable results, not 
just words. Effective interventions will be immediately seen and high-
lighted, enabling the community to replicate what has worked. Most 
importantly, any organization seeking to get engaged in resolving the 
issue will have a clear way to engage with other community players—
catalyzing partnerships, reducing duplication of efforts, and leveraging 
existing resources.

Conclusion

Along our journey in Louisville, four major takeaways have helped us 
get started and build momentum. First, recognize that data will nev-
er be perfect—start with the data you have now (in startup speak, a 
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“minimum viable product”) and improve as you go. Second, use data 
to open a conversation about strategy and prioritization. Third, engage 
AND�SUPPORT�YOUR�hlRST�FOLLOWERSv�THEY�BECOME�YOUR�AMBASSADORS�AND�
CHEERLEADERS��!ND�lNALLY��CELEBRATE�SUCCESS��)T�DOESN�T�HAVE�TO�BE�ABOUT�
lNANCIAL�REWARDS��RECOGNITION�AND�PRAISE�GO�A�LONG�WAY�

Data for transparency’s sake is a great starting point for driving change. 
But that’s all it is: a starting point. The trick is to convert the data into 
useful information that can be used to identify ways to continually im-
prove performance. Once that becomes the focus, then you will be 
surprised at how many “intra-preneurs” will spring up to help make 
government better.

With the right support, data enables meaningful conversations about 
strategy and planning, which, when aligned with the right incentives 
and skill-building opportunities, can create a culture of continuous im-
provement. That is the true goal of government reform and the driving 
mission of our work in Louisville.
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CHAPTER 18

Benchmarking Performance Data
By Ken Wolf and John Fry

Come senators, congressmen, please heed the call

Don’t stand in the doorway, don’t block up the hall…

It’ll soon shake your windows and rattle your walls

For the times they are a-changin’.

—Bob Dylan, 1964

Fifty years later, and the times they are still a-changin’. Back in the 
1960s, the battle being fought was about freedom, individuality, and 
expression. Today’s battle is about openness, transparency, and engage-
ment. Citizens are demanding more from their public servants than 
ever before—and at all levels of government. Not only do we expect 
our governments to provide ever-increasing levels of service to us at 
ever-decreasing costs, but we also want to be part of that process. The 
cry to rid government of waste, fraud, and abuse has been encouraged 
by sound-bite politics. We need to understand how our government 
agencies are performing, where they could be doing better, and how 
THEY� CAN� IMPROVE��7E�WANT� TO� HELP� INmUENCE� THAT� CONVERSATION� AND�
know that action-oriented decisions are being executed. We expect to 
see measurable results and want to feel the effects of those improve-
ments in our everyday lives. We’re like the shareholders of a public 
corporation that want to hold our executive leadership accountable for 
achieving our corporate goals.

We are experiencing a radical transformation in the volume of public 
data available today and the velocity and means at which it is delivered 
to citizens. For example, the International Open Government Dataset 
Search web page (Tetherless World Constellation International, 2013) 
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lists 1,028,054 datasets in forty-three countries, containing 192 cata-
logs and 2,460 categories of datasets. How are local government leaders 
responding to this phenomenon as it relates to measuring and improving 
OPERATIONAL�PERFORMANCE��7HAT�BENElTS�DO�THEY�HOPE�TO�ACHIEVE�FROM�
this transparency? What does the future of local government leader-
ship look like in terms of managing better and driving improved perfor-
mance? And, how does collaboration of performance results and sharing 
of best practices across cities support that future vision?

This essay explores how transparency and collaboration in the munici-
pal performance management process leads to increased engagement, 
better-run government, and improved outcomes for citizens. First, 
we’ll provide some background on what performance management in 
the public sector is and why we do it. Second, we’ll discuss account-
ability and transparency to the public and share insights from real cities 
doing this today. Finally, we’ll talk about how open data can be lever-
aged across and among cities to provide context and insight that inform 
the performance improvement agenda. We’ll learn how, despite our 
preconceived notions, cities large and small are openly collaborating to 
help each other improve.

Let’s start by getting a baseline understanding of what performance 
management is and why we do it.

What Is Performance Management?

0ERFORMANCE�MANAGEMENT��SPECIlCALLY�AS�IT�RELATES�TO�THE�PUBLIC�SECTOR��
is a management system to improve the delivery of services using quanti-
lED�MEASUREMENTS�THAT�ARE�COLLECTED�AND�REPORTED�TO�FOCUS�ATTENTION�AND�
action on areas of organizational performance in need of improvement.

0ERFORMANCE�MANAGEMENT�IS��lRST�OF�ALL��A�MANAGEMENT�SYSTEM��7HILE�
this statement may appear obvious, another commonly used term, 
“performance measurement,” obscures the focus of performance man-
agement. Performance management is action-oriented, although quan-
titative measurement to monitor the effectiveness of the delivery of 
public services remains a core component. It is the periodic and rou-
tine management review of these ongoing measures that leads to new 
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INITIATIVES��REALLOCATION�OF�RESOURCES��MODIlCATION�OF�SERVICE�PROCESSES�
and policies, and anything else that improves the service delivery of 
our government.

!�KEY�lRST�STEP�TO�A�SUCCESSFUL�PERFORMANCE�MANAGEMENT�PROCESS�IS�TO�
make sure we are measuring the right things—the issues that matter 
to citizens. We call these “outcomes.” Outcomes typically come in two 
forms—outcomes of effectiveness (doing things better) and outcomes 
OF�EFlCIENCY��BEING�MORE�COSTEFFECTIVE�AT�DOING�SO	��/NE�ADVANTAGE�OF�
measuring outcomes is that, unlike department operations or business 
processes that may change over time, the outcomes that citizens desire 
DO�NOT��4HIS�ALLOWS�US�TO�DElNE�A�LONGTERM�VISION�FOR�IMPROVEMENT�AND�
develop a roadmap that gets us there.

There is a growing emphasis on asking citizens what is important to 
them, and in doing so, we often learn that our initial assumptions are 
off. San Francisco learned from citizen surveys that perceptions of 
street and sidewalk cleanliness were affected by foul odors. Bellevue, 
Washington, developed a set of sixteen “vital signs,” then used focus 
groups to validate those vital signs. Bellevue’s departments thought 
that the things they do most frequently were most important, but the 
public felt that the most severe outcomes were most important. For 
example, the police department focused on less severe crimes that oc-
cur more often, but the public apparently cared more about the most 
serious, though less frequent, crimes.

-EASURING� OUTCOMES� OF� EFFECTIVENESS� AND� EFlCIENCY� IS� MUCH� MORE�
meaningful than simply measuring activity. Counting how many pot-
HOLES�WE�lLLED� LAST�MONTH�DOESN�T� TELL� US� VERY�MUCH�� )T� TELLS� US� HOW�
busy we are, but not whether we are particularly good at pothole re-
pair. How long that three-foot pothole has been sitting in the middle 
of her street is something that might matter to Jane Q. Citizen. Two 
days? Two weeks? Two months? Longer? A measure of effectiveness 
that matters to her might be the average amount of time that elapses 
between the reporting of a pothole by a citizen and its repair. We’ll also 
want to know the average cost to repair a pothole so that we can de-
TERMINE�WHETHER�OR�NOT�WE�HAVE�AN�EFlCIENT�POTHOLE�REPAIR�OPERATION�

Once we decide what we’ll need to measure, we need to begin captur-
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ing, reviewing, and analyzing the data. Naturally, we’ll need the right 
technology to do so. We need a tool that can interoperate with the 
myriad of other systems within our operations. Furthermore, we need 
the ability to visualize the data in ways that tell a clear story. This tool 
needs to help us see patterns and relationships, correlate data across 
departments and agencies, and be intelligent enough to present us with 
the most important and relevant information, so that even our ongoing 
PERFORMANCE�MANAGEMENT�PROCESS�IS�AS�EFlCIENT�AS�IT�CAN�BE��)T�SHOULD�
alert us when performance is moving in a negative direction so we can 
respond accordingly, and it should highlight positive trends so that we 
know that our actions are keeping us on the right course.

Why Bother?

Having an effective, ongoing performance management process in 
place is the key to running a successful government. Through these 
processes, management gains increased visibility into operational 
performance and results. Operational improvements can be realized 
through optimized resource allocations. It can even spur policy review 
AND�MODIlCATIONS�

Even more important is the fact that introducing these approaches as 
part of the way of doing business inside local government can estab-
lish a high-performance culture within the organization. This creates 
greater internal alignment by better communicating organizational 
priorities to the team.

By introducing open data into performance management processes, we 
can make great leaps forward in increasing accountability and data-driv-
en communication with stakeholders. That means knowing the stake-
holders of local government and monitoring how a good performance 
management process can properly engage them through the data.

Accountability and Communication

Government accountability is about setting expectations and report-
ing to stakeholders what has been accomplished relative to those ex-
pectations. It is more about the communication of actions and results, 
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rather than the actions and results themselves. Accountability rests on 
AN�ASSUMPTION�OF� RESPONSIBILITY�BY�ELECTED�AND�APPOINTED�OFlCIALS� IN�
government to protect and serve citizens and act as stewards of the 
public’s resources.

The four major stakeholders of local government are:

• Department heads, who oversee the operations within each 
service area.

• Municipal management, who coordinate the different service 
areas and are responsible for the implementation of policies.

• %LECTED�OFlCIALS��WHO�SET�POLICY��MAY�HAVE�A�MANAGEMENT�ROLE��
and are one step from the public.

• The public, either through individuals or stakeholder groups.

4HE�BENElT�OF�A�GOOD�PERFORMANCE�MANAGEMENT�SYSTEM�IS�THAT�OBJEC-
tive data about the accomplishments of government can be seen by 
anyone, even if it is packaged in different ways and in different levels of 
detail. This integrated accountability promotes rational decision-mak-
ing because of the commonality of the facts. Staff, management, and 
the public see these facts through their individual lenses:

• Staff: are we getting the job done?

• -ANAGEMENT�� IS� THE� JOB� GETTING� DONE� EFlCIENTLY� AND�  
effectively?

• Public: are we getting the results we pay for?

To that last point, we are seeing two interesting trends emerge that 
support open data with respect to operational performance.

Public Participation

First, citizens, in part thanks to technological developments, are taking 
a more active role in wanting to understand and contribute to the per-
formance of their cities and towns. Products like SeeClickFix, which 
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capture input directly from citizens through their mobile devices, are 
informing city agencies of service needs in real time and with greater 
volume than ever before. They allow citizens to report everything, from 
GRAFlTI�TO�POTHOLES�TO�STREETLIGHTS�IN�NEED�OF�REPAIR��(OWEVER��THESE�NEW�
capabilities are also setting expectations in the minds of citizens that 
these incidents will be addressed on a timely basis. They expect results 
and feedback. City managers need to track overall performance and 
response times and report how well they’re doing back to the public, 
both individually and in the aggregate.

The use of citizens or non-government organizations to help deliver 
public services is known as “co-production.” Co-production can be 
provided by individuals or by organized volunteer groups. Originally, 
it was represented by low technology involvement, such as the Neigh-
borhood Watch, an organized group of volunteers trained to reduce 
crime and vandalism in their neighborhoods. Technology is increasing 
the potential for citizens to produce services in conjunction with their 
local governments.

High Performance Cultures

At the same time as it is becoming easier for citizens to identify problems 
FOR�THEIR�GOVERNMENTS��FORWARDTHINKING�GOVERNMENT�OFlCIALS��SOME�OF�
WHOM�HAVE�BEEN�INmUENCED�BY�PRIVATE�SECTOR�EXPERIENCE��ARE�REALIZING�
THE�BENElTS�OF�HOLDING�THEMSELVES�AND�THEIR�ORGANIZATIONS�ACCOUNTABLE�
to the public. A mayor or city manager instills a high performance cul-
ture within his organization when he establishes an ongoing process 
of tracking operational metrics across departments and agencies—and 
publishes those metrics to the public in conjunction with the objectives 
and strategies they are intended to measure. By giving each of his de-
partment heads direct responsibility for establishing those objectives, 
strategies, and metrics, he is driving accountability and strengthening 
the relationship between citizens and their government leaders.

How Cities Are Communicating Performance 
Results With Their Public

To date, only a small percentage of cities have gone so far as to pub-
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lish their performance strategies and results publicly on their websites. 
These pioneers realize the value of continuously monitoring perfor-
mance, striving to improve results, and sharing those results with their 
citizen stakeholders. Although the processes used to collect, review, 
and publish performance data and the content and format of the infor-
mation that is presented vary widely across cities, they all have certain 
common characteristics:

• These initiatives are driven from the very top of the organiza-
tion, often by the mayor or city manager.

• Performance data is collected, reviewed, and published on a 
routine basis.

• Department managers are integral to the process.

• 4HERE�IS�A�SPECIlC�PART�OF�THE�ORGANIZATION�DEDICATED�TO�THE�PER-
formance management program. In smaller cities, this might be 
all or part of the responsibilities of a single individual. In larg-
ER�CITIES��THERE�IS�OFTEN�A�DEPARTMENT�OR�OFlCE�OF�PERFORMANCE�
management that involves a larger team.

In reviewing websites of many of the cities that engage in performance 
reporting, we found a great deal of diversity in the manner in which 
these municipalities went about their reporting:

• The population sizes range from towns that may have less than 
50,000 residents to the largest of cities throughout the nation, 
including New York City.

• The frequency of the data reporting varies, including monthly, 
bi-monthly, quarterly, semi-annually, and annually.

• Some report performance against targets and discuss the goals 
and objectives of their departments, while others do not.

• The most commonly used source of data is operational mea-
sures, which are collected by the departments, but some of the 
cities use citizen satisfaction surveys and outcomes based on 
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inspections or other ways of determining results of the opera-
tions.

• Several of the cities have found ways to have the public de-
termine what measures are important to them, including focus 
groups, citizen surveys, and individual suggestions.

• There are no apparent correlations between these diverse fac-
tors, such as a tendency for the larger municipalities to report 
more (or less) frequently.

7E�SPOKE� TO�OFlCIALS�WHO�MANAGE�PERFORMANCE�PROGRAMS� FROM� FOUR�
cities that are widely known for their performance initiatives. The fol-
lowing are highlights of their programs:

San Francisco, California

San Francisco’s performance program is called “San Francisco Per-
forms.” It is primarily focused on supporting the mayor’s proposed bud-
get and helping to provide context to citizens. Annually, San Francisco 
issues the “Controller’s Annual Performance Report,” a comprehensive 
report with over one thousand performance metrics across the city’s 
forty-eight departments (e.g. Airport, Fire, and Human Services). That 
amounts to approximately twenty metrics per department. San Fran-
cisco also issues a smaller, bi-monthly “Performance Barometer” report 
on a subset of key measures. This report is approximately seven pages 
in length and includes a rotating “highlighted measure” and a few of 
the key performance indicators for various activities, such as Public 
Safety, Streets and Public Works, and Customer Service.

Kyle Burns, Performance Analyst & Program Lead in the San Francis-
CO�#ONTROLLER�S�/FlCE�STATED�IN�AN�INTERVIEW��

4HE� BENElTS� OF� REPORTING� PERFORMANCE� DATA� TO� THE� CITIZENS� ARE� ALL�
ABOUT�ACCOUNTABILITY��7HY��"ECAUSE�IT�S�IMPORTANT��4HE�MAYOR�S�OFlCE�
uses the performance metrics to make decisions on resource alloca-
tion in the budget process… Transparency and the idea of having the 
data published allow citizens to understand how the city is performing 
and delivering services. (Burns, personal communication, 2013.)
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Bellevue, Washington

The City of Bellevue, Washington, has been, “Managing for Results” 
since 1997, when the city manager started a performance management 
program based on two key goals: creating an evidenced-based govern-
ment and sharing that information with the public via their website. 
The title they selected for their program, Managing for Results, indi-
cates their orientation to outcomes, or results that matter to citizens. 
They describe their philosophy with the question “So what?” This in-
dicates their interest in determining why a measure ultimately matters 
to citizens.

A cornerstone of Bellevue’s program is to investigate and utilize diverse 
methods that reach and engage citizens. In addition to using their web-
site for their performance program, in City Hall, there is a board post-
ed which displays the city’s Vital Signs—a set of sixteen key metrics. 
Bellevue produces an annual performance report following reporting 
guidelines from the Association of Government Accountants‘ (AGA) 
and shares this with citizens on their website. They also conduct and 
report on the results of citizen surveys about satisfaction with public 
services to complement the operational metrics they collect. Their use 
of community indicators, which are measures that get close to the ul-
timate concerns of citizens but may not be totally under the control of 
any single department or even the city as a whole, is evidence of their 
sincere belief in communicating to citizens. According to Rich Siegel, 
Performance & Outreach Coordinator, “We need to let citizens know 
if we are doing better, the same, or worse. We are likely to get support 
for projects when they know how well we are doing.”

Austin, Texas

Austin, Texas started “Managing for Results” in 1992. “The core focus 
of the performance program is to focus on the customer,” said Shannon 
Szymczak, Corporate Budget Manager. Szymczak continued, “It’s an 
old saying, but you have to measure what matters.” With over twenty 
years of experience measuring performance, its performance system 
has evolved. Austin started with over four thousand metrics, but is now 
down to one thousand. In 2011, they began to report on twenty-one 
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dashboard measures that were chosen by focus groups of citizens.

Much of the focus of the performance program is aimed at the budget 
process. Each department is responsible for developing departmental 
goals to inform the budget process. Since 2005, everything reported to 
THE�BUDGET�OFlCE�IS�MADE�AVAILABLE�PUBLICLY��!USTIN�EMPHASIZES�RESULTS�
by distinguishing performance measures from operational measures, 
which assess activities. A forward-thinking approach is demonstrated 
in displaying the results for the past three years in the context of tar-
gets for the current and upcoming year. According to Szymczak, “goals 
must be measurable.”

Baltimore, Maryland

Baltimore, Maryland, is appropriately credited as a pioneer of the Cit-
iStat model. CitiStat and all the management methods known as the 
3TAT�MODELS�SHARE�AN�EMPHASIS�ON�RELENTLESS�FOLLOWTHROUGH��/FlCIALS�
accomplish this through periodic meetings in which they review per-
formance and determine action plans to resolve issues. These meetings 
occur about once per month—or even more frequently in some im-
plementations. The updated results are reviewed in order to evaluate 
actions taken based on the decisions reached in prior meetings.

4HE�"ALTIMORE�/FlCE�OF�#ITI3TAT� IS�A�SMALL�PERFORMANCEBASED�MAN-
agement group responsible for continually improving the quality of 
services provided to the citizens of the city. Staff analysts examine 
data and perform investigations in order to identify areas in need of 
improvement. The mayor or members of her cabinet attend the Citi-
Stat meetings, which are held every four weeks, and ask the present-
ing agency questions about its performance. As a result of its success, 
local governments have adapted the CitiStat model across the US and 
around the world.

Through the CitiStat program, Baltimore had been tracking metrics 
internally for many years prior to sharing them with citizens. Initial-
ly, department managers had concerns that it might be hard for citi-
zens to digest the information or that it would be taken out of context. 
Although the CitiStat process emphasized internal management and 
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improvement in delivering services to citizens, the data was no longer 
being released publicly. The mayor signed an executive order in August 
2012 to promote increased transparency. Chad Kenney, Director of 
Baltimore CitiStat says, “The key is to not overwhelm citizens with a lot 
of data and to put the data into context so it’s understood.” Department 
managers understand the detailed data because they understand the 
service processes. Citizens do not have the advantage of this context.

Baltimore’s public-facing reports include month-to-month and year-to-
year comparisons in order to provide a baseline for citizens to evaluate 
performance. Some of their current initiatives include making this data 
more understandable by providing neighborhood-based information 
and working with local groups who help citizens understand the data.

Lessons Learned

What takeaway points did these four cities, as a group, suggest? How 
have they addressed the challenges of publicly reporting data?

Address Department Concerns of Misinterpretation

It is common for department managers to be concerned that the public 
will be critical and misinterpret data because they do not have knowl-
edge of the operations of the city. In addition to providing the public 
with more summarized information about results and outcomes in or-
der to reduce the misinterpretation, other responses have included:

• Emphasize performance exceeding expectations, as well as 
performance not meeting expectations.

• Ignore individual data points and emphasize stable trends.

• Emphasize results, rather than activities, to allow the same 
metrics to be reported, even when business processes change.

• Partner with non-government organizations to present the data 
to the public to increase their understanding.

The balancing act is ongoing: transparency to the public and other 
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stakeholders versus the validity of the interpretation of the data. Per-
haps even more important is the perception by department managers 
THAT�OTHERS��INCLUDING�THEIR�OWN�ELECTED�AND�APPOINTED�OFlCIALS	�DO�NOT�
understand their service area. Hence, some of the responses above 
show support for the managers’ concerns.

Our company, Revelstone, has experienced these concerns with some 
of its customers. Our practical experience is that leadership needs to 
support the importance of the data and responsibility of the service 
area to make its value proposition to all stakeholders. We also found 
evidence in the four cities we talked to that appropriate data for stake-
holders will be different than that used for an internal review of oper-
ations in the service area. Baltimore, which built its CitiStat program 
around a model to promote frequent operational review, has the short-
est program of reporting to external stakeholders. More time is needed 
to see if the partnership with non-governmental organizations will help 
public use and interpretation of the data or whether it will still need 
further summarization and a results orientation in the public-facing 
data reporting.

Public Use Is Not Always Extensive

Most of the cities felt that the use of the data by the public was not 
extensive. Almost all of them recognized the challenge of presenting 
the data at a level of detail that would encourage use by the public. 
To accomplish this, they used dashboards, barometers, vital signs, and 
community indicators that were a small set of the detailed measures 
that were used for internal management. Each of these mechanisms 
focuses on metrics that are most important to the public. These cit-
ies are increasingly concerned with presenting the appropriate data to 
the public—both what they think is important and the level that will 
encourage the public to spend time learning about how their city is 
performing.

One of the major challenges is to convert greater accessibility to data 
to greater participation and engagement by citizens. The maxim “Build 
it and they will come” does not apply here. The cities that we engaged 
with, which are among the most progressive in the arena of publicly 
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accessible data about their municipal performance, recognize the work 
that needs to be done.

In addition to the efforts in these cities to increase public use of their 
data, there is support from a number of non-government organizations 
that are stakeholders in the increase in public transparency. Some of 
these organizations include the Governmental Accounting Standards 
Board (GASB), the Association of Government Accountants (AGA), 
AND�THE�'OVERNMENT�&INANCE�/FlCERS�!SSOCIATION��'&/!	��4HEIR�WORK�
helps move best practices in public reporting more quickly to other 
cities and towns.

The interest in performance reporting to citizens has grown in the last 
decade. Several of the aforementioned organizations provide guide-
lines to help local governments provide effective public reporting. In 
June 2010, GASB issued “Suggested Guidelines for Voluntary Report-
ing.” These guidelines are termed SEA (Service Efforts and Accom-
plishments) Performance Reporting. According to GASB, the primary 
purpose of a government is to help maintain and improve the well be-
ing of its citizens by providing services.

Other organizations promote similar guidelines for public reporting 
and make awards to local governments that effectively follow those 
guidelines. AGA does this through their Citizen-Centric Reporting 
Program. The National Center for Civic Innovation recognizes local 
governments that engage citizens in the performance reporting pro-
cess. GFOA has put an increasing emphasis on performance manage-
ment in its publications and recognizes it in its Awards for Excellence.

"ENElTS�OF�0UBLIC�0ERFORMANCE�2EPORTING

4HE�CITIES�WE�TALKED�TO�CITE�INCREASED�TRANSPARENCY�AS�A�BENElT�OF�PUBLIC�
reporting. Bellevue believes it is the fact that they are transparent and 
a high-performing city that accounts for the light public use of the data.

Most of the cities believe that performance data broadens the perspec-
tive of the citizen beyond anecdotes and what a citizen observed on 
a single occasion. Most of these cities also tie the performance data 
to the budget and state that doing so has enabled them to get public 
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support for capital programs and increases in revenue generation when 
they were needed.

The Multiplier Effect: Inter-City Collaboration

Open data is about sharing and exposing information for the good of 
all. In the context of local government, this can be about more than 
just the relationship between cities and their citizens. There are over 
39,000 counties, cities, and towns in the United States, along with an-
other 37,000 special districts that run discrete operations, such as wa-
TER�AND�SEWER��lRE�PROTECTION��AIRPORTS��MASS�TRANSIT��BUSINESS�IMPROVE-
ment, etc. Each of these entities working independently to establish 
goals and strategies, measure and review performance, and share their 
results with the public are certainly on the right track to managing bet-
ter. Yet, imagine if they were able to harness their collective knowledge 
TO�HELP�EACH�OTHER�IMPROVE��7HAT�KINDS�OF�BENElTS�COULD�BE�ACHIEVED�
in a world where cities shared performance data and collaborated with 
each other to get better? We call it the “power of the network.”

A good performance management system allows us to answer three 
basic questions:

• How are we doing?

• What could we be doing better?

• How can we learn from our peers to improve?

Up until this point, we have been primarily concerned with the process 
of local governments managing performance from an internal perspec-
tive. We’ve also discussed the requirements of any technology solution 
that enables the capture and reporting of performance data to occur. 
!LL�OF�THIS�HELPS�US�ANSWER�THE�lRST�QUESTION��h(OW�ARE�WE�DOING�v�7E�
can also begin answering the second question, “What could we be do-
ing better?” by examining trends in our data—are we getting better or 
worse? So, how do we gain even better insight into the “what” question 
and follow that by answering the third question, so that we don’t have 
to reinvent the wheel ourselves? The answer lies in the two inter-juris-
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dictional collaborative facets of performance management—compare 
and learn.

Compare

By comparing our measures, we gain actionable information. In pro-
viding a context through comparison, we can assess whether we are 
doing well or not as well as we would like. There are a multitude of 
CONTEXTS�AND�MANY�WAYS�TO�COMPARE�ANY�MEASURE��)F�WE�lLLED�TEN�POT-
HOLES��CLEARED�TEN�CRIMES��OR�CONlNED�TEN�lRES�TO�THE�ROOM�OF�ORIGIN��
are we doing well?

Temporal Comparisons

The most common context for comparison is to what we normally do, 
WHETHER�NORMAL�IS�DElNED�AS�LAST�MONTH��THE�SAME�TIME�LAST�YEAR��OR�A�
seasonally adjusted index. All of these are known as temporal compari-
sons or comparisons over time. These comparisons are available to any 
government that routinely collects the same data and uses it to monitor 
its performance. It provides powerful information to see if you are do-
ing better or not.

Peer Comparisons

An enhancement to simply seeing if you are doing better is seeing if 
you are doing as well as others. “Benchmarking” is the comparison 
of our own measures to the same measures in other jurisdictions and 
falls under the term inter-jurisdictional comparisons. Benchmarks can 
tell us whether our performance is better than most others who are 
doing the same thing or whether it needs improvement just to get in 
the game.

It is important to compare to like peers, that is, other cities that share 
characteristics related to what you are measuring. These character-
istics can be demographic, such as population, land area, or median 
household income. We look for like demographics because they are 
correlated with the workload that is encountered when delivering a 
PARTICULAR�SERVICE��)N�SOME�CASES��WE�CAN�ALSO�lND�LIKE�PEERS�BY�CON-
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sidering service characteristics, which are more directly related to the 
workload to deliver the service. An example is the number of collection 
STOPS�FOR�SOLID�WASTE�COLLECTION��3ERVICE�CHARACTERISTICS�THAT�REmECT�THE�
LEVEL�OF�SERVICE�PROVIDED�ALSO�HELP�lND�LIKE�PEERS��0ROVIDERS�OF�TWICEA
week solid waste collection would not typically be compared to once-
a-week collectors.

Comparisons to Targets

Proactive management does more than just comparing current perfor-
mance after the fact. It motivates better performance and sets goals 
(through performance targets). By comparing performance to targets 
DElNED� BEFOREHAND�� MANAGEMENT� IS� ACTING� BY� MAKING� A� STATEMENT�
about the performance level that is desired. Targets, if they are report-
ed publicly, are a commitment to your citizens.

Both temporal and inter-jurisdictional comparisons inform the setting 
of targets. Anticipated changes in your workload, changes in resourc-
es available for the service, and your managerial initiatives, do this as 
well. To complete the performance improvement cycle, the perfor-
mance measures are compared to these managerial targets, and the 
differences are analyzed and reviewed to initiate the third step of the 
performance management process, which is learning what can be done.

Learn

The next step is discovering what you can do, based on your measures 
and comparisons, in order to achieve improvement. If you have set 
managerial targets, the stage is set to learn, particularly in areas (and 
for measures) where the targets have not been achieved. The manage-
ment team for each service area learns through internal discussions of 
the expectations versus the actual performance. Were the expectations 
inappropriate? Were expected resources not available? Did conditions 
change unexpectedly? Is something else required that has not been 
accounted for?

The review by a management team is very important and can keep 
performance on track, accessing just the knowledge of that team, but 
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if you are benchmarking against other jurisdictions, you may be able 
to learn techniques and approaches that the internal team cannot 
envision. Technology has started to improve the effectiveness of this 
external learning, but there is even greater potential. We have seen 
the acceleration of the ability to spread improved techniques through 
email listservs of a community of colleagues, but the potential offered 
BY�COMBINING�CONTEXTSPECIlC�DATA�WITH�SOCIAL�NETWORKING�TECHNOLOGIES�
OFFERS�THE�PROMISE�OF�PRACTICAL�AND�EFlCIENT�CAPABILITIES�TO�LEARN�FROM�
others.

Towards Performance-Based Collaboration

At Revelstone, we built an online performance platform, Compass, 
with these three elements of the performance management challenge 
in mind—measure, compare, and learn. We think tools like this, which 
allow cities to collaborate through performance benchmarking and 
peer-to-peer learning, are the future of the government-to-govern-
MENT�MOVEMENT��7HEN�WE�lRST�EMBARKED�ON�THIS� JOURNEY�OF�PERFOR-
mance-based collaboration, we expected that municipal leaders would 
want to see how well they were doing in comparison to others. Howev-
er, we assumed they’d be reticent to expose themselves and, therefore, 
would want to participate in the process anonymously.

4O�THE�CONTRARY��WE�DISCOVERED�A�SPECIlC�DESIRE�FOR�PEOPLE�TO�IDENTIFY�
themselves on the platform, so that they could identify like peers, initi-
ate connections, and build learning-based relationships with each oth-
er. So, we built a feature in our product that allowed each participating 
entity to opt out and remain anonymous. Much to our surprise, to date, 
NOT�A�SINGLE�USER�OF�#OMPASS�HAS�CHOSEN�TO�PARTICIPATE�ANONYMOUSLY��
they all want to be part of the collaborative community. Clearly, our 
skepticism about the willingness of government leaders to share their 
performance results—at least with each other—was largely unfound-
ed. Is it possible we are seeing this phenomenon only among early 
adopters of this technology and approach (i.e. selection bias)? Sure, but 
we are hopeful they will set the trend for the rest of the mainstream 
market that is sure to follow.

Will the need for improved performance drive local government lead-
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ers to expose their data to the public, or will the open data movement 
INmUENCE�THE�CULTURE�OF�GOVERNMENT�TO�BE�MORE�TRANSPARENT�AND�ENGAGE�
WITH�THE�PUBLIC�TO�ITS�BENElT��0ERHAPS�BOTH��%ITHER�WAY��CHANGE�IS�COM-
ing. It already has been demonstrated in larger cities, in some cases for 
decades. Now, advancements in technology are enabling smaller cities 
and towns to participate in the open data movement as well. These 
trends are also fostering a virtual community of municipalities that are 
the forerunners of the gov-to-gov movement. They are collaborating 
with peers to gain valuable context with respect to their performance 
and learn from each other to improve. We should expect to see acceler-
ated participation as the viral effect begins to surface: “Hey, you should 
be doing this too, so I can learn from you and you can learn from me.”

It is time for cities to embrace openness, transparency, and engage-
ment, create a closer relationship with their citizens, and help improve 
their quality of life. In order to maximize impact, they should leverage 
each other in the process, taking advantage of the power of the net-
work to drive learning, collaboration, and improved outcomes for all. 
The open data movement is here. “It’ll shake your windows and rattle 
your halls.”
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PART V:
Looking Ahead

Editor’s Note

What is needed to take the open data movement even further? What 
obstacles, challenges, and concerns remain to be addressed? This sec-
tion is devoted to identifying those issues, and envisioning a future of 
civic innovation powered by open data.

First, Greg Bloom, a long-time advocate for better social services data 
in Washington, D.C., explores the idea of open data as a common good. 
In Chapter 19, he outlines a vision for a future of “data cooperatives” 
to ensure better management and maintenance of this public resource.

In Chapter 20, we take a step back with John Bracken, Director of 
Media and Innovation for the Knight Foundation, one of the biggest 
philanthropic funders of open government initiatives. Based on his ex-
perience running the Knight News Challenge, he shares observations 
of ten key lessons the community needs to embrace to take the open 
government movement to the next level and better enable the potential 
of open data to be fully realized.

.EXT��-ARK�(EADD��THE�lRST�#HIEF�$ATA�/FlCER�FOR�0HILADELPHIA��PRO-
POSES� THAT�OPEN�DATA� IS�AN� IMPORTANT�lRST�STEP�TO�SPURRING�NEW�AP-
proaches to government service delivery in Chapter 21. He outlines 
why changing the way government procures technology is needed to 
enable more far-reaching change—both cultural and operational—
within city hall.

!ND�lNALLY�� IN�#HAPTER�����OPEN�GOVERNMENT�ADVOCATE�4IM�/�2EIL-
ly concludes by outlining his vision of algorithmic regulation. How 
can government take advantage of innovations like advances in sen-
sor technology and the emergence of the sharing economy to inform 
more effective regulation and governance? He argues that open 
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data—when combined with clear desired outcomes and smart anal-
ysis—can be a key enabler to ensure accountability and continuous 
IMPROVEMENT�IN�TWENTYlRST�CENTURY�GOVERNMENT�



CHAPTER 19

Towards a Community Data  
Commons
By Greg Bloom

The Front Line

Bread for the City is one of Washington D.C.’s largest and most compre-
hensive providers of human services: an institution nearly four decades 
old, with four departments offering dozens of services—health care, le-
gal counsel, food provisions, social workers, and the “Bread Boutique” 
clothing room to boot—in two facilities on opposite sides of the city. 
About thirty-two thousand people walk through Bread for the City’s 
doors each year, but out of all of these “walk-ins,” only around twelve 
thousand people actually become “clients.” The rest may need services 
THAT� ARE�PROVIDED� ELSEWHERE�� AT� OTHER�NONPROlTS� OR� PUBLIC� AGENCIES��
and Bread for the City’s social workers redirect them accordingly.

&INDING�ACCURATE�REFERRAL�INFORMATION�SPECIlCALLY��WHAT�SERVICES�ARE�
provided where, when, and for whom—takes up hours of these social 
workers’ time each week. In any given week, somewhere in the city, 
a new program is launching, or changing its hours or its eligibility re-
quirements, or moving, or shutting down. There aren’t any common 
channels through which this information is shared with the public—if 
it’s shared publicly at all. So Bread for the City’s social workers built a 
Microsoft Access database to track hundreds of organizations and over 
1,500 services. People trust Bread for the City, and many come to the 
organization to get these referrals, as they wouldn’t know where else to 
lND�RELIABLE�INFORMATION�

Occasionally, outside parties have asked Bread for the City for a copy 
of its data to use in some kind of directory databasing initiative. The 
organization is unusually willing to share. After all, if someone else can 
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MAKE�USE�OF�THEIR�DATA��THEN�PERHAPS�MORE�PEOPLE�WILL�lND�MORE�DIRECT�
routes to the help they need, saving them time and achieving better 
outcomes, making it that much easier for social workers to provide di-
rect assistance to those whom they can help.

&OR� NEARLY� lVE� YEARS�� )� LED� COMMUNICATIONS� FOR� "READ� FOR� THE� #ITY��
During that time, I blogged occasionally about these directory initia-
tives. Once I started looking, I found them all over the place. A typical 
project would collect some data, put up a website or a Google Maps 
layer or a printable PDF, then stall out. New ones would keep coming. 
Even the D.C. government has more than a dozen different resource 
directories scattered across its many agencies, often in Excel or Micro-
soft Word and hopelessly out of date.

Eventually, I started gathering participants from these initiatives to-
gether to discuss what we came to call “the community resource direc-
tory data problem.” In these conversations, my guiding questions were: 
how can we actually work together to solve this problem? How could 
Bread for the City’s knowledge be pooled with knowledge from other 
sectors? What would be in the best interests of the struggling D.C. 
RESIDENTS�WHO�MIGHT�BENElT�FROM�THIS�INFORMATION�

The Long Fail 

7E�WERE�FAR�FROM�THE�lRST�TO�ASK�THESE�QUESTIONS�

Indeed, the “community resource directory problem” has been around 
nearly as long as there have been professionalized services that one 
might call “community resources.” Before the digital era, in most com-
MUNITIES�YOU�D�LIKELY�lND�AT�LEAST�ONE�ORGANIZATION��SUCH�AS�AN�AGENCY�
like Bread for the City, or a church, or a library) in which someone 
would labor to compile, print, and circulate such a directory every year 
or so. As the sector grew, the number of directories proliferated, and as 
EARLY�AS�THE�����S��THE�lELD�OF�hINFORMATION�AND�REFERRALv��)�2	�FORMAL-
ly emerged (Williams and Durrance, 2010).

In our “D.C. community resource directory” conversations, one of 
the regular participants had helped launch a citywide I&R initiative 
back in the mid-90s. Their plan was to build a “master directory” that 
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would be accessible through computer kiosks in agencies and commu-
nity centers throughout the city. Technologically, their plan may have 
been overly ambitious, but it was politics that ultimately brought this 
initiative down. Another large local organization had received funding 
to produce a resource directory, and it moved aggressively to protect 
its turf. The resulting struggle over who would own this data sapped 
the will of the coalition. The database was handed over to the local 
government, which did not really commit to sustaining it. So the D.C. 
public I&R system never became widely used, and the quality of its 
data decayed rapidly. Eventually, it was more or less forgotten.

A decade later, we would ask for this data back. In 2012 and 2013, with 
the help of the local Code for America Brigade (and no small amount 
of arm-wrestling among community partners), we managed to consol-
idate I&R data from the D.C. government, Bread for the City, and 
several other resource directory datasets into one master directory. We 
ASSIGNED�A�UNIQUE�IDENTIlER�TO�EACH�ORGANIZATION�IN�THIS�DIRECTORY��BY�
which every contributing system can now recognize the data from the 
other systems. And we hosted it in a cloud catalog as open data, freely 
available for any application to query via an Application Programming 
Interface (API).

Technologically, this was actually pretty easy to accomplish—and it 
WOULD�NOT�HAVE�BEEN�POSSIBLE�lFTEEN�YEARS�AGO��MAYBE�NOT�EVEN�lVE��
We’ve reached a level of technical interoperability that makes it unnec-
essary to struggle over questions like whose server will host the data, 
and how the data will be delivered to which users. The answer can be 
“openly.”

But this answer only gets us so far. It really only makes it possible for us 
TO�ASK�NEW�KINDS�OF�QUESTIONS��STARTING�WITH��WHAT�SHOULD�A�TWENTYlRST�
century “information and referral system” look like? 

The 211 Legacy

4ODAY��MOST� OFlCIAL� )�2� SYSTEMS� STILL� LOOK� LIKE� THEY� DID� IN� THE� LATE�
TWENTIETH�CENTURY��3PECIlCALLY��THEY�LOOK�LIKE�����THE�NATIONALLY�DES-
ignated solution to the community resource directory problem. In most 
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places in the country, you should be able to pick up a phone, dial 211, 
and request a referral from a call center specialist who supposedly has 
AT�THEIR�lNGERTIPS�ALL�THE�RELEVANT�INFORMATION�ABOUT�LOCAL�HEALTH��HU-
man, and social services. 

211, however, is not one single system. It is actually a federated, decen-
tralized network. More than two hundred 211s operate independently 
across the United States and Canada. Each 211 is shaped by the insti-
tutional landscape of its particular area. Some are run by local govern-
ments, most are independent 501(c)(3)s, and many are run (or funded) 
by the local United Way. 

The United Way was the driving force behind 211’s initial development. 
!S�A�NONPROlT�CLEARINGHOUSE�FOR�CHARITABLE�DONATIONS�AND�VOLUNTEERS��
the United Way was one of the sector’s best sources of directory infor-
mation. It moved aggressively to “add value” to this data by securing 
contracts for the operation of 211 services around the country.

Today, many 211s appear to possess the best I&R data available in their 
communities. They dedicate considerable human resources to main-
taining that data, and to maintaining the associated contracts (from 
government, local foundations, etc.) to deliver the data. But these 211 
systems emerged just in time for the technologies they were built upon 
to start to slide into obsolescence, and they haven’t changed much 
since. 211 systems are basically pre-Web 2.0. The network is only re-
cently starting to consider the prospects of smart mobile applications. 
These are very much “closed” platforms, and there isn’t any one gov-
erning body that can make the decision to open them up.

This was where we found an odd local advantage at our table in D.C. 
The city’s 211 system, which is operated by the local government, had 
long been one of the least active systems around. The D.C. govern-
ment had never invested in it, and the initiative languished. Eventually, 
we asked the city to hand the data over, and they readily complied. 
Despite the lousy quality of D.C.’s 211 data, we hoped that ”opening” 
it would yield a clear path toward the development of an innovative, 
“community-based” I&R system. In retrospect, we were naïve about 
how big of a challenge this would be.
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The Civic Technologists

To understand the particularly elusive nature of this problem, consider 
the contrast between Open211 and its more successful and popular 
cousin, Open311.

311 is a municipally-run calling system through which residents can both 
request information about public services and also report non-emergen-
CY�PROBLEMS�THAT�A�CITY�DEALS�WITH��SUCH�AS�lLLING�POTHOLES�OR�CLEANING�UP�
vermin infestations.

/PEN����IS�A�SET�OF�PROTOCOLS�THAT�STANDARDIZES�THE�DATA�TYPES�AND�mOWS�
of 311 systems, and “opens” them up via an API. This enables external 
applications to read from and even write to a city’s 311 system. The 
RESULTING�mURRY�OF�/PEN���RELATED�INNOVATION�HASN�T�JUST�EXPANDED�THE�
number of ways in which you can use 311—it has actually shifted the 
paradigm around that use, from private interaction between individual 
and agency to public participatory engagement.

But Open311 had a clear path to success: municipal agencies may be 
siloed and sluggish, but because they are still part of one big system, a 
SINGLE�POINT�OF�LEVERAGE��SAY��THE�-AYOR�S�OFlCE	�CAN�ACTUALLY�BRING�THEM�
all in line. An attempt to replicate this success with Open211 faced 
the more elusive challenge of “opening” data produced about and by 
non-governmental organizations.

Open211 launched in 2011, during the inaugural round of Code for 
America (CfA) fellowships. Having decided to take on the communi-
ty resource directory data problem, a Bay Area-based CfA team dis-
covered that their region’s 211 had neither an API, nor an interest in 
building an API, or really sharing its data in any way. So their Open211 
project (originally called “the Redirectory”) actually bypassed the chal-
lenge of “opening” 211, and instead started from scratch. The team 
EXPORTED�AND�SCRAPED�DIRECTORY�DATA�FROM�EVERY�SOURCE�THEY�COULD�lND��
including government agencies, community directories, and Google. 
Then they imported this hodgepodge of data into a lightweight appli-
cation that could display results on a simple mapping interface, print 
out referrals, send geo-targeted referrals via text messages, and receive 
user-submitted data that would expand and organize its listings. 
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This last part was key: Open211 not only enabled users to create and 
improve their community’s resource directory data themselves, it was 
counting on them to do so. But the crowd didn’t come. The team tried 
TO�RECRUIT�AND�TRAIN�NONPROlTS�TO�USE�IT��WITHOUT�MUCH�SUCCESS��)F�PEO-
ple’s hands weren’t held through the process, the app just didn’t get 
used. At the end of the yearlong fellowship program, the source code 
for the Open211 project was posted publicly on GitHub, a website for 
collaborative software development, but otherwise abandoned. 

During interviews with several 211 administrators, I heard them pre-
dict precisely this outcome. The most effective 211s hire a team of 
researchers who spend their time calling agencies to solicit and verify 
their information. They might also send emails and letters to agencies 
requesting that they update their data themselves, but this doesn’t yield 
great results. Someone at an agency will probably answer a phone call, 
but relatively few will log in or print and mail a form. There are lots of 
REASONS�FOR�THIS��2EQUESTS�GET�LOST�IN�THE�INCOMING�mOOD��4HE�TASK�MAY�
not fall under any given staffer’s responsibilities, or within their tech-
nical abilities. Many organizations will only respond to someone they 
trust. And for some organizations, making their service information 
more widely known just isn’t a priority.

This all points to a question that the civic technology movement must 
consider: whose responsibility is it to produce and share knowledge 
about a community?

The Startups

Many social service agencies (especially ones that are smaller and less 
resourced than Bread for the City) still rely on analog referral systems 
such as binders full of handwritten lists of nearby services. A slew of 
STARTUPS�HAVE�RECENTLY�EMERGED�TO�OFFER�MORE�EFlCIENT�TECHNOLOGY�SOLU-
tions that address this this need.

For instance, the Austin-based Aunt Bertha offers software that 
streamlines and digitizes the process of intake, relieving social workers 
and clients of great headaches of paperwork. In doing so, Aunt Ber-
tha collects and publishes information about which organizations do 
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what for whom. Another organization, Idealistics, produced software 
that helps case managers manage their cases, analyzes the data that 
they input, and suggests possible services to which their clients might 
be referred, much like ads in Gmail. A third entrant is Purple Binder 
(based in Chicago, the only major metropolitan area in the country to 
lack a 211 system of any kind), which offers social workers an appealing 
interface for the organization of their referral options.

4HESE�ARE�FORPROlT�COMPANIES�THAT�CHARGE�FOR�THEIR�PRODUCTS��BUT�EVEN�
A�CASHSTRAPPED�NONPROlT�WILL�PAY�FOR�SOFTWARE�IF�IT�ACTUALLY�HELPS�ITS�
social workers do their jobs better. And if the software helps social 
workers do their jobs better, the social workers will produce quality re-
ferral data. In this way, these startups are not only demonstrating that 
there is a market for new I&R solutions—they are also pointing toward 
a new paradigm for I&R, one that blurs the line between the producers 
and users of community resource data.

It’s worth noting the irony that this wave of innovation has produced 
three separate solutions to the three different links in the social ser-
vice pipeline—intake, case management, and referral—each with its 
own approach, which may be incompatible with the others. When I 
remarked upon this fragmentation to one of the entrepreneurs, he an-
swered that this is how the market works: the best solutions will bubble 
up and scale. But it’s worth considering that the market sometimes 
YIELDS�OUTCOMES�THAT�ARE�EFlCIENT�FOR�ELITES�AND�INSTITUTIONS��YET�NOT�AC-
tually effective for most people or their ecosystems.

In a brief span of time, these startups have developed the kinds of so-
phisticated software for that have long been overdue in this sector. But 
are they truly solving the community resource directory data problem, 
or merely building business models around the problem’s symptomatic 
pain points? If these startups evolve into yet another class of intermedi-
aries, institutionally committed to protect their hold on data about our 
communities, the real problem—which is that communities lack effec-
tive means to produce and share their own information—may only be 
recreated and entrenched.

Given that the social sector itself grows around the miseries of cascad-
ing market failures, a truly transformative solution may require us to 
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forge new patterns of social organization and resource allocation—in 
which, for instance, the competitive advantages of entrepreneurs are 
complementary values balanced against that of the common good.

The Vision 

"EFORE�SEEKING�A�PATH�FORWARD��LET�S�lRST�IMAGINE�A�WORLD�IN�WHICH�THE�
“community resource directory data problem” has been truly solved:

A social worker doing intakes on a tablet is able to reference the same 
data that is displayed on a single mother’s phone as she scans through 
EMERGENCY� SHELTER� OPTIONS�� THIS� SAME� DATA� IS� QUERIED� BY� A� DIRECTORY�
application for which area librarians are trained to offer hands-on tech-
NICAL�ASSISTANCE�FOR�THEIR�PATRONS��A�JOURNALIST�SEES�THIS�SAME�DATA�WHILE�
RESEARCHING� CITY� CONTRACTS��&%-!�ACCESSES� THIS� DATA� DURING� A� CRISIS��
a community planning consortium sees the data in its mapping tools. 
All of these instances involve different applications, and each of these 
applications might solicit its own kind of feedback, which can update, 
qualify, and expand the common data pool. And this shared knowl-
edge about the services available in a community is combined with 
OTHER�SHARED�KNOWLEDGE�BASES�ABOUT�THE�MONEY�mOWING�INTO�AND�OUT�
of these services, about the personal and social outcomes produced by 
the services, etc.—to be understood and applied by different people in 
different ways throughout this ecosystem as a collective wisdom about 
the “State of Our Community.”

When only considering the data and technology involved, this vision 
is not so far from reality. Given the technical interoperability made 
possible by APIs and the cloud, and gradual developments toward data 
interoperability in the social sectors, it is quite technologically feasi-
ble. But actually achieving it would require vast improvements in what 
Palfrey and Gasser (2012) refer to as the other half of the “layer cake” 
of interoperability: institutional interoperability, by which data can 
be exchanged across organizational boundaries, past barriers of law, 
POLICY��AND�CULTURE��AND�HUMAN�INTEROPERABILITY��BY�WHICH�PEOPLE�CAN�
understand and act upon this data. To really make progress toward 
human interoperability, we have to traverse the terrain of institutional 
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interoperability—and there we encounter a messy case of the tragedy 
of the commons.

The Commons

A “commons” is a resource that is shared—and because it can be hard 
for people to share things, a commons is inherently subject to various 
social dilemmas. 

Community resource directory data itself is a commons. It’s public in-
formation, freely available, but unaggregated in its natural state. This 
data is abundant, and it can be used in many different ways, yet it is 
also nonrivalrous—meaning my use of it does not diminish your ability 
to use it. But when aggregated, it also decays, and it is costly to main-
tain. So the data is usually collected by organizations that organize it to 
NARROWLY�SERVE�THEIR�SPECIlC�OBJECTIVE�OR�EARN�A�RETURN�ON�INVESTMENT��
This tends to render their data inaccessible or uninteroperable with 
other kinds of data.

To some extent, we can start to solve these problems by opening data, 
standardizing it, and developing free and open source software that 
can use it. But those steps alone do not address the various misalign-
ments between costs and incentives, institutions and people, private 
agendas and the common good.

Consider our consolidated D.C. community resource database and 
the code for Open211. Both of these are publicly available on GitHub. 
They are “free” as in speech (anyone can see, use, and adapt the source 
code, and likewise the data). They are also, as the saying commonly 
goes, “free” as in beer (you will not be charged to use them, and that’s 
nice), but it would be more apt to invoke the less common saying—that 
they are “free” as in puppies: someone will have to feed them, train 
them, and deal with the mess. The tragedy of the commons includes a 
multitude of these “abandoned puppies.”

The tragedy of the commons, however, is far from inevitable. So far, we 
have considered commons that are unowned and ungoverned—“liber-
TARIAN�COMMONS�v�0ETER�,EVINE������������	�CALLS�THEM��IN�WHICH�ANY-
one is free to do anything they want with an open resource. Yet this is 
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not the only possible kind of commons. We have many well-established 
precedents for commons that are effectively owned, managed, and gov-
ERNED�BY�THOSE�WHO�BENElT�FROM�THEM�AND�COLLECTIVELY�AGREE�TO�ACT�IN�
ways that protect and sustain them over time. Successful arrangements 
of commons management take many forms, each shaped according to 
the unique properties of the resource, its users, and its place. Such 
strategies are often demonstrably superior to privatization or govern-
ment regulation, because shared, localized control can better manage 
COMPLEXITY�AND�ENSURE�ACCOUNTABILITY��.EW�!MERICA�&OUNDATION��������
Ostrom & Hess, 2007).

)N� THE� SPECIlC� CONTEXT� OF� UNDERSTANDING� KNOWLEDGE� AS� A� COMMONS��
Levine (2007) counters his description of the oft-tragic “libertarian 
commons” by proposing the development of “associational commons,” 
through which an organizational mechanism can align diverse perspec-
tives and interests, and establish various kinds of shared responsibili-
ties. An associational commons consists not just of the resource itself 
�THE�OPEN�lELD�OF�GRASS��OR�THE�OPEN�SET�OF�DATA	�BUT�ALSO�THE�SYNTHESIS�
of that resource with the web of social relationships that form around 
it. Wikipedia, for instance, contains both informal and formal layers 
of commons management: an association of editors who have special 
PRIVILEGES�OVER�CONTENT��AND�AN�OFlCIAL�ORGANIZATION�THAT�IS�RESPONSIBLE�
for fundraising and operations.

So we can imagine a triumphant community resource directory data 
commons, forged of a layered set of agreements about how shared data 
will be produced, managed, and used, among heterogeneous systems 
and for diverse purposes.

To establish and sustain this kind of commons, we will need to prac-
tice what Alexis de Tocqueville (1840) once described as the uniquely 
American “art and science of association,” Theda Skocpol (2004) more 
recently described as “the democratic arts of combination,” and Peter 
,INEBAUGH������	�HAS�IDENTIlED�SIMPLY�AS�ACTS�OF�hCOMMONING�v
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The Cooperative Advantage

If the responsibility to (re)produce knowledge about a community is 
shared but diffuse, and if the output of organized production is to be 
truly free (as in speech and beer and, yes, puppies) then we will require 
some kind of mechanism for collective action, through which the re-
sources (skills, time, money, data, knowledge) necessary to build and 
maintain the community resource data commons can be pooled.

For this purpose, at least at our table in D.C., I have explored the de-
velopment of a community data cooperative.

A cooperative entity is owned and governed by its members. (Many 
COOPS�ARE�STORES�OWNED�BY�THEIR�PATRONS��SOME�COOPS�ARE�OWNED�BY�
THEIR�WORKERS��COOPERATIVE�HOUSING�PROPERTY�IS�OWNED�BY�ITS�TENANTS�	�4O�
survive, a co-op must be economically viable, just like any other entity 
IN� ITS� lELD��4HE�DIFFERENCE� IS� THAT� A� COOP�S� DECISIONMAKING�PROCESS�
involves the democratic participation of people who have the greatest 
stake in its outcome, and as members they agree to equitably share in 
ITS�VARIOUS�BURDENS��BENElTS��AND�RESPONSIBILITIES�

A “community data co-op” could serve a variety of stakeholders: foun-
DATIONS��LOCAL�NONPROlTS�AND�OTHER�COMMUNITY�ANCHORS��POSSIBLY�)�2�
vendors, conceivably even libraries and government agencies. (A co-op 
may include different classes of membership with different privileges 
AND�RESPONSIBILITIES��PRESUMABLY��THE�PRIMARY�CLASS�OF�MEMBERS�WOULD�
consist of front-line workers who actually make referrals on a day-to-
DAY�BASIS�	�%ACH�STAKEHOLDER�STANDS�TO�BENElT�FROM�A�COOPERATIVE�SOLU-
tion, and also has something valuable to contribute to the commons.

The challenge of cooperative development will be to successfully align 
these assets and interests through a set of reciprocal agreements. As 
such, the co-op might consist of three primary roles. 

First, a co-op would organize the means of production of the “common 
data pool.” So far, we’ve seen several different methods of producing 
THIS�DATA�� TRAINED� RESEARCHERS� CAN�EXTRACT� IT��MASS� EMAILS� AND� LETTERS�
CAN�SOLICIT�IT��FRONTLINE�WORKERS�CAN�GENERATE�IT�THEMSELVES�AS�THEY�DO�
the work of making referrals. It can also be gleaned from IRS records, 
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scraped from the web, or even required by funders. A cooperative 
strategy could integrate any of these tactics, aligning it all according 
to a common set of standards. And since—for the foreseeable future, 
ANYWAY�VERIlCATION�OF�THIS�DATA�STILL�REQUIRES�THE�TOUCH�OF�HUMAN�IN-
telligence, the best solution may be one that directly involves those 
WITH�lRSTHAND�KNOWLEDGE�OF�THE�lELD��4HIS�MIGHT�EVEN�BE�THE�PRIMARY�
responsibility of membership in the co-op: instead of paying dues in 
cash, members could contribute their time to data management (time 
that is currently being spent ineffectively, to duplicative ends).

Second, the co-op could facilitate the circulation of this data through an 
ecosystem of services—including the internal systems of members like 
Bread for the City, open systems like Open211, and the enterprise-lev-
el systems of vendors like Aunt Bertha, Purple Binder, and even 211. 
Though the data would be open source, the co-op may require a license 
for commercial use and other kinds of premium services—presumably 
costing less than whatever the vendors would otherwise spend to col-
lect the data themselves. Vendors could then reallocate their resources 
toward the development of services that add value to this data.

Third, the co-op would foster education. Cooperatives are committed 
to education as one of their core principles, and given that the data 
produced by this co-op would presumably be “open,” education may be 
THE�PRIMARY�BENElT�OF�MEMBERSHIP��ACCESS�TO�AN�ARRAY�OF�OPPORTUNITIES�
for personal skill-building and organizational learning—anything from 
hands-on tech support to generalized data literacy training. Writing 
recently about the patterns of community technology development, 
Michael Gurstein (2013) called for innovation to be something that “is 
done by, with and in the community and not simply something that is 
done ‘to’ or ‘for’ the community.” This may be such a strategy: gener-
ating community resource data through the generation of resourceful 
community. As such, a cooperative solution may not only yield better 
data—it is also likely to yield more effective use. Whereas Open311 
demonstrates the paradigm that Tim O’Reilly famously dubbed “gov-
ernment as platform,” here we can point to its corollary precept, com-
munity as platform, in which technology is not something that is made 
for people to consume, but rather made by people to share.
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The Path Ahead

Now may be the right time to undertake a new approach to this prob-
lem. Several organizations have recently proposed new ways to enable 
the free and open circulation of interoperable community resource 
data. However, to achieve the promise of open data, we face challenges 
that are more political than technical.

As we do so, however, some essential questions have yet to be ad-
dressed:

• How might open, standardized community resource data be 
valuably synthesized with other kinds of knowledge bases—
such as those used in crisis response, community needs assess-
ment, philanthropy, or policy analysis?

• What is the proper role for government in the production and 
dissemination of data about the social sector? What about other 
community anchor institutions, such as libraries and schools?

• !ND�lNALLY��HOW�CAN�THIS�WORK�BE�GROUNDED�BY�THE�EXPERIENCES�
and prerogatives of those with the greatest stake in its outcome: 
people in need? 

The commoning path will require commitment, imagination, trust, 
and accountability. It almost goes without saying that this will be hard 
WORK��IT�MAY�ALSO�SIMPLY�BE�THE�RIGHT�WORK�TO�DO�
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CHAPTER 20

The Bigger Picture: Ten Lessons for 
Taking Open Government Further

By John Bracken

My job at the Knight Foundation is to identify people with promis-
ing ideas and help them execute them. Our primary tool for that is 
the Knight News Challenge, through which we’ve supported nearly a 
hundred projects, with more than $30 million over six years. We’ve 
supported several open government-related projects and groups like 
LocalWiki, the Open Knowledge Foundation, Ushahidi, EveryBlock, 
and Open Street Maps.

The code, insights, and talent networks we’ve supported through the 
News Challenge moved us to focus a recent iteration on open govern-
ment. Our goal was to expand the table of people who engage with open 
government. In addition to practical open government applications, we 
hoped to uncover ideas about how the internet can change the ways in 
which citizens and governments interact. We wanted to involve more 
people in the use of technology to solve community problems, and we 
sought to expand the geographic footprint beyond what’s become the 
standard open government metropoles of San Francisco, Chicago, and 
the Boston-New York- DC Acela nexus. Silently, I hoped that at least 
one of the winners would not even consider themselves as part of the 
open government movement.

During the application period, we partnered with locally based organi-
zations to conduct events in fourteen cities, including less typical open 
GOVERNMENT�CITIES��LIKE�,EXINGTON��+ENTUCKY��-ACON��'EORGIA��3AN�$I-
EGO��AND�3T��0AUL��-INNESOTA��/UT�OF�THE�����SUBMISSIONS�WE�RECEIVED��
several themes emerged that captured the open government zeitgeist. 
These included:
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• Increasing citizens’ direct participation in policymaking

• Strengthening policies for data transparency

• Making sense out of multiple datasets

• Understanding government spending and campaign contribu-
tions

• Making better use of public spaces and vacant land

After our analysis of the contest process and submissions, our assess-
ment was that open government is generating more aspirational ideas 
than practical tools and approaches that address citizens’ needs and 
wants. We learned a lot by talking directly with civic leaders, govern-
MENT�OFlCIALS��AND�HACKERS��PARTICULARLY�WITH�THOSE�OUTSIDE�OF�THE�LEAD-
ing open government cities. I spoke with high-ranking government 
workers who were worried about the security and sustainability of open 
SOURCE�PROJECTS�� ELECTED�OFlCIALS�WHO�WERE� CURIOUS� ABOUT� CITIZEN�DE-
mand for data, and journalists who were dubious about governments’ 
commitment to openness.

Our trustees ended up approving eight projects as winners. Not coin-
cidentally, each of the eight had already demonstrated their idea and 
was able to talk to us about what was and was not working. Also, for 
the most part, they have been around the open government block for a 
WHILE���-Y�HOPES�OF�SUPPORTING�PEOPLE�ENTIRELY�NEW�TO�THE�lELD�FAILED�	

Fundamentally, the eight winning projects are practical rather than as-
PIRATIONAL��4HEY�ADDRESS�IDENTIlED�NEEDS�OF�CITIZENS�AND�GOVERNMENTS��
$ESPITE� OUR� EXHORTATIONS�� FEW� OF� THE� IDEAS� THAT�MADE� IT� TO� THE� lNAL�
rounds re-imagined democracy in the age of the internet. They are 
about building practical tools that citizen-consumers can use to more 
easily build businesses, reclaim abandoned land, and sell services to 
the government. They don’t seek to engage citizens in re-imagining de-
MOCRACY�OR�COCREATING�THEIR�COMMUNITIES��4HAT�COULD�REmECT�THE�BIAS�
of the Knight Foundation and the investors, journalists, and developers 
WHO�ADVISED�US��BUT�THE�LIST�MAY�ALSO�BE�A�REmECTION�OF�WHERE�THE�OPEN�
GOVERNMENT�MOVEMENT� IS� AT� THIS� POINT� IN� ITS� DEVELOPMENT�� IN� A� lELD�
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driven by aspiration, the value lies in practical businesses and services.

For a guide on moving more robustly from the aspirational to the prac-
tical, we might look to Kevin Costner. In the late 1980s and early 1990s, 
Kevin Costner was one of the biggest stars in Hollywood. Near the apex 
of his career, Costner starred in Field of Dreams, a 1989 fantasy-drama 
designed to make high school jocks weep. Prompted by the whispers 
OF�A�DISEMBODIED�VOICE��#OSTNER�S�CHARACTER�PLOWS�UNDER�HIS�CORNlELD��
turning it into a baseball diamond for ghosts from the 1919 Chicago 
White Sox. “If you build it, he will come,” the voice promises him.

“If we build it, they will come,” has been open government’s operative 
mode for the last few years. Like other social movements before it, 
open government is inspired by dreams of what might be, not on an 
evidence-based assessment of what people want or need. It’s a move-
ment based on the belief that by pushing out data, our fellow citizens 
WILL�BUILD� THINGS��GOVERNMENT�WILL�BE�MORE�EFlCIENT�� AND�WE�WILL� ALL�
live happier lives. Inevitably, we’ve been disappointed when those ide-
alistic outcomes don’t pan out and we realize that the vast majority 
of our neighbors lack the skills, wherewithal, time, or inclination to 
actively participate. Our aspirations for engagement have outpaced the 
reality—a status appropriate for such a young social project. As open 
government emerges into adolescence, though, we need to bridge the 
gaps between innovators and citizens, who are the ultimate users.

To make that leap, we need to consider a later Kevin Costner mov-
ie: The Postman. Based on David Brin’s 1985 post-apocalyptic fanta-
sy novel, this movie features Costner playing a drifter who dons the 
uniform and identity of a dead mail carrier. In so doing, he inadver-
TENTLY�BECOMES�THE�PERSONIlCATION�OF�THE�DISBANDED�53�GOVERNMENT��
Costner’s uniform and the act of distributing mail between previously 
disconnected towns rekindle a civic spirit among those he visits. (The 
movie was a dog, but Brin’s novel is pretty great.)

(OW�DOES�OPEN�GOVERNMENT�MOVE� FROM�BUILDING�lELDS�OF�DREAMS� TO�
DELIVERING�LIKE�A�POSTMAN��(OW�DO�WE�STOP�MAKING�BASEBALL�lELDS�OUT�
OF� )OWA�CORNlELDS�AND�START�GOING� TOWNTOTOWN��KNOCKING�ON�DOORS��
and building links, one community at a time? Now that we have the 
vision of it all down, it’s time to shift into the practicalities of building 
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useful tools. Here are ten things we need to prioritize to move from 
dreaming to doing:

Realistic Expectations

We need to learn how to build projects and businesses that bring value 
to customers, not just venture capitalist moonshots. Civic technology 
will not produce companies with a hundred times the return on in-
VESTMENT��7E�NEED�TO�BE�OKAY�WITH�THAT�AND�BUILD�THE�lNANCING�AND�
support services that will enable entrepreneurs’ visions to become real 
and sustainable.

Delight

No one waits excitedly at the window for the postman to deliver us 
information about voting, taxes, or municipal budgets. Messages from 
loved ones, narratives in magazines, and holiday cards are what I look 
for when the mail arrives. We need apps and tools that are fun to use 
and don’t feel like homework.

Drama

“We have 2,000 bills. Little bill bits,” said California Governor Jerry 
Brown earlier this year. “You can’t run a world on bill bits. That’s not 
what moves people. There has to be drama. Protagonist and antagonist. 
We’re on the stage of history here.” We need to do a better job of taking 
civic data and presenting it to our neighbors in stories, visualizations, 
and culture.

Literacy

To appreciate the mail, it helps to be able to read. What are the skills 
AND�APPROACHES�CITIZENS�NEED�TO�CONTRIBUTE�TO�AND�BENElT�FROM�OPEN�
government, and how do we identify and develop them?

Research

What is the baseline for what does and does not work? How do we 
know how we’re doing and determine what to do better? What are we 
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measuring? How do we know whether what we’re doing works, and 
how can we brag to others about it? How can we demonstrate an ROI 
to governments and potential investors? The fact that we don’t have 
answers to these questions this late in the game is worrisome.

Models

When people ask us how to do open government, where can we point 
them? We need solid, well-documented success stories of real results.

Talent

When they need to hire, where do governments go? Programs like the 
Code for America Fellowship are a great start, but they aren’t enough 
to form a workforce. We have a great set of leaders, but most of them 
COULD�lT�INTO�ONE�CONFERENCE��7E�NEED�TO�SET�UP�PLACES�FOR�THEM�TO�GO�
when they leave government so we don’t lose their experiences and 
NETWORKS�TO�OTHER�lELDS�

Professional Development

Many people who take government jobs don’t do so to be agents of 
change or to drive innovation. They often take them because they are 
good, solid jobs. Where do career government workers and civilians go 
to develop the skills we need to drive the movement forward from the 
inside out?

Leadership Transitions

We put a lot on the shoulders of individual government leaders to drive 
change. How do we build the systems so that the innovations built by a 
chief executive are not dismantled with their administration? What tools 
would help with transitions from one mayor or governor to another?

Risk Tolerance

How can we encourage and enable government leaders and workers 
to take risks that they are generally dissuaded from trying? We need 
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to build a culture inside government that is tolerant of taking smart, 
well-calculated risks.

For open government to succeed, it needs to make its principles—
transparency, openness, and data-driven decision-making—become 
SYNONYMOUS�WITH�DEMOCRACY��)N�ORDER�TO�FULLY�BENElT�FROM�THE�VALUES�
of sharing and the wisdom of community, we need to move beyond 
placing our hopes in whispered promises toward doing the practical 
work of building useful, sustainable tools and a supportive ecosystem.
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CHAPTER 21

New Thinking in How Governments 
Deliver Services

By Mark Headd

Introduction

/PEN�DATA�PROGRAMS�PROVIDE�A�NUMBER�OF�IMPORTANT�BENElTS�FOR�GOV-
ernments and the citizens they serve. At the most basic level, these 
programs provide important insights into government activities—a 
fundamental ingredient for a well-operating democracy.

In addition to enhanced government transparency, these programs also 
provide a means for developing new applications and solutions—built 
on top of the data released by governments—that can be leveraged to 
deliver public services. These programs also highlight some of the long-
standing problems with incumbent processes that are used by govern-
ments to procure technology solutions and services and provide insight 
into how these older processes might be improved.

Unlocking the Power of Open Data

The concept of “government as a platform”—an idea best, and most 
famously, articulated by Tim O’Reilly (2010), the founder of O’Reil-
ly Media and a leading proponent of free-software and open source 
movements—often references the iPhone as an example of a platform 
done well. The decision in 2008 by Apple chief executive Steve Jobs 
to allow independent developers to build apps that would work on the 
iPhone “platform” has made the now ubiquitous device the success that 
it is. As noted in a 2012 New York Times article by David Streitfeld:

The App Store opened in July 2008 with 500 apps. In an inter-
view, Mr. Jobs laid bare the company’s goal: “Sell more iPhones.” 
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Thanks to the multitude of apps, the goal came to pass. More iP-
hones... were sold in the next three months than in the entire pre-
vious year, and that was just the beginning of the ascent. (Streit-
feld, 2012)

The idea of turning a phone into an application platform has since been 
copied by other hardware and software companies, and it has informed 
the idea of turning government itself into a platform. Providing public 
access to government data in machine-readable formats (i.e., open data) 
is the foundation of the efforts being taken by governments around the 
world. They are essentially copying Apple’s approach to stimulate inno-
vative new apps and ideas that can run on their government “platform.”

Open government data is at the heart of a change that is taking place in 
government. Since the inception of the internet and its now central role 
in how governments deliver services and information to citizens, gov-
ERNMENTS�HAVE�USED�DATA�AS�AN�INPUT�INTO�A�lNISHED�PRODUCT�DELIVERED�
by them for those they serve. Open data, for many governments, has 
NOW�BECOME�THE�lNISHED�PRODUCT�THAT�IS�DELIVERED�TO�ITS�ENDUSERS�
independent developers who can use open government data to develop 
innovative and valuable new solutions.

This kind of change in government can be long, complex, and fraught 
with risks. It requires a rethinking of government’s traditional role of 
sole solution provider (the entity that builds, or contracts for, the cus-
tomer-facing components through which public services are delivered) 
to that of a data steward. A 2012 report by the Center for Technology 
in Government noted the transformational dynamics created by open 
data programs:

Open data initiatives disrupt government’s traditional role as hold-
er or owner of the data. In thinking about open data governance, 
we need to rethink government’s role in relation to the entire set of 
new stakeholders. One possibility is to characterize government, as 
well as all other stakeholders, as stewards [of data]. (Helbig, Cress-
well, Burke, & Luna-Reyes, 2012, p. 13)

The clearest example of how open government data can be used to 
encourage the development of useful new applications comes from the 
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world of public transit. There are numerous examples of applications 
built using transit data released by governments with the GTFS speci-
lCATION��WHICH�IS�AN�OPEN�DATA�FORMAT�INITIALLY�DEVELOPED�BY�'OOGLE�IN�
cooperation with Portland, Oregon’s public transit agency. While ini-
tially designed to allow easy integration of transit data into the Google 
PLATFORM��THE�'4&3�DATA�SPECIlCATION�HAS�SPAWNED�A�COTTAGE�INDUSTRY�
of new transit apps. Websites like citygoround.org list hundreds of tran-
sit apps, many built using GTFS data.

These applications have fundamentally changed the way that riders on 
public transportation systems consume transit data, as well as the role 
of transit authorities in relation to how these applications are devel-
oped. In the past, the transit agencies themselves would have been the 
entity that designed, developed, and delivered the apps used by riders 
to get information—and many still do. However, an increasing number 
of transit agencies are getting out of the business of developing these 
kinds of customer-facing apps and are letting the new app market (fu-
eled by the open GTFS data they release) meet rider demand instead.

In addition, some transit agencies—like the Southeastern Pennsylvania 
Transportation Authority, which serves the Philadelphia area—are now 
actively advertising apps built by independent developers to their riders.

Beyond Public Transit: The Limits of Open Data

This fundamental shift away from government as the sole solution pro-
vider to a data steward is now taking hold outside the world of transit 
data, fostering the growth of new ideas and solutions.

Leveraging open data to encourage the development of useful applications 
AND� SERVICES�HOLDS�MANY�BENElTS� FOR�GOVERNMENTS��7ITH� THIS� APPROACH��
new ways of building software and deploying solutions are developed with-
OUT� THEM�HAVING� TO�MAKE�BETS�ON�SPECIlC� TECHNOLOGIES� �SOMETHING� THAT�
governments do not do well). Independent developers operating outside of 
the normal government procurement process are often better positioned 
to leverage new advances in app development or service deployment.

Open government data is one way that governments can, in a sense, go 
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around the traditional procurement process to encourage the develop-
ment of useful software. However, this approach does have some lim-
itations. Implicit in the idea of open data is the fact that governments 
can’t dictate what users of the data actually do with it (provided they 
don’t misrepresent the data or otherwise violate terms of use). Publish-
ing open data and engaging outside developers can be a less-than-ef-
fective strategy if governments hope to achieve the development of 
SPECIlC�TOOLS�OR�SOLUTIONS�

The open data approach works best to generate emergent (rather than 
prescriptive), customer-facing applications that are related to partic-
ular kinds of data that have established communities or constituen-
cies of enthusiasts (like transit data). Releasing open data and engaging 
outside developers to organically develop solutions is not the right ap-
proach for the development of all government IT systems. For example, 
this would be less than ideal for the development of a back-end ac-
COUNTING�OR�lNANCIAL�MANAGEMENT�SYSTEM��WHICH�REQUIRES�SPECIALIZED�
knowledge of government processes and would likely need to be built 
TO�EXACTING�SPECIlCATIONS��7HEN�GOVERNMENTS�HAVE�SPECIlC�NEEDS�OR�
detailed requirements for how a solution or app should be built and 
operated, standard government procurement is probably a better way 
to acquire this technology than hackathons or apps contests.

However, the government procurement process as it exists today is not 
ideal for acquiring optimal technology solutions that take advantage 
of the latest thinking on how software and services are developed and 
deployed. Viewed as cumbersome and complex, the process used by 
public sector entities to procure goods and services is often cited as a 
major barrier to introducing innovation—particularly the use of new 
technologies—into government operations.

Looking Ahead: Three Hard Truths for  
Government Procurement Reform

Advancing the innovation agenda within government often means con-
fronting the harsh reality of the government procurement process. This 
is not a new problem, and there are a number of initiatives underway in 
governments around the country aimed at “streamlining” or “overhaul-
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ing” the government procurement process to support the acquisition 
of new technologies and projects that engage smaller and more nimble 
companies with new solutions.

The City of Philadelphia, in particular, is engaged in some progres-
sive efforts to use the government procurement process as a means to 
develop an ecosystem of smaller companies that offer innovative new 
ideas to longstanding city problems. If the goal of using the procure-
ment process to stimulate (or at least not hinder) innovation inside gov-
ernment is to be realized, reformers in Philadelphia and elsewhere will 
need to face some hard truths about procurement reform.

In addition, advocates of procurement reform must expand their think-
ing about the nature of reform and their methods to bring about change 
by focusing on open government data as a foundational component for 
systematic change in how governments deliver services and informa-
tion to those they serve.

Balancing Values

The arguments in favor of reforming the government procurement 
process bear a striking similarity to arguments used by advocates for 
overhauling the federal income tax system. Both sets of advocates point 
to the problem of unnecessary complexity as an element that can sti-
mE�INNOVATION�OR�EVEN�HARM�PARTICIPANTS��)N�MANY�INSTANCES��THE�SAME�
verbs are used when calling for reform—words like “overhaul” and 
“streamline” can be used almost interchangeably when talking about 
tax reform and procurement reform.

The federal income tax system is a useful reference for talking about 
procurement reform. It is often used by governments as a vehicle for 
achieving desired outcomes that (as many economists will quickly point 
OUT	�HAVE�NOTHING�TO�DO�WITH�AN�EFlCIENT�TAX�SYSTEM��7E�IMBUE�OUR�TAX�
code with certain provisions that, we hope, will help achieve outcomes 
deemed to have broad societal value.

A perfect example of this is the federal income tax deduction for mort-
gage interest. As a country and a society, we value homeownership over 
other kinds of investments, so our tax system “rewards” this investment 
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with a special deduction. The objective is to encourage more home-
ownership because it is highly correlated with desired outcomes, like 
higher property values and more stable neighborhoods. This deduction 
comes with a cost, however: it increases the complexity of tax forms, 
and it increases the effort required both to process these forms and to 
audit taxpayer compliance.

There are many other examples of income tax provisions that are spe-
CIlCALLY�ENGINEERED�TO�PRODUCE�OUTCOMES�WITH�BROAD�SOCIAL�BENElTS�A�
myriad of deductions and credits for married couples, particularly 
THOSE�WITH� CHILDREN�� DEDUCTIONS� FOR� CONTRIBUTIONS�MADE� TO� CHARITIES��
and deductions for interest on student loans. Each of these examples 
SHARES�TWO�CHARACTERISTICS��THEY�ARE�DESIGNED�TO�ENCOURAGE�SPECIlC�OUT-
comes, and they increase the overall complexity of the system. On an 
INDIVIDUAL�LEVEL��THE�COST�OF�THESE�BROADER�SOCIETAL�BENElTS�MANIFESTS�AS�
more time and effort to comply with income tax requirements.

Procurement processes are similar in many ways. Governments im-
bue these processes with requirements and other stipulations that they 
hope will lead to outcomes that are deemed desirable. Each of these 
requirements adds to the complexity of the process and the burden of 
lRMS�THAT�CHOOSE�TO�RESPOND�TO�GOVERNMENT�2&0S�

For example, almost every government has purchasing requirements 
for minority- and women-owned businesses, and many have require-
MENTS�THAT�LOCAL�COMPANIES�RECEIVE�PREFERENCE�OVER�lRMS�FROM�OUTSIDE�
the jurisdiction. The objective is to drive more government procure-
ment dollars to minority- and women-owned businesses and to local 
businesses that create local jobs and pay local taxes.

There are also larger, overarching values embedded in the procure-
ment process. For example, fairness and transparency are values that 
inform requirements like the public posting of bids and related materi-
ALS��AMPLE�PUBLIC�NOTICE�OF�VENDOR�MEETINGS��AND�THE�CLEAR�SPECIlCATION�
of when and how bids must be submitted.

Risk aversion is another value that impacts the complexity and cost of 
the public procurement process. It is this value that informs require-
ments like performance bonds, vendor insurance, scrutiny of compa-
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NY�lNANCIAL� STATEMENTS�� AND� REQUIREMENTS� FOR�lNANCIAL� RESERVES�ALL�
things that seek to reduce the risk assumed by governments from en-
gaging with a company to provide a good or service. Each of these 
requirements can make the procurement process more complex and 
burdensome for bidders, particularly smaller companies.

All of this underscores the point that many of the factors that make 
government procurement processes complex and slow are also things 
that are intended to produce desired outcomes. These features of the 
PROCUREMENT� PROCESS� WERE� DESIGNED� WITH� A� SPECIlC� INTENT�� AND� FEW�
people would argue with the laudable goals they seek to encourage. 
Yet, one of the side effects of these requirements is that they make the 
process slower, more complex, and harder for smaller and more nimble 
lRMS�TO�PARTICIPATE�IN�

Efforts to overhaul or streamline the procurement process will un-
doubtedly run up against the provisions just discussed. Are there ways 
to streamline the procurement process that don’t require provisions 
of this type to be relaxed or removed, or are there ways to relax these 
provisions without compromising the laudable outcomes they seek to 
encourage? This remains to be seen.

Nimbler Doesn’t Always Mean Better

The great myth in government IT is that the private sector is always 
way ahead of the public sector in how technology is used.

In between two tours of duty in state and local government, I spent 
about ten years in the private sector working for both large and small 
TECHNOLOGY�lRMS��"EFORE�JOINING�#ODE�FOR�!MERICA�AS�$IRECTOR�OF�'OV-
ernment Relations in 2011, I worked for four different technology com-
PANIES�HEADQUARTERED�IN�PLACES�AS�DIFFERENT�AS�(ORSHAM��0ENNSYLVANIA��
"LACKSBURG�� 6IRGINIA�� AND� 3AN� &RANCISCO�� #ALIFORNIA�� )� LEARNED� A� LOT�
about technology and how to be a software developer during this time, 
but I also learned that—as far as technology is concerned—the grass is 
not always greener on the other side.

There are plenty of examples of poor technology decisions in the pri-
vate sector. We just hear about them less often because they are usually 
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not a matter of public record or visible to the public through a budget 
submission or legislative hearing.

To be sure, governments around the world have issues with implement-
ing technology, but some of the things I’ve seen in the private sector 
have been shocking—inexcusably bad decisions made by people who 
should know better, a complete lack of strategic thinking about how 
TECHNOLOGY� IS� USED� TO� BENElT� THE� COMPANY�� AND� DRAGGING� OLD� LEGACY�
technology along far past its point of usefulness simply because up-
grading would be tricky and complex—the list goes on. The private 
sector has all of these problems and more. We just don’t hear about 
them as much.

What my experience in the private sector made exceedingly clear to 
me is that it is entirely possible (and not very unusual) for private sec-
tor organizations, unshackled by complicated procurement processes 
like those used by governments, to make lousy choices and invest 
poorly in technology.

Simply making the government procurement process “simpler” won’t 
guarantee that better IT decisions get made. Governments will still 
need to think more strategically about how they invest in technology 
and become better at learning how it can be used to make the delivery 
OF�PUBLIC�SERVICES�MORE�EFlCIENT�AND�EFFECTIVE�

A Dearth of Makers Inside Government

My experience working as a software developer for several years, and 
continuing to work with other developers from a variety of disciplines 
for years after that, has affected the way I approach problems. When-
ever I hear about an application or service or an idea someone has 
for one, I’m often privately thinking (as I think most people who have 
worked as developers are), how would I build something like that? This 
is probably true of most people who have built things for a living.

Understanding how things work and how to build them can be a useful 
skill when evaluating the level of effort required to perform a service 
or to solve a problem. This is something software developers do of-
ten—estimate the amount of time it will take them (or their team) to 
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complete a series of tasks they have not yet begun. It’s hard to do well. 
Even software developers who do this often will sometimes underesti-
mate or overestimate the amount of time required to complete a task.

The ability to translate a problem into a series of steps that a person 
CAN�IMAGINE�HERSELF�DOING�IS�THE�SPECIlC�BYPRODUCT�OF�MAKING�THINGS��
This is a problem in government, where, in general, there is a woeful 
lack of awareness about how things are made and what resources and 
materials are required to build things. In short, there is a critical lack 
of makers in government.

This problem is particularly acute when it comes to technology and 
how governments acquire it, even for needs that should be simple and 
relatively cheap, like content management systems for websites and 
web-based applications. The web is now an essential component of 
how governments deliver services and communicate with citizens, and 
yet, there are far too few people inside government (including those in 
the technology discipline) who have a solid understanding of how the 
internet works.

In just the last few years, the world of software development has seen a 
sea change that has transformed how web and mobile applications are 
built. Never before has it been easier or cheaper to build these appli-
cations. Yet governments continue to overpay for them (or the services 
OF� THOSE�lRMS� THAT� BUILD� THEM	�BECAUSE� THERE� IS� VERY� LITTLE� INHOUSE�
knowledge of how these things are built.

This is not to suggest that effective websites and useful web applica-
tions are easy to build and don’t require skill. They certainly do, but 
without a fundamental understanding of what the technologies behind 
these applications are, how they work, and how they are changing, gov-
ernments cannot distinguish the skilled vendors offering reasonably 
priced solutions from the shysters.

In a way, it’s not dissimilar from the experience many people have when 
going to an auto mechanic—if you don’t know anything about how cars 
work, how do you know for sure if you’re getting a fair price? It calls 
to mind the classic episode from the sitcom “Seinfeld,” where George 
Costanza sums up the typical approach to auto repair like this:
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Well of course they’re trying to screw you! What do you think? 
4HAT�S�WHAT�THEY�DO��4HEY�CAN�MAKE�UP�ANYTHING��NOBODY�KNOWSÐ�
‘Why, well you need a new Johnson rod in here.’ Oh, a Johnson 
rod. Yeah, well better put one of those on!

If the people who work for government don’t have a clear enough sense 
of how things get made, they are ill-equipped to evaluate RFP respons-
es from individuals or companies that want to do work on behalf of the 
government. This is especially important for technology procurement, 
where new software development paradigms can evolve rapidly.

Governments need to place an emphasis on recruiting and hiring peo-
ple who have experience making things. In addition, governments need 
to focus on developing the “maker skills” of existing employees. This, 
by extension, will enhance the ability of governments to evaluate the 
estimates for work provided by respondents to RFPs.

Conclusion

Government open data programs and the independent apps they help 
generate provide tremendously helpful ways of fostering new approach-
es to old problems. They also support the application of new technolo-
gies and app development strategies for delivering public services.

However, even the most robust open data program is not a suitable 
replacement for a well-designed and properly functioning procurement 
process—one that fosters innovation and the risk that is inherent in 
it. Open data programs can—and should—complement well-designed 
procurement processes.

Open data programs have opened the door to new ways of thinking 
about how public services are delivered. They also help highlight some 
OF�THE�DElCIENCIES�IN�THE�EXISTING�PROCESSES�USED�TO�ACQUIRE�SOLUTIONS�BY�
government and deliver services and information.

The job of overhauling existing government procurement processes to 
encourage innovation will not be an easy one, but one of the many ben-
ElTS�OF�OPEN�DATA�IS�THAT�IT�HAS�LED�TO�THIS�IMPORTANT�DISCUSSION�
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CHAPTER 22

Open Data and Algorithmic 
Regulation
By Tim O’Reilly

Regulation is the bugaboo of today’s politics. We have too much of it 
in most areas, we have too little of it in others, but mostly, we just have 
THE�WRONG�KIND��A�MOUNTAIN�OF�PAPER�RULES��INEFlCIENT�PROCESSES��AND�
little ability to adjust the rules or the processes when we discover the 
inevitable unintended results.

Consider, for a moment, regulation in a broader context. Your car’s 
ELECTRONICS�REGULATE�THE�FUELAIR�MIX�IN�THE�ENGINE�TO�lND�AN�OPTIMAL�
BALANCE�OF�FUEL�EFlCIENCY�AND�MINIMAL�EMISSIONS��!N�AIRPLANE�S�AUTO-
pilot regulates the countless factors required to keep that plane aloft 
and heading in the right direction. Credit card companies monitor and 
regulate charges to detect fraud and keep you under your credit limit. 
Doctors regulate the dosage of the medicine they give us, sometimes 
loosely, sometimes with exquisite care, as with the chemotherapy re-
quired to kill cancer cells while keeping normal cells alive, or with the 
anesthesia that keeps us unconscious during surgery while keeping vi-
tal processes going. ISPs and corporate mail systems regulate the mail 
THAT�REACHES�US��lLTERING�OUT�SPAM�AND�MALWARE�TO�THE�BEST�OF�THEIR�ABIL-
ity. Search engines regulate the results and advertisements they serve 
up to us, doing their best to give us more of what we want to see.

What do all these forms of regulation have in common?

1. A deep understanding of the desired outcome

2. Real-time measurement to determine if that outcome is being 
achieved

3. Algorithms (i.e. a set of rules) that make adjustments based on new data
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4. Periodic, deeper analysis of whether the algorithms themselves are 
correct and performing as expected.

There are a few cases—all too few—in which governments and qua-
si-governmental agencies regulate using processes similar to those out-
lined above. Probably the best example is the way that central banks 
REGULATE�THE�MONEY�SUPPLY�IN�AN�ATTEMPT�TO�MANAGE�INTEREST�RATES��INmA-
tion, and the overall state of the economy. Surprisingly, while individu-
al groups might prefer the US Federal Reserve to tighten or loosen the 
money supply at a different time or rate than they do, most accept the 
need for this kind of regulation.

Why is this?

1. The desired outcomes are clear

2. There is regular measurement and reporting as to whether those 
outcomes are being achieved, based on data that is made public to 
everyone

3. Adjustments are made when the desired outcomes are not being 
achieved

Contrast this with the normal regulatory model, which focuses on the 
rules rather than the outcomes. How often have we faced rules that 
simply no longer make sense? How often do we see evidence that the 
rules are actually achieving the desired outcome?

Sometimes the “rules” aren’t really even rules. Gordon Bruce, the for-
mer CIO of the city of Honolulu, explained to me that when he entered 
government from the private sector and tried to make changes, he was 
told, “That’s against the law.” His reply was “OK. Show me the law.” 
“Well, it isn’t really a law. It’s a regulation.” “OK. Show me the regula-
tion.” “Well, it isn’t really a regulation. It’s a policy that was put in place 
by Mr. Somebody twenty years ago.” “Great. We can change that!”

But often, there really is a law or a regulation that has outlived its day, 
an artifact of a system that takes too long to change. The Obama Ad-
ministration has made some efforts to address this, with a process of 
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both “regulatory lookback” to eliminate unnecessary regulations, and 
an increased effort to quantify the effect of regulations (White House, 
2012).

But even this kind of regulatory reform doesn’t go far enough. The laws 
of the United States have grown mind-bogglingly complex. The recent 
healthcare reform bill was nearly two thousand pages. The US Con-
stitution, including two hundred years worth of amendments, is about 
twenty-one pages. The National Highway Bill of 1956, which led to the 
creation of the US Interstate Highway system, the largest public works 
project in history, was twenty-nine pages.

Laws should specify goals, rights, outcomes, authorities, and limits. If 
SPECIlED�BROADLY��THOSE�LAWS�CAN�STAND�THE�TEST�OF�TIME�

Regulations, which specify how to execute those laws in much more 
detail, should be regarded in much the same way that programmers re-
gard their code and algorithms, that is, as a constantly updated toolset 
TO�ACHIEVE�THE�OUTCOMES�SPECIlED�IN�THE�LAWS�

Increasingly, in today’s world, this kind of algorithmic regulation is 
MORE�THAN�A�METAPHOR��#ONSIDER�lNANCIAL�MARKETS��.EW�lNANCIAL�IN-
struments are invented every day and implemented by algorithms that 
trade at electronic speed. How can these instruments be regulated ex-
cept by programs and algorithms that track and manage them in their 
native element in much the same way that Google’s search quality algo-
rithms, Google’s “regulations”, manage the constant attempts of spam-
mers and black hat SEO experts to game the system?

Revelation after revelation of bad behavior by big banks demonstrates 
THAT�PERIODIC�BOUTS�OF�ENFORCEMENT�AREN�T�SUFlCIENT��3YSTEMIC�MALFEA-
sance needs systemic regulation. It’s time for government to enter the 
age of big data. Algorithmic regulation is an idea whose time has come.

Open Data and Government as a Platform

There are those who say that government should just stay out of regu-
lating many areas, and let “the market” sort things out. But there are 
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many ways in which bad actors take advantage of a vacuum in the ab-
sence of proactive management. Just as companies like Google, Micro-
soft, Apple, and Amazon build regulatory mechanisms to manage their 
platforms, government exists as a platform to ensure the success of our 
society, and that platform needs to be well regulated!

Right now, it is clear that agencies like the SEC just can’t keep up. In 
the wake of Ponzi schemes like those of Bernie Madoff and Allen Stan-
FORD��THE�3%#�HAS�NOW�INSTITUTED�ALGORITHMIC�MODELS�THAT�mAG�FOR�IN-
vestigation hedge funds whose results meaningfully outperform those 
OF�PEERS�USING�THE�SAME�STATED�INVESTMENT�METHODS��"UT�ONCE�mAGGED��
enforcement still goes into a long loop of investigation and negotia-
tion, with problems dealt with on a case-by-case basis. By contrast, 
when Google discovers via algorithmic means that a new kind of spam 
is damaging search results, they quickly change the rules to limit the 
EFFECT� OF� THOSE�BAD� ACTORS��7E�NEED� TO�lND�MORE�WAYS� TO�MAKE� THE�
consequences of bad action systemic, rather than subject to haphazard 
enforcement.

This is only possible when laws and regulations focus on desired out-
comes rather than the processes used to achieve them.

There’s another point that’s worth making about SEC regulations. Fi-
nancial regulation depends on disclosure - data required by the regula-
TORS�TO�BE�PUBLISHED�BY�lNANCIAL�lRMS�IN�A�FORMAT�THAT�MAKES�IT�EASY�TO�
analyze. This data is not just used by the regulators themselves, but is 
USED�BY�THE�PRIVATE�SECTOR�IN�MAKING�ITS�OWN�ASSESSMENTS�OF�THE�lNAN-
CIAL�HEALTH�OF�lRMS��THEIR�PROSPECTS��AND�OTHER�lNANCIAL�DECISIONS��9OU�
can see how the role of regulators in requiring what is, in effect, open 
data, makes the market more transparent and self-policing.

You can also see here that the modernization of how data is reported 
to both the government and the market is an important way of improv-
ing regulatory outcomes. Data needs to be timely, machine readable, 
and complete. (See Open Government Working Group, 2007.) When 
reporting is on paper or in opaque digital forms like PDF, or released 
only quarterly, it is much less useful.

When data is provided in re-usable digital formats, the private sector 
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can aid in ferreting out problems as well as building new services that 
provide consumer and citizen value. This is a goal of the US Treasury 
Department’s “Smart Disclosure” initiative (see http://www.data.gov/
consumer/page/consumer-about). It is also central to the efforts of the 
new Consumer Financial Protection Bureau.

When government regulators focus on requiring disclosure, that lets 
private companies build services for consumers, and frees up more en-
forcement time to go after truly serious malefactors.

Regulation Meets Reputation

It is true that “that government governs best that governs least.” But 
the secret to “governing least” is to identify key outcomes that we care 
about as a society—safety, health, fairness, opportunity—encode those 
outcomes into our laws, and then create a constantly evolving set of 
regulatory mechanisms that keep us on course towards them.

We are at a unique time when new technologies make it possible to 
reduce the amount of regulation while actually increasing the amount 
of oversight and production of desirable outcomes.

Consider taxi regulation. Ostensibly, taxis are regulated to protect the 
quality and safety of the consumer experience, as well as to ensure that 
there are an optimal number of vehicles providing service at the time 
they are needed. In practice, most of us know that these regulations 
do a poor job of ensuring quality or availability. New services like Uber 
and Hailo work with existing licensed drivers, but increase their avail-
ability even in less-frequented locations, by using geolocation on smart-
phones to bring passengers and drivers together. But equally important 
in a regulatory context is the way these services ask every passenger to 
rate their driver (and drivers to rate their passenger). Drivers who pro-
vide poor service are eliminated. As users of these services can attest, 
reputation does a better job of ensuring a superb customer experience 
than any amount of government regulation.

Peer-to-peer car services like RelayRides, Lyft, and Sidecar go even 
further, bypassing regulated livery vehicles and allowing consumers to 
provide rides to each other. Here, reputation entirely replaces regu-
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lation, seemingly with no ill effect. Governments should be studying 
THESE�MODELS��NOT�lGHTING�THEM��AND�ADOPTING�THEM�WHERE�THERE�ARE�
no demonstrable ill effects.

Services like AirBnB provide similar reputation systems that protect 
consumers while creating availability of lodging in neighborhoods that 
are often poorly served by licensed establishments.

Reputation systems are a great example of how open data can help im-
prove outcomes for citizens with less effort by overworked regulators 
AND�ENFORCEMENT�OFlCIALS�

3ITES�LIKE�9ELP�PROVIDE�EXTENSIVE�CONSUMER�REVIEWS�OF�RESTAURANTS��THOSE�
THAT�PROVIDE�POOR�FOOD�OR�SERVICE�ARE�mAGGED�BY�UNHAPPY�CUSTOMERS��
while those that excel are praised.

There are a number of interesting new projects that attempt to com-
bine the reach and user-friendliness of consumer reputation systems 
with government data. One recent initiative, the LIVES standard, de-
veloped by San Francisco, Code for America, and Yelp, brings health 
department inspection data to Yelp and other consumer restaurant ap-
plications, using open data to provide even more information to con-
sumers. The House Facts standard does the same with housing inspec-
tion data, integrating it with internet services like Trulia

Another interesting project that actually harnesses citizen help (rather 
than just citizen opinion) by connecting a consumer-facing app to gov-
ernment data is the PulsePoint project, originally started by the San Ra-
MON��#ALIFORNIA�lRE�DEPARTMENT��!FTER�THE�lRE�CHIEF�HAD�THE�DISMAYING�
experience of hearing an ambulance pull up to the restaurant next door 
to the one in which he was having lunch with staff including a number of 
EMR techs, he commissioned an app that would allow any citizen with 
%-2�TRAINING�TO�RECEIVE�THE�SAME�DISPATCH�CALLS�AS�OFlCIALS�

The Role of Sensors in Algorithmic Regulation

Increasingly, our interactions with businesses, government, and the 
built environment are becoming digital, and thus amenable to creative 
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forms of measurement, and ultimately algorithmic regulation.

For example, with the rise of GPS (not to mention automatic speed 
cameras), it is easy to foresee a future where speeding motorists are 
NO�LONGER�PULLED�OVER�BY�POLICE�OFlCERS�WHO�HAPPEN�TO�SPOT�THEM��BUT�
instead automatically ticketed whenever they exceed the speed limit.

Most people today would consider that intrusive and alarming. But we 
can also imagine a future in which that speed limit is automatically ad-
JUSTED�BASED�ON�THE�AMOUNT�OF�TRAFlC��WEATHER�CONDITIONS��AND�OTHER�SUB-
jective conditions that make a higher or lower speed more appropriate 
than the static limit that is posted today. The endgame might be a future 
of autonomous vehicles that are able to travel faster because they are 
CONNECTED�IN�AN�INVISIBLE�WEB��A�TRAFlC�REGULATORY�SYSTEM�THAT�KEEPS�US�
safer than today’s speed limits. The goal, after all, is not to have cars go 
slower than they might otherwise, but to make our roads safe.

While such a future no doubt raises many issues and might be seen by 
many as an assault on privacy and other basic freedoms, early versions 
of that future are already in place in countries like Singapore and can 
be expected to spread more widely.

#ONGESTION�PRICING�ON�TOLLS��DESIGNED�TO�REDUCE�TRAFlC�TO�CITY�CENTERS��IS�
another example. Systems such as those in London where your license 
plate is read and you are required to make a payment will be replaced 
BY�AUTOMATIC�BILLING��9OU�CAN�IMAGINE�THE�COSTS�OF�TOLLS�mOATING�BASED�
NOT�JUST�ON�TIME�OF�DAY�BUT�ON�ACTUAL�TRAFlC�

Smart parking meters have similar capabilities—parking can cost more 
at peak times, less off-peak. But perhaps more importantly, smart park-
ing meters can report whether they are occupied or not, and eventu-
ally give guidance to drivers and car navigation systems, reducing the 
amount of time spent circling while aimlessly looking for a parking space.

As we move to a future with more electric vehicles, there are already 
proposals to replace gasoline taxes with miles driven—reported, of 
course, once again by GPS.

Moving further out into the future, you can imagine public transpor-
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tation reinventing itself to look much like Uber. It’s a small leap from 
CONNECTING�ONE�PASSENGER�AND�ONE�DRIVER�TO�PICKING�UP�FOUR�OR�lVE�PAS-
sengers all heading for the same destination, or along the same route. 
Smartphone GPS sensors and smart routing algorithms could lead to a 
HYBRID�OF�TAXI�AND�BUS�SERVICE��BRINGING�AFFORDABLE��mEXIBLE�PUBLIC�TRANS-
portation to a much larger audience.

The First Step is Measurement

Data driven regulatory systems need not be as complex as those used 
by Google or credit card companies, or as those imagined above. Some-
times, it’s as simple as doing the math on data that is already being col-
lected and putting in place new business processes to act on it.

For example, after hearing of the cost of a small government job search 
engine for veterans ($5 million per year), I asked how many users 
the site had. I was told “A couple of hundred.” I was understandably 
shocked, and wondered why this project was up for contract renewal. 
"UT�WHEN�)�ASKED�A�SENIOR�OFlCIAL�AT�THE�'ENERAL�3ERVICES�!DMINISTRA-
tion if there were any routine process for calculating the cost per user 
of government websites, I was told, “That would be a good idea!” It 
SHOULDN�T�JUST�BE�A�GOOD�IDEA��IT�SHOULD�BE�COMMON�PRACTICEÐ

%VERY�COMMERCIAL�WEBSITE�NOT�ONLY�MEASURES�ITS�TRAFlC��BUT�CONSTANTLY�
makes adjustments to remove features that are unused and to test new 
ones in their place. When a startup fails to gain traction with its intend-
ed customers, the venture capitalists who backed it either withdraw 
their funding, or “pivot” to a new approach, trying multiple options till 
THEY�lND�ONE�THAT�WORKS��4HE�hLEAN�STARTUPv�METHODOLOGY�NOW�WIDE-
ly adopted in Silicon Valley considers a startup to be “a machine for 
learning,” using data to constantly revise and tune its approach to the 
market. Government, by contrast, seems to inevitably double down on 
bad approaches, as if admitting failure is the cardinal sin.

Simple web metrics considered as part of a contract renewal are one 
simple kind of algorithmic regulation that could lead to a massive sim-
PLIlCATION� OF� GOVERNMENT� WEBSITES� AND� REDUCTION� OF� GOVERNMENT� )4�
costs. Other metrics that are commonly used on the commercial web 
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INCLUDE�TIME�ON�SITE��ABANDON�RATE��PEOPLE�WHO�LEAVE�WITHOUT�COMPLET-
ING�A� TRANSACTION	�� AND�ANALYSIS�OF� THE�PATHS�PEOPLE�USE� TO� REACH� THE�
desired information.

There is other data available as well. Many commercial sites use analysis 
of search queries to surface what people are looking for. The UK Gov-
ernment Digital Service used this technique in their effort to redesign 
the Gov.UK site around user needs rather than around the desires of 
THE�VARIOUS�CABINET�OFlCES�AND�AGENCIES�TO�PROMOTE�THEIR�ACTIVITIES��4HEY�
looked what people were searching for, and redesigned the site to create 
new, shorter paths to the most frequently searched-for answers. (Code for 
America built a site for the city of Honolulu, Honolulu Answers, which 
took much the same approach, adding a citizen “write-a-thon” to write 
new, user friendly content to answer the most asked questions.)

This is a simpler, manual intervention that copies what Google does 
algorithmically when it takes search query data into account when eval-
uating which results to publish. For example, Google looks at what they 
call “long clicks” versus “short clicks.” When the user clicks on a search 
RESULT�AND�DOESN�T�COME�BACK��OR�COMES�BACK�SIGNIlCANTLY� LATER�� INDI-
cating that they found the destination link useful, that is a long click. 
Contrast that to a short click, when users come back right away and try 
another link instead. Get enough short clicks, and your search result 
gets demoted.

There are many good examples of data collection, measurement, analy-
sis, and decision-making taking hold in government. In New York City, 
data mining was used to identify correlations between illegal apartment 
CONVERSIONS�AND�INCREASED�RISK�OF�lRES��LEADING�TO�A�UNIQUE�COOPERATION�
BETWEEN�BUILDING�AND�lRE�INSPECTORS��)N�,OUISVILLE��+9��A�DEPARTMENT�
focused on performance analytics has transformed the culture of gov-
ernment to one of continuous process improvement.

It’s important to understand that these manual interventions are only 
AN�ESSENTIAL�lRST�STEP��/NCE�YOU�UNDERSTAND�THAT�YOU�HAVE�ACTIONABLE�
data being systematically collected, and that your interventions based on 
that data are effective, it’s time to begin automating those interventions.

There’s a long way to go. We’re just at the beginning of thinking about 
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how measurement, outcomes, and regulation come together.

Risks of Algorithmic Regulation

The use of algorithmic regulation increases the power of regulators, 
and in some cases, could lead to abuses, or to conditions that seem 
anathema to us in a free society. “Mission creep” is a real risk. Once 
data is collected for one purpose, it’s easy to imagine new uses for it. 
We’ve already seen this in requests to the NSA for data on American 
CITIZENS�ORIGINALLY�COLLECTED�FOR�PURPOSES�OF�lGHTING�OVERSEAS�TERRORISM�
BEING�REQUESTED�BY�OTHER�AGENCIES�TO�lGHT�DOMESTIC�CRIME�� INCLUDING�
copyright infringement! (See Lichtblau & Schmidt, 2013.)

The answer to this risk is not to avoid collecting the data, but to put 
stringent safeguards in place to limit its use beyond the original pur-
pose. As we have seen, oversight and transparency are particularly dif-
lCULT�TO�ENFORCE�WHEN�NATIONAL�SECURITY�IS�AT�STAKE�AND�SECRECY�CAN�BE�
claimed to hide misuse. But the NSA is not the only one that needs to 
keep its methods hidden. Many details of Google’s search algorithms 
are kept as a trade secret lest knowledge of how they work be used to 
GAME�THE�SYSTEM��THE�SAME�IS�TRUE�FOR�CREDIT�CARD�FRAUD�DETECTION�

One key difference is that a search engine such as Google is based on 
open data (the content of the web), allowing for competition. If Goo-
gle fails to provide good search results, for example because they are 
favoring results that lead to more advertising dollars, they risk losing 
market share to Bing. Users are also able to evaluate Google’s search 
results for themselves.

Not only that, Google’s search quality team relies on users themselves—
tens of thousands of individuals who are given searches to perform, and 
asked whether they found what they were looking for. Enough “no” 
answers, and Google adjusts the algorithms.

Whenever possible, governments putting in place algorithmic regula-
tions must put in place similar quality measurements, emphasizing not 
JUST�COMPLIANCE�WITH�THE�RULES�THAT�HAVE�BEEN�CODIlED�SO�FAR�BUT�WITH�
THE�ORIGINAL��CLEARLYSPECIlED�GOAL�OF�THE�REGULATORY�SYSTEM��4HE�DATA�
used to make determinations should be auditable, and whenever possi-
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ble, open for public inspection.

There are also huge privacy risks involved in the collection of the data 
needed to build true algorithmic regulatory systems. Tracking our 
speed while driving also means tracking our location. But that location 
data need not be stored as long as we are driving within the speed lim-
IT��OR�IT�CAN�BE�ANONYMIZED�FOR�USE�IN�TRAFlC�CONTROL�SYSTEMS�

Given the amount of data being collected by the private sector, it is 
clear that our current notions of privacy are changing. What we need is 
a strenuous discussion of the tradeoffs between data collection and the 
BENElTS�WE�RECEIVE�FROM�ITS�USE�

This is no different in a government context.

In Conclusion

We are just at the beginning of a big data algorithmic revolution that 
will touch all elements of our society. Government needs to participate 
in this revolution.

As outlined in the introduction, a successful algorithmic regulation sys-
tem has the following characteristics:

1. A deep understanding of the desired outcome

2. Real-time measurement to determine if that outcome is being 
achieved

3. Algorithms (i.e. a set of rules) that make adjustments based on new 
data

4. Periodic, deeper analysis of whether the algorithms themselves are 
correct and performing as expected.

Open data plays a key role in both steps 2 and 4. Open data, either 
provided by the government itself, or required by government of the 
private sector, is a key enabler of the measurement revolution. Open 
data also helps us to understand whether we are achieving our desired 
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objectives, and potentially allows for competition in better ways to 
achieve those objectives.
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Afterword: What’s Next?
By Abhi Nemani

The principle binary struggle of the 21st century is not left or 
right, but open societies versus closed.

—Alec J. Ross

The early history of the open data movement, as chronicled in these 
pages, tells us that data will certainly play a critical role in optimizing 
service delivery, creating new business opportunities, and setting new 
policy. Cities ranging from Asheville and Portland to Chicago and 
,ONDON�HAVE�SET�UP�OPEN�DATA�SHOPS��MILLIONS�OF�DOLLARS�OF�ECONOMIC�
ACTIVITY�HAVE�BEEN� STIMULATED�BOTH�AT� THE� LOCAL� AND�NATIONAL� LEVELS��
and core civic services such as childhood welfare in Maryland and 
Public Works in Louisville are being constantly renovated through 
data. Beyond these tactical enhancements, cultural and social shifts 
are emerging as citizens build more trust in their government and 
become more engaged in its work.

Still, the legacy of the open data movement remains to be seen. The 
long-term success of our current efforts should be measured not only 
BY�THEIR�EFlCACY�NOW��BUT�BY�THEIR�ABILITY�TO�CATALYZE�FUTURE�ACTION�INTO�
NEW�CHALLENGES�AND�HARDER�ISSUES��7HILE�PROGRESS�HAS�BEGUN�IN�DIFl-
cult areas such as personal data, platform integration, and inter-agen-
cy coordination, we have only just scratched the surface. As open data 
becomes mainstream, political and philosophical issues are coming 
to the fore. How can we design for inclusion? How can we reconcile 
privacy and openness? We must take on these questions next.

To address these challenges and realize future opportunities, a key 
lesson from these narratives must be taken to heart. Data is at best 
a tool—sometimes a blunt one—and tools are only as good as their 
operators. The open data movement must look not only beyond trans-
parency as an end goal, but beyond any single constituency as op-
erators. “How to open data” is not only a question for governments, 
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and neither is “what to build with it” one for civic startups. New York 
City has pioneered some of the most impressive applications of data 
analytics, while BrightScope has opened up millions of rows of data. 
4HE�3MART�#HICAGO�#OLLABORATIVE��0HILADELPHIA�S�#HIEF�$ATA�/FlCER��
and SmartProcure have all used data to advance policy reform. Civ-
ic hackers and journalists have played a critical role in making data 
more meaningful and available.

There are countless other examples—many detailed in this anthol-
ogy—of unexpected open civic data operators from all facets of our 
society. In this way, open data has served to blur the lines between 
our public and private lives, to reconnect the consumer, citizen, and 
civil servant. When looking ahead, this may be part of open data’s 
greatest legacy: the emergence of a new kind of connective tissue that 
enables us to create governments of the people, by the people, that 
work in the 21st century.
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